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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to account for a range of variations
in clitic constructions in various languagss, while assuming a restricted
cla6s of parameters and a unified theory of clitics.
Specifically, we aSSUlne that clitic phenomena in F~ench, Spanish,
River Plate Spanish, Rumanian and Modern Hebrew can be given a unified
account on the assumption that clitics in these languages are the out-
put of a local rule of morphology, which inserts gender, number and
person features into the feature matrix of a head of a lexical categ-
ory, when thRC head contains Case assignment features. These features
are then combined with the Case feature, and they are given a phono-
logical representation as a complex. This complex of features, the
clitic, governs the complements of the head, but cannot itself be that
complement. The complement of the head, on the other hand, is coindexed
with the clitic. This coindexing, we argue, is a direct result of the
process of thematic role assignmenc, which rules ungrammatical any
configuration in which the clit1c is not coindexed with the complement
position.
Although in languages such as French the complement is never phono-
logically realized when the clitic is present, in other languages
(River Plate Spanish, Rumanian, Modern Hebrew), clitic doubling ia
attested. In these languages, the coindexing between the clitic and
the c)mplement NP is actually attested. In this study, we provide a
systematic account of clitic doubling, as well as explain the
various ways in which it appears in the above-mentioned languages.
We suggest that parametric variation in clitic constructions
can be explained by assuming a particular class of parameters:
parameters which involve morphological properties as they are specified
2by local rules of insertion and movement. We show that by using
this restricted class of parameters we can account for such pheno-
mena as clitic doubling and clitic climbing. We can further account
for the difference in extraction possibilities in Rumanian, River
Plate Spanish and Modern Hebrew by utilizing the properties of
local rules. We also show that the account for pro-drop phenomena
and for the pro-drop parameter sketched in Chomsky (1981) is com-
patibl~ with our proposal, and that the pro-drop phenomenon interacts
in an interesting way with our conclusions on the nature of clitics.
The various theoretical claims in this study are substantiated
by analyses of genitive constructions and free relatives in Modern
Hebrew, clitic doubling in Rumanian, "two-storey" constructions in
Ri,,'er Plate Spanish and French t pro-drop phenomena in r.lodern Hebrew
and existential sentences in Modern Hebrew.
Thesis Supervisor: Noanl Chomsky
Title: Institute Professor
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CHAPTER 1: A THEORETICAL OUTLINE
9
In recent years, the focus of linguistic research has shifted
from the study ot systems of rules to the study of systems of prin-
ciples which govern the application of grammatical processes.
It has always been the assumption of generative linguistics that
the purpose of linguistic theory is to understand the nature of the lan-
guage faculty and to explain the acquisition of language, taking into
consideration the impoverishment of thE~ stimuli to which the language
learner is exposed and the unava11abili.ty of direct negative evidence.
The lack of e'lidence for "language leat'ning" in the common sense 0 f the
term "learnillg", as well as the abSence of any plausible learnability
theory capable of explaining the nature: of language acquisition on the
basis of exposure to data alone, has lE!d to the assumption that the
language faculty is best characterized as a biological faculty, a mental
organ of some sort, with inherent properties of its own. This mental
organ has often been referred to as Universal Grammar (UG). UG narrowly
restricts the class of possible grammars which the child can infer
on the basis of limited, defective data. Informally speaking, then,
the notion of UG allows us to suppose that the child, when exposed to
linguistic data t does not construct models that would account for the
data from scratch, but rather fits them into already existing, innate
slots.
Clearly, if one is to allow for the great level of generality
which such an approach implies, and at the same time account in a
natural way for language variation, the UG component must offer a
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rather abstract class of operations and principles. These can then
be interpreted in somewhat different ways in different grammars,
Within the theoretical framework of the Extended Standard Theory
(as sketched in particular in Chomsky, 1973, 1975, 1976; Chomsky and
Lasnik, 1977; and subsequent literature), an example of a general
operation that is, in turn, restricted by particular grammars is the
rule "Move a". While the rule itse'lf is part of universal grannnar,
different grammars may choose different values for a. Further, they
can choose to restrict the domain of application of the rule. For
instance, it has been argued that in Chinese, "Move WHit applj.,es in
the logical form (LF) component, but not in the syntax (see Huang,
1980, for discussion).
UG is composed of two major components. One of these components
contains those principles and operations which hold universally, such
as "Move a", Xtheory, the binding conditions, etc. (See section 1
below for some discussion of these notions.) The other component of
UG determines the principled ways in which languages may differ from
each other with respect to the application of the principles of UG;
this is a theory of Earameters.
As an example to illustrate our point, let us look at the phrase-
structure component, as given in UG by the X theory. Clearly, we must
allow for parameters of Xtheory that would rearrange categortal com-
ponents within the X system, to permit SVO languages, SOV languages,
vas languages, etc. One could, however, imagine other ways in which
the Xsystea might vary from one configurational language to another.
Thus, for instance, one could imagine a system in which different
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languages would select a different number of bars either for a specific
category or for X in general. The question of whether such an option
is actually realized or not is an empirical issue: if, indeed, a
case can be made for this kind of parameter, then clearly it has to
be admitted into the system. The availability of this kind of parameter
would then be encoded in the theory of parameters in UG.
In essence, dividing UG into principles, on the one hand, and
parameters, on the other, implies a particular proce~s of language
acquisition. When a child is exposed to input data, he is equipped
with two sorts of mechanisms. First, he has available to him a grammar
built on universal principles. Second, on the basis of input data,
the child determines the value of a particular parameter. The set
of choices and their nature is predetermined: the input data does
not introduce a previously non-existant theoretical mechanism or a
choice which is not specified in the parameters of UG. Rather, it
allows the child to choose a particular possibility from two (or more)
existing ones.
Note that although the role of input data in this case is
vitally important for choosing the right option, the relationship be-
tween the determining evidence and the option chosen does not have to
be direct. It suffices that the grammatical analysis or the input
data cannot be reconciled with one of the choices. For example, it
will be shown below that, on the basis of the absence of a pronoun in
sub~1ect position in certain languages (the "pro-drop" phenomenon), the
~h11d deduces the level at which a~..rule applies: the rule of
Affix Hopping of Chomsky (1957)t
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The universal processes and principles, as fixed and determined
by the choice of parameters in UG, constitutes the individual granunar
of a particular language, often referred to as core grammar. Thus,
given tllese t~10 components of UG and the input of data, the mental
organ in question is not only a predetermined, rigid endowment, but
also a language acquisition device (LAD) to which experience serves
as input and core grammar as output, as illustrated by the diagram
in (1):
(1) experience ------P~ I LAD I ~ core grammar
Given the high level of abst~actness of the UG component, it
is clear that aparamet~rwhich determines the choice between several
available possibilities in UG may have complex and varying consequences
in various domains of the grammar. Thus, on the basis of rather limited
evidence, quite different gramlnatical systems can be constructed. Again,
we will return below to further examples of such cases.
Clearly, it is a desitable step forward in the investigation
of UG to try to restrict the class of possible parameters. The strongest
claim in this respect would be that, in fact, there are ~ language-
particular choices with respect' to the realization of universal processes
and principles. Rather, gramma\:ical variations can be restricted to the
idiosyncratic properties of lexi,-:al items. These idiosytlCracies, which
are clearly learned, will then interact with general principles of ua
in a particular way. This particular interaction will then result in
vastly different systems. The weakest claim with respect to the nature
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of parameters would be the claim that every single principle of UG can
be true or untrue for a particular grammar, depending on the availability
of input evidence that can determine it.
While the latter position considerably weakens the notion of UG
(note that it predicts that there can be two languages which do not share
any principles of UG)~ the former is quite hard to maintain. Furthermore,
this strong claim is clearly false. First, it offers no way to capture
the distinction between configurational and non-configurational languages.
Second, it is quite clear that the ordering of components within the X
system, as mentioned above, is independent of the properties of lexical
items. Rather, it is clearly an option available in UG.
Since so few languages have been investigated in detail with suggested
pr1ncipl~!s of UG 1n mind, it is still premature to offer a comprehensive
theory of parameters. Nevertheless, it is clearly desirable to try to
reduce as many language-particular phenomena as possible to the learned
properties of lexical items. This study is an attempt to do this. We
will suggest a unified explanation of some clitic phenomena, as they
appear 1n Modern Hebrew and in some Romance languages (Standard Spa-
nish, River Plate Spanish, Rumanian, French). It will be e~0wn that,
given a restricted class of parameters, many vari~tions among languages
with respect to the occurrence of clitics can be explained. These parameters
will all involve local rules which specify in their environment either
particular grammatical formatives or a feature of inflectional morphology,
The organization of this study will be as follows: in the remainder
of chapter 1 we will sketch the general theoretical framework which we
14
assume in this work. Essentially, it is the framework of Government-Binding
(GB) as outlined in particular in works such as Chomsky (the Pisa Lectures),
Chomsky (1981), Kayne (1981) and others. In section 2 below we will define
a restricted class of parameters, showing that certain domains of language-
particular phenomena can be characterized given the properties of local
rules. In section 3 below we will sketch the general theory of clitics
which we shall argue for in detail in this study.
In chapter 2, the theory of clitics which is sketched in section 3
of this chapter will be argued for in detail and will be motivated on the
basis of data from genitive constructions in Modern Hebrew. In chapter 3,
it will be suggested that the analysis of clitics motivated in chapter 2 is
subject to parametric variation. It will be shown that, given the restric-
ted class of parameters suggested in section 2 uf chapter 1, all these va-
riations can be accounted for. In chapter 4 the analysis of clitics sugges-
ted in this study will be shown to interact in an interesting way with ano-
ther parameter of core grammar: the pro-drop parameter as discus~ed in
Chomsky (1981). The interaction of the pro-drop parameter with the properties
of clitics will supply additional evidence both for the class of parameters
which we argue for and for our analysis of clitics. The evidence in chap~
ter 4 will be from existential sentences in Modern Hebrew.
1. General Theoretical Assumptions
The general framework assumed in this study is that of Government-
Binding (GB) , as sketched mainly in Chomsky (the Pisa Lectures), Chomsky
(1981) and subsequent work. 1
The central concern of GB is to characterize the positions in ~~h1ch
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different manifestations of NP's can appear. These manifestations include
fully realized referential expressions, lexical anuphors and the empty
elements: PRO, [Npe] (NP trace) and variables ('~ traces, traces of quan-
tifier raising etc.). To this end, GB assumes several subsystems, each
predicting a certain distribution of nominal elem~nt8 in a certain domain:
the theory of the lexicon (which contains complementation specifications
and thematic specifications), Case theory, the binding theory and control
theory. These systems interact with each other in several ways and this
interaction is further constrained by certain well-formedness conditions
on derivations.
The GB framework shares with an earlier version of the Extended Stan-
dard Theory its perception of the structure of core grammar. This structure,
?following Chomsky and Lasnik (1977~ is given in 2:-
(2)
D-structure I
'Move a'
Phonological
(PF)
Logical Forln I
(LF)
The essential claim of a grammatical model such as (2) is that repre-
sentations at S-structure feed into two separate components. These components
do not interact with each other. Thus, an operation in the LF component
cannot trigger the application of a phonological rule, nor can an operation
16
in PF affect rules in LF.
The D-structure component of (2) can be factored into the lexicon
and the phrase structure component. The latter we will take to be some
version of the X system (for discussion of this system see Chomsky, 1970;
Bresnan, 1976 ; Enlonds, 1976; Jackendoff, 1977; Stowell, 1981; and others).
Following ideas of Hale (1978) further developed in Chomsky (1980), we
will take the inflection node (INFL) to be the head of Sand S. INFL is
itself composed of a TENSE component and an agreement component (AGR).
Thus the basic phrase structure rules of English are as in (3):
(3) !NFL --...... COMP INFL
INFL -----. NP INFL VP
In chapter 4 of this study the AGR component of INFL will be discussed
extensively. We will have little to say about the TENSE part of INFL.
D-structure is best characterized as that component in which one-to-
one correlations hold between referential exp·ressions and thematic roles,
between subcategorization frames and the categories which fulfill them.
This assumption is rather natural; at that level of the derivatl.on or
prior to it, no operations that link two positions on a tree ~&ave applied.
Thus the satisfaction of thematic requirements and subcategorization frames
has to be "local". We will return to the precise nature of this "locality"
below.
The linking of positions in the tree is a property of the transforma-
tional component and of S-structure.
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In the transformational componellt, the rule "Move a" maps D-s true ture
representations onto S-structure representations. Thus it could be consl~
dered simply a mode of linking positions on the tree. S-structure is now
to be regarded as the level in which positions are linked. IE so, it is
natural to assume that at this level lexical specifications like subcate-
gorization requirements and thematic assignment are met by linked elements,
rather than by single, non-linked elements. In this sense, the requirements
are not met "locally".
Let us try and make this description more precise. Subcategorization
frames are specified in the lexical entry of each item. Similarly, every
lexical category which can assign a thematic role is specified in the lexi-
con as assigning this particular thematic role in a particular position,
a thematic position. The one-to-one correlation between the aS8ignment
of a thematic role and the referential expressions which fill these positions
is captured by the a-criterion (8;thematic), informally stated as in (4):
(4) The 8-criterion
i. Each a-position is assigned an argument
i1. Each argument is assigned a a-role
iii. Only arguments are assigned to a-positions
(For some discussion of the a-criterion and its properties see Freidin, 1978,
who argues for a similar principle; Borer, 1980a and Chomsky, 1981), The
argument specified in the definition in (4) we will take to be a lexical
NP (either a name or a lexical anaphor), the pronominal elements (including
the pronominal anaphor PRO) and variables. Crucially this list does
18
not include NP traces. 3
The principle in (4) ensures that every a-position will be filled
by only one argument, and that every argument will be assigned only one
8-role. The notion "assigned to" in (4) is interpreted according to the
Projection Principle of Chomsky (1981), stated informally as in (5):
(5) Lexical requirements must be met at every level.
Lexical requirements in the sense of (5) include subcategorization frames
and a-role assignment. Now recall that, whereas in D-structure no linking
mechanisms were available, in S-structure such links are established either
by "Move a" or by the binding conditions (to which we will return below) .
It naturally follows that at D-structure there must be a one-to-one cor-
relation between lexical requirements and single, unlinked elements_ In
the absence of linking mechanisms, (5) can only be met if all lexical
requirements are met: i.e. if all a-positions are filled, all subcateg-
orization frames are satisfied, etc. The Projection Principle thus gives
content to the "locality" of representations in D-structure.
At S-structure, on the other hand, a network of links has been estab-
lished. It is these links which satisfy lexical requirements, if there is
an element in the link, whether a fully realized NP or its trace, which 1s
in a posit1~n in which these requirements have to be met.
The lin~s established at S-structure, to which lexical requirements
apply, are called chains. In order to exemplify the interaction of the
notion chain with the Projection Principle of (5), consider the following
sentences:
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(6)a. John hit Mary
b. [~] was hit Mary (by John)
c. MarY i was hit [eli (by John)
The verb hit in (6)a subcategorizes for an NP complement to which
it assigns a a-role i.n the post-verbal position. (This 8-role is presumably
that of a patient. For some discussion of the nature of a-roles, see
Jackendoff, 1972.) In (6)b, when the verb hit appears in its participial
form, there is no reason to assume that its subcategorization frame and
a-assignment properties have changed. In fact, the correlation between
(6)a and (6)b is captured if we assume that they have not changed. (6)b
is the assumed D-structure representation of (6)c. In this D-structure,
subeategorization requirements and a-role assignment apply to the post-
a
participial NP Mary. Thus, the Projection Principle is met at D-structure.
To (6)b the rule of "Move aU applies, yielding the S-structure re-
presentation in (6)c. Now we have a chain which consists of the preposed
NP ~arYi and its coindexed trace. This chain now satisfies (5) J although
the position following hit in (6)c is not filled by an argument, but by
a trace of an argument. Since this trace is part of the chain which con-
tains an argument the subject Mary -- the chain can fLllffl the lex-
ieal requirements of hit. In essence, then, given the "local" nature of
D-structure and the non-local nature of S-structure, involving chains,
"Move a" is now an operation mapping D-st'[ tlcture representations onto S-
structure representations in accordance with the Projection Principle,
combined with the a-criterion and subcategorization requirements. Given
this system, the representation in D-str1Jcture or at S-structure of (6)c
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as (7) is blocked:
(7) *Mary was hit (by John)
In (7), the lexical requirements of hit are not met either at D-structure
or at S-structure.
The formation of chains at S-structure is in accordance with the
binding conditions t to which we will return below (and see appendix to
chapter 2 for a precise definition of the notion "chain" and for some
discu~sion of the consequences of this notion for other subsystems of
the model). The notion of "chain" as defined in Chomsky (1981) is in-
tended to apply both to A-chains (A::: argument), in which all the elements
in the chain are in an A-position, and to A-chains (A:= non-argument), in
which one of the positions in the chain 1s not an A-position, for instance,
COMP. (A-position here means a position in which an argument may appear
at D-structure.) Although it will be obvious below that the notion of
bound as defined in (12) is intended to cover both the relationship be-
tween two A-positions and the relationship between an A-position and an
antecedent in an A-position, we will not be concerned with A-chains in
this study. For some discussion of these chains see Chomsky (1981). Aoun
(forthcoming).
Thus far, we have mentioned the predictions about the distribution
of NP's which are made by a-theory (the G-criterion), X,theory and the
theory of subcategorization frames. These different systems interact to
predict the distribution of arguments at D-structure, but not the di,s-
tribution of non-arguments at D-structure. With Chomsky (1981), we will
assume that, in fact, non-arguments are not repcesented at D-structure.
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Rather, they are inserted at S-structure in non-a-positions. These non-
arguments include pleonastic elements such as it and there in English or
expletive PRO's in languages which have such PRO's (so-called "pro-drop"
languages; see ~hapter 4 below for extensive discussion).
The distribution of NP's at S-structure is already partially pre-
dieted by the 9-criterion combined with the Projection Principle. Since
all a-positions have to be filled at D-structure, and since the movement
of an argument so as to cover the trace of another moved argument will
result in a violation of the Projection Principl~, it follows that move-
ment is only possible from a e-pos~tion to a non-8-position. Other
principles which determine the distribution of NP's at S-structure are
the binding conditions, the theory of control and Case theory.
Let us first consider the binding theory. CruciallYt the binding
theory utilizes the notion of government. This notion plays a central
role in determining the properties of many subsystems in the GB framework.
Notably, complementation requirements are met in the domain of government
(where by complementation requirements we mean, again, subcategorization
frames and a-role assignment).
Case assignment is sensitive to government, as is the application
of the binding conditions. In this study, we will presuppose the de-
finition of government given in (8):4
(8) Government (definition)
In the configuration [ ... f3 ••• a ... a ... ] a. can be said to govern
a iff:
i.
11.
iii.
o
a==X
where ~ is a maximal projection, if ~ dominates a then ~
dominates a
a~a
22
The definition of c-command which we assume is as in (9):
(9) C-command (definition)
a, c-commands e· iff:
i. n does not conta~n a
ii. Suppose that Yl , ... , Yo is a sequence such that:
a. Y
n
=0.
b. Yi = a j
c. Yt immediately dominates Yi+l
then if 0 immediately dominates a then either:
I. 0 dominates a; or
II. <5 = 0.1 and (Xl dominates a
The definition of government in (8), coupled with the definition of c-com-
mand in (9), essentially entails that within a maximal projection, the
head governs everything. Further, given the definition of c-command in
(9), the head governs elements which are adjoined to its category. Thus,
in a configuration such as (lO), X governs all the NP's in the strtlcture:
(10)
=X' = adjoined maxilnal
projection of X.
Throughout this study, we will make extensive use of the definition
of government in (8), based on the definition of c-commands in (9). We
will, however, suggest a slight reformulation of (9) that will restrict
the sequence Y1' .•• 'Y
n
in (ii) to elements which share the same head (see
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chapter 2, definition in (42) and related discussion). \~e will also make
extensive use of the fact that, under the X system, heads have to govern
their complements. \~~le in simplex sentences this requirement i3 trivially
met, in more complex configurations, such as the construct state in Modern
Hebrew and causative constructions in Romance, this requirement will be
shown to interact in an interesting way with constraints on coindexing
and on reanalysis (see section 3 of this chapter for some more discussion) .
The notion of government also plays a crucial role in the theory
of binding. The theory of binding seeks to characterize and further restrict
the distribution of nominal elements at S-structure. This theory will
specify the correct linking of moved constituents and their traces (whether
moved WH elements or moved NP elements). It will further specify the
correct linking of an antecedent and a lexical anaphor. Given the notion
of chain described above and given the fact that chains are seen as satis-
fy1ng lexical requirements, it is clear that the binding theory plays a
crucial role in determining the correct linking relationships ~reating a
chain.
Thus, as we have seen, the Projection Principle coupled with
lexical requirements predicts the distribution of NP elements in the base,
while the Projection Principle coupled with the binding conditions determines
the distribution of NP elements at S-structure. The binding conditions
are given in (11):
(11)
B.
c.
an anaphor is bound in its governing category
(anaphors: NP traces, lexical anaphors, PRO)
a pronominal is free in its governing category
(pronominals: pronouns, PRO)
an R(-referential) expression is free
(R-expressions: names, variables)
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The definition of the notion bound is given in (12) and the definition
of a governing catego:x in (13):
(12) a is X-bound by a iff a and Bare coindexed, e c-commands a
and a-is in an X-position.
X = A, A
(13) a 1s a governing category for a iff a is the minimal category
containing a , a govern~r of a and a SUBJECT accessible to a. S
The binding conditions as stated in (11) subsume the Tensed S condition
and the Specified Subject condition of Chomsky (1973) (later formulated
as the Propositional Island condition (Chomsky, 1976) and the Opacity
condition (Chomsky, 1980) respectively), although the predictions made
by these earlier systems do n2'~ completely overlap with the predictions
made by the binding conditions. (For discussion see references cited
above.)
The binding conditions in (11) make an interesting prediction with
respect to the pronominal anaphor PRO. PRO falls both under the binding
condition A and under the binding condition B. Thus, if it has a governing
category, it must be free according to the latter but bound accord1n~ to
,
the former. It follows that PRO cannot have a governing category or in
other words, PRO cannot be governed. The only position in which PRO can
appear, then, is an ungoverned position. Assuming that the set of governors
are N,P,V,A and AGR the only position in which PRO can appear is the subject
of infinitive position. This position is not governed, since the value of
AGR in infinitival clauses i8[-].
Given the properties of various elements, such as R-expressions,
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lexical anaphors, NP traces and variables, the binding conditions will
predict the distribution of these elements at S-structure. The binding
conditions will also determine which chains (in the sense of ~hain discussed
above) are well-formed chains which can, in turn, satisfy lexical require-
menta in accordance with the Projection Principle in (5) above.
We now turn to yet another subsystem which predicts the distribution
of NP elements. This system is Case theory. It has been proposed in
Rouveret and Vergnaud (1980) that the following filter holds in core grammar:
(14) *NP when NP has a phonetic matrix
[-Case]
Case assignment 1s sensitive to government. Thus accusative Case is assigned
when an NP is gQyerne~ by a verb (and adjacent to itL for some discussion
r ..--- ..-----,-----
of accusative Case assignment see section 2 below. For extensive discussion
of the ~.llicenc~ condition on Case assigIl!!L~nt. see Stowell, 1981). Obllque
Case is assigned when the NP in question is governed by a preposition or a
preposition-like element (again, adjacency has to be met) and nominative
I
Case is assigned when the NP in question is governed by AGR (see chapter 4
r··-----...
for extensive discussion). Given that the notion of government is crucial
both for the binding theory and for Case theor~', it 1s not sur~r .Lsing that the
position which 1s not "covered" by the binding conditio:ls is also "left alone"
by Case theory: the subject position of an infinitivul. Thus this position
1s~no~ Case marked and does not enter the binding conditions for the same
reason in ~ach case: it is.~ governed.
The subject position of infinitivals also supplies us with a case
in which the binding conditions will fail to rule a sentence out, but
Case theory will. Thus the sentences in (15) are ungrammatical,
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althou~h from the point of view of the bitdlng conditions they are well-
formed:
(15)a.
b.
*John tried Bill to win
*John decided Bill i to be believed le]i
Bill in hoth (15)a and (lS)b satisfies lexical requirements. In (15)a
it 1s itself in a a-position and in (lS)b it .La part of a chain which
has a member in a a-position ([eli)' Thus, (lS)a-b cannot be ruled out
as a violation of the Projection Principle or the a-criterion. Furthermore,
in (15)b, where the binding conditions are relevant, [eli' being an NP
trace, thus an anaphor, is bound in its governing category by Bil1 1 ,
Nevertheless (lS)a-b are ruled out, since Bill cannot receive Case ~n the
subject position of the infinitive and hence it violates the Case filter
in (14) above.
Following proposals of Aoun (1979b), we will assume that the Case
filter is located in the ~p~lQgical-componenL.of the grammar. This
assumption is consistent with the proposal of Chomsky and Lasnik (1977),
who locate the filter component in PF, following deletions. Locating the
Case filter in the phonological component enables this filter to interact
with morphological rules of Case assignment which apply in the phonological
component.
Let us now turn to the LF component in the model in (2), (throughout
this work 1 will URe the terms "LF component" and lIinterpretive component"
interchangeably, referring to the right side of the split model in (2)
above). Recall that (5) requires that lexical specifications be met at
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every level. Thus, these specifications have to be met in the LF component
as well. However, at this level~ again) these requiremerts are met by
chains formed at S-structure. Chomsky (1981) argues that there is a
well-formedness condition on chains in LF. This well-formedness con-
dition requires that the chain be Case-marked in order to be assigned
a a-role in the LF component. This condition, henceforth the Vi~ibility
HyPothesis, will be discussed in detail in the appendix to chapte~ 2.
The LF component contains rules of quantifier raising (QR in the
sense of May, 1977), rules which prepose into COMP WH elements which
are in situ at S-structur~and rules which assign interpretation to
focus configur~tions. It further contains the theory of control, which
will not be touched upon 1n this study.
Crucially, the grammar contains the following principle:
(16) The Empty Category Principle
an empty category must be properly governed
..
(17) Proper Government (definition)
ex properly governs a iff a. governs a and:
1. a is +N, +V, or
ii. a 1s coindexed with 6
The ECP has been utilized to explain various phenomena, previously attributed
to other factors. Thus it haa been utilized to explain the "that til filter
of Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) (see in this respect Kayne, 1980aj Pesetsky,
1978, and Taraldsen, 1978), although these accounts utilize those aspects
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of the earlier Nominative Island Condition (Chomsky, 1980) which were later
subsumed by ECP t I t has been further Lnvo 1ved to explain the phenoolenon
of preposition stranding (Kayne, 198Gb), of quantifier raising in certain
configurations (Kayne, 1981; Rizzi, 1980; Jaeggli, 1980 and others) and
other phenomena.
In this study, we will argue that the proper formulation of condition
(1) in (17) is as in (17'):
(17') i. Ct is +V
The argument will be based on extraction facts from Modern Hebrew.
Kayne (1981) has shown that the condition in (16) applies to empty
categories which are left by movement rules in LF. Notably, it applies
to va~iables which are left by the rule of quantifier raising. Thus there
is reason to assume that the ECP holds in LF. We will assume that this
is indeed so. The discussion in chapter 2 will supply additional strong
evidence for this assumption (and also see Jaeggli, 1980 for an argument that
E"CE hvlds in LF in Spanish, Rizzi, 1980 for an argument tnat it holds in LF in
Italian, and Aoun, 1981 for an argument that it ho~ds in LF in Standard
Arabic and Lebanese Arabic).
Let us now summarize. The model of core grammar given 1n (2) above
contains different subsystems which are located in different modules of
its structure. The different components of this model interact to deter-
mine the distribution of nominal elements at D-structure, at S-structure
and in LF. At D-structure, these systems are a-theory, X-theory and the
theory of subcategorization frames. The distribution of NP's which follows
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from these systems is subject to the Projection Principle, the well-
formedness condition in (5) above.
Followillg the mapping from D-structure to S-structure by "Move a,"
and the establishrr:~nt of linking relationships in S-structure by "r.love C("
and the binding conditions, the Projection Principle along with the ~inding
conditions determine the distribution of nominal elements and enSUrE! the
correct formation of chains. These chains, in turn, satisfy lexic~l
specifications, in accordance with (5). The representation in S-structure
then serves as an input to two separate systems. One 1s the IF component,
-
in which the appropriateness of the distribution of NP's which do not have
a phonological matrix is checked by.the ECP and by the theory of control.
In (18) we repeat the model in (2), indicating for each component the
subsystems which are part of it:
(18) D-structure
i. lexicon
il. Phrase Structure Component
''MoveIa"
1
S-structure
the PF component
deletions
filters
(the Case filter)
PF
i.
i1.
the binding conditions
chain formation
!he LF component
QR
WH raising
Focus interpretation
theory of control
ECP
.~
LF
(in the listing of systems in D-structure and S-structure no
ordering is implied).
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Conditions on well-formedness:
1. The Projection Principle
2. The a-criterion (4 above)
3. The Visibility Hypothesis
This summary of GB is not intended as a comprehensive introduction.
Rather, it is intended to provide a short overview of the theoretical consi-
derations which guide the investigation in the following chapters. Various
subsystems and notions will be treated in greater detail, in particular,
government, the Case filter, ECP, the notion of chain and the Visibility
Hypothesis. As we discuss these subsystems and notions, their definitions
will be repeated and they will be discussed in greater detail. For a
more comprehensive description of the GB framework the reader is referred
to the references cited throughout this section.
2. A Resticted Class of Parameters
Clearly, it is still premature to offer at this stage a g~neral
theory of possible parametric variation. However, as noted above, it is
desirable to reduce as much variation among languages as possible to the
idiosyncratic properties of lexical items, indicating how these idiosyncratic
properties interact with general principles of UG. It was noted that
this class of variations does not include any options with respect to the
application of universal processes. Rather, it involves the way in which
universal processes will interact with a particular, specific set of pro-
perties, which is clearly learned.
Let ts give an example of what we have in mind. Suppose that UG
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allows for the insertion of dummy Case markers in front of nominal elements.
Further suppose that Case features cannot be assigned to non-phonetically
realized NP's. Note, however, that the specific environment in which the
insertion of dummy Case markers is possible is determined by the idiosyn-
cratic, learned properties of a particular dummy Case marker. No\v suppose
there is a language L whose grammar G contains the dummy Case marker D.
D in G can be inserted in the environment A__NP, where A It~elf is not
a Case assigner. Now suppose there is a language L' whose grannnar G' dif fers
from G minimally in that it does not contain the marker D. Given the Case
filter~ we then expect G to contain the sequence A 0 NP. G', on the other
hand, does not allow for the sequence A D NP, since 0 does not exist in L'.
Furthermore, the sequence A NP cannot appear in L' either, since A is not
a Case assigner and hence NP will not have a Case and the sequence A NP
will violate the Case filter in (14) above.
Concretely, consider the following sentences from Lebanese Arabic
and Hebrew, respectively:
(19)a.
b.
c.
pkit ma9 Karim
talked-I with Karim
'I talked with Karim'
hk1t ma9-o
i 1 talked with him'
~kit ma9-o i la-KarImi
talked-I with-him to-Karim
'I talked with Karim'
(Aoun, forthcom:lng)
d. dibarti 'im N~ca
talked-I with Neta
"I talked with Neta'
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e. dibarti 'it-a
'I talked with her'
f. *dibarti 'it-R i
talked-I with-her
7(le-)Neta i
to Neta
In the subsequent chapters, we will argue that in cases such as (19)b,
(l9)c and (19)e the clitic (£ in Lebanese Arabic and a in Modern Hebrew)
absorbs the Case features of the preposition ma9 and 'im 'with' in
these languages (and see also A~un forthcoming). Given this assumption.
the ungrammaticality of '(19)f follows from a principle of UG. In (19)f
the Case features of the preposition were absorbed by the clitic and the
NP~ cannot receive Case. Thus it violates the Case filter and the
sentence is ungrammatical.
Now consider (19)c. In (19)c the Case marker la (roughly 'to')
is inserted preceding the object of the preposition, thus assigning Case
to it, This Case assignment renders the sentence grammatical, since Karim
in (19)c receives Case. Although the Case features of ma9 are absorbed
by the clitic, its object can receive Case by the inserted preposition.
The insertion of a Case marker preceding an object of a preposition
in Hebrew is impossible. Let us assume that the grammar of Lebanese
Arabic contains the rule in (20) but that the grammar of Hebrew does not
contain an equivalent rule:
(20) 8[pp" ,_NP]
(Recall that we are assuming ~hat the universal process of Case assignment
specifies that Case features can be assigned only to phonologically realized
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NP's. Hen~e, in (20) we do not have to specify that the NP in question
has to be phonologically realized).
The availability of (20) in the grammar of Lebanese Arabic but not
in the grammar of Hebrew accounts for a parametric variation between
Hebrew and Lebanese Arabic in a straightforward way: in Lebanese Arabic
we find the phenomenon known as "clitic doubling" attested i:l PP's, but
in Hebrew this phenomenon is not attested in the same environment.
Clearly, every language has to allow for language particular rules
of the type in (20). Note that the rule in (20) has different properties
frOln other rules which have universal status, such as u}love 0.". First,
the rule in (20) admits conditions on analyzability, 1n that it is specified'
in (20) that the NP in question has to be [NP,PP]. Second, the rule in
(20) is strictly local, in that it does not contain a variable and in that
the elements specified in the rule are adjacent. We would like to claim
that the rule in (20) is a local rule in the sense of Emonds (1976).
Following Emonds we will take the definition of a local rule to be as in
(21) : 9
(21) local rule: an operation which affects only a sequence of a single
nonphrase node C and one adjacent constituent C' that is ~peclfied
without a variable, such that the rule is not subject to any condition
exterior to C-C' (or C'-C) is called a local rule.
In this study we will explore the possibility of accounting for parametric
variations within the elitic system by exploiting the properties of local
rules. (Ill assuming that inte'r-Ianguage variations may be explained by
differences in the application of local rules we will be following ideas of
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Emonds, 1980.)
Let us clarify what we have in mind. With respect to C· in (21),
we will assume that it stands for a term in the X notation~ C, on the
other hand, we will take to be either a specified grammatical formative
(such as have, £f, tense etc.) or a specified feature of inflectional
morphology of a lexical formative (such as Case, gender, number, person
etc).
Intuitively speaking, the class of parameters which we are Buggesting
in this study all involve features of inflectional morphology such as Case,
gender, person, tense etc. In assuming this distinct class of features
we will be following Chomsky (1965) who claims that,
A formative must be regarded as a pair of sets of features, one
member consisting of the "inherent" features of the lexical entry
or the sentence position, the other member consisting of the "non-
inherent" features introduced by transformation (p. 182).
We will further assume that the "noninherent U features, the features of
inflectional morphology, are "selected from a fixed universal vocabulary"
(p. 66).
The distinction between grammatical formatives and features of inflec-
tional morphology may seem arbitrary at first, since in most of their cc-
currences grammatical format1ves seem to be phonological matrices or
categories which are connected with a set of morphological features of the
type discussed here. Thus la in example (19)c above functions as a Case
marker; have, in its auxiliary function, functions as a marker of tense
and aspect etc. However, we would like to argue that there is a reason
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to believe that granunatical formatives differ from features of inflectional
morpholoRV in one respect: whereas features of inflectional morphology
carry no semantic information, being instantiations of "noninherent"
features in the sense mentioned above, we will take grammatical formatives
to have separate lexical entries which may include separate sets of
"inherent" properties in the sense discussed above. An obvious example
of this is the clear difference in meaning between the verb ~ in (22)a
and the verb be in (22)b, although both of them function as auxiliaries
and thus as grammatical formatives in (22):
(22)a.
b.
John got fired from his work
John was fired from nis work
Clearly, the difference between~ and be in (22) cannot be captured
in terms of grammatical function. Rather, it depends on the "inherent"
features of these verbs.
Nevertheless, we will take the set of inherent properties of gram-
matical formatives to be defective 1n certain respects, In particular,
we will assume that grammatical formatives never assign a 8-role in the
sen"se discussed in section 1 above and that they are never major categories
in the Xsystem (where "major categories" are N, A and V). Thus in both
(22)a and (22)b the a-role is assigned to John by the verb to fire, and
in (19)c above the 9-role is assigned to Karim by ma9, rather than by la.
Certain PP' s seem to be a counterexample to thi,s claim. In these
cases, the preposition seems to assign a a-role to its object although
it is nevertheless desirable to characterize it as a grammatical formative.
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Such 1s the preposition to in dative constructions in English, as in (23):
(23) John gave a book to Mary
In chapter 3 section 3.4, we will argue that in (23) prepositions such
as ~ in dative constructions function as prepositions selected by the
verb to assign dative to an indirect object. The 8-role, however, is
assigned by the verb (presumably, in this case, the role ofa goal). Further-
more, in some sense, even the property to assign dative Case (or more
appropriately, the requirement of a dative complement) is a property of
the verb, and the selection of to as the preposition preceding Mary follows
from this property.
The preposition !£ can however serve as a true preposition and as a
true a-role and Case assigner in its directional meaning, when it is not
selected by the verb, such as 1n (24):
(24) John went to the movies
The application of a local rule is further subject to a government
requirement. Thus we will assume that in the definition of local rules
in (21), at least one of the terms specified in the rule (C or C') has to
~the other. Thus, for instance, in (20) above, the preposition
la can only be inserted into a position which ,~~~~e_adJa~~~~NP,
This condition is clearly necessary in order to block the application of
local rules to two elements which are adjacent on a string but which bear
nOJ!tructural relations~to each other. We will argue below that Case
assignment rules are an instantiation of local rules. Thus the government
requirement on the application of local rules enables us to capture the
generalization that Case assignment is determined both by government and
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10by adjacency.
Having described what we mean by the terms C' and C in (21), let
us now turn to the operations which loc;al rules can perform. \.Je will
assume that local rules can insert elements, move elements and delete
elements. In this study, we will restrict our attention to operations
which insert the node C or which move the node C (namely, rules which insert
or move a grarnmatical formative, insert a feature of inflectional mor-
phology or change its location). Following Chomsky (1981) we will assume
that local rules which move the node C (whether it is a full formative
or merely a feature) do not leave a trace. Thus, the output of local
movement rules is not subject to the conditions to which the output
11
of "Move Ct" is subject, such as the binding conditions or ECP.
Let us now make another assumption. Let us assume that local rules
may apply at any level at which they are relevant: at the base, in the
syntactic component, at S-structure, at PF and at LF.
A short comment is appropriate here with respect to the application
of local rules in the LF component. Note that the application of such
rules in LF will~ have any phonological representation, given the split
model sketched in section 1 above. As such, it is hard to see how any
evidence about their existence is ever available to the 13nguage learner.
Thus ik is rather implausible to assume that language-particular rules
do take place 1n that component. Rather, we will proceed under the assump-
tion that they do not. Note, however, that this is entirely an empirical
issue. If a case can be made that a certain phenomenon can be explained
by assuming that a certain local rule which is language-specific applies
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in LF and if some syntactic evidence can be brought to bear on this issue,
this option should be admitted into the grammar. At this stage, ho\vever,
it is hard to see what the evidence might be.
Clearly, the application of a local rule! at a level b is subject
to the condition that the environment for the application of that rule
1s met at L. As an example, consider the assignment of Case. We will
assume that most of the rules which assign Case are local rules. These
rules are best captured as a transference of a feature fr~m an element
which has Case-assignment features to an adjacent NP complement when this
complement is governed by these Case features. Such a Case-assigning
element can be a verb, a preposition or a dummy Case marker (such as 1a
in rule (20) above). The adjacency requirement for the assignment of
Case by verbs, prepositions and dummy Case markers seems to supply strong
evidence in favor of regarding these rules as local rules (for discussion
of the adjacency condition on Case assignment see Stowell, 1981). An
example of an accusative assignment rule is given in (25):12
(25) [v •• , accusative] NP -----to) V NP
[+accusative]
)
In accordance with our assumption about the nature of local rules, we
would like to argue that (25) can apply at any level of the derivation.
Consider now the cases of exceptional Case marking, in which a certain
class of verbs can assign accusative Case to the subject of the subordinate
clause: 13
(26)a.
b.
c.
John expects [s Bill to like Jane]
Who i does John expect [5 re]i to like Jane] ?
John expects [s Jane! to be liked [eli (by Bill)]
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In (26)a, Bill is generated in the subject position. GIven tha ability
of expect to assign accusative Case to the subject of the subordinate
infinitival, Bill is marked as accusative by (25) and the sentence is
grammatical. Note that since "Move 0." does not apply to (26)a, the
environment in (25) is met at D-structure, at S-structure and in PF.
Hence we will assume that, in (26)a, (25) can in fact apply at any of these
levels.
Now consider (26)b. In this case, although the environment of
the application of (25) is met at D-structure and at S-structura, accu-
sative Case can be assigned o~ly at D-structure. At S-structure. following
the application of '~fuve Q",the environment specified in (25) is only met
by an element which is not phonologically realized; hence it cannot be
assigned accusative Case. (Recall that we are assuming that NP's which
lack phonetic matrices cannot be assigned Case.) Thus, if (25) fails to
14
apply prior to "~love a", the derivation is ruled out.
Now consider (26)c. In (26)c, the environment for the application
of (25) is not met at D-structure. The structure of (26)c at D-structure
is as in (27):
(27) John expects [5 [e] [vp to be liked Jane]]
At D-structure the subject position Q,f the subordinate clause is null.
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Thus t accusative Case cannot be assigned to it. On the other hand. after
the application of "!1ove a" Jane is in the subject position and satisfies
the environment for accusative assignment specified in (25). Thus in
(26)c, (25) can apply at~structure and in PF, resultin~ in a grammatical
derivation. Its application at D-structure will result in ungrammaticality.
In chapters 3 and 4 we will see that there 1s reason to believe that in
some cases a well-formed derivation results only if the application of
a local rule takes place in the ehonological component.
Let us then formulate the follvwing universal principl~:
(28) Given a local rule R, ! may apply at any level.
Yet another property of local rules is that the principle in (28)
is subject to language-particular variations. A particular language may
choose to restrict the application of ~ to a certain level. In chapt~r 4
below we will see that the pro-drop phenomenon can be accounted for if
we assume this restriction. In non-pro-drop languages, the rule which
attaches the agreement node (AGR) to the verb is restricted and cannot
apply in the syntactic component. Let us assume that the restriction on
15the application of locdl rules obeys the general formula in (29):
(29) ! may not apply at level L.
Let us summarize at this point our proposal for restricting the
class of possible parameters. We would like to argue that parametric
variati~ns in clitic configurations can be accounted for by using a
restricted class of parameters. We assume that every language contains
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local rules. whose formula is given in UG and which are defined in (21)
above. We will further assume that the class of local rul~s as given in
UG has two important properties: its members may apply at any level and
their application may be cestricted so that a particular rule ! may
be prevented from applying in a particular level.
Local rules crucially contain a nonphrasal node which has idiosyn--
crat1c properties learned by the language learner on the basis of immediat~
evidence. The properties in question ar~ properties of Case assignment,
values for gender, number and person. tense and aspect properties etc.
These properties, as expressed by a local rule, then interact with other
components of the grammar to result in variations amon~ different languages.
Further, the application of local rules may be specified as restricted
to a certain level in one language but not in another. i\gain. the
availability of a local rule at a certain level of the derivation but
not at another will t in turn t result in variati.ons in the gramn\ar.
The notion of local rules as defined above will be used extensively
in this work. Below, in section 3, we will argue that clitics th~mselves
should be characterized as the output of a local rule, inserting features
such as gender, number and person in certain environments. In chapt~r8 3
and 4 we will explore the ways in which local rules interact with parametric
variations in clitic phenomena. In chapter 3 section 3 the different
vproperties of eel in Modern Hebrew ('of') and ~ in Rumanian (an object
marker), both dummy Case markers, will be shown to account for interesting
differences in extraction configurations between these two languages. In
section 4 of chapter 3 it will be shown that differences ~n extraction
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possibilities from clitic-doubl1ng configurations in Rumaniall and River
Plate Spanish can be accounted for by distinguishing the Case-assignment
features of ~ in Rumanian from the Case-assignment features of ~ in
River Plate Spanish. These differences will be shown to interact with
universal principles of grammar like proper government and the ECP to
yield variations in formal properties. In section 4.3 of ~hapter 3 we
will suggest that the availability of clitic doubling wi~h River Plate
Spanish indirect objects and the absence of such configurations in French
can be derived from the different methods for assigning dative Cas~ em-
ployed in these two languages.
In chapter 4 we will show that the reanalysis of pro-drop as discussed
in Chomsky (1981) fits naturally into the class of parameters argued for
in this study. It will be further shown that the rule of Affix Hopping,
which is the local rule used to account for the pro-drop parameter,
interacts with yet another local rule, the rule of clitic formation, to
account for an interesting interaction between clitic configuratiuns and
pro-drop.
2.1. A Note on Genitive Case Assignment
It has been argued (first, to our knowledge, in Emonds, 1970) that
the rule which assigns genitive Case is a structural rule. Thus, it is
,~-------...._-._---~--- ...
claimed, ina configuration such as (30), genitive Case is assigned to NP2:
(30)a. ..... ] ]
b, John's house
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In (30) it is desirable to claim that the head noun does not assign
..--.-
Case to the possessor John, since John is the specifier of house. If
we wish to restrict Case assignment by heads to their complements alone,
it is clearly plausible to ~ssume that in (30) genitive Case is not
assigned to the possessor by the head noun.
Alongside (30), we have (31), in which John is the complement of
the head noun. Howeve~, in this instance, of insertion is necessary
in order to assign Case to the complement:
(31) the house of John
Thus, (31) seems to provide some additional evidence that nouns in English
do~ assign genitive Case, even when they can be argued to take com-
plements.
In Semitic languages, however, nouns ~~ seem to assign genitive
Case to their c,q~E,J:~m~Ets, as illustrated by the examples in (32):
(32)a. misrad ha-mora
office the-teacher
'the teacher's office'
b. maktabu muhammadin
office Muhamad
(gen)
'Muhamad's office'
(Modern Hebrew)
(Standard Arabic)
Furthermore, the assignment of genitive ~ase in (32) is subject
to a strict locality cond1t1on~ as illustrated by the ungrammaticality
of (33) in Hebrew:
(33) *misrad gadal ha-1I1ora
office big the-teacher
'the big office of th~ teacher'
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When strict adjacency is violated, the insertion of a Case ~~~!<.~!;.. is
required, as in (34):
(34) vha-misrad ha-gadol sel ha-mora
the-office the-big of the-teacher
'the big office of the teacher'
Thus it seems plausible to assume that in the Semitic languages,
nouns can assign genitive Case. However, it is clear that an account of
.,-
the Case-assignment properties of nouns has to take into account the
limited distribution of such genitive Case assignrnept. In particular,
such genitive Case assignment occurs only inside N. -For th.is reason,
let us assume that the genitive Case potentially assigned by head nouns .
is "activated" by certain environments. Thus, structural configurations
will play a role in bringing the genitive Case features of the noun to
the surface, but the genitive Case assignment features will still be con-
s1dered as features of the head noun. On the other hand, in an environment
in which the genitive Case features are not activated, the noun cannot
assign Case; hence another device is necessary in order to assign genitive
Case -- the insertion of a dummy Case marker.
Our proposal has some advantages. First, it enables us to assume
that genitive Case assignment in the Semitic languages follows a pattern
which is similar to the pattern followed by assignment of other Cases.
Typically for a local rule, its application is triggered by a particular
environment. Once Case assignment features have been invoked, the 88-
s1gnment of genitive Case 1s similar to other rules of Case assignment.
Second, as we will argue below, clitics show a direct correlation with
Case features, in that they are attached to Case-assigning heads of
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categories. In languages which allow for clitics on categories other
than verbs, such as the Semitic languages. these clitics appear on verbs,
prepositions, and also on nouns. If we wish to give a unified account
of the distribution of clitics, it is reasonable to assume that at the
stage at which the clitic is attached to the head verb, to the head pre-
position or to the head noun, these heads carry Case features.
Genitive constructions in Modern Hebrew will be discussed in detail
in chapter 2. We will elaborate on the various properties of clitics
on nouns and the Case-assignment features of nouns, and we will also dis-
cuss the notion of strict adjacency for genitive Case assignment. We
will refer to genitive Case-assignment features as features of the head
noun throughout this study. The reader should, however, bear in mind
this short note.
3. A Unified Theory of Clitics
The study of clitics in the light of clitic-doubling phenomena
has enjoyed a substantial amount of attention in recent years within the
Extended Standard Theory (to mention only a few: Strozer, 1976; Rivas,
1977; Aoun, 1979a; Jaeggli, 1980; Steriade, 1980; Borer, 1980b;
and others). In this study, I will suggest yet another analysis of
clitics inspired by doubling phenomena as they appear both in the Romance
languages (River Plate Spanish, Rumanian) and in Modern Hebrew. The in-
vestigation of clitic doubling will motivate a theory of clitics that
will then be extended to explain eli tic phenomena which are not directly
related to doubling in Modern Hebrew, Spanish and French.
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A sample of clitic configurations of the kind we will be discussing
in this study is given in (35)a-f below. In (35)a-c, we have structures
in which the clitic alone seems to satisfy the subcategorization or com-
plementation requirements of a head. (35)d-f present constructions
known as "clitic-doubling" constructions. In these configurations, we
find a clitic alongside an NP, both of them satisfying the complementa-
tion requirements of the head and understood to co-refer. (This corefer-
16
ence is marked henceforth by indentical indexing.)
(35)a. 10 vimos
h1tn saw-we
'we saw him'
(River Plate Spanish; Jaeggli, 1980)
b. I-am v~zut
him-have-I I seen
'I have seen him'
(Rumanian; Steriade, 1980)
c. beit-o famed 'a1 ha-giv'a
house-his stands on the-hill
'his house stands on the hill'
(Modern Hebrew; Borer, 1980)
d. 10 i vimos a Juall i
him saw-we to Juan
'we saw Juan'
e. 1 -am v~zut pe Popescu!i
him-have-I seen OM Popescu ( OM:; 0 b j ec t marker)
f. belt-o l Xe1 ha-morej 'omed 'a1 ha-giv'a
house-his of the-teacher stands on the-hill
'the teacher's house stands on the hill'
A major shift in the study of clitics, which resulted from the
consideration of clitic-doubling const:ructions, has been the abandonment
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of the movement analysis of clitics (as suggested) in particular, in
Kayne, 1969, 1975; see also Quicoli, 1980, and others). Advocates of
the movement analysis would argue that the clitic in sentences (35)a-c
is a pronominal element, base-generated in the regular ob~ct position
- -~
and then moved to a position adjacent to the head (the verb in (35)a-b
and the head noun in (35)c). However, as pointed out by Strozer (1976),
Rivas (1977) and Jaeggli (1980), a movement analysis of this sort simply
cannot account in a straightfon~ard way for clitic doubling (and, as
pointed out by Jaeggli, 1980, this analysis was in fact constructed to
account for the complementary distribution of clitics and complement NP's
in French, where the sentences corresponding to (35)d-f are ungrammatical).
Thus, the clitic doubling construction (discussed mainly on the
basis of data from River Plate Spanish) motivated a base-generation ana-
----._--- * ..... _ ..•.... '- .... _. --•. ~_. .- - ~ •.
of clitics in the cl1tic position is independently motivated in benefac-
~ ---._...,._---..~ ..._-_...._......... ,"- .... , ......
tive constructions in Spanish, where the clitic cannot correspond to
any grammatical argument source. Thus, in (36)a we have two clitics
preceding the verb, one corresponding to the benefactive (the leftmost)
and one corresponding to the dative argument. However, (36)b, in which
17these two arguments follow the verb, is ungrammatical.
(36)a. me Ie escribiste una carta
for-me to-her wrote-you a letter
'you WTote her a letter for me'
~
b, *lej escribiste una carta a Mariaj a roi
'you wrote Maria a letter for me'
For these reasons (see a more complete review of the movement analysis
in Jaeggli, 1980), I will join these investigators in rejecting a move-
ment analysis for clitics. However, the movement analysis has one ele-
gant result which base-generation analyses cannot achieve quite as easily.
Since the clitic in the movement analysis is consl~ered to have originated
in the argument position, the fact that it satisfies the subcategoriza-
tion frame of the head and is assigned a B-role by it is captured rather
naturally. Furthermore, the coreferentiality (coindexing) between this
clitic and the argument position follows in a clear way from a movement
analysis, but not from a base-generated one.
Let us review the structure that was suggested for the clitic-
doubling configurations both by Rivas (1977) and by Jaeggli (1980). It
is roughly as in (37):
(37)
(see Rivas, p. 34; Jaeggli, p. 98, fn. 10)
Jaeggli (1980) argues that in (37), the clitic does not c-command the
coind~xed NP. (We will return to the motivation for this proposal in
chapter 2, section 3 below, and in chapter 3, section 4.2.) The lack
of c-command or any other structural relationship which is independently
required by the grammar results in the need for a special rule of coin-
dexing and 9-role transmission which is not structure-dependent (see
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Jaeggli, p. 66, for the latter).18 The movement analysis does not con-
front this problem: due to the requirement that the antecedent c-com-
mand its trace, we would either have to alter the definition of c-com-
mand so as to inco~porate (37) or argue that (37) is not the correct
representation of cl1tic configurations.
Note that even if the definition of c-comrnand is extended to cover
the relationship between the clitic and the coindexed NP in (37), this
structure still gives rise to some serious ~uestions: what is the re-
lationship between the clitic and the head V? Is the clitic in an
argument position (A-position)? 0028 it enter into the binding ~Qnditions?
In this study we will advocate an analysis of clitics in whIch
the clitic c-commands the coindexed NP. Furthermore, it will be shown
that, quite independent from the definition of c-command (whose extension
is motivated on other grounds), clitics are best characterized as part
of the head constituent. In this we will follow Kayne, who suggests
----_ ..~,._-_-.. .._.....,_..---._-----
that the derived structure of clitic configurations 1s as in (38). We
will differ from Kayne in assuming with Chomsky (the Piss Lectures)
that the relevant structure is base-generated. In this way, clitic-
doubling can still be accounted for in a natural way:
(38)
A few things should be clarified with respect to (38)~ First, the struc-
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ture in (38) was suggested for cases in which X::;o V. \~e will take X 1n
(38) to stand for P and N as well, as will be shown in the discussion
in chapter 2 below. Second, note that the clitic in (38) governs (and
c-commands) the coindexed NP position. This follows from the fact
that it is part of the head. Furthermore, the expansion of (38) in
which NP i dominates [e] (and which corresponds to sentences (35)a-c
above) is identical to the output of movement rules. We have an ante-
cedent which is coindexed with an empty category which it c-cornmands.
In the next sections we will clarify the nature of the combination
[x eli' X] in (38) (also notated in this study as "cl + X", with no
distinction intended) and the nature of the coindexing which holds between
the clitic and the doubled NP position in (38).
3.1. Case Absorption
R. Kayne has observed that constructions such as (35)d-f above --
clitlc-doubling constructions can only occur if the NP which is doubled
is preceded by a preposition. This generalization (which Jaeggli calls
"Kayne's Generalization") is accounted for by Chomsky (the Pisa Lectures),
Aoun (1979a) and Jaegg11 (1980) by assuming that in clitic-doubling
constructions the cl1t1c, in a sense to be mode precise, absorbs the
-to" __ ..._ .......__..--.
Case fe~__D..f_.~t~ ..-h~_~~ (the verb in (35)d-e, the noun in (35)f) .
...---'--
Following the essentials of their proposals, the structure of clitic-
doubling configurations is roughly as in (39):
(39) ::/X~
{x + eli} NP i
eli + X
L-J
Case absorption
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(Note that (39) is neutral with respect to the status of the X+ eli
combination. The status of this combination, assumed earlier (see (38) )
to be the relationship between a head and a feature, is not directly
relevant here.)
It is argued that in (39), the clitic absorbs the Case features
of the category X (or is itself the spell-out of Case features). Note
that 1f we assume the Case filter, it follows that no lexical material
can appear in NP i unless an ~_~dependent de~i~e. ~s _f..~~~~ w~~.~t.!-._~~_~~~~gn
Case to it, since the Cas~_._.feat~:~~__..~!._~ ~E.~_._~~!pt"b~q._.?y ...~he clitic.
Just ~h a Case-asslgn~~~. devi.~~. i~ ~h~ ~t~.mmY." ..Caae... marker, which can
be seen in examples (35)d-f: in River Plate Spanish it 1s the preposition
~, in Rumanian it 1s the object marker ~, and in Modern Hebrew it is
vthe genitive preposition sel. Indeed, the absence of these dummy markers
leads to ungrammaticality:
(40)a. *lo i vimos Juan!
'we saw Juan' (River Plate Spanish)
b. *li-am v~zut Popescui
'I have seen Popescu' (Rumanian)
c. *beit-o ha-more 'amed 'al ha-giv'a1. i
'the teacher's house stands on the hill'
(Modern Hebrew)
In this study, we will adopt the essentials of this intuition. We will
assume that, in some sense, the c:ltic "deprives" the coindexed NP of
,"";." ..~.-.._-~------_._, ~ __ . ~-..... . _ , -_..- ..
....----
oL...tbe Case features of the head, al1.1 ... as such, 1s truly a feature of
-- -----_. . --
the head. The rule of clitic spell-out is given 1n (41):
(41) Clitic Spell-Out
[X X , ex Case] ) [X X
X= [+V] in Romance19
X = V, P, N in Semi tic
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a Case, B gender, Y number, 0 person] ]
Given our assumptions about the nature of local rules, the rule
of Clit1c Spell-Out is an insertion rule. In certain configurations,
the features number, gender and person are inserted and combined with
the already present Case features. Then they are given a specific phono-
logical representation. As a local rule, (41) can apply at any stage of
the derivation; in chapter 3, we will discuss some cases in which (41)
cannot apply in the base, but rather must apply at S-structure or in
the PF component.
Clearly, since we perceive of the clitic as a spell-out of features,
we do not expect it to satisfy subcategorization or complementation re-
quirements. Rather, the complement NP node in (35)a-f is generated by
the base rules in the usual way t is assigned a 9-role in the usual way,
and its relationship to its selecting head is the usual relationship be-
tween a selected complement and its head (more on this in subsection
3.2 below).
3.2. The Complement Matching Requirement
Let us now turn to the nature of the coj.ndexing in structures such
as (38). Clearly, complemente:1oTl requirements are met within the govern-
ment-domain of the lexical head which selects such complements. It fol-
lows from the X system that every head has to govern its complement.
Although this state of affairs is clearly derived from other principles
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of the grammar, we would like to state it explicitly. Th~ methodolo-
gical value of an explicit statement will become cl~ar below, where we
discuss structures in which an argument cannot satisfy complementation
requirements because it is not governed by the complement-selecting
head. Let us then define this structural observation as the governmen~
requirement in (42):
(42) A head must govern its complements.
In defining the notions head and complement, we will rely crucially on
the Xsystem coupled with the assignment of 8-roles. Thus, a head is
Xo , and a 1 t i h j 1 d ~ 1 b hcomp emen s an argument t at .S ass gne a u-ro e y t e
head Xo. In defining complements as those arguments which bear a thematic
link to the head, we seek to distinguish between those elements which
are selected by the head and are assigned a 8-role by it/and those argu-
m~nts which may be complements of the head in the broad sense, but never-
theless are not assigned a 9-role by it. Thus, the PP 1n (43)a is a
complement of the verb dedicate, and we will assume that M~ is assigned
the a-role of goal by this verb. On the other hand, in (43)b Paris is
assigned a 9-role by from, and the PP is not a complement of the verb
in the sense meant above.
(43)a. John dedicated his dissertation to Mary
b. John returned from Paris
(In this work, the term complement, when used without further elaboration,
refers to an argument which is assigned a 8-role by a selecting head.
S4
When we refer to complements such as the PP in (43)b, which are not
assigned a a-role by the head, we will distinguish between strictly sub-
categorized complements (the former sort) and non-strictly subcategorized
complements (the latter sort). This distinction 1s particularly relevant
in the discussion of causative constructions in River Plate Spanish.)
Returning now to the structure in (38), recall that the clitic
in (38) is part of the head. It is considered as a feature on the head,
Since the clitic is part of the head, it governs the doubled NP i , Furth~r­
more, as part of the head, it takes the doubled NP i as its complement.
Stowell (1980) suggests that the assignment of a-roles to comple-
ments by a head can be captured if we assume th~t a complement transfers
a referential index to an available thematic slot in the head. Infor-
mally speaking, this proposal implies that every head contains as many
empty slots as a-roles which it assigns. These empty slots have to be
filled by referential indices transferred from the complement. If the!
selected complement is not generated, or if it does not have the right
a-role, the empty slot cannot be filled and the derivation 1s ruled out.
Now let us assume that the structure of the head in (38) above
contains two sets of felltures. 20 The first set of features is assoeiated
with the head itself. It contains the "inherent" featurea of the head
as well as the "noninherent" features of the head (1n the sense dit3Cu8sed
in section 2 above). Part of the "inherent ll features of the head are
the thematic slots, which have to be filled by the referential indIces
of the completnents. The second set of these features are the features
of the nominal element attached to the he6d: the clitic. In particular,
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the clitic will have the "noninherent" features Case, gender, number and
persou which were inserted by the local rule in (41) above. Further,
we will assume that, like all nominal elements, it contains a referential
index. It is particularly i~portant to separate these two sets of features
in the case of a noun head and a clitic_ In these cases, the noun will
have its own set of "noninhere:1t" features and its own referential index,
both distinct from those of the clitic.
A legitimate questio0 1s raised with respect to the location of the
matrix of features of the clitic in the noun. We would like to argue that
the cl1tic, as formed by the rule in (41), has to be linked to one of the
thematic slots available in the head. Thus the structure of the [XX,cl]
combination in (38) is in fact as in (44):21
(44) x, ]
The symbol 91 in (44) stands for the particular a-role assigned by~. The
empty space indicated by 6 is the space into which the index of the complement
has to fit, 1n accordance with our assumptions about the assignment. of a-roles.
The clitic is attached to that position as an additional element, rather
than as an element which fills the referential empty slot. Since the clltlc
is B£! an argument, it is not a full NP, it cannot be seen as satisfying
complementation requirements. Rather, the complement still has to transfer
its index.
Now consider a situation 1n which the complement of X contains an
index j and j~ 1. Fitting the index j into the empty slot in (44) will
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result in conflicting indices being associated with one thematic slot.
Consl~quently, we argue, the derivation will be ruled out.
Returning now to the obligatory coindexlng in (38), we would like to
argue that, rather than thinking of the coindexing between the clitic and
the complement as a coindexing rule, it should be vie\"ed as a condition on
8-role assignment: if the clitic and the complement do not agree in index,
we would hav2 the thematic matrix in (45)) which contains conflicting 1n-
dices, and which is ruled out:
(45)
*
Clearly, some heads select more than one complement, and can assign
more than one a-role. In this case, the complem~nt need not agree with the
clitic. Rather, it can agree with the other thematic slot. This situation
is illustrated by (46):
(46) ktivatk-o i 'et ha-ma'amar j
writing-his ace the-article
'his writing of the article'
The thematic structure of (46) is as in (47):
(47)
In (47), the index of ma'amar fills the referential slot in the thematic
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matrix of eZ. (Presumably 82 is theme.) The ciitic, on the other hand,
is associated with the thematic matrix of 81 (presumably agent).
Note that, if the S-structure representation of (47) is as in (46),
there is no source for a referential index for 91 in (47). However, we
will argue that, in fact, the correct S-structure representation of (46)
is as in (48):
(48) ktivatk-o i [eli 'et ha-ma'amar
~
The referential index i is supplied by the empty category (and see appendix
-----~_.._..__._-._.
to chapter 2 belou for some more discussion). For some more discussion of
. the construction in (46), as well as for some evidence that it contains an
empty category, see chapter 2, section 4.
Let us then formulate the Complement Matching Requirement:
(49) Given a thematic matrix!, *T if T contains referential
ind ices 1., 1, and 11: i.
(We will return to the Complement Matching Requirement in the appendix to chapter
2 below, and in chapter 3, section 4.3. In this last section, 1nteresting
evidence for the Complement Matching Requirement will be presented based
on inalienable possession constructions in Romance.)
Let us now summarize our assumptions with respect to the structure
of clitic configurations. We assume the clitic to be the output of a
local rule, which inserts number, gender and person features into the
feature matrix of a head, when this matrix contains the feature Case. The
clit1cs are a spell-out of Case features, in the sense that once the Case
feature is combined with the number, gender and person features inserted
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by the Clitic Spell-Out rule, it is given an independent phonological re-
presentation and can no longer be transferred to a complement of the head.
The clitic t a nominal element, is assigned its own referential index.
Since the clitic is part of the head, this referential index and the clitic
which carries it govern the complement NP.
The clitic and the NP complement are coindexed with each other, and
they agree with each other in gender, number and person. Rather than
assume a special coindexing rule, we will assume that this coindexing fol-
lows directly from the process of 8-rale assignment. If the clitic and the
NP are not coindexed, the NP complement cannot receive a A-wrole. This con-
clusion is based on the particular mechanism of A-role assignment which
we assume, which entails the transference of a referential index from a
complement to the thematic matrix of the head which selects this comple-
ment. Since clitics are linked to themati.c matrices, and since they carry
a referential index, a conflicting index cannot be transferred to a thematic
matrix with which a clitic is associated. We have named this principle
the Complement Matching Requirement. This princip~'e ensures the coindexing
of the clitic and the doubled element.
Chapter 2 of this study is devoted to making precise the analysis of
clitic configurations which we proposed above t as well as to proving its
central claims on the basis of empirical evidence from Modern Hebrew.
Data from genitive constructions is used to prov~ the claim that the clitic
governs its complement and does not function as an argument. Data from
free relatives is discussed, and is shown to indicate that the empty ele-
ment generated under NP i in (38) is [e] rather than PRO, Finally, data
concerning extraction both in the syntactic component and in LF is discussed,
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which will show that a coindexed clitic can function ~s a proper governor~
In the appendix to chapter 2 we return to the Complement Matching
Requirement, elaborating on the way in whi~h a-role is assigned to
an empty element in clitic configurations.
Once the analysis of clitics has been substantiated by discussion
of the Hebrew data, we turn in chapters 3 and 4 to its application to
different languages, to the range of parametric variation which this
analysis allows and to the way in which it interacts with other phenomena.
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FOOTNOTES: CHAPTER 1
1. The name "Pisa Lectures" refers to a manuscript of the original lectures
on government and binding given by N. Chomsky at the GLOW conference, Pisa,
April 1979. This manuscript was prepared by J-Y. Pollock and H. Obenauer.
These lectures were then expanded in a book, referred to in this study as
Chomsky (1981). We refer to the "Piaa Lectures" only when we discuss
matters whose treatment differs in the earlier manuscript from their treat-
ment in the more recent book.
2. As is clear from the model in (2), the terms PF and LF denote levels
of representation. However. these terms are often used in the literature
to refer also to the set of rules which map S-structure representations onto
LF and PF respectively. In this study, the terms "LF" and "PF" (as well as
"LF component" and "PF component") are often used in this fashion.
3. Chomsky (1981) suggests that empty categories are in fact tokens of
the same type, As such, they are all base-generated as a set of features
(gender, number and person features) without a phonetic matrix. Their dif-
fering behaviour is then determined on the basis of their differing properties
at S-structure (see chapter 2, appendix,for some discussion). In this respect,
it 1s clear that restricting the notion "argument" to exclude traces is
only relevant at S-structure, and not at D-structure, where these emrty elements
cannot be distinguished from PRO.
4. The definition of government in (8) is a development of an idea of
Aoun and Sport1che (1981)a. The intuition behind their definition is that
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a head governs everything in its maximal projection. In (8) this intuition
is expanded to allow government of adjoined structures as well. The defini-
tion of c-command in (9) seeks to capture the intuition behind the definition
of c-command in Reinhart (1976), while substituting the notion "branching"
used by Reinhart with the notion "projection of the same category".
5. The definition of governing category in (13) is, in fact, a tentative
formulation, later replaced in Chomsky (1981) by a definition of a "binding
category", in which the government requirement is derived from other factors.
For our purposes, however, the definition !n (13) suffices. Similarly, we
will not discuss in this study the motivation for the notion accessible
SUBJECT in (13), since this issue 1s by and large irrelevant to topics dis-
cussed in this study. For extensive discussion of these topics see Chomsky
(1981), Aoun, Vergnaud and Zubizarreta (forthcoming).
6. In arguing for the Case filter as a separate entity located in the
phonological component we differ from Chomsky (1981), who argues that the
Case filter should be derived from the notion of chain coupled with the
Visibility Hypothesis briefly mentioned in this section. We will return
to this matter in great detail in the appendix to chapter 2.
7. The transliteration of Hebrew used in thi~ study seeks to characterize
spoken Hebrew. Thus, some distinctions which are preserved in the orthography
(and perhaps preserved in underlying forms as well) are eliminated in ·)ur
representation. This transliteration is not 11ltended as a phonological
characterization of underlying segments. The table 1n (1) 1s the Hebrew
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alphabet and the corresponding transliteration:
(i) Orthog. Transl. Orthog. Transl. Orthog. Transl.
r< \) t Y
:l,::l b, v , y, i £),9 p, f
A g :J,::> k, x ~ c
, d ; 1 P k
n h Yo) m , r
, J \JJ I iU' vv, 0, u n s, s
T z 0 s n t
n x
8. The generalization that doubling is possible whenever a preposition
appears preceding the doubled element is due to Kayne. We will return
to this point in section 3 below.
Interestingly, rule (20) is a general rule in Lebanese Arabic,
which inserts the preposition la in front of [NP, VP], [NP, PP] ,
and [NP, NP] • 1'he preposition la, however t is never inserted preceding
a nominal element in the subject position. For some discussion, see
Aoun (forthcoming).
9. The definition in (21) only differs from that of Elnonds (1976) in
substituting the word rule for the word transformation used by Emonds.
10. The government requirement for local rules seeks to capture the
dominance condition of Emonds (1976; 1980). It differs from the dominance
condition, however, in preventing local rules from applying to two ad-
jacent elements in two different maximal projections. This follows from
the definition of government assumed in section 1 above. The empirical
consequences of this difference will not be pursued here.
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11. Local rules which delete the node C are not discussed in this
study. If, inde~d, the deletion component is located in PF (see section
1 for some discussion), then the application of local rules which delete
elements is universally restricted to apply only in that component.
Such a restriction is compatible with our assumption about the universal
nature of local rules.
We also do not discuss local rules which move or insert the node
C'. It is, perhaps, worth considering the question of whether such rules
are local rules at all. Note that once C' is moved, this movement is
plausibly subsumed by "Move a". Furthermore, if C' is a term of X, it
is plausible to assume that it leaves a trace once moved. As for in-
sertion rules, since C' is a term of the Xnotation, it is probably in-
serted as part of the regular base rules. Thus, a more restrictive for-
mulation of the definition in (21) would restrict the target of the rule
to C, and would specify that C' can only serve as an environment. For
a different view on these matters, see Emonds (1980).
12. We will crucially assume that nominative Case assignment is not
a local rule. For some discussion, see chapter 4, sections 2 and 3.
It is not immediately clear if the rule in (25) is best characterized
as a rule moving a grammatical feature or as an insertion rule. Note
that only if we characterize it as a movement rule will we capture the
uniqueness of Case assignment. In this work, we will assume that (25)
is a movement rule and that it is part of the syntactic component. However,
(25) can apply either prior to "Move a" or following it. As such, it 1s
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equivalent to Case marking in D-structure (when it applies prior to "Move
a") or to Case marking at S-structure (if it applies follo\ving "r.love a") .
Hence we will refer to Case marking as a phenomenon of D-structure or of
S-structure. The reader should, however, bear this comment in mind with
respect to this usage.
13. For discussion of exceptional Case marking, see Chomsky (1980),
where it is suggested that the right way to capture the property of
verbs like believe and expect which allows them to assign Case to a sub-
ordinate subject is to assume that they take a non-maximal projection
as their complement. This non-maximal projection then permits the ap-
plication of (25), since the subject is now adjacent to and governed
by the verb, This proposal, although it may be right, does not fall
wj.thin the restricted class of parameters which we argue for in this
study.
Kayne (1980)b argues that the effects of exceptional Case marking
are achieved by the presence of a 0-complementizer which assigns accusa-
tive Case. This account of the accusative subject in (26) does fall
within the restricted class of parameters we argue for.
14. This account is in fact neutral with respect co th~ question of
whether t'he Case requirements are met by Case-marking the 'ffl elements
or by Case-marking the variable left behind (see Borer, 19R1, for dis-
cussion). If one adopts the requirement that variables must have Case
(as a general principle of grauunar or as a consequence of the Vlsibility
Hypothesis), it is still clear that if wh~i in (26)b is not assigned
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Case in the base, there is no way to have a Case-marked variable in the
subject position, assuming that empty elements cannot be Case-marked
directly. 1f t on the other hand, accusative Case is assigned to who
in the base, one could assume that after the fronting of the tiH element
its trace retains a copy of the Case that was assigned to it by expect
prior to the application of "Move a". Since the trace retains both an
index and the set of $-features of its antecedent (~-features = gender t
number and person features), it is not implausible to argue that it
retains Case marking as well.
15. A suggestion similar to ours is advanced 1n Emonds (1980), where
it is argued that grammatical formatives may be required to satisfy con-
textual subcategorization frames after transformations apply. We differ
from Emonds, however, in assuming that the possibility of restricting
the insertion of grammatical formatives follows from a more general prop-
erty of local rules, rather than from t~,e property of a particular gram-
matical formative.
16. In examples (35)c and (35)f it is a noun which takes a complement
rather than a verb (see subsection 2.1 above for a discussion of the
argument as a complement in these cases). One may raise a question with
respect to the availability of comple~entation requirements and a-role
assignment by head nouns, when the complement is the possessor. Clearly,
one has to allow for complementation and 9-role assignment by head nouns
to be specified in the case of derived nominals, as in (1):
(i) the destruction of the city
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It is not clear, however, if the same treatment can be given in the case
of (ii):
(i1) the tail of the dog
In this study we wil.t assume that in the case of (ii) as well as in the
case of (1), the complements are best characterized as selected by the
head noun and as assigned a 8-role by it. The question of whether this
assignment is triggered by a structural environment, as we suggested
for the rule of genitive Case assignment in Semitic (see section 2.1
above), or whether these complementation requirements are properties
of particular lexical items is left open in this study. For the purposes
of this study it suffices to state that we hold all complementation re-
quirements which are valid for verbs and prepositions to be valid in
cases such as (35)c and (35)f, regardless of the derivational history
of these requirements. This is particularly important for the government
requirement and the Complement Matching Requirement discussed 1n section
3.2 below.
17. Sentences (36)a-b interact with clitic-doubling phenomena in a
way that will be discussed in chapter 3, section 4 below. Essentially,
each of the clitics can be doubled, and a benefactive NP cannot appear
without a corresponding clitic. This state of affai.rs results in the
following paradigm:
(1) lei comiste 1a torta a Juan!
'you ate the cake for Juan'
(i1) *comiste 1a torta a Juan
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However, if there is a dative object in the sentence, the dative clitic
can only be interpreted as correferential with the non-benefactive
dative object:
(iii) le escribiste una carta
'you wrote a letter to her'
*'you wrote a letter for her'
If there are two clitics, there can be only one dative object, and it
must be coreferential with the non-benefactive clitic:
/(iv) me le j escribiste una carta a Maria j
'you wrote a letter to Maria for me'
(v) ~e Ie escribiste una carta a roi
for me
(vi) *me! lej escribiste una carta a Maria j a mi
(ibid.)
For the purposes of our introduction, it suffices to say that in (36)a
in the text, as well as in (tv), no movement or copying rule can easily
account for the distribution of clitics.
18. One could argue that no special rule is needed in this case.
Instead, a-role assignment and indexing are done at random, and any
combination which does not assign an identical index and identical 9-role
is rules out by the Projection Principle, (5) in text. Recall that the
Projection Principle postulates that lexical specifications must be
adhered to at every lev,~l. It follows that if a separate index or a-role
is assigned to each member of the pair clitic /NP, the lexical specifi-
cations according to which the verb in question assigns only one 8-role
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to one referential expression would be violated. Note) however, that if
this is the case, we would require a checkinr mechanism at sume level,
ensuring that the Projection Principle is obeyed. The lack of structural
relationship between the clitic and the NP would then be reflected as a
special, non-structure-dependent checking mechanism, rather than as a
special, non-structure-rlependent coindexing and a-role assignment
rule.
19. Clitics on adjectives are not discussed directly in this study.
Note that in the Romance languages they never surface on the adjective
itself. Rather, they are attached to the auxiliary verb. This is due
to the fact that the Romance languages show obligatory clitic climbing
in the case of auxiliaries. For some discussion of clitic climbing,
see chapter 3, section 4.1. This treatment carries over to adjectival
cliticB as well.
20. This idea was suggested to me by N. Chomsky.
21. The configurations in (21) raise some interesting questions with
respect to the internal structure of the word containing the clitic and
the head. Williams (1981) suggests that affixes of derivational morpho-
logy should be viewed as the heads of words. This. however, does not hold
for the affixes of inflectional morphology. Since the clltic is composed
of features of inflectional morphology, we do not expect it to be the
head ~f the word in (44). Rather, we expect X to be the head. The in-
ternal structure of (44) from a morphological point of view will not be
pursued in this study.
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CHAPTER 2: CLITIC GOVERNME~T--AN ~~ALYSIS OF CLITIC DOUBLING
1. Introduction
Clitic constructions in Semitic languages have not been widely
researched within the framework of Extended Standard Theory. This
chapter is an attempt to shed some light on clitic constructions and
clitic-doubling as they appear in Modern Hebrew. Essentially. this
chapter is of an introductory nature: we present here a detailed
analysis of clitic configurations based on data from Modern Hebrew.
In chapters 3 and 4 beluw it will be ahown that. givan a few parametric
variations, this analysis can be ext~nded to account for cl1tic
configlJrations in the Romance languages and in Arabic. It will be
shown that, although the clitics in the Semitic languages exhibit
different behaviour from the clitics in the Romance languages, there
are nevertheless great similarities: in particular, it will be shown
that the clitics themselves are the same -- a spell-out of features on
the head of their phrase -- and that the relationship between the
clitic and the doubled NP (or gap) 1s always that of government.
Recall that we are assuming that the structure of clitic
configurations is as in (1):
(1 ) =x
Ni1
{[e] }
lexi.cal NP
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Further recall that we are assuming that the way to capture Kayne's
generalization, as stated in (2), is by thinking of the clitics as
'absorbing' the Case features of the head, by the operation of the
local rule in (3):
(2)
( 3)
An object NP may be doubled by a clitic only if the NP is
preceded by a preposition,
[x X, (lease] --7 [x X, [a. Case, S person, y gender, l) number] )
A6suming the Case filter as in (4):
(4) *NP
[-Cas~ ]
then no lexical material can appear in NP, unless an independent device
can assign Case to it. Such an independent Case-assigning device is
a du$U~ Case marker. Further recall that we would like to assume
that the clitic does not satisfy~ complementation requirements.
Rather, the complement node (the subcategorized object or indirect
object in verbal configurations and the complement NP in genitival
constructions) l\as to be generated independently. Once it has been
generated, it is governed both by the verb and by the clitic (the
clitic being a feature on the head) and cannot include an index which
conflicts with that of the clitic. This latter restriction we have
called ~he Complement Matching Requirement, which was formulated as
in (5):
(5) Given a thematic matrix T, *T if T contains referential indices
1,1 and i;j.
This chapter is devoted to proving the different aspects of this
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analysis. In section 2 it will be argued that the relationship
between the clitic and the coindexed NP is structurally statable in
terms of governm~nt: the clitic has to govern the doubled NP. The
empirical evidence substantiating this argument comes from the different
properties of genitival constructions in Modern Hebrew. It will be
further shown that the clitic does not enter into the binding conditions
and that hence it is best characterized as a feature on the head, as in
(1), rather than as a separate, base-generated nominal node.
In section 3 I will show that there is direct evidence that an
empty category can appear in the NPi ~~tion in (1). The evidence will
rely crucially on the availability of extraction from that position in
free relatives in Modern Hebrew. By showing that [e] can appear iu this
position, and assuming the Empty Category Principle (see chapter 1 for
discussion), it will be demonstrated that the NP i position in (1) has
to be governed, and, in fact, properly governed.
In section 4 I will adress directly the issue of proper government
of NF i when it is expanded as [e]: it will be argued that only the
coindexed clitic can properly govern this position, indicating again that
the clitic governs the NP i position and should be viewed as part of the
head. The availability of proper government by the coindexed clitic V8. the
inavailability of proper government by nouns will be shown to interact in
an interesting way with the scope of quantifiers in genitival constructions.
In the aJ'pendix we will elaborate on the way in which a-role is assigned
to doubled elements. While doing so, we will address issues such as A-
chains and the Visibility Hypothesis, and indicate the way in \Jhich the
Complement Matching Requirement suggested above interacts with these notions.
The Construct State and Clitic Government
2.1. The Construct State: General Properties
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The Construct State in Modern Hebrew indicates genitival relations
between the head noun and the complement noun. The phrase in (6) has
1
roughly the structure in (7):
(6) beit ha-mora
house the-teacher(fem)
'the teacher's house'
(7) N1
J
A=
fl L
beit ha-mora
house the-teacher
(7) yields itself to further embedding:
(8) delet beit ha-mora
door house the-teacher
'the door of the house of the teacher'
(8) has the structure shown in (9):
ha-mora
the-teacher
(9) N
1
~=N N
J j
delet N
door ~...
N NI /\
beit
house
Even further embedding is possible, as in (10)-(11):
(10) yadit delet beit ha-mora
handle door house the-teacher
'the handle of the door of the house of the teacher'
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(11) ceva yad1t delet beit ha-mora
color handle door house the-teacher
'the color of the handle of the door of the house of the teacher'
Note that all these structures are right branching. Thus they are
given a specific bracketing; for example, the head of a complex such
as (11) is ceva 'color, and its complement is 'the handle of the door
of the house of the teacher'. The head of the complement is yadit
'handle, and its complement is 'the door of the house of the teacher'.
This is the only ~ay to form construct states. (This requirement for
right branching is captured in our diagrams by generat~ing the complement
I
=NP under N rather than under the N node. This notaion, however, is
only a suggestion for capturing this restriction. Offering a full
explanation for this property is outside the scope of this study, but
as a partial explanation, let us assume that genitive Case can be assigned
to N2 in configurations such as (7) only it it is strictly adjacent to
N1 strictly adjacent in this context defined as the first node which
=dominates N1 dominates N2• For some account of genitive Case assignment
see chpater 1, section 2.1 above. For some analyses of the construct
state which address the 'right branching' requirement, see Dresher (1973),
Aoun (1978) and Berman (1978) and references cited there.)
An interesting property of the construct state follows from the
requirement of right branching. Since in all cases the head node has
to remain 'bare' and cannot branch, it cannot be directly modified. Any
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modification, either by a determiner or by an adjective, would con-
stitute branching. For adjectives, this situation is exemplified by
the ungrammaticality of (12):
(12) *ceva yadit
color handle
yafa
beautiful
ha-delet
the-door
(12) would have the structure in (13), in which the complement NP can-
not be generated under N; hence the sentence is ungrammatical:
*
(13) ~
N...
N------ -----N/ ,/. ~
ceva -~~ ------- =N N
color /' " ~
N AP ha-delet
dti A the-doo rya t yafa
handle beautiful
Thus, in order to specify that the color of the handle is beautiful,
yafe, the adjective would have to appear at tIle end of the complex:
(14) ceva yadit delet beit ha-mora ha-yafe
color handle door house the-teacher the-beautiful
'the beautiful color of the handle of the door of th~ house of
the teacher'
In fact, the modifying adjective can be construed as belonging to any
level of bracketing in a multiply embedded structure; thus (14) 1s
in fact ambiguous. The adjective yafe could refer to any noun in the
complex which agrees with it in gender and number. Since in this case
it is masculine singular, it could refer to the color or to the house
itself, both being masculine singular. (Hebrew does not have neuter
gender.) These two interpretations would have bracketings (15) and-
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(16), respectively:
(15) [ceva [yadit [delet [beit fha-mora] ] ] ]
color handle door house the teacher
'the beautiful color of the handle etc~'
ha-yafe]
the-beautiful
(16) [ceva [yadit [delet [beit [ha-mora] ha-yafe] ] 1]
color handle door house the-teacher the-beautiful
'the color of the handle of the door of the beautiful house etc.'
Similarly, if we used the feminine counterpart of zafe, yafa, it could
be construed with yadit 'handle t; ?_-=let 'door'; or ha-mora 'the teacher',
all being feminine singular.
A similar restriction holds for determiners. Only a non-head
constituent in structures such as (9) can be accompanied by a deter-
miner. This means that only the last NP in a chain of construct nouns
can be definite.
This situation is exemplified by the contrast between (17) and
(18) :
(17) ceva yadit ha-delet
color handle the-door
'the color of the handle of the door'
(18) *ceva ha-yadit ha-delet
color the-handle the-door
The ungrammatical sentence (18) would have the ill-formed structure
in (19):
(19)
N
I
ceva
color
* N1
N
::::;
N
-N N
~ I:::::::::::..
DET N ha-delet
h i d'i the-doora- ya t
the handle
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On the other hand, since in (17) the determiner can only appear attached
to the last constituent, the sentence is vague with respect to the
identity of the definite element: it can be the last constituent alone,
'the door', or it can be the last constituent combined with one or two
of the others. (20)a-d is the list of possible interpretations for
(17):
(20)a.
b.
c.
d.
a color of a handle of the door (if the door is multi-handled)
a color of the handle of the door (if the handle is multi-colored)
the color of the handle of the door
the color of a handle of the door
If, on the other hand, no determiner appears at all, as in (21), both
head nou'n and complement NP are construed as non-defini te:
(21) beit mora
house teacher
'a teacher's house'
As demonstrated by (12) and (18) above, any attempt to break the suc-
cession of bare nouns in a phrase such as (11) with a modifier or a
determiner will yield ungrammaticality or, alternatively, will bring
about the "closure" of the construct state. Any further genitival
relationship will then have to be expressed in a different way; by
using the geni'ivai preposition ~el:
(22) *ceva
color
ha-yadit
the-handle
ha-yafe
the-beautiful
delet heit ha-mora
door house the-teacher
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(23) ceva ha-yadit ha-yafe ¥el delet beit ha-mora
color the-handle the-beautiful of door hou~e the-teacher
'the beautiful color of the handle-of the door of the house of
the teacher'
?(23), presumably, has roughly the structure in (24):-
(24)
11
ceva
color
NSh~it
the-handle
AP
~
ha-yafe
the-beautiful
v
-&-phrase
v~;:
sel NZ
of i
N2/ "'=N? N3
I"" I
delet N
door ~ 3
~ '".N3 N4
Jett ~
house ha-mora
the-teacher
Nouns in Modern Hebrew, as in other Semitic languages, cake
clitics; following our analysis in the introduction, we would like
to assume that these clitics are a spell-out of the genitive Case
features, in the sense of (3) above, otherwise assigned to the com-
plement NP. (In Standard Arabic, for instance, the complement NP is
overtly marked as genitjve.)3 Thus, we will assume the combination
~+clit!£, as in (25), to hav~ the structure shown in (26):
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(25) beit-a
house-her
'her house'
(26) =r
_______ N___
Nj eli
beit-a
house-her
(We shall return to the symbol 0 and to what it stands for below, in
sections 2.3 and 2.4.)
The structure of (26) seems to be the one involved in eli tic
doubling, in the sense discussed above. Thus, parallel to (6) and
indent1cal to it in meaning we have (27):
(27) vbeit-~i sel ha-mors i
house-her of the-teacher
'the teacher's house'
(27), following OUT assumptions about the structure of clitic-doubling
constructions, has the structure in (28):
(28) =N
I
________ N =-
N+cli NiI v / "beit-a sel ha-mora ihouse-her of ttl t he- eac er
Recall that we are assuming that the clitic in (28) absorbs the genitive
Case that otherwise would be assigned to the complement NP. Hence it
vis necessary for eel to be in§.er-eed--±n ord&J;-.t.o.-aes!-gtl··ease..;o the co-
~. . -- ....-..---_...-.....--
= vindexed Nt- Failure to insert eel would lead to ungrammaticality, which
f··-- -
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we have predicted using the Case filter:
(29) *beit-ai
house-her
ha-mora i
the-teacher
2.2. On the Differences between Clitics and Lexical NP's
vRecall that earlier we argued that sel, the genitival preposition
meaning roughly 'of', appears in another environment in Modern Hebrew.
vWhen a construct state is "broken", sel is available in order to ex-
press genitival relations in a way syntactically different from that
expressed by the construct state. vIn fact, the availability of sel in
Modern Hebrew results in two alternate means for expressing geni.tival
relations: by means of the construct state, as in (6) (repeated here
v
as (30)a), or by means of the genitival preposition sel, as 1n (30)b:
(30)a. be1t ha-mora
house the-teacher
'the teacher's house'
b. ha-bayit
the-house
Xel ha-mora
of the-teacher
The structure of (30)b can be roughly illustrated as in (31) (and see
also (24) above):
(31) N1=~~ ~vNl sel-phrase
f v~=ha-bayit eel N 2
the-house of ~
ha-mora
the-teacher
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(Note that 1n (31) ha-bayit, 'the house' is construed as the head of
the adjoined phrase as well. We shall return to this point below; see
also fn. 2)
vThe nature of the sel phrase in (31) and in (24) is left open.
vIn fact, note that we seem to have flOW two sources for sel: one is
in structures such as (31) and (24), where the ~el seems to head a
phrase, perhaps a PP, and structures such as (28), in which we would
vlike to argue that the sel is inserted for Case purposes and does
change the NP nature of the category which it is adjoined to.
The structure in (28) shares an important property with the
structure in (31): both behave as "broken" cQn.§..t.IY£ t states in the
------_ ..-- .-
senRe that they do not have to be uniquely right-branching. Thus in
(28) the complex noun +clitic can be modified directly by an adjective
a8 in (32)a and 1n (31) 'the house' can be directly modified as well
(as in (32)b):
(32)a. beit-ai ha-yafe
v ha-mora ieel
house-her the-beautiful of the-teacher
'the beautiful house of the teacher'
b. ha-bayit ha-yafe v ha-moraeel
the-house the-beautiful of the-teacher
'the beautiful house of the teacher'
Note that the intervening adjectival material in (32)a does not prevent
the co1ndexing of 'her' and 'the teacher'. In fact, this coindexing
seems completely oblivious to any stacking of intervening adjectives:
(33) vbeit-ai ha-yafe ve-ha-meruxak min ha-'ir sel ha-morai
house-her the-beautiful and-the-far from the-city of the~teacher
'the teacher's house which is beautiful and which is far from the
city'
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The availability of left-branching for phrases such as (27) seems to
present a problem for our prop0Qal that (28) is the right structure for
=these phrases. Given the requirement that N complements be generated
under N, as in (9) above, it is not clear why adjectival l~terial
cannot appear between Nand N in (9), but it can appear between the
Ntcl and N in (28), if (28) is indeed the right structure. Furthermore,
vthe need for two distinct sources for the preposition sel indicates
that perhaps some generalization is being missed.
One could argue on the basis of these problems that a n~re plausible
structure for (27), and in general for clitic-doubling cases in ~lodem
Hebrew, would be one closely resembling the structure in (24) and (31).
Proponents of such an analysis would argue that the clitic on the noun
in cases such as (27) is not a spell-out of a feature, but rather, a
base-generated pronominal which appears in the regular argument position,
as in (34):
(34)
_______ Ni
= ~vN1 sel-phrase
I -
- v~ ../N~. ~~l ~
N1 N2 ha-mora
I I the-teacher
beit a
house her
(Note that this is essentially identical to (24) above.)
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Since Modern Hebrew does not have clitic climbing or any other evidence
that would indicate th~t the clitic is not in the original argument
position, it would seem th~t) in fact, there is no evidence that any
syntactic operations apply to (34). The morphological process of
adjoining the clitic to the head would be a non-syntactic phenomenon
v
which is not related to the insertion of sel or to any other syntactic
process.
There are, however, some important differences between (32)a and
(24) above, which clearly indicate that the two configurations have to
be given a somewhat different account. These differences highlight the
fact that construct states in which the complement is a full lexical NP
(as in (30)a) should be treated differently from chose in which it is
a pronominal clitic (as in (25». In the rest of this section these
differences will be investigated. It will be shown that the relationship
v
which holds between the clitic and the NP of the sel phrase in sentences
such as (32)a is entirely d1ffecent from that which holds, say. between
= =Nj and N2in (24) above. If, indeed, the structure of (32)a was as in
(34), we would not expect this difference. This difference consists of
obligatory coindexing of the clitic and the NP complement in (32)a which
is impossible 1n (24) and which is stated in clear syntactic terms: it
can only hold if the clitic governs the complement NP.
Before turning to the matter of coindexing, which involves rather
complicated data, one point where clitic complements and lexical NP ·
complements clearly differ should be pointed out: whereas a chain of
construct states with lexical NP's can always be expanded, provi~ing
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that the structure remains right-branching (ef. examples (10)-(11)
above and structure (9») the introduction of a clitic brings about
the iIl1IIlediate "closure" of the construct state. Thus (35) in a reading
that would correspond to (8) above is ungrammatical (and see also (29)
above):
(35) *dalt-o ha-mora
door-it the-teacher
'the door of it of the teacher'
The ungrammaticality of (35) vs. the grammaticality of (8) would follow
immediately if we assume that the clitic absorbs the Case features,
since in this case, 'the teacher' in (35) would not be assigned Case
and thus would violate the Case filter. On the other hand, if one
assumed that clitics occupy the same position that full lexical NP's do,
having the structure in (9) for (35), this fact cannot be readily
4explained. Now let us turn to the co1ndexing argument.
Consider the following sentence. which consists of the construct
v
state along with a eel phrase:
(36) tmunot
pictures
ha-yalda
the-girl
v
eel
of
ha-mora
the-teacl'ler( fem)
(36) can be construed with either of the following bracketings:
(37)a. [pictures [[the girl] of the teacher]]
'the pictures of the teacher's daughter'
b • [ [pic tures [the girl]] 0 f the teacher]
'the girl's pictures of the teacher'
Now compare (36) with a phrase in which yalda, 'girl', has been replaced
by a feminine clit1c:
(38) vtmunote-ha sel
pic tures-ller of '
!\a-mora
the-teacher(fem)
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(38) cannot have the meaning of either (37)a or (37)b: the clitic ha
in (38) can only refer to the teacher, ha-mora. In other words, (39)a-b
are ~ possible meanings of (38):
(39)a.
b.
her j pictures of the teacher!
the teacher'si pictures of herj
In fact;, if the clitic 19 replaced by a masculine one (refering, say,
to 'boy~, yeled), the sentence results in ungrammaticality, due to the
fact that the masculine clitic cannot be coindexed with ha-mora, 'the
teacher', which is feminine:
(40)a. tmunot ha-yeled Xel ha-mora
pictures the-boy of the-teacher(fern)
'the pictures of the son of the teacher'
'the boy's pictures of the t~acher'
b. *tmunot-av ~el ha-mora
pictures-his of the teacher
'his pictures of the teacher'
'the teacher's pictur~~ ot him'
An interpretation or (38) in which the clitic is disjoint from the
v
complement of the sel phrase, as 'nJell as a gramma tical reading of (40) b,
is possible only with a very sharp tntonation break between the
v
clitic and the sel phrase ~ and even then it is only very Inarginal.
Thus, it seems, we have an obligatory coindexing of the clitic with tha
v
complement object of sel in structures which correspond to (38) but not
in structures whi.:h correspond to (36).
2.3. vThe sel Phrase and the Position of the Clitic
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WJ observed above that the coindexing relationship which holds
between the clitic and the object of Xel in sentences such as (38) is
obligatory. We further argued that such coindexing does not hold
obligatorily between the NP which is the ~omplement of the construct
state in (36) (ha-yalda v'the girl') and the object of the sel phrase
(ha-mora 'the teacher'). In fact, such coindexing between these two
lexical NP's is grammatically impossible even if it is logically possible.
Thus, for instance, if the object of Xel is a pronominal element and
the complement of the construct state 1s a full NP they cannot be
understood to co-refer:
(41) *beit
house
v 5ha-mora i sel-ai
the-teacher of-her
(41) has only two possible interpretations. The first, more obvious one,
can be translated as 'the house of her teacher' and is completely
irrelevant for our purposes. The second one, which has the structure
in (43) (which roughly corresponds to (24) above) means 'the teacher's
house which she owns'. In this latter reading, the teacher cannot be
coreferential with she. The unavailability of coreference between
N2 and N3 in structures like (43) below may follow from the binding
conditions, if we assume that the relevant definition of c-command is
a slightly revised version of the definition of c-command suggested in
Chomsky (1981):
(42) C-command (definition)
a c-commands S iff:
i. a does not contain S
i1. Suppose that Y1 , ... , Yn is a sequence such that:
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Y
n
= a
y i = Ctj
Y1 immediately dominates Yi + 1
for every Y., j > 1, Y is the head of Y
J
-J - n
then if 6 immediately dominates a then either
I. 0 dominates a; or
II. 0 = Yi and Y1 dominates S
(42) differs from the definition suggested by Chomsky only in
introducing clause (d), which requires that c-command be effectively
contained within the domain of the head of the phrase. Note that such
a definition would still allow the head to c-command into adjoined
phrases (for instance, it would allow the verb to c-command postposed
subjects adjoined to VP in Italian): although the head is dominated
by a maximal projection which does not dominate the adjoined ph~ase,
it is the head of the maximal projection which dominates the adjoined
phrase. Hence it c-commands it. On the other hand, the definition
in (42) would prevent a head of a maximal projection from c-comrnanding
an element which is in another maximal projection which has a different
head but which is of the same categorial type. This situation holds
in structures such as (43): we would like to block the head of N2
v 6(as opposed to the N2 itself) from c-comrnanding the sel phrase.
(43) =,
= N1
NlI
N~fA
house the-teacher
v
,!el + eli
of-her!
v
.sel-phrase
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Adopting the definition in (42), N2 in (43) c-commands N3, Thus
both these nodes fall under the binding conditions and are marked
disjoint in reference. If this is indeed the case we expect it to
be possible to place a reflexive anaphor in the N position, bound
3
by N2 , and this is in fact possible, as demonstrated by (44). (The
marginality of (44) is, I believe, due to independent reasons. See
fn. 7 and the discussion in section 4.2 below). 7
(44) ?re'iyat ha-mora Xel 'serna
view the-teacher of herself
'the-teacher's view of herself'
Thus it seems that the impossibility of coindexing between NZ and N3
can be attributed to the binding conditions, if we assum~ the definition
in (42). Note, however, that if this is indeed the case, then
obviously we can no longer hold that the clitic in sentences such as
(38) occupies the same position that the lexical NP ha-mora, 'the
teacher', occupies in (43): one of them enters the binding ~ond1tions
and the other ona does not. Hence it seems obvious that the structure
of clitic-doubling configurations such as (38) cannot be represented
by (43) or (34) above. In fact, since definition (42) would include
any possible argument position inside N1 in (43), we have to conclude
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that the clitic, in fact, is not in an argument position. This leads
us back to the conclusion that the clitic is, as we suggested before, a
feature on the head noun.
vWhat is the status of the sel phrase? In diagram (28) above,
Xel was marked as an inserted element, which does not change the NP-
status of the category that it is adjoined to. However, another
possibility would be to claim that it is a base-generated PP. Our
demonstration that this is not so is based on the binding conditions.
In (45), it is shown that the object of ~el can serve as an antecedent
for a lexical anaphor:
(45) re'iyat 'acma Xel ha-mora8
view herself of the-teacher
'the teacher's view of herself'
Recall that we argued that (44) is grammatical due to the fact
= =that N2 , in the structure in (43), c-commands N3 , In order to account
= =for (45), we have to assume that N3 also c-commands NZ' Note, however,
that if the Xel phrase were a PP, its object could not c-command N2 , Such
a c-command relationship would violate the definition in (42) above,
Indeed, objects of genuine PP's cannot c-command N2 in a similar struc-
~ural configuration, as demonstrated by the sentences in (46) and the
diagram in (47):
(46)a. xaXivat ha-mora 'al 'acma
thinking the-teacher about herself
'the teacher's thinking about herself'
b. v*xasivat
thinking
'aema
herself
'a1
about
ha-mora
th~-teacher
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(47)
xa'Xivat
thinking
'acma
herself
'al
about
'acma
herself
*ha-mora
the-teacher,)
vThis contrast between the behaviour of genuine PP's and sel phrases
can be readily explaiped if we assume that while true PP's adjoined
to construct states have the structure in (47), in which no c-comrnand
relationship holds between li3 and N2', ~el phrases are not true PP' s:
they are N?'s to which dummy Case marker ~el has been adjoined at a
level irrelevant for the binding conditions.
We thus conclude that the structure in (28) above is indeed
the structure of clitic-doubling constructions. Our proof consisted
of two stages: first it was shown that the clitic and the complement
of ~el are obligatorily coindexed, a condition which does not hold for
lexical complements of the construct state and for the object of ¥el
in equivalent configurations. It was further shown that the
impossibility of coindexation between the complement of the construct
v
state and the object of sel follows directly from the binding conditions.
Since the relationship between the clitic ~nd the coindexed NP 1s not
sensitive to the binding conditions, we concluded that the cl1tic
cannot possibly occupy an argument position. Thus we returned to our
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assumption tlat it is a feature on the head noun.
vThe second stage of the proof consisted of showing that sel phrases
demonstrate different behaviour from PP's with respect to the binding
conditions. Whereas PP's demonstrate typical behaviour, preventing
their objects from c-comrnanding argument positions outside the PP, the
objects of ~el phrases behave as bare NP's, thus entering into a binding
relationship with elements which share the same governing cate~ory --
in this case, the higher N. Thus we concluded that at the level in
v
which the binding conditions apply, namely S-structure, sel ie not present:
it is inserted later, for purposes of Case assignment, and its insertion
does not affect the output of rules which apply in th~ syntax, at
S-structure or in logical form. (For a detailed discussion of
v
eel insertion aG w£'ll as a conclusion with respect to the level
9
at which it applies, see chapter 3, section 3 below).
2.4. Coindexing and Government
In section 2.2 above we have shown that a relationship of obligatory
coindexing holds between the clitic and the associated NP i in clitic-
doubling constructions, Is this obligatory coindexing subject to any
conditions? Conside~ th~ following sentences:
(48) misgeret
frame
trnunot
pictut'es
ha-yalda
the-girl
~el
of
ha-mora
the-teacher
(48) (a regular construct state formation without clitic or doubling,
combined with a Xel phrase) permits the following bracketings:
(49)a. [[frame [pictures [the girl]]] of the teacher]
'the teacher's frame of the pictures of the girl'
b. [fram~ [[pictures [the girl]] of the teacher]]
'the frsme of the girl's pictures of the teacher·
c. [frame [pictures [[the girl] of the teacher]]]
'the frame of the pictures of the teacher's daught~r'
Now compare the correspondinj~ sentence with a clitic (and coindexing):
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(50) misgeret
frame
tmunote-ha.
1
pictures-he.r
~el
of
ha-mora i
the-teacher
Theoretically, the same range of bracketing should be possible for (50)
if we ensure the coindexing of the clitic and the complement of the ¥el
phrase. Note, however, what happens in (51), which is the list of
possible bracketings for (50):
(51)a. *[[frame [pictures-her [0]]] of the teacher]
'the teacher's pictures frame'
b. [frame [[pictures-her [0]] of the teacher]]
'the frame of the teacher's pictures'
c. [frame [pictures-her [[0] of the tea.cher]]]
'the frame of the teacher's picture~'
Interpetation (a), (which is definitely ~~g,=;a!~~\possible) is excluded.
Interpretations (b-c) are clearly equivalent, in spite of the different
structure.
Let us first consider why (a) is impossible. (Sl)a would have the
structure in (52):
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(52)
jl
frame
-N
v~(sel) the-teacher i
We would like to argue that the reason (52) is an ungrammatical construction
is because the clitic on NZ does not govern N3 which is coindexed with
it. In this we will be adopting the definition of government suggested
in Chomsky (1981) and given in (59):
(53) Government (definition)
In the configuration [ ... ~ ... ~ ... S•.. ] a can be said to govern B
iff:
i. Ct = xO
ii. where ~ is a maximal projection, if ~ dominates S then
<p dominates Ct
iii. ~ c-commands 8
(Recall that we are assuming a revised definition of c-command, as given
in (42) above).
Note that assuming that the clitic in the complex N2 + eli in (:2)
ia a feature on the head N2 will immediately lead to the conclusion
that» since N2 does not govern N3 , the clitic which is coindexed with
=N3 does not govern it either.
Now consider (54), which is the structure corresponding to (51) b
above:
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(54)
In this case the clitic does govern the coindexed argument. Thus
coindexing is possible. Now, as a last point, consider the structure
of (51)c:
(55)
Again, eli governs the coindexed argument.
Let us now turn to the node in (52), (54) and (55) which is marked
as~. What is the status of this node? Recall that we are assuming
the Complement Matching Requirement (see (5) above). Following this
requirement, an element and its complement cannot contain conflicting
indices. Now recall that the domain of complementation is that of
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government. Thus the requirement that the clitic in (54) and (55)
govern the complament ltP position with which it is coindexed follows
immediately from the fact that the doubled NP is the complement of
the head of the construct state. However, if the complementation
requirements are met by the doubled NP, it is clear that the node 0
in (52), (54) and (55) is not assigned any index.
Recall that we assume that the following principle holds 1n the
grammar:
(56)a. The Empty Category Principl~ (ECP)
[e] must be properly governed
b. a properly governs 9 iff a governs Sand:
i. a is ±N, tV, or
i1. a is coindexed with B
Following Kayne (1980) we will assume that ECP holds in LF. Furthemore,
as indicated by the ungrammaticality of (57), nouns in Modern Hebrew
are not proper governers:
(57) *mi ra'ita 'et beit [e]
who saw-you ace house
'whose house did you see?'
(We will return to this matter in great detail in sections 3 and 4
below. For our present purposes, it will suffice to claim that nouns
in Hebrew are governors but not proper governors; hence (57) is ruled
out as a violation of the ECP).
Now consider again the 0 node 1n (52), (54) and (55). Clearly,
this node cannot be [e]. Since nouns in Hebrew are not proper governors,
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it cannot be properly governed by the head noun. Furthermore, it cannot
be properly governed by the clitic, since it is not coindexed with it.
On the other hand, it cannot be PRO either. PRO is the pronominal form
which is not realized phonologically and which cannot be governed.
The 0 position in (52), (54) and (55) is governed by the head noun.
We thus have a position which is not Case marked, which bears no
referential index, which is governed but which is ftot properly governed.
Let us in fact assume that the node in question (N4 in (52), (54)
and N3 in (55» simply does not exist. In other words, l~[ us assume
that complementation requirements can be met whenaver the conlplement
is governed by the head of the construct state and that the precise
position of the complement in the tree is irrelevant, as long as this
position is governed. Note that the phrase-structure rules can still
generate the nodes dominated by 0, since base rules are optional.
However, nothing can appear in this position: lexical NP will not be
assigned Case, PRO will be governed and [e] will not be properly
governed. Thus if the node ~ generated, every possible derivation will
be ruled out. 10
Now let US turn back to the structures in (52), (54) and (55):
in (52) the existence or the non existence of N4 is irrelevant: in
any configuration, N3 is not governed by N2 and hence it cannot be
perceived as its complement. Thus the sentence is ruled out. 11 In (54) ,
on the other hand, the derivation in which N4 ~ generated is
ungrammatical, since no element can appear in this position. However,
=if the position is not generated the sentence is grammatical: N) is
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governed by NZ and hence it can be interpreted &8 its complement.
Let us now consider (55): if N3 is generated, the sentence is
ruled out, since no element can appear in this position. If, on the
=
other hand, N3 is not generated, the N3 is deprived of its head: it is
a genuinely 'headless' phrase. Clearly, the lotter situation is ruled
out by independent considerations related to Xtheory. Hence, (55) is
an impossible derivation, unless N4 is directly attached to N2 • resulting
in a structure that is virtually identical to that of (54), as 1s shown
by (58):
(58)
pictures-her t
Deriving in this fashion the identity of structure between (54)
and' (55), and thus the identity of meaning, supplies further evidence
that the clitic should be viewed as a feature on the head, rather than
as an argument filling an argument position. If one wished to argue for
the latter analysis, one would have to argue that the structures of (51)b
and (51)c are as in (59)a and (59)b, respectively:
(59) a.
i1frame
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N1,
N1
--------.
---- =N'2~_
N4~
v(eel) the-teacher
(59)b.
Proponents of this analysis would then have to explain the unavailability
of an interpretation corresponding to (59)b and to (51)c above, although
given the assumption that the clitic occupies an argument position, (59)b
is a possible structure.. The analysis which holds that the clitic is
not an argument in an argument position, but rather is a feature on
vthe head, and which holds that the ~ phrase satisfies complementation
requirements tnus accounts satisfactorily for the unavailability of a
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third reading.
Let us summarize our conclusions so far:
1. Clitics are generated as features on the head of their phrase.
They are not filling the argument position which is the complement of
this head. This position is independently generated and can be
independently filled if a Case-assigning device is available, Clitic-
doubling constructions thus have the structure in (60):
(60), XU
~
NP
/
dummy Case-
marker insertion
2. The coindexing of the clitic and the argument NP is obligatory and
subject to the government relationship between the clitic and the argument
with which it is coindexed. Given our assumption that clitics are
generated as features on the head of their phrase, both the coindexing
requirement and the government requirement follow naturally from the
Complement Matching Requirement, which prevents a head from containing
a referential index which conflicts with that of its complements.
3. vThe genitive preposition sel is not available in clitic-doubling
~
constructions in the base •
.----'"
Rather, it is inserted in the ~hono~ic~
~----'~..••
component; thus the structure which it creates is irrele~t to the
binding conditions: the NP's which participate in clitic-doubling
constructions behave in all respects ~s bare NP's, and differ in this
sense from NP's which are objects of base-generated prepositions.
4. The domain of complementation is the government-domain of the head.
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Given this minimal restric~ion, the cOQplement phrase can appear in
any position which is governed by the head. Assuming the definition
of c-command in (42) above, this means that they may appear at any level
of projection of the head, including adjoined positions.
Note that the latter hypothesis would seem to be incompatible
with our assumption that in the construct state (when no doubling
v
occurs and when no sel phrase is adjoined) the complement has to be
attached at the N level (see exemples (10) - (12) above and related
discussion), yielding the structure in (61):
(61)
Recall, however, that we argued that strict adjacency between N1 and N2
in (61) is required for the assignment of genitive Case. In contrast
to (61), the structure in (54) above crucially involved the insertion
of Xel, thus making strict adjacencv unnecessary. Thus the value of Xn
in (60) can be either X, X, or X' (X' representing an adjoined structure).
Let us now return to examples (32)a and (33) above, which were
cited as possible counterexamples to our claim that the structure of
c1itic-doubling constructions is as in (60). We repeat them here as
(62)a-b:
(62)a. beit-a t ha-yafe Xel ha-mora i
house-her the-beautiful of the-teacher
'the beautiful house of the teacher'
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b. beit-ai ha-yafe ve-ha-meruxak min ha-'ir ~el
house-her the-beautiful and-the-far from the-city of
ha-mora i
the-teacher
'the teacher's house which is beautiful and which is far from
the city'
Recall that these phrases were potential counterexamples, since they
indicated that intervening material can appear between the head+clitic
combination and the complement argument in structures such as (60).
In regular construct-state formations, such as (7), where no clitic
appears, such intervening material is not possible, as shown by (63):
(63) *beit yafe ha-mora
house beautiful the-teacher
'the teacher's beautiful house'
At this stage of the analysis, it is clear that the ungrammdticality of
(62)a-b, as opposed to the ungrammaticality of (63), does not present
any problem: we derived the ungrammaticality of (63) from the tact that
strict adjacency is required in order to assign Case to ha-mora 'the
teacher' in (63). Since there is no such strict adjacency in (63»)
the sentence is ruled out. On the other hand, we argued that -- where
strict adjacency is not required, in the cases where the NP 1.8 assigned
vCase by sel -- the complement node can be adjoined to any expansion of
N. Thus we expect AP to be impossible in regular, non-doubled construct
states, but we expect its occurrence to be entirely grammatical when
v
sel is present. Thus the structure of the grammatical sentence (62)a
is as in (62)c:
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(62)c.
v(sel) the-teacher
The possibility of modifying the head in (62)c by an AP can assist us
in constructing yet another test that will prove that cliti.cs have to
govern the coindexed NP in clitic-doubling constructions. Thus, con-
sider the following contrast:
(64)a. vtmunot yaldat-a i ha-ktana sel ha-mora i
pictures girl-her the-little of the-teacher
(fem) (fern)
'the pictures of the teacher's little girl'
vb. *tmunot ya~.dat-ai ha-ktanot sel ha-mora i
pictures girl-her the-little of the-teacher
(pl) (pI)
'the little pictures of the teacher's girl'
The grammati.cality of (64)a will follow immediately if we compare the
structures of (64)a-b:
(65) (=64a)
NlIpictures
(pI)
N'=~2~=
N2 d-~ \ vN2 AP (sel) the-teacher/' ~
N2 + eli the-ii t tle
i II h (fern)g r - er
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(66) ("'64b) :/Ni.. =
_~Nl" vL~
Nl AP (sel) the-teacher
/ ,_ th~ttle
N N (pl)
11 L2
pictures NZ(pl) I
N2i cl i
girl-her
Note that the gender and number markers on the adjectives force us to
argue for the structure in (65) for (64)a, since in that case the AP
clearly modified yaida 'girl'. For the same reasons, the AP in (66) has
to be generated adjoined to ~, since it modifies tmunot 'pictures'.
Note that, as a result of this configuration, the clitic governs
the coindexed N3 in (65); hence the corresponding sentence, (64)a,
is grammatical. In (66), on the other hand, such a government relation
1"does not hold, and hence (64)b is ungrammatical. -
2.5. Three Genitive Constructions in Modern Hebrew
Recall that in the derivation of (54) and (55) we invoked the
Complement Matching Requirement, along with the assumption that comple-
mentation requirements can be met by any NP which is governed by the
head, quite independent from t~~e position of this NP in the tree. These
assumptions have some interesting consequences. We can now reduce all
the genitive constructions in Hebrew to the structure in (60). In
essence, then, we claim that the sentences in (67)a-c all have the
structure in (60) (assuming that insertion of the dummy Case marker
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is optional):
(67)a.
b.
c.
beit ha-mora
house the-teacher
vbeit-ai sel ha-mora i
house-her of the-teacher
vha-bayit Bel ha-mora
the-hous~ of the-teacher
The structure of (67)a-c is illust~ated by (68)a-c, respectively:
(68)a. (=(67)a)
=In (68)a, NZ has to be generated under N1 , due to che strict adjacency
principle. vHowever, due to th~ availability of sel insertion, the strict
adjacency principle does not hold in (67)b-c:
(68)b. (=(67)b)
(i) Ll
N1/ "=Nl + eli N2i
(iii)
As demonstrated by (68)b, (67)b is structurall~f ambiguous. This situ-
ation, however, is irrelevant, since all the derivations satisfy the
Complementation Matching Requirement. The same holds for (67)c, which
is structurally ambiguous as well:
(68)c. (=(67)c)
(i) (i1)
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Note that (68)a-c are all manifestations of the structure in (60), in
that in all of them, the complement of the head is governed by some ex-
- =pansion of N: N, N or N'. Only one of these constructions is limited;
in the construct state proper, the complement can only be generated under
N, as in (68). This limitation, however, has an independent explanation.
It derives from the strict adjacency principle for genitive Case assign-
ment. Note that, although we now argue that (67)b and (67)c are mani-
festations of the same structure, we avoid the pitfalls of the attempt
to collapse these structures that was briefly sketched above (see dia-
"
gram (34) and related discussion). The earlier analysis was incapable
of capturing the differences betweeIl the clitic-doubling constructions
v
and the regular genitive constructions using sel. Within our analysis,
however, these differences are captured by assuming that the clitic in
clitic-doubling constructions is a feature on the head rather than an
argument occupying an argument position,
A very simple rule will now account for the insertion of Xel
both in (68)b and in (68)c:
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v v 13(69) sel Insertion (~I) -- applies in the phonological component
With respect to (69), we make one auxiliary assumption: we assume that
vthe Case features of sel have to be phonologically realized. This implies
vthat sel has to have a phonologically realized object or an attached
clitic. vThus if eel is inserted preceding an empty category it will
obligatorily include a clitic.
Note that the rule of ~I as formulated in (69) does not preclude
the structure in (70), in which N2 is marked twice w'ith genitive Case --
v
once by the head N1 and once by the inserted preposition sel:
(70) N1N~~N'
11 v~ 2,,=
ktiva sel N2
writing of L\
more
teacher
A phrase identical to the one in (70) can, however, be generated by the
structure in (71):
(71) =,~Nl
-------== NN1 / 2,LX v~ ,,=ktiva sel NZ
writing of ~
more
teacher
Both structures are, 1n fact, grammatical.
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3. Extraction from CQnstruct State Configurations
3.1 Introduction: Predictions
In section 2 above it was shO'Nn that the structure of clitic-
doubling constructions at the level relevant for the operation of syn-
vtactic rules (prior to the phonolggical- ins~rtion of sel) is as in (72):
(72)
It was further shown that the relationship which holds between the clitic
anq the NP which is coindexed with it is that of government, and that
the clitic constitutes part of the head and does not occupy an argument
position.
v ;::The insertion of sel preceding N2 in (72) was explained as
;:a
a~device available in the phonological component to assign Case to NZ.
The Case that usually would be assigned to that position is here spelled
out as a clitic, and hence could not be assigned to N2 , Pailure to insert
v
sel, it was arguAd, would result in a violation of the Case filter.
Consider now sentences like (73)a-b:
(73)a.
b.
beit-o 'amed 'a1 ha-g1v'a
house-his stands on the-hill
'his house stands on the hill'
vbeit-oi sel ~~-morei 'omed 'al ha-giv'a
house-his of the-teacher stands on the-hill
•the teacher's house stands on the hill'
vWe have argued that the phrase beit-o sel ha-more 'the teacher's house'
has the structure in (72). However, what is the structure of the phrase
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beit-o 'his house', as in (73)a1 If we argue that the clitic in beit-o
is a spell-out of Case features, as it is in (72) and (73)b, then the
structure of beit-o is as in (74):
(74) Nj
//// ~=
[N N, Ieli] Ii
beit + 0 0
What is the status of 0 in (74)1 Recall that when discussing the 0
node which appears in structures (52), (54) and (55) ab0ve, we concluded
that the 0 node in these structures is simply not generated, and that
complementation requirements are met by the governed, coindexed NP.
In (74), however, there is no such governed, coindexed NP, apart from
the 0 node itself.
Recall that we are assuming the ECP (as formulated in (56) above).
Given this principle and the analysis of clitics proposed so far, we
can now put our assumption that the clitics have to govern the coindexed
position to a test. Three hypotheses (at least) are logically possible
with respect to the 0 in (74):
Hypothesis A: 0 is in an ungoverned position. The process which
allowed the eli tic to absorb the Case of the head of its phrase also
absorbed the government properties of the head. It follows that [e]
cannot appear in this position, since government is a prerequisite to
proper government, and a position which is not governed is, of course,
also not properly governed. An [a] in this position would t.hus result
in a violation of tile ECP (see (56) above). Thus only PRO can appear
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in this position. Note that according to this analysis, extraction from
the NP i position in (72) or in (74) is never possible: such extraction
would leave behind an empty category [e] that could not be properly
governed, thus violating the ECP. (This analysis is proposed by Jaeggli,
1980, for River Plate Spanish). Hypothesis A is illustrated in (75)a-b:
(75)a.
government/Case
absorption
b.
government/Case
absorption
In (75)b, [e] is not properly governed (in fact, it is not governed at
all), since the government property was absorbed by the coindexed clitic.
Thus, the construction is ruled out as a violation of the ECP.
Note that hypothesis A is incompatible with our conclusion that
the clitic must govern the coindexed NP position: if the clitic did
govern the coindexed position, and we were to assume hypothesis A, then,
given the definition of proper government in (56) above, a special
mechanism would be required to block proper government by the coindexed,
governing clitic in (75).
Proponents of hypothesis A would thus have to argue that the
struc ture of the N + cl combination is branching, as in (76) and for a
stricter definition of c-command than the one we have been assuming:
(76) Nj~~
Nj - 1 CL
I l
ceit 0
house his
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Some theoretical disadvantages of the structure in (76) were discussed
in the introduction. Some others will be discussed in chapter 3 below.
Empirically, the structure in (76) clearly does not enable us to state
in a natural way the fact that the clitic has to govern the NP with which
it is coindexed in clitic-doubling configurations. In fact, for supporters
of structure (76) it is crucial to claim that no government relationship
holds between the elitic and the eoindexed NP, in order to block proper
government in this position.
Yet another empirical problem of the structure in (75) and (76)
is ,he fact that it makes a clearly wrong prediction wit}l respect to
extraction from clitic-doubling constructions: it predicts that extraction
of NP i in (72) is impossible, which is incorrect. We shall return to
the proof that this extraction is possible below.
Hxpothesis B: The clitic in (74) absorbs only Case but not
government. The 0 is thus governed and properly governed by the head
N. It follows that PRO cannot appear there. since it would be governed
in this position; [e), however, can appear there, and indeed it does.
It follows from this analysis that extraction from this position is
possible. These predictions made by hypothesis B are illustrated by
(77)a-c:
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Nj
~~ ~=
NiI
PRO
government-J"---(proper)
,--- N+'cl iL1Case absorption
(77) a.
b. * N
j
, ~=i + cti Ni
Case absorption lexical NP
[-Case]
c. Nj
,,-' ~
.... --~"" ~=
N+ eli NiLt I
Case absorption [e]
proper) government~
Unlike proponents of hypothesis A, proponents of B do not have to
argue for a branching structure for the N+ clit~ c combination. Thus
they also do not confront the problem of account, ~ng for the government
relationship which determines the coindexing between the clit~c and
the double NP. Note further that hypothesis B correctly predicts that
extraction from the coindexed NP is possible.
Note, however, that in (77)c[e] is in fact properly governed
twice: assuming the definition of proper government in (56) above,
there is no way to block proper government by the clitic in (77)c. On
the other hand, there is some evidence that hypothesis B cannot be
correct. This stems from the fact that lexical nouns in Modern Hebrew
ill
are Elrguably not proper governors, and tha t, consequen tly, "noun
straIlding" is impossible:
(78)a. pataxti 'et delet ha-kita
opened-I ace door the-classroom
'I opened the classroom door'
b. *ma pataxti 'et delet [eli?i
what opened-I ace door
'what did I open the door of?'
c. 'et delet mai pataxti [e 1i ?
ace door what opened-I
'the necr of what did I open?'
The sentences in (78) thus motivate a slight change in the definition
of proper government. The modified definition is given in (79):
('79) a properly governs B iff a. governs a and
i. a is [+V], or
ii. a is coindexed with ~.14
It follows that hypothesis B has to be rejected. It crucially assumes
that nouns are proper governors, which is incompatible with the ungram-
maticality of (78)b.
Hypothesis c: 0 is properly governed by the governing coindexed
clitic. Hence PRO cannot appear there; lexical NP cannot appear there;
but [e] can. Extraction from this position is possible.
Note that the configurations which hypothesis C permits are
essenti~lly identical to those allowed by hypothesis B with one exception:
in (77)a and (77)c it is not the head N which governs the NP i position;
rather it is the coindexed, governing clitic. Thus, this hypothesis
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avoids hypothesis B's wrong predictions with respect to proper govern-
ment by nouns in Modern Hebrew.
The argument in the following sections will consist of two major
points:
In the remainder of se~tion 3, it will be shown that extraction
of NF i in structures such as (72) is indeed possible. The evidence
will consist of an analysis of free relatives in Modern Hebrew. (See
below, chapter 3, section 3, for direct evidence that extraction
from clitic-doubling constructions is grammatical in Rumanian as
well. )
In section 4, proper government by clitics will be argued for
directly by adducing some evidence from movement in syntax and logical
form in Modern Hebrew, thus showing clearly that clitics in configu-
rations like (72) have to be allowed to properly govern the coindexed
position.
3.2. Free Relatives in Modern Hebrew
Modern Hebrew allows for two relativization strategies, as ob-
served in Hayoun (1973) and in Chomsky (1977): (1) a movement strategy,
in which all the usual constraints on movement are obeyed (see (80)-(82) ),
and (2) a no-movement strategy using resumptive pronouns (resumptive
15
clitics for PP's and NP's and free-standing pronouns for direct objects),
16
where all the usual constraints can be violated, which is demonstrated
in (83)-(85):
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(80)a. v v v .ha-'is se- ('oto i ) pagast1. t i
the-man that-him! met-I t i
'the man I met'
b. *ha-'i~a Xe- (' otai )
v
'et v v ra'apagasti ha-'iS j se t j t i
the-woman that-ner,! met-I acc the-man. that t j saw t iJ
'the woman that I met the man who saw her'
(Complex NP Constraint Violatioll; Ross, 1967)
(81)a. v v rakadtiha-'is se-'it-o t ii
the-man that-with-him! danced-I t i
'the man with whom I danced'
v v 'i ra'iti 'et v v rakadb. *ha-'isa ha-'is se-t t jse- t-a j i i
the-woman that-with-her j saw-I ace the-man that-t i danced t ji
(Complex NP Constraint Violation)
ra'itivse-'etvha-'is 'axot-o i
the-man that-acc sister-his i saw-I
'the man whose sister I saw'
(82)a.
v v v vb. *ha-'is se-'et 'axot-o i ra'iti 'et ha-kelev j se t j nasax t i
the-man that-ace sister-hisi saw-I ace the dogj that t j bit t i
(Complex NP Constraint Violation)
(83)a. vha-'is
the-man
v
se-ra'iti
that-saw-I
'oto
him
b. v v vha-'isi se-pagasti
the-man! that-met-I
'et
acc
v vha-'isa j se-t j
the-womanj that j
ra'ata 'oto i
saw him i
(84)a. vha-'is vse-rakadti 'it-o
the-man that-danced-I with-him
that-danced with-her
b. v v v vha-'isa se-pagasti let ha-'is
the-woman that-met-I ace the-man
v
se-rakad 'it-a
(85)a. vha-'is vse-ra'iti 'et 'axot-o
the-man that-saw-I ace sister-his
b. ha-'i~i
the-man
Xe-ra'iti 'et ha-kelev Xe-'axot-o i 'imca
that-saw-I ace the-dog that-sister-his adopted
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Note that Modern Hebrew does not have a relative pronoun, and that
the f~ee-standing accusative pronoun 'oto is fronted and optionally deleted
(as in (80)a). (See Borer, 1979, for a detailed discussion of the con-
ditions under which 'oto deletes and for arguments that it is deleted from
the COMP position.) When the relativized element is an object of a pre-
position or of a noun, pied piping is obligatory. The obligatoriness of
pied piping in these cases would follow if we assume, as in Kayne (198Gb),
that prepositions as well as nouns are not proper governors in Modern
-.--"
17Hebrew. Stranding prepositions or nouns would thus result in a violation
of ECP « 56) above). Interestingly, these environments t namely following nouns
and prepositions, are precisely the environmen~s which allow for cliticlza-
tion in Modern Hebrew. Modern Hebrew verbs (unlike those of earlier stages
of Hebrew) no longer take clitics. Instead, they take the free-standing
form 'oto. We will return to this point below.
Although both movement and non-movement strategies are available
for relative clauses, only the movement strategy 1s possible in questions:
(86)a. 'et mi ra'it1
ace who saw-I
'who did I see?'
b. *mi ra'iti 'oto
who saw-I him
(87)a. 'im mi rakadti
with who danced-I
'with whom did I dance?'
b. *tni rakadti 'it-a?
who danced-I witll-him
(88)a. 'axot m1 'imea kelev
sister who adopted dog
'whose sister adopted a dog?'
b. *mi 'axot-o 'imes kelev
who sister-his adopted dog
As for free relatives, the situation is considerably more cornpli-
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cated. At first glance, it appears that the same options are open for
free relatives that are open for regular ones -- the movement strategy
(>
and the no-movement 3trategy (with resumptive elments).
,t
However, there
are significant differences between free relatives and regular relatives
which surface under closer investigation. Firs~ of all, the resumptive
pronouns appear in free relatives only inside NP's and PP's, as in (89)a-b.
It is precisely in these environment that the resumptive element is a
clitic on the head of its phrase. In direct object position, where the
resumptive element is an independent pronominal form, there is an obligatory
18gap:
(89)a.
b.
v
ma se-hexlatnu 'al-av
what that-decided-we on-it
'whatever we decided on'
mi Xe-'axot-o mazkira ba-memZala
who that-s~ster-his secretary in-the-government
'one whose sister is a secretary for the government'
c. ma Xe-raciti
what that-wanted-I
'whatever I wanted'
~'oto)
~it)
Furtnermore, violations of the usual constraints are completely
imposible in free relatives, regardless of the presence of resumptive
clit1cs. Thus (90)a-b are ungrammatical (and compare with (84)b and
(85)b):
(90)a. v v v v*mai ,".e-pagasti ret ha-' is se-hexlit 'al-av i nimkar t etmol
what that~et-I ace the-man that-decided on-it sold yesterday
'whatever I met the man who decided on it was sold yesterday'
b.~eday le-hityaded 'im mii ~e-'e'evod
worth to-befriend with who that-work-I
menahelet
runs
be-misrad ~e-'axotoi
in-office that-stater-his
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'it is worth it to befriend a person wtose sister runs an office
in which I will work'
In view of (90)a-b, a natural assumption would be that free relatives
are formed by movement and that the clitics in (90)a-b are not "real"
resumptive pronouns. One could argue that they are the result of some
~race-spel1ina_~e (as suggested in Borer, 1979 ), or of a ,sh~~~~­
pronoun copying rule in the sense of Perlmutter (1972). Note, however,
r-----~ .......----...
that this explanation leaves the asymetry between questions and free
relatives unexplained. If the clitics in (90)a-b are a result of a
copying rule, why isn't a similar mechanism available to questions --
in other words, why are (87) and (88) ungrammatical?
We have an explanation for all these facts if we assume the
following things:
1. The structure of both construct-state formations and PP's in
MOdern Hebrew is as in (91):
(91)
Recall that for construct formations we have independent evidence that
this is indeed the correct structure. This evidence stems from clitic-
doubling constructions. Although no such direct evidence is available
for PP constructions, I will assume that they have exactly the same
structure. This implies, in effect, that in PP's, as in the construct
state, clitics are a spell-out of Case features as gender, number and
person markers on the head itself, and that the subcategorized NP com-
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plement is coindexed with the clit1c and governed by i.t. The structure
of (92) would thus be as in (93):
(92) I it-o
with-him
(93) pj
/////' ~=
[p P i eli] Ii
'it-o 0
with-him
--whereas the structure of (94) would be as in (95):
(94) 'im Dan
with Dan
(95)
.".
P
I
'im
with
UnliKe construct-state NP' s, PP' s do not have a "saving device~... similar
to ~el that would enable the N in (93) to surface alongside the clitic.
The absorption of Case features, which surface as a clitic, thus ex-
= 19
eludes the surfacing of the N complement itself.
Note that we can now assume that the N position in (93) is) in
fact, the position from which extraction in free relatives takes place.
Extraction from this position will leave a eli tic behind, thus accounting
for the apparent "resumptive clitic" in (89)a-b t in spite of the fact
that extraction has taken place. Thus we can explain why, in spite
of the availability of resumpt1ve pronouns, constraints on movement
cannot be violated. On the other hand, extraction from direct object
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position, leaving a resumptive pronoun, is impossible. Thj.s follows
immedi~tely from the fact that verbs in Modern Hebrew no longer take
clitics.
(96)
The structure of VP in Modern Hebrew is thus as in (96):
Now consider the structures in (97)-(99), in which the pre-extraction
configuration of (97)-(99) is illustrated (irrelevant details omitted):
(97) (=(89)a)
(98) (=(89)b) Nj
//",,,,,,,.~=
[N N i eli] ii
'axot-o i mii
sister-his who
(99) (=(89) c ) vj
//",,,,/~=
V N
I t
raciti rna/'oto
wanted-I what/it
Whereas structures (97) and (98) have a position distinct from the
resumptive clitic from which extraction can take place, (99) does not
have such a position: both the WH word and the resumptive pronoun are
generated under the same node, thus accounting for their complementar)
distribution.
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Note that, although we have established the existence of an
extraction site and explained the ungrammaticality of (89)c and (90)a-b,
we still have to explain the ungrammaticality of the parallel questions,
as in (87) and (88). To do so, we will assume the following:
2. Free relatives in Modern Hebrew possess a mechanism which enables
WH words in COMP to receive Case from the matrix. (Such a mechanism is
argued for in detail in Groos and van Riemsdijk, 1979.) We are now
equipped with an appropriate mechanism to explain the difference between
questions and free relatives. Note that since Case is absorbed by the
clitics in structures such as (97) and (98), the WH word generated under
th~ Nposition will not have Case. Unless a special device is available
to assign Case to it, it will be ruled out by the Case filter. Such a
device is available to free relatives, but not to questions. It follows
that when Case absorption takes place, only free relatives are gram-
matical. Questions are ruled out by the Case filter,
The derivation of (89)a, following our assumptions so far, would
be roughly as in (100):
Case assignment, where X has Case-assignment features
Let us now return to our point of departure. With respect to the
identity of the 0 in structures such as (74) above, two hypotheses were
contrasted: one claimed that ~ stands for PRO, and the other claimed
that 0 stands for [elf It was pointed out that the two hypotheses make
different predictions with respect to extraction from the Ni position
in (74). Whereas the PRO hypothesis predicts that extraction is impoa-
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sible, the [e] hypothesis predicts that it is"possible. The data presented
above indicate that we can account for certain rather interesting facts
in Modern Hebrew if we assume that the 0 stands for [e]. The availability
of extraction from this position enables us to explain the occurrence
of apparent resumptive clitics inside free relatives, which differ in
their characteristics from regular resumptive pronouns. It enables us
to explain the impossibility of violating the constraints on movement
despite the occurrence of such clitics. Finally~ it provides an ex~
planation of the fact that these clitics, although they appear in free
relatives, do not appear in questions. Thus, we conclude that extrac-
tion from the Ni position in (74) is indeed possible, thus again supporting
the [e] hypothesis over the PRO hypothesis.
3.3. veel Insertion Revisited
In analyzing the difference between questions and free relatives
in Modern Hebrew we crucially relied on the fact that the tt/H eleDlent
which is fronted both in questions and in free relatives -- is not
Case-marked when extraction takes place from structures such as (97)
and (98). Note, however, that there could be a way around this "case-
vlesanese" at least for (98) if sel, the genitive preposition inserted
to assign Case to Ni in (98), is present. In this case the WH element
would have Case, and in precisely these cases we would expect questions
to be grammatical. (In fact, in these cases we would expect only ques-
tions to be grammatical. Free relatives would be ruled out, since the
vfronting of sel would yield genitive Case marking on the head, which we
would expect to be grammatical only when the ~ree relative as a con-
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stituent appears in a genitive position with respect to the matrix.
This is due to the "matching effect" requirement (in the senf.ie of
21Grimshaw, 1977) and Bresnan and Grimshaw, 1978). Nevertheless, (101)
is ungrammatical just as (96)b is:
v(101) *sel mii 'axot-o i [eli 'imea kelev?
of whom sister-his adopted dog
'whose sister adopted a dog?
What is the reason for the ungrammaticality of (101)1 Why can't the
v v
sel phrase be fronted in its entirety? Note that in this respect sel
phrases behave differently from PP's: the latter can be extracted from
NP's:22
(102)a. I tamar v le-hachir be-'eize 'irgunim hunitbakes
I tamar was-requested to-declare in-which organizations he
haya xaver [ppe]
·was member
b. v le-hachir v 'e1ze v hu*Itamar nitbakes sel 'anas1m
41
Itamar was-requested to-declare of which people he
haya xaver [v e]
sel phrase
was friend
(103)a. ~)al 'eize v kaniti sefer [ppe] ?mesorer
about whien poet bought-! book
b. v v kaniti sefer [Xel phrasee ] ?*sel 'eize mesorer
of which poet bought-I book
vWe would like to claim that the impossibility of extracting sel
along with the fronted WH element follows from the fact that Xel simply
does not exist at that level of the grammar at which extraction takes
place -- namely, syntax. vRecall that we already argued that sel phrases
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do not behave as branching structures with respect to the binding con-
dit10ns (section 2.3 above); rather, they behave as bare NP's. This
presents us with additional evidence that ~el is r.ot available before
the phonological component: it cannot serve as an input to syntactic
rules.
Let us now repeat the rule for ~el insertion (~I) (see (69)
above):
(104) ~el Insertion (gI) -- applies in the phonological component
If we assume (104) to be a rule of phonology (but see chapter J, section
3.3. for further discussion), sensitive to local context, it is clear
that an extracted NP no longer satisfies the environment for ~el insertion.
vThus, although sel insertion is available as a 'rescuing device' for
clitic-doubling constructions, it is no longer available for the fronted
WH element in free relatives or in questions, since the extracted NPj
does not satisfy the environment specified in (104). Note that ~el
insertion can still apply preceding an empty category domina tad by
NPj in (104): it can apply in the post extraction structure. Given
that the Case features of ~el have to be phonetically realized, this
would yield a Xel + clitic combination and indeed, such ~el + clitic
combinations are possible in free relatives « 105)a), but in questions,
their availability would not change th~ fact that the fronted WH element
is caseless. Hence (lOS)b 1s ungra~tical regardless of the insertion
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v
of sel:
burned
burned
nisraf(105)a. mii Xe-beit-o i
who that-house-his of-his
'the one whose house was burned'
vb. *mi i beit-o i sel-ot [eli nisraf?
who house-his of-his
'whose house was burned?'
For detailed discussion of the clitic on ~el see chapter 3, section
3.3.1.
4. Proper Government by Coindexed Clitic
4.1 Predictions
In section 3 above it ,was established 'that, in configurations like
(106) below, 0 can stand for (e], sin~e extraction is possible from this
position. The availability of extraction from this position indicates
clearly that this position .18 properly governed. If this were not the
case, extraction from this position would inevitably lead to a violation
of the Empty Category Principle (see (56) above). Since proper govern-
ment entails government, it follows that, in fact, whenever no phono-
=logically realized element appears dominated by Ni , this node dominates
[e] rather than PRO; PRO in this position would be governed and hence
ruled out. 0, then, not only~ stand for [eJ, it must stand for [e],
since it cannot stand for anything else:
(106)
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What properly ~overns [e] in this position) in accordance with
the Empty Category Principle? In section 3.1 above it was s:\own that
nouns in Modern Hebrew, like prepositions, cannot function as proper
governors. (See example~ (78)a-c above and related discussion.) Thus,
the proper government of [e] in (106) cannot fall under clause (1) of
the definition of proper government in (79). In section 2 above we
argued that, in (106) and similar structures, the clitic is a feature
=
on the head noun and that, as such, it governs Ni - Recall that clause
(ii) of the definition of proper government in (79) allowed for an
element to be properly governed if it is governed by a coindexed ele-
~
mente Since the clitic both governs and is coindexed with Ni , it is
a plausible assumption that the clitic does indeed properly govern (e]
in this position. This is compatible with hypothesis C, which was
23illustrated in section 3.1 above.
In fact, Modern Hebrew offers some direct evidence that in
configurations like (106) the clitic does indeed properly govern [e].
This evidence comes from movement both in syntax and in LF.
4.2 Two Clitic Configurations
Consider again the construct-state constructions illustrated in
section 2 above. An interesting property of the N complement in these
constructions is that it is perfectly ambiguous betwedn two possible
interpretations: if the head noun is a derived nominal which can take
=both object and subject, the complement N can be construed either as
its subject or as its object_ Thus the phrases in (107)a-b have iden-
tical structures -- that represented in (107)c:
(107)a.
b.
c.
ktiva t I tamar ~
writing Itamar
'Itamar's writing'
ktivat ha-ma'amar
writing the-article
'the writing of the article'
Nj
",,'"
,.,.
.,,;/
;"" =
N N
I I
ktivat {Itamar}
writing ha-ma'amar
the article
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Example (108), with the structure in (109), is entirely ambiguous:
(108)
(109)
ktivat-o
writing-his/its
{'his writing'}
'its writing'
Nj/,//// "'=
N+eli NiI I
ktivat-o [e]
writing-his/it
Clitic doubling is equally possible with both interpretations:
(110)a. ktivat-o v Itamarsel
writing-his of I tamar
b. ktivat-o v ha-ma lamarsel
writing-it of the-article
Note, however, that if one of the arguments is generated as the com-
plement of the head, it is assigned genitive Case features; consequently,
the other argument cannot be assigned Case. It can, however, be
rescued either if Xel is inserted ( (lll)b-c) or if the accusative
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dummy Case marker 'et is available to assign Case to the understood
object, as in (lll)a:
(lll)a. ktivat Dan 'et ha-ma'amar
writing Dan ace the-article
'Dan's writing of the article'
b. ktivat ha-ma'amarim Xel Dan
writing the-articles of Dan
'Dan's writing of the arti~les'
c. ?ktivat Dan ~el ha-ma'amar24
~iting Dan of the-article
'Dan's writing of the article'
We will assume the structure of (ll1)a to be as in (112):25
(The structures of (lll)b-c are essentislly identical, with ~el sub-
stituting for let. Note that the structure we proposed for the construct-
state constructions (as in (72) above) generates (112) in a straight-
forward fashion.)
In the structure corresponding to (112), doubling is possible, as
1s illustrated by (113):
(113) vktivat-o i eel Dan i 'et ha-ma'amar
writing-his of Dan acc the-article
'Dan's writing of the article'
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Again note that (113) is generated by our construct-state structure
without any complications.
In the structure corresponding to (112), the subject in N3 can
be cliticized. The resulting situation is given in (114):
(114) ktivat-oi 'et ha-ma'amarj hirgiza 'et Dan
writing-his ace the-article annoyed ace Dan
'his writing of the article annoyed Dan'
The structure of (114) is as in (115):
f. few things should be noted with respect to (115). The Comple-
ment Matching Requirement is met by N3; nevertheless, the relationship
which holds between the clitici and N2 is that of government (although
26
not of coindexing).
One could argue that since the accusative marker 'et is available
in MOdern Hebrew anywaYt as a~enerated.mark~ there is no evidence
that, in constructions like (115), it is inserted for Case purposes.
vRecall that above lve have presented two arguments that sel is inserted
in the phonological component and is not available in the syntax or at
S-structure:
structures.
vfirst, we showed that sel phrases behave as "flat"
They are NP's with respect to the binding conditions in
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sentences such as (116) (see also example (45) and related discussion
in section 2.3 above):
(116) re'iyat 'aerna ~el ha-mora
view herself of the-teacher
'the teacher's view of herself'
vSecond, we showed that sel does not participate in syntactic movement
rules: when a WH element is fronted from a clitic-doubling construction
vit 1s not fronted with sel (see section 3.3 above):
adopted dog
(117) v*ge1 mii
of whom
'axot-o i
sister-his
'imca kelev?
Both these arguments fail to extend to 'et. First, 'et does not behave
as a "flat" NP with respect to the binding conditions:
(118) *re'iyat 'acma 'et ha-mora
view herself ace the-teacher
'the teacher's view of herself'
Second, it clearly can be fronted with WH elements:
(119) 'et mi
ace who
ra'iti?
saw-I
Thus, it seems, no argument can be constructed to show that 'et
is inserted in the phonological component. In fact, we would like to
argue that 'et is base-generated and that it is adjoined to its phrase,
as illustrated by (120):27
(120)
129
N'/~=
'et N
The structure in (120) is the input both to the binding conditions
and to movement rules. The latter will move the full N' constituent,
yielding (119). The binding conditions, in turn, will treat the structure
in (120) as branching ~ud will block N from functioning as an antecedent
for 'herself' in (118).28
There is, however, strong evidence that 'et in the environment of
(112) and (115) is obligatory rather than optional, as it is elsewhere.
Thus consider the following phrases:
(121)a. ( 'et) v ra'ata?IDa Eliseva
what v saw-sheace Eliseva
'what did Eli~eva see?'
b. v ra'ata (* 'at) kofEliseva
vEliseva saw ace monkey
v
'Eliseva saw a monkey'
v
ra'ata *('et) ha-kofc. Eliseva
v the-monkeyEliseva saw acc
The generalization characterizing (121)a-c is that the accusative marker
'et appears only preceding definite NP's. When the direct object is
indefinite 'et cannot appear.
In structures like (115) above, however, the presence of 'et is
obligatory. (122), corresponding to (114) but lacking 'et before
ma'amar 'article', is ungrammatical:
(122) *ktfat-o ma'amar. hirgiza 'er Itamar~ i J
writing-his article annoyed ace I tamar
'his writing of an article annoyed Itamar'
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In effect, the obligatoriness of 'et in structures such as (114) results
114 a rather strange requirement on the NZ in that structure: it has to
be definite, since 'et cannot appear preceding a non-definite object.
Logically, there seems to be no obvious reason to exclude an indefinite
NZ' and, in fact, the English translation of (lZZ) is perfectly gram-
matical. If, however, we argue that the presence of 'et in these con-
figurations is obligatory for syntactic reasons (namely, the necessity
= =
of marking NZ with Case), then the definiteness res~riction on N2 can
be naturally explained in terms of the definiteness restriction on the
occurrence of 'et.
Since there is no evidence that 'et is inserted in the phonology
in this case, and since there is evidence that elsewhere 'et is base-
generated, we will assume that in (115) it is base-generated as well.
Any failure to base-generate 'et in this position -- an option
which is otherwise available in the grammar, for indefinite objects
will, in this case, lead to ungrammaticality, since it will result in
a caseless NP violating the Case filter.
Let us now look at structure (115), and compare it to a possible
expansion of (72) above (represented here as (123) ):
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(123)
v(sel) the-article i
(115) and (123) seem identical in most relevant respects. Nonetheless,
there 1s one crucial difference between them. Whereas in (123) the
c1itic and NZ carry the same index, in (115) they carry distinct indices.
We thus have a minimal pair whose members differ only with respect to
whether there is coindexing by the governing clitic or not.
Can it be shown that these tl~O configurations differ with respect
to extraction? Note that, since clearly that is the only relevant dif-·
ference between these two structures, a difference in extraction can be
attributed only to the difference in coindexing.
Consider the sentence in (124):
(124) *'et mai ktivat-o j [eli hirgiza 'et Itamar?
ace what writing-his annoyed ace Itamar
'his writing of what annoyed Itamar?'
Note that since we assume that 'et is base-generated, there is
no longer any reason to assume that questions will differ from free
relatives in extraction from structures such as (115). Nevertheless,
=(124), which questions NZ in (115), is ungrammatical with or without
'et preceding the fronted WH. One might wish to argue that, perhaps,
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the ungrammaticality of (124) is to be attributed to the Case filter in
some fashion; however, it is important to note in this connection that
(125), which is the free relative that corresponds both to extraction
from (115) and (123) can only have the meaning in (125)a, corresponding
to extraction from (123), and not the meaning in (125)b, corresponding
to extraction from (115):
(125)a. v [e] i hirgiza 'etmat se-ktivat-o i Itamar
what that-writing-it annoyed acc Itamar
'that which its writing annoyed Itamar'
b. *ma v [eli hirgiza 'etse-ktivat-o. Itamari J
what that-writing-his annoyed ace Itamar
'the thing [his writing of which] annoyed Itamar'
The contrast between (12S)a and (125)b can be readily explained if we
assume that the post-extraction structure in (125)b violates the Empty
Category Principle (in (56)a above). Whereas in (125)a the [eli is
properly governed by the coindexed clitic, in (125)b the governing
clitic is not cotndexed with [e]j' and hence it cannot properly govern
it. 29
A similar contrast between extraction from (115) and extraction
from (123) is found in cases in which extraction takes place in logical
form. Thus compare the following two sentences:
(126)a. 10 barur la-nu biker 'et ktivat-o i
v
mi sel 'eize sefer i
not clear to-us who criticized acc writing-it of which book
'it is unclear to us who criticized the writing of which book'
b. "10 barur la-nu mi biker 'et kt1vat-o i I et I eize sefer j
not clear to-us who criticized ace writing-his ace which book -
'it is unclear to us who criticized his writing of which book'
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Assuming that WH words in situ are moved by a rule applying in
logical form, and that this movement rule leaves behind a variable (see,
for discussion, May, 1977; Aoun, Hornstein and Sportiche, 1981; and
others cited therein), and further assuming that this variable falls
under the Empty Category Principle (see Kayne, 1981, for discussion),
the difference in grammaticality between (126)a and (126)b can be
readily explained. (127) and (128) are the relevant logical form re-
presentations of (126)a and (126)b, respectively:
(127)
(128)
(for which xi)' xi a book
(for which xi)' xi a book
[NP N+cl i xi]
[NP N+ cl j xi]
(:= (126)a )
(;; (126)b)
Whereas in (127) the clitic is a proper governor, since it is coindexed
with the empty category, in (128) it is not coindexed with it, and hence
it cannot properly govern it. Thus (128) constitutes a violation of
the Empty Category Principle and the corresponding sentence, (126b) is
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ruled out.
Concluding that clitics can function as proper governors for co-
indexed empty categories makes some interesting predictions with respect
to the three genitive constructions in Modern Hebrew -- the construct
state, the doubled construct state and the regular genitival structure,
seen here in (129)a-c:
(129)a.
b.
belt ha-mora
house the-teacher
'the teacher's house'
vbeit-a! sel ha-mora i
house-he~ of the-teacher
c. ha-bayit
the-huuse
v
sel
of
ha-mora
the-teacher
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b.
(131)a.
We predict that extraction, in syntax and in logical form, would be
possible only in (129)b, since only in (129)b will the empty category
be properly governed. This prediction is verified. Thus, of the three
free relatives corresponding to (129)a-c, seen in (130)a-c below, only
(130)b is gramwltical. This proves that syntactic movement is ouly
possible in (129)b:
(130)a. *mi v 'et beit [elii se-ra'iti
who that-saw-I acc house
b. v 'etmii se-ra'iti beit-o i
who that-saw-I ace house-his
*mi v 'et ha-bayit v [e]tc. i se-ra'iti (eel)
who that-saw-I acc the-house (of)
Similarly, in (131)a-c wide scope is only possible in (131)b. Thus
(131)a and (131)c are semantically deviant. The obligatory narrow scope
interpretation in (131)a, c -- contrasting with the possibility for a
wide-scope interpretation in (131)b -- proves that movement jn logical
~orm is only possible in (129)b as well:
Oro~ Klo~a 'ana~1m nir'a miba'ad la-xalon
head three men was-seen through to-the-window
'three men's head was seen through the window'
v v v v v
ros-ami sel sloss 'anaslm! nir'a miba'ad la-xalon
'the head of three men was seen through the window'
c. Dba-rod ~el XloXa 'ana~im nir'a miba'ad la-xalon
(meaning as in (131)a)
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Let us now conclude our discussion in sections 2-4. In section
2 it was established that the relationship which holds between the clitic
and the NP with which it is coindexed is that of government. In section
3 it was shown that the NP position which is coindexed with the clitic
must be governed, and, in fact, must be properly governed, in order to
account for the fact that extraction can apply to it. In section 4 it
was shown that this position 1s indeed properly governed, in accordance
with clause (ii) of the definition of proper government in (79) above:
the clitic which governs this position is also coindexed with it) thus
satisfying the definition of a proper governor.
To summarize, in sections 2-4 we have argued for a specific ana-
lysis of clitic-doubling constructions in Modern Hebrew. In particular,
we assumed that the clitic in some sense deprives the complement NP
of Case, so that insertion of a dummy Case marker 1s necessary if this
NP is to be phonologically realized without violating the Case filter.
We differed from Jaeggli's analysis, however, in assuming that
the complex head+clitic is non-branching. We have assumed that the
clit1c 1s a feature on the head and that, as such, it governs the NP
complement which it is coindexed with.
vWe further argued in detail that the insertion of sel, the genitive
dummy Case marker, has to take place in the phonological component,
since it does not interact with the processes which apply prior to
this component: syntactic rules and the binding conditions. However,
as was pointed out, the status of dummy Case markers may vary in this
respect. For instance, although it was argued that 'et, the accusative
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marker, can function as a "saving device" for Caseless NP's in certain
environments, it is most probably base-generated. Here, then, we have
a morphological property of a grammatical formative which generates
parametric variation. We shall show that this is exactly the case in
chapter 3, section 3 below.
In the appendix to this chapter we offer some comments on the
way 1n which 9-role is assigned to doubled elements. We explore the
nature of the doubled NP when it dominates an empty element and comment
on the nature of empty elements when they are variables and when they
receive pronominal interpretation. We suggest that the Complement
Matching Requirement coupled with the process of 9-role assignment
suggested in chapter 1 can account for the properties of these elements.
While doing so, we review the nature of the Visibility Hypothesis proposed
in Chomsky (1981) and describe the ways in which it interacts with the
Case filter.
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APPENDIX: Case-Marked Traces, a-Role Assignment and the Visibility
Hypothesis.
Assuming the general framework sketched in chapter 1 above
and the references cited there, several questions can be raised with
respect to the analysis of clitic constructions outlined in chapter
2 above. In particular, there are several aspects of clitic con-
structions that we did not deal with: the status of the variable
which is left by WH movement from clitic-doubling configurations
with respect to Case assignment, the status of the pair clitic-doubled
NP with respect to the assignment of a-role (note that this question
holds regardless of whether the doubled NP is lexically realized or
not) and the status of the empty category in clitic-doubling con-
figurations with respect to the binding conditions. In this appendix,
I will address all these questions. It will be suggested that the
pair clitic-empty category is best characterized as a discontinuous
element, whose formation is dependent on 9-role assignment and the
structure of thematic matrices. It will be further suggested that given
a particular interpretation of the notion chain, cases of quantifier
lowering (in the sense of May, 1977) can be explained without violating
the Visibility Hypothesis of Chomsky (1981). This ,appendix will
further contain some speculations on the status of the Visibility
Hypothesis and its relationship to the Case filter.
1. Variables as Case~~arked Traces
Chomsky (the Pisa Lectures) suggests that the following principle
holds in the grammar:
(132) [e] is a variable iff it has Case.
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The strongest motivation for the principle in (132) comes from the
distribution of traces. (132) makes a clear prediction outlined in
(133):
(133)a. WH movement is only possible from Case-marked positions
b. ~ movement is only possible from non-Case marked positions
An illustration of the prediction made by (132) are the following
sentences:
(134)a.
b.
*John i killed [eli
*who i did you try [eli to win?
Following (132), the sentences in (134)a-b are correctly ruled out.
In (134)a [eli is Case-marked by the verb kill and hence it is a
variable. As a variable, the~following two principles hold for it
(see Chomsky, 1981):
(135)
(136)
a is a variable iff a ~ [Npe] in S bound by an operator
a must be A-.tree
Given (135) and (136), the ungrammat1c~lity of (134)a follows
1n a straightforward way from (132): [e] 1 1.s a variable (Case-marked
trace) which violates both (135) and (136). It is not bound by an
operator and it is bound by an antecedent which is in an A-position:
John i
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The ungrammaticality of (134)b can be derived in a similar fashion:
[eli in (134)b is not Case-marked and hence it cannot be a variable.
Rather, it is an anaphor. As an anaphor, it has to be A-bound but
in (134)b it is A-free a~d hence the sentence is ungrammatical.
Clearly, to the extent that (132) makes correct predictions about
the distribution of NP movement vs. WH movement it is a desirable
principle. However, there appear to be some counterexamples to (132).
One of these counterexamples is extraction from clitic-doubling con-
structions in Modern Hebrew, as sketched in sections 3 and 4 above. Re-
call that in Modern Hebrew, extraction in free relatives is possible
from tIle following configuration:
(137)
x = N, P.
x/~=
eli] ii
WH
+---_1
In (137) the Case features that would otherwise be assigned to Ni are
absorbed by the clitic and consequently ~i cannot be Case-marked unless
v v
sel is inserted (which is only possible when X=N). However, sel insertion
cannot apply at D-structure. Consequently, the fronted WH element cannot
vbe Case-marked by sel and it has to receive Case in its landing site.
vThe trace left behind, however, is not Case-marked, since sel insertion
did not apply in the base. 3l
The unavailability of Case assignment to the fronted WH element
in (137) to its initial position led us.., to conclude that the extraction
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in (137) is grammatical only when the fronted WH element can be marked
for Case by an independent device. This device was Case-marking into
COMP which is available for free relatives but not for questions. This
analysis a~counted for the contrast between (138)a and (138)b:
(138)a.
b.
v v ,
mal se-xasavti al-av i
'whatever I thought about'
v
*ma i xasavti 'al-5v i [eli?
'what did 1 thillk about?'
The trace in (138)a is not Case-marked, but nevertheless, it is a variable
sinca it satisfies both (135) and (136) above. Thus it seems that (132)
cannot be true for free relatives in Hebrew.
Yet another pro~~em for (132) arises if we consider the analysis
of existential sentences suggested in Stowell (1978). Following his
suggestion, existential sentences in English are cases of clause internal
raising (leftward movement). Existential sentences according to this
analysis are generated as in (139):
(139) [NP] was a man in the garden ([NP] = null category. See fn. 35
for discussion)
Two operations may occur .following the generation of (139): the post-
verbal NP can be raised to subject position, leaving a trace behind and
yielding (140)a, or, if movement has not taken place, a non-referential
dummy, there, is inserted to yield (140)b:
(140)a. a man i was Ie]i in the garden
b. there was a man in th~ garden
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Note that in order for a man in (140)b to receive Case in the position
following the verb to be in (140)b, we have to assume that this position
is a Case position. Furthermore, l~ movement is possible from this
position, as is demonstrated by (141):
(141) what i was there [eli in the garden?
Thus a variable is possibl~ in the post-be position. But in (140)a
NP movement is also possible from the post-be position, precisely the
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situation which should be excluded by (132) above.
Third, consider the following cases of quantifier lowering discussed
in May (1977). Note in particular that (142) can have the interpretations
in (143):
(142) some senator i is likely [eli to speak at every rally
(143)a. It is likely that there is a senator S such that for every
rally R, S speaks at R
b. It is likely that for every rally R, there is a senator S
such that S speaks at R
May suggests that the narrow scope interpretation of some senator in
(l43)a-b is achieved by a rule of quantifier lowering which moves this
quantifier from its position in the matrix into a position adjoined to
the S of the embedded clause. As observed by May, this is possible
(crucially) only in raising structures, where a [e] coindexed with the
lowered quantifier is available to serve as the variable. Note, how-
ever, that in this case as well, (132) is violated, since the trace of
raising configurations is not Case-marked and nevertheless it 1s a
variable. 33
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These problems indicate that perhaps (132) as stated is too strong
and that the predictions illustrated by (133) should be otherwise derived.
One could argue, for instance, that the derivation of (133) could be
achieved by two other independently motivated principles: the Case
filter and the 9-criterion. Following these two principles, (134)a
1s ruled out as movement from a a-position to a a-position, yielding
two distinct 9-roles assigned to an antecedent and its trace (or
alternatively, to one A-chain). (134)b, on the other hand, is ruled
out on the grounds that the WH antecedent lacks Case, since it originated
in a non-Case position and there is no device available to assign
Case to it in COMP following the extraction. Assuming that the Case
filter applies to WH elements, we expect the ungrammaticality of (134)b.
According to such proposal, the definition of a variable will
be as in (135) above. The well-formedness condition on variables,
on the other hand, will be as in (136). Thus 1n (141) [eli is a vari-
able and is A-free, as is required by (136). On the other hand, in
(140)a Ie] does not meet the definition in (135) and hence it has to
be an anaphor. Since [eJ in (140)a is A-free, the sentence is ruled
out.
Similarly, Hebrew free relatives and cases of quantifier lowering
will not present a problem. In Hebrew the trace in free relatives
will be a variable following the definition in (135) and as such, it
will meet the definition in (136). In quantifier lowering as well)
the trace will meet (135). Thus it is classified as a variable and
as such, it meets the requirement in (136).
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However, deriving the distribution of WH movement from the Case
filter confronts some problems.
First, consider cases in which the antecedent is clearly Case-
marked, the variable is not Case-marked and the sentence is ungrammatical.
These are cases of free relatives, in which the extraction is from sub-
jecl of infinitival position (and compare these cases with infinitival
free relatives where the extraction is from the object position):
(144)a. *whoever i I told Mary [8 [eli to fix the sink]
-Case
b. whatever i I told Mary [8 PRO to buy [eli for the baby]
+Case
One could argue that (144)a is ungrammatical since English does not
have a special device assigning Case to WH elements in COMP of free
relatives and thus the ungrammaticality of (144)a is irrelevant. We
have no evidence that whoever in (144)a is Case-marked. However, in
Modern Hebrew, in which there is a device which assigns Case into COMP
in free relatives, the contrast between extraction from subject position
and object position is attested as well:
(145)a. *mi v [s [eli 'et ha-ke'ara]i se-'amarti Ie-Dan Ie-taken
who that-told-I to-Dan to-fix acc the-sink
b. v [8 PRO [elimai se-'amartj Ie-Dan Ii-knot la-tinok]
what that-told-I to-Dan to-buy to-the-baby
The Case filter cannot be appealed to to rule out (144)a and (145)a:
the WH antecedent is marked for Case in these cases and nevettheless
the sentences are ungrammatical. Furthermore, in cases of exceptional
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Case marking, such as cases in which the infinitival clause is complement
of believe, the free relative with extraction from the embedded subject
position is grammatical, thus indicating that the ungrammaticality of
(144)a and (145)a is not related to the subject position of the infinitive;
rather, it seem3 to be related to the availability of Case assignment
for this subject, as in (146), vs. the unavailability of such Case
assignment, as in (144)a and (145)a above: 34
(146) whoever! I believe [8 [e]i to have stolen the candy]
accusative
Second, consider cases in which the Case of the antecedent cannot
be checked by the Case filter, and nevertheless extraction from
non-Case position is ruled out (these cases are first discussed in
Freidin and Lasnik, 1981):
(147) *the man i that I tried [eli to win
Recall that we assume that the Case filter applies in the phonological
component. Thus the ungrammaticality of (147) cannot be exptained by
the Case filter. Although the moved WH in (147) is not Case-marked, it
would be deleted prior to the application of the filter by the rule of
free deletion in COMP suggested in Chomsky and Lasnik (1977), thus
blocking the application of the filter.
Chomsky (1981) suggests that in fact, in sentences such as
(147), the moved WH element 1s an abstract operator. This assumption
makes it possible to eliminate free deletion in COMP, since it entails
that whenever that complementizer appears, the WH element is abstract
and whenever an overt WH element appears in COMP, that has not been
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generated. Following this proposal, it is again impossible to
determine the ungrammaticality of (147) by any Case checking mechanism,
regardless of its location in the grammatical model: since abstract
WH elements do not have to be Case-marked, it follows that their
failure to be Case-marked cannot rule (147) Qut.
2. The Visibility Hypothesis and A-Chains
Chomsky (1981) argues that the requirement that variables
have Case, which is a subpart of the biconditional in (132), follows
from another principle of the grammar: the Visibillty Hypothesis.
Loosely stated, the Visibility Hypothesis is the assumption that elements
of the form faa] are 'invisible' to 9-role assignment in the LF com-
ponent unless they have a feature. Such a feature can be gender, number or
person on the one hand, or Case, on the other hand. Thus, for instance,
PRO is visible, since as a pronominal anaphor it contains features such
as number, gender and person. Similarly, Case-marked traces are visible
since they contain the feature Case. On the other hand, non-Case-marke.i
traces do not have any features in the relevant sense and hence they
cannot be seen.
The latter conclusion is somewhat problematic with respect to
the assignment of a-roles. Although one may plausibly argue that non-
Case-marked traces do not bear a a-role themselves (assuming (132)
above such traces are always NP traces), nevertheless, they are the
element which is in the particular position in which a a-role is assigned.
Thus in a sentence such as (148), for example, the a-role is assigned
by the participle killed in the a-position immediately following it,
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although it is the full NP, John i , which fulfills the requirement that
a 9-role be assigned to every referential expression:
(148) John i was killed [eli
Thus, clearly, non-Case-:narked traces are visible in some sense to the
rules which assign 8-roles.
Yet another problem for the version of the Visibility Hypothesis
presented above is the assumption advanced in Chomsky (1981) that
all empty NP elements (PRO, NP-trace, variable) are instances of the
same type and their different properties are determined by the different
contexts in which they occur. The following are the definitions of
the environments which distinguish different empty elements:
(149)a. a is an empty category if a = [NpF], where Fe ¢, F non-null
b. i. a is a variable iff it is locally A-bound and in an A-position
i1. if a is not a variable then it is an anaphor
c. if a is free or bound by a local A-binder in a a-position
then it is a pronominal
d. if a is locally A-bound by an antecedent in a non-e-position
then a is a non-pronominal anaphor
(As the reader will no doubt notice, (d) in (149) is in fact redundant
and derived from (a-c).)
The set of features 4> referred to in (149) are features such
as number, gender and person. Recall that by an A-position we refer
to a position in which an argument may appear in the base (essentially,
[NP,S], [NP,VP], [NP,PP] and various specifier positions). Note that
the definitions in (149) also capture the character of PRO as a pronominal
anaphor and hence its properties with respect to the binding conditions
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(see chapter 1, section 1 for discussion).
If all the empty elements have ~ features, it is no longer
clear in what sense NP trace is less visible than a variable. Thus
clearly, the crucial property for visibility for variables 1s Case
and for PRO, an independent e-role. 35
In order to capture this latter observation, Chomsky proposes
that rather than applying the Visibility Hypothesis to isolated elements,
it applies to A-chains. The definition of an A-chain is given in
(150):
(150) c = (a1, ..• ,a
n
) is an A-chain iff:
i . Ctl is an NP
ii. at locally A-BINDS a i +1
iii. for 1>1
a. a i 1s a' .non-pronominal empty category; or
b. a1 is A-free
tv. C is maximal (i.e., is not a proper subsequence of a chain
meeting i-iii.
The definition of A-chains as it appears in (150) intends to cover
two kinds of chains which have somewhat different properties. The
first kind is a chain headed by a lexical NP and composed of the lexical
NP itself and its trace(s), if it has such traces. For this kind of
A-chain, the definition in (150) intuitively speaking, states that an
antecedent constitutes a functional unit with the traces it binds. The
second kind of chain defined by (150) is a chain which is headed by a
pleonastic element in subject position (either PRO or a phonologically
realized pleonastic element such as .ll. or therE;. ill. English) which 1s
coindexed with a post-verbal position (an NP or a clause). In this
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case, the coindexing relationship which holds between the pleonastic
element and the coindexed element does not enter into the binding con-
ditions. It is a chain-forming relationship which is henceforth
referred to as co-superscripting. If one assumes the notion BIND that
generalizes over binding relationships and co-superscripting relation-
ships, then the definition 1n(150) applies to both types of chains.
(The co-superscripting chain is not relevant to our discussion in
these sections. We return, however, to co-superscripting relationships
and what they stand for in chapter 4 below.)
The A-chain as a whole is now the unit which satisfies various
lexical requirements in accordance with the Projection Principle (see
chapter 1, section 1 above). This is captured by the following principle:
(151)
(152)
The chain C = (a1, ... ,a
n
) has the Case K iff for some i, a i
occupies a position assigned ! by ~ •
Suppose that the position ! is marked with the 8-role Rand
C ~ (a1, .•• ,a
n
) is a chain. Then C is assigned! by ~ iff
for some i, a i is in position f.
Note that combining the definition of an A-chain in (150) with
the Projection Principle, the right application of 'Move a' is ensured.
Since at D-structure lexical specifications have to be met and since
th~ binding conditions and the notion of BIND are only relevant at
S-structure (see chapter 1 for discussion), it follows that chains
cannot satisfy lexical requirements at D-structure. Rather, at D-structure
lexical specifications have to be met by the NP's themselves, generated
in the position that is required by the lexical specifications. Thus
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it follows that, at D-structure, every 9-position must be filled by a
referential expression and every referential expression must be in a
a-position.
On the other hand, at S-structure, chains can be formed. Thus
A-chains can satisfy the lexical requirement although the referential
expressions themselves may no longer be in e-positions. Following the
principle in (152), the chain as a whole can satisfy the requirement
that 9-role assignment be met at every level. In this sense, S-structure
can be factored into D-structure and 'Move a'. The existence of 'Move a',
on the other hand, can be derived from the different properties of
D-structure and S-structure: whereas in the former the relationship
of antecedent-trace is missing entirely, it is represented in the latter.
Recall that we are assuming that the blnding conditions hold at
S-structure. This is evidenced by the following contrast (these arguments
are from Chomsky, 1981, who, in turn, credits them to M. Brody and D.
Sportiche):
(153)a.
b.
c.
d.
which book that John read did he like?
he liked every book that John read
I don't remember who thinks that he read which book that John likes
John said that Bill had seen HIM (HIM with focal stress)
In (153)a WH movement applied in the syntactic component and the re-
presentation of (153)a at S-structure is essentially as it is in (153)a.
In this sentence, he can be under.ltood as coreferential to John, a fact
that follows in a straightforward fashion from the binding conditions:
following WI! movement John no longer c-commands he. thus coreferent1al
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interpretation is allowed. In (153)b-c, on the other hand, such a
coreferential reading is blocked. (153)b is a case of quantifier
raising, whereas (153)c is a case of WH movement in LF. The LF re-
presentation of these two sentences is given in (154)a-b:
(154)a. for every book x that John read, he liked ~
b. I don't remember for which person y and which book x that
John liked, Z thinks that he read x
Note that with respect to c-command, the configurations in (154)a-b
are identical to that of (153)a. In both cases, John does not c-conwand
he. Thus if the binding conditions hold in LF, we expect coreferential
reading between John and he to be possible in these cases. Nevertheless,
such a coreferential reading is impossible. If, on the other hand, we
assume that the binding conditions hold at S-structure, the impossibility
of coreferential reading in (153)b-c will follow immediately: at
S-structure, he c-commands John both in (153)b and in (153)c and thus
the coreferential reading is impossible.
A similar argument can be constructed for (153)d. In (153)d
it is possible to have a coreferential reading between John and HI~l.
This follows from the fact that at S-structure, HIM in (153)d 1s a pronoun
and thus it can be coreferential with an NP ouside its governing category~
On the other hand, assuming a rule of focus raising in LF, the L~ re-
presentation of (153)d is given in (155); HIM is replaced by a variable
and variables have to be free. Thus if the binding conditions held at
LF we would expect the coreferential reading between John and HIM to be
impossible:
(155) for x = he, John said that Bill had seen x
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Note that from a conceptual point of view, it is desirable to assume
that the binding conditions hold at S-structure. Since the antecedent-
trace relationship is an inherent property of S-structure, we expect
the binding conditions, which are an extension of this relationship, to
hold at that level.
Recall now that the notion of A-chain, as defined in (150) above,
crucially utilizes the notion BIND, which is composed of binding and
co-superscripting. Since the binding conditions hold at S-structure,
we sill assume that the BIND relationship holds at S-structure as well.
It follows that superscripting relationships, regardless of the level
at which they are established, are checked at S-structure as well. Thus
A-chains are formed at S-structure rather than at LF. This conclusion
is quite natural: given the P:ojection Principle, A-chains have to
exist at S-structure in order to satisfy lexical requirements. (As we
will see in chapter 4 below, the notion of co-superscripting 1s crucial
for the assignment of nominative Case. Given the Visibility Hypothesis
which requires that elements be Case-marked prior to the LF component,
it 1s obvious that the mechanism which checks superscripting has to be
located at S-structure as well.)
The notion of Visibility (152)' can be now formulated as an additional
requirement on (152), the principle of 9-role assignment to chains:
(152)' and C has Case or 1s headed by PRO
An important consequence of the definition of variables in <1.35)
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and the definition of the notion Visibility in (152) and (152)' is
that variables have to constitute A-chains by themselves. This follows
from the fact that variables cannot be A-bound (if they are A-bound they
would violate (136) above). Similarly, since the definition of A-chains
requires that the A-chain be headed byanelement in an A-position, it
follows that Case-mark1ng on the antecedent WH cannot suffice to make
the variable visible. Therefore, the variable itself has to be in a
Case posicion in o~der to be visible. In this way, the effects of the
principle in (132) can be derived from left to right (i.e., if [e] is
a variable, th~n it has Case).
Let us now turn back to the examples in (144)a, (145)a and (147),
in which the variable was not Case-marked. Their ungrawnat!ca11ty will,
1n fact, follow now not directly from the principle in (132), but rather,
from the fact that the variables in these sentences will not be marked
for Case and hence will be referential expressions which cannot be
assigned a-raleR. As such, they violate the 9-criterion.
Assuming that the correct principle tSt in fact, some version of
the Visibility Hypothesis combined with the e-criterion, a question is
raised with respect to the grammat1cality of examples (138)a and (142)
under interpretations (143)a-b above, where, we ~rgued, the variables
are not Case-marked. Recall that one of these examples involved a case
of quantifier lowering and the other one a case 1n which the variable
was not marked for Case but the sentence was grammatical nevertheless
due to special Case marking into COMP. In deriving the effects of the
requirement that variables have Case from the Visibility Hypothesis,
the notion of A~chain and the a-criterion we make a clear prediction
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(which is, nevertheless, rather hard to prove): if, in some fashion, a
9-role can be assigned to variables although they are not Case-~arked,we
would not expect the requirement in (132) to hold, or in other words,
we would expect the sentence containing such variables to be grammatical
even if the variables are not Case-marked.
We would like to argue that both the case of free relatives in
(138)a above and the case of quantifier lowering in (142) and (143)a-b
are precisely of this nature.
Let us first look at the definitio~ of chain as in (150) and
see if it holds for the interpretation of (142) as (143)a-b. The
S-structure of (142) is as in (156):
(156) some senator i is likely [NP eli to speak in every rally
The trace of raising is the trace that will eventually, following
the application of quantifier lowering, serve as a variable. Note,
however, that at S-structure, there is no reason to prevent the for-
mation of a chain which includes the antecedent of the trace,~
senator, and the co1.ndexed trace. This chain will be well-formed at
that stage, since the ~race is still only an 'NP trace' and is properly
A-bound, as is required by the definition in (150). Since the binding
conditions hold at S-structure, no condition will be violated. Note,
however, that in the LF component, when the trace in (156) is converted
into a variable, the binding conditions are fiG longer relevant. Thus
the fact that this variable is A-bound (by the trace of the phrase
some senator) can no longer rule the sentence out. Furthermore, the
variable is already part of a chain that is visible by virtue of the
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fact that it has Case, namely, the Case of the antecedent in the subject
position. Note that, in fact, the configuration in (156) as it will
appear after the application of quantifier lowering will violate the
principle in (132) twice. First, it will include a variable which
is not Case-marked, namely, the trace in the position of the subject
in the embedded infinitival clause. Secund, it will include a trace
which is not a variable, and which i.8 nevertheless Case-~arked, namely,
the trace of some senator following the lowering. However, if we view
(132) as a byproduct of the Visibility Hypothesis, conlbined with the
notion of A-chain and the a-criterion, the interpretations of (142)(=156)
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as in (143)a-b do not violate any principles.
3. On Assigning a-Role to Doubled Categories
Recall that the other case in which the variable does not have
Case is in doubling configurations. In these cases, demonstrated by
the diagram in (137) and the grammatical sentence in (l38)a, extraction
took place from a non-Case position, and hence grammaticality can be
achieved only if the moved WH can be assigned Case in ~ts landing site.
Thus the configuration in question is as in (157):
(157)
Let us consider the nature of the combination in (157). We know that
it appears in post-extraction configurations, such as (138)a. We further
know that it appears when no extraction takes place, as in (158):
(158) beit-o i Ieli 'omed 'a1 ha-giv'a
hOtlSe-his stands on the-hill
'his house stands on the hill'
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The construction in (157) where the empty category [NP e] is not a
variable presents yet another problem: we have an empty category which
is not a variable, and hence it is an anaphor. On the other hand, it
is governed and hence it cannot be PRO. It follows that it is a non-
pronominal anaphor and as such, it has to be bound. However, as evidenced
by (158), the empty category in this case does not have an A-binder.
It is clear, that when the combination in (157) appears in non-
extraction configurations such as (158), it has a pronominal meaning.
It is, then, plausible to assume that the sequence clitic1 [eli in (157)
functions as a pronominal. As a pronominal sequence, it exhibits
typical properties of pronominal elements. Thus it is disjoint in re-
ference from the subject when X in (158) is P, but it can freely corefer
to the subject when X in (158) is N (and compare with the equivalent
sentences in English):
(159)a.
b.
v
*Rina i xasva 'ale-hai
'Rina thought about her'
Rine i makira 'et 'axot-a i
'Rina knows her sister'
Further, it can be coreferential with an NP which is outside its governing
category:
(160) ,v vRina i amra se-Dan xasav 'ale-hai
'Rina said that Dan thought about her'
In view of these facts, it is plausible to assume that the combination
in (158) is given a pronominal interpretation. In a sense, then, the
cl1tic+le] combination is a discontinuous element, in which the clitic
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supplies the number, gender, person and Case features and the empty
element supplies the relevant argument position.
Let us try and formulate this proposal. Recall that in chapter 1
sect~'n 3.2 we argued for a particular process of a-role a&signment.
Following this process, every complement-selecting head has a thematic
matrix with an empty slot for the referential expression of the selected
complement. The assignment of a a-role is achieved by trasfering this
index into the 8-s1ot. Recall further that we assumed that, when a
clitic is attached to the head, it has to be associated with a thematic
matrix of this sort in order to be well-formed. We then defined
tLe Complement Matching Requirement as a condition on the well-formedness
of thematic matrices:
(161) Given a thematic matrix T, *T if T contains referential
indices i, j and ifj -
Th2 Complement Matching Requirement ensures that the clitic and the
complement will not carry conflicting indices.
Let us now review the structure of thematic matrices. Recall that
they have the structure in (162):
(162)
Let us further assume that along with the referential index in (162),
the NP transfers some vital semantic information. Note that this
assumption is natural and quite necessary if we expect the thematic
process to account for selectional restrictions as well. Thus in a
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sentence such as (163)a, the theme, 'the boy', will transfer,
along with its index, some semantic information, for instancE,
+human, in order to prevent the ungrammatical (163)b:
(163)a. the tiger frightened the boy
b. *the tiger frightened the cage
Note, however, that given the nature of the combination in (157)
above, no additional information is transferred with the index of
the empty category. The only information which exists in a thematic
matrix of the sort produced by (157) above is the gender, number, person
and Case which are part of the clitic. We believe that this thematic
matrix is given a pronominal interpretation. Note that it contains
all and only the elements which would be in a thematic matrix of a
free (non-cliticized) pronominal form: gender, person and number
Aarkers, Case features and a referential index of an argument. The
structure of the thematic matrix in question (both for the combination
in (157) and for a free-standing pronoun) is as in (164)a (and compare with
(164)b, which is the thematic matrix of the boy in (163)a above):
(164)a. [gender, number, person, Case]i
i
91
b. [v frighten,
[
i, +humanl] NPi
theme J
As a discontinuous pronominal element, the combination in
(164)a is no longer treated as a non-pronominal anaphor. Rather, it
is a pronoun and as such, it is subject to part B of the binding conditions.
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It must be free in its governing category. Consequently, we expect
the pronominal behaviour of the combination in (164)a, and indeed,
this behaviour is attested in (159) and (160) above. Further, (164)
is now the unit that satisfies the Projection Principle. It is a one-
member unit, similar to pronominal elements. The a-role which is
assigned to it is that of 91 in (164)a and the Case which it has is
the Case which is absorbed by the clitic anc/ which, in turn, makes
it vis1bile in accordance with (152)' -- the Visibility Hypothesis.
Note that a pronominal ele~ent will be formed out of the com-
bination in (157), whether the empty category is a base-generated
empty element or a variable. In the latter case, the pronoun will
receive the interpretation of a bound variable.
The process suggested above for the formation of a discontinuous
element can be extended ~o clitic configurations in other languages as
well. Thus consider, for example, the reflexive clitic se in French
(and similar reflexive clitics in other Romance languages) as given
in (165):
(165)a. Jean se lave
'Jean washes himself'
b. Marie s'habille
'Marie dresses herself'
Both in the case of laver 'to wash' and in the case of habiller 'to
dress' the verb takes a thematic object. Following our assumption that
thematic requirement cannot be met by a clitic but have to be met by an
element in an argument position) we would like to claim that the
structure of (165)a-b is as in (166):
(166)a.
b.
Jean se lave [e]
Marie s'habille [e]
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It is the empty category which satisfies the requir~ment for a theme
object both in (166)a-b. The structure which we suggest for thematic
matrices further enables us to state in a natural way the fact that
the combination ~ + [el is assigned an anaphoric reading. Let us
assume that the rule that will interpret this combination as a dis-
continuous element will assign anaphoric interpretation to combinations
such as (167):
(167)
The anaphoric interpretation given to (167) will then correctly
rule out any occurrence of a lexical NP in (167) (note that one could
plausibly argue that such NP cannot appear due to the absorption of
Case features by!!. Such an approach, however, will not explain the
complete absence of clitic-doubling with reflexive clitics, even in
languages which allow for doubling, such as Rumanian and River Plate
Spanish). Such an NP will be both an R-expressioo t which has to be
free, a~d an anaphor1c expression, by virtue of the particular inter-
pretation assigned to (167). Thus it will have to be free and bound at
the same time. On the other hand, [e] can freely appear in this
position, since it is not necessarily an R-expression.
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4. Some Theoretical Speculations
let us look again at the Visibility restriction, as it is
expressed in condition (152)' on the principle of a-role assignment
in (152). Note that this condition includes a rather unnatrual dis-
junction between PRO and Case, which it is desirable to eliminate.
A greater problem for the Visibility Hypothesis in (152)',
howeve~ is its mode of interaction with the Case filter. Given the
Case filter in the phonological component, as we have assumed thus
far, it is clear that the Visibility Hypothesis is designed to block
exactly one sort of configuration, namely, a configuration in which a
variable is in'a non-ease-marked chain.
In order to see that this is the case, consider all the types
of NP's which are covered by the Visibility Hypothesis: lexical NP's,
PRO, Case-marked traces and non-ease-marked traces.
Note that lexical elements, if they do not have Case, will be
ruled out by the Case filter, quite independent from whether they are
visible in LF or not. Thus the Visibility Hypothesis is not required
in order to rule out non-ease-marked occurrences of lexical NP's.
PRO is visible by stipulation, as is stated in (152)'.
Thus the Visibility Hypothesis cannot be utilized to rule out ungrammatical
occurrences of PRO. Similarly, Case-marked traces are visible, since
they have Case.
Now consider non-ease-marked traces. First, consider a non-
Case marked trace which is not a variable by the definition in (149)c
above. Such an element, if not a variable, 1s a non-pronominal anaphor
(-NP trace) and hence it has to be bound, following the binding conditions.
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In order to be bound and nevertheless violate the Visibility condition
it has to be bound by an NP in a non-Case position, as in (168):
(168) *I tried [5 MarY i to be left alone [eli]
In (168) the non-Case marked trace is bound and nevertheless it is
in a chain which does not have a Case. Hence, it is not visible.
However, (168) 1s clearly a violation of the Case filter, since the
antecedent in the A-position, Mary 1 , is not Case marked.
Thus the only case 1n which an ungrammatical sentence is
ruled out exclusively by the Visibility Hypothesis is the case of
variables which are not in a Case-marked chain. Given this state
of affairs, it is not clear that the Visibility Hypothesis is pre-
ferable to a condition which restricts the distribution of variables
in LF and which is roughly as in (169):
(169) Variables have to be in Case-marked chains
It is also possible, that the principle in (169) can be subsumed
under the Case filter. In this case, there would be no reason to believe
that (169) is located in the LF component. Clearly, the principle in
(169) should be derived from a more general principle of grammar.
The attempt to derive (169) from other principles or to subsume it
under the Case filter will not be pursued in this study. We will,
however, assume that the Visibility Hypothesis should be replaced
by a condition that will capture the generalization expressed by (169).
We will further assume that all other elements are visible in LF with-
out any need for further stipulations. Thu,s, for instance, in examples
such as (170)t in which lel is inserted in the phonological component,
v
we will assume that the object of sel, 'the teacher', 1s visible,
although it does not have Case at S-structure:
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(170) vha-bayit sel ha-mora
the-house of the-teacher
'the teacher's house'
An alternative approach is suggested in Cllomsky (1981). It
is argued that the Visibility Hypothesis subsumes the Case filter.
Thus instead of having a filter that is best characterized as a morpho-
logical filter, the requirement that NP's have Case should be regarded
as a well-formedness condition on the assign,ment of a-roles in the LF
component. Note that crucially, this approach entails that the Case
filter holds for A-chains only, since non A-chains do not have to be
assigned a a-role. It further entails that all Case assignment is
prior to the LF component and that there are no Case assignment rules
which apply in the phonological component.
In fact, Chomsky assumes that ther~ are no Case assignment
rules at all. Rather, lexical NP's are base-generated with Case
features which are then checked at S-structure. Note that this
assumption is compatible with the assumption that WH elements, which
are ~ part of A-chains, do not have to have Case: at S-structure,
the WH words are in COMP and the Case assignment is checked on the
variable which is left behind.
The constructions discussed in this study indicate that this
approach is inadequate. First, we have shown that the differences
between free relatives and questions in Modern Hebrew can only be
explained if we assume that WH elements have to be Case-marked. Thus,
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clearly, the Case filter has to hold for WH elements in spite of the
fact that they are not part of A-chains.
Note that this is a rather desirable result. In many languages,
WH elements are in fact overtly Case-marked, as are topica11zed
elements and disloca'~ed elements. All these elements are not part
of A-chains, and nevertheless we would like to claim that they have
to be Case-marked.
vSecond, we have argued in chapter 2 that the rule of sel
insertion applies in the phonology. In chapter 3 below, some additional
evidence to that effect will be discussed. However, if there are Case-
marking rules in the phonological component, it is clear that there has
to be Case-checking mechanism exactly like the Case filter in this
component.
Although we will not pursue the comparison between these two
systems in this study, it 1s our firm belief that the Case filter
should be viewed as a morphological operation and that it should not
be abandoned. Thus we find the assumption that vari,ous Case-marking
rules operate in the phonological component quite natural. Although
the nature of the generalization in (169) above will not be further
elaborated 00, we hold that it is desirable to try to derive this
generalization from the Case filter.
5. Case Assignment in Existential Sentences
A residual issue that was not settled in the above discussion
is t~e solution to the contradiction that was observed in (139)-(141)
above. Recall that in this case we had NP movement and WH movement
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applying from the same position. The crucial sentences are repeated
here as (171)a-b:
(171)a. a man! was [eli in the garden
b. what! was there [eli in the garden?
Although we will not elaborate on the solution to this contradiction,
we will indicate the way in which the notion of chain described above
can account for this contradiction in a natural way, if we assume a
particular procedure of nominative Case assignment. (We return in
greater detail to nominative Case assignment in chapter 4 below.)
Chomsky (1981) proposes that the rule for nominative Case
assignment is as in (172):
(172) assign nominative to NP iff it is governed by AGR and co-super-
scripted with it.
Further, he assumes that a rula of co-superscripting applies at D-
structure, co-superscripting AGR and the subject position. Thus 1n
(171)a nominative Case is assigned to a man following the application
of 'Move a' since the position in which a man appears at S-structure
has been co-superscripted with AGR in the base. On the other hand,
we will assume that the verb be does not assign Case (but see chapter
4 for some further discussion). It follows that in a configuration such
as (173), nominative Case cannot be assigned to a man, unless it is moved
to the subject position:
(173) [NP ] was a man in ttle garden
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In sentences such as (174), where there is inserted, th~ is co-
8uperscripting with AGR since it is inserted in the subject position
and hence it is assigned a nominative Case. Chomsky assumes further,
that there is co-superscripted with the post-verbal NP. As such, these
two elements form a chain, which is marked as nominative:
(174)a.
b.
there was a man in the garden
i 1 ithere (AGR) a man
Note that extraction from the post-verbal position in (174) will result
in a visible trace, since it is part of a Case-marked chain. On the
other hand, when 'Move at applies to result in (171)a above, the trace
left behind is not a variable since it does not conform to the definition
of variables either in (135) above or in (149).
Let us now summarize our discussion in this appendix. We have
attempted to review different problems which are associated with the
empty category in clitic configurations. It has been sho~m that the
empty element which is generated under the NP in these configurations
appear to violate the binding conditions and the Visibility Hypothesis,
whether stated as (152)' or as (169) above. These problems can be Qver-
come if we assume that the thematic matrices which include the clitic
and the adjacent empty element are reanalyzed as a pronominal element.
Once a pronominal element has been formed, it behaves like a pronoun
with respect to the binding conditions and it is visible by virtue
of the Case features which it bears.
A few other issues were touched upon in this appendix: the
analysis of quantifier lowering, the interaction of the binding
conditions and the formation of A-chains and the assignment of Case
in existential constructions. The Visibility Hypothesis was reviewed
and we explored its status with respect to the Case filter~ We
concluded by assuming that the Case filter should not be abandoned,
although it should be reformulated so as to include the generalization
expressed by principle (169) above.
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FOOTNOTES: CHAPTER 2
1. In many respects, the head of the construct state and its com-
plement behave as one lexical unit. Thus, for instance, main stress
falls always on the complement, and thus the head is subject to various
reduction rules which operate in non-stressed environments (see Prince,
1975, and McCarthy, 1979, for discussion). Furt:hermore, there is a
stronz tendency to lex1calize construct-state combinations, treating
them as a single lexical entry: beit-sefer (literally 'book house')
'school'; orex-din (literally 'law editor') 'lawyer'; etc. These, I
believe, do not have the structure in (7). Rather, they have the pro-
perties of regular nouns. (See also footnote 12 for Dome more discussion.)
2. In complex structures such a8 (24), I have tried to use a con-
S;,stent notation to indicate the structural relationships between dif-
ferent elements in the tree. In particular~ all expansions of the same
maximal projection are numbered with the same subscript. The maximal
projection is marked Xy (~an integer). vIn cases with an adjoined sel
phrase, l~te (24), the node dominating the adjunction is marked with a
- vprime: X'. (There is an implicit theoretical assumption here that sely
phrases are adjoined to maximal projections an assumption that will
not be argued for directly in this study.) In (24), then, each intro-
duction of an independently numbered Nsignals the introduction of a
maximal projection.
3. Clitics, like other complements of the head in the construct state,
change stress patterns. There are also phonological and morphological
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factors which determine the form of the clitjc, whi~h do not interact
with any syntactic phenomenon. The full table of clitic forms is given
in (i):
(i) 1 5g: -i, -ay 1 pI: nu
2 sg masc: -xa, -exa 2 pl mase: -xem
2 sg fem: -ax, -ix, -ex 2 pl fern: -xen
3 sg mase: -0, -av 3 pI mase: -am, -hem
3 sg fem: -a, -ha 3 pI fern: -an, -hen
The table in (1) represents, roughly, the ways in which these clitics
are pronounced in Modern Hebrew and should not be taken to represent
their underlying forms.
4. Note, however, that the English sentence corresponding to (35) is
ungrammatical as well:
(i) *the teacherts its house (cf. 'the teacher's dog's house')
As will be shown below, the argument for clitics as non-arguments does
not depend crucially on the ungrammaticality of (35).
5. Note that (41) cannot be ruled out on the grounds that the clitic
v
on sel cannot be coreferential with the coindexed position. If such a
clitic appears following a N+ clit1c comb1na tion) the coindexiIlg is
grammatical:
(1) vbeit-i1 eel-ii
house-me of-me
'my house'
A question which arises with respect to (41) and (i) involves the
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v
structure of sel + clitic combinations. Do they involve the structure
in (26)1 In other words, is there, in these cases, an argument position
which is here an instance of 01 I believe tha t this is indeed so.
Note that it follows that if another Xel is inserted, we should be able
to get "clitic tripling"
v(ii) ?beit-ami sela-hemi
house-them of-them
'the students' house'
and, in fact, (11) is not too bad:
v
sel ha-talmidim i
of the-students
The marginality of (11), it seems to me, is entirely due to its extreme
redundancy, but it is quite grammatical.
Another question which arises with respect to (41) involves the
v
stage at which the clitic is spelled out on sel. Note that since we
have ass\med so far that Xel 1s inserted in the phonological component,
this might raise some questions with respect to the stage at which clitic
v
spell-out on sel takes place. We will return to these questions in
v
chapter 3, section 3.3, where the precise process of eel insertion will
be discussed in detail.
6. Yet another piece of evidence for the change in the definition of
c-command suggested in (42) is provided by Reuland (1981). This
change is required in order to prevent the head of the specifier in
possessive constructions in English from c-commanding (and thus governing)
elements which are in the domain of the head of the full NP. The rele-
vant configuration is as in (1):
(1) [NP [NP [N John] 's] [N [AP beautiful] [N brother ]]]
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7. It will be shown in section 4.2 below that when the head of the
construct state is a derived nominal. two complements of the head can
appear, one of which is construed as the subject and the other as the
object. When this is the case, there is a preferred order: the object
usually follows the head, and the subject is expressed by means of a
v
sel phrase. Violation of this order does not lead to ungrammaticality
but results in a marginal sentence. Thus, (i) is marginal, while (ii)
is perfectly grammatical:
(1)
(i1)
?'axilat Dan ~el ha-tapuax/
eating Dan of the-apple
'Dan's eating ot th~ apple'
v
'axilat ha-tapuax sel Dan l
eating the-apple of Dan
'Dan's eating of the apple'
The meaning intended by (i) can be rendered without marginality if the
accusative Case marker let is used rather than Xe~:
(iii) laxilat Dan let ha-tapuax\
eating Dan ace the-apple·
(meaning as in (i) )
Returning now to (44), the marginality of this configuration is similar
in nature to that of (1), and seems to derive from the same source:
since the teacher in this phrase is construed as the subject, and her-
self as the object, the order is marked. If, as in (iii), we replace
v
eel with 'et, the sentence is perfectly grammatical:
(iv) re'1yat ha-mora 'et 'acma
view the-teacher ace herself
'the teacher's view of herself'
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Note that, since obviously in (iv) ha·-mora 'the teacher' has to
c-command 'aerna 'herself', it would be hard to argue that such a re-
lationship holds in (iv) , but not in (44).
This peculiarity of the structure of the construct state, like
other peculiarities noted before (e.g. the right-branching constraint)
will not be pursued here (but see Berman, 1979, for discussion).
8. The reflexive form in Modern Hebrew is itself a construct state
of the form noun + clit1c. This would seem to create a problem for sen-
tences such as (45). In section 2.4 below it will be argued that c1itics
can be coindexed with complement NP's only in case they govern them.
In the structure corresponding to (45), however, such a government
relationship does not hold, although coindexing does. The presumed
structure of (45) is given in (1):
(1) Nt
= 1 v
N1 sel-phrase~~= v~~=N1 N2 sel N3
I ~ of D
re'iyat /' 2, ha-mora i
view ,=N2 + cl N4 the-teacherI I
'ac'm-a 0i
self-her
=Note that the clitic in (1) does not govern N3 • I believe, however,
that this is not a problem. The coindexing relationship which holds
in the case of anaphor and antecedent does not hold between the clitic
in N2 and N3• Rather, it hol 3 between the full N3 and N2, the latter
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being an anaphoric expression. In fact, I would like to argue that the
=clitic in NZ is simply a marker of pronominal agreement, thus rendering
the reflexive form a free-standing pronoun which cannot be further ana-
lyzed into a N+clitic combination and an empty N. The structure of
(45), thus) is not really (1») but rather {ii):
(i1) N'=~I~v
Nl sel-phraseI -
N v~
~ l~ sel ha-mora
N~ ~ N of the-teacher
11 Ll2
re'yiat 'acma
view herself
9. =Note that we argue that in structures such as (43), NZ and N)
c-command each other, and that, consequently, each of these positions
can serve as an antecedent for the other, as demonstrated by (i) and
(i1):
(i) re'iyat ha-mora let 'aema
view the-teacher ace herself
'the teacher's view of herself'
(i1) re'iyat 'aema Xel ha-mora
view herself of the-teacher
'the teacher's view of herself'
This situation seems to present a problem for the binding conditions:
in a situation of mutual c-command, the antecedent NP is c-commanded by
the anaphor, and hence it is not free. Since it is not free, J.t violates
the binding conditions. One possibility of solving this conflict would
be to conceive of the binding conditions as a process of index trans-
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mission from top to bottom, essentially following Chomsky (1980). Thus
in a sentence such aa (iii) below, the c-commanding NP John! will trans-
mit an index to the c-commanded NP himself. Since lexical anaphors can
only inherit their index from a c-commanding NP, it will follow that if
himself does not have a c-commanding antecedent in its minimal governing
category, it will not receive an index; hence the sentence will be
ruled out:
(iii) John i saw himself!
I r
index transmission
Prior to the transmission of an index, however, a lexical anaphor does
not have a referential index; hence it cannot serve as an antecedent
for an NP. Returning to (43) above, and assuming our reinterpretation
of the binding conditions, it is clear that either one of the N's can
be an antecedent to the other in the sense mentioned above, since each
one of them can transmit an index to the other. However, this situation
will never result in conflicting indices. For the full NP, such a
system could make use of the distinction between referential and ana-
phoric indices suggested in Chomsky (1980). Thus, parallel to (iii),
but ungrammatical, we would have (iv), in which the anaphoric index
cancels the referential one. The lexical NP does not have a referential
index, and the sentence is ungrammatical:
(tv) het saw John!, {t}
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10. Yet another possibility would be to adopt the proposal of Saf1r
(1981), according to which expletive [e] does not have to be properly
governed. Since Safir's proposal entails a different treatment of the
pro-dr~p phenomenon than the one advanced in chapter 4 of this study,
his proposal will not be adopted here.
11. Note that our explanation does not account for the reading in
which the empty category is regarded as the c)mplement of the head
v
noun (and is governed by it and by the clitic) and the ~el phrase is
assigned a different referential index. It seems to me that pragmatic
factors are at play here. Whenever a lexically realized NP can be con-
strued as the complement, it, rather than the empty category, is con-
strued as that complement. A similar ph~nomenon exists in River Plate
Spanish. In a situation in which an ~ phrase can be construed either
as a PP or as a doubled element) the latter reading is greatly preferred:
(i) 10 envl~ a Juan
him send-we to Juan
'we send it/him to Juan' / 'we send Juan t
Where River Plate Spanish shows a preference, Modern Hebrew shows a
sharper contrast, actually ruling out all other interpretations, in
~he absence of a sharp intonational break.
the following is a grammatical sentence, although one could argue that
its structure is identical to that of (66):
(i) vsignon ktivat-o i ha-maksim sel
style writing-his the-charming of
(mase) (fem) (mase)
'the charming writing style of Dan'
Ddn i
Dan
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(iv)
The class of cases which violate the guvernment requirement is seman-
tically restricted. It consists solely of "manner" nouns as heads and
gerunds as complements: derex ha-rica 'way of running', oEan ha-halixa
'manner of walking', etc. Each of these elements when appearing with
other nouns obeys the government constraint:
(11) *signon kis'ot-av i
v vha-xadas sel Dan1
style chairs-his the-new of Dan
(s8) (pl) (sg)
(iii) *masluley r1cat-o i ha-' arukim
v
Dan!sel
tracks running-his the-long of Dan
(pl) (8g) (pI)
Since the class of counterexamples is semantically so restricted, I will
assume that onll elements which obey these semantic restrictions are
reanalyzed as a compound of sorts, and that this compound occupies the
head position. In this sense, the clitic is actually a clitic on the
full compound, which occupies the head position; thus it does govern
the coindexed NP. 1~ese configurations would then have the structure
in (iv) (coresponding to (i) ):
N'
=_________ l~ =
N N
/
1 /'?i, /.
-, v
Nl ~ (sel) Dan!
N lIthe-charming1 Ie 1
[style-writing] - his i
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13. Stowell (1981) points out that an additional condition may
vbe required on the formulation of sel insertion, jf we wish to
v
argue that the rule of eel insertion is analogous to the rule of
of insertion in English. The rule of £f insertion is given in (i):
(1) ,,--. of / [Np· • ._NPr ·.]i
where NP j is immediately dominated by NP{
The restriction on the formulation of of insertion is intended to block
exceptional Case marking by of in English. The question of where in
..--._... -.---....
the~ammar £t insertion applies will not be discussed in this study.
14. The q~~htion of whether the change in the definition of proper
government should be extended to English or not is left open in this
study. Note, however, that the main case in which proper government by
nouns is required is in phrases such as (1):
(i) the city's destruction [e]
With respect to (1), see Jaeggli (1980), who argues that the empty
category in such examples is properly governed by its antecedent rather
than by the noun destruction.
15. The free-standing direct object forms are given in the chart below:
(1) 1 sg: 'oti 1 pl: 'otanu
2 sg mase: 'otxa 2 pI masc: 'otxem
2 sg fem: 'otax 2 pl fem: 'otxen
3 5g masc: 'ota 3 pi masc: 'otam
3 5g fem: 'ota 3 pI feul: 'otan
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Although historically it 1s clear that the free-standing direct object
forms derive from the combination of the object marker let with clitics,
I believe that they no longer admit of this analysis, and that they
are now on a par with the nominative pronouns,~ which are also free-
standing. Thus, in contrast to our treatment of prepositions with
clitics, we will not regard the direct object pronominal form as having
the structure 'et+cl [e]. Rather, they are full NP's, ~ontaining no
empty category.
16. The discussion of relative clauses in this section is restricted
to relativization of non-subject constituents. The relativization of
subject position obeys somewhat different constraints which are irrelevant
for our discussion. We are assuming here the analysis of relativizatlon
in Hebrew in Borer (1979). For some other analyses, see Hayon (1973)
and references cited therein.
17. Kayne argues that the availability of preposition stranding in
English and its absence in French can be explained if we assume that
prepositions are not proper governors. It follows that an empty cate-
gory following a preposition is ruled out as a violation of the ECP
unless some other mechanism is available to properly govern it. Such
a mechanism, Kayne suggests, is the transmission of superscript from
the verb to the preposition. This transmission is only possible in
English, since in English prepositions assign Case in the same way
verbs do. (See Kayne, 1980b for detailed discussion.) This compati-
bility of Case assignment procedures allows for the transmission of
superscripts. In French, on the other hand, the process of Case 8ssign-
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ment by prepositions differs from that of verbs; hence the transmission
of a superscript is impossible. In languages in which such transmission
is possible, once the superscript has been transmitted, the verb itself
can properly govern the empty position following the preposition.
Since 1n Hebrew both preposition stranding and noun stranding
(see (78) above) are impossible, we will adopt the assumption that pre-
positions are not proper governors and that, furthermore, the super-
scripting process available in English 1s impossible in Hebrew. Inter-
est1ngly, verbs in Modern Hebrew do not take clitics, unlike nouns
and prepositions (see the discussion in the text below). Given our
assumption that clitics are a spell-out of Case features, it is quite
possible that the lack of verbal clitics in Modern Hebrew is a reflection
of these different Case-assignment procedures.
Note that insofar as Kayne attributes the distinction between
English and French (or, for our purposes, Hebrew) to the Case-assignment
properties of prepositions in these languages, his analysis is compatibl~
with our view of the nature of parameters.
18. Some occurrences of direct object pronouns in free relatives are If
attested in phrases such as (1):
(i) vse-racitem
that-wanted-you
le-hakot
to-hit
'oto i
him
be-yaldut-01
in-childhood-his
In fact, the direct object pronoun in (1) is obligatory, and (ii) is
ungrammatical:
" ,j -:.:.~ 11
(11G11 Xe-rac1tem le-hakot [eli be-yaldut-o i
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The regular relative clause corresponding to (ii) is ungrammatical as
well:
(i1i) *ha-' i~
the-man
v
se-racitem le-hakot [a] be-yaldut-o
(i)
We do not offer a detailed explanation of these cases 1n this study.
Note, however, that in (1) tne extraction could take place from the post-
clitic position, rather than from the direct object position. The
elimination of be-yaldut-o i from (1) will result in the same ungram-
maticality as (89)c in the text:
v(iv) *mii se-racitem le-hakot 'oto! ba
who that-wanted-ycu to-hit him came
'the one you wanted to hit came'
This, however, would not account for the ungrammaticallty of (i1), in
which extraction was from the direct object position. I am indebted to
Edit Doron for pointing out these examples to me. For an interesting
discussion of these examples and similar ones 1n Arabic see Doran (1980)
and Aoun and Sport1che (1981b)
19. I belie"l/e that the availability of a "saving device" for various
categories 1s language specific. Thus, 1n Tigre, there is a saving
device for PP's as well, as demonstrated by (1). 1he same holds for
Lebanese Arabic, as demonstrated by (i1):
Lilat '*8*1 9a11~ warakat nad'at '~t-tui
Lilet to Ali (m) letter (f) sent to-him
'Lilet sent a letter to Ali' (Jake, 1980)
(11) ~kIt ma9-o1 la-Karimi
talked-I with-him to-Karim
'I talked with Karim' (Aoun, forthcoming)
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20. In diagram (100), we left open the question of the structure of
free relatives: are they true NP nodes which have an empty head (as
assumed by Groos and van Riemsdijk), or are they instances of S marked
with the feature [+N] , taking CO~W as its head? The latter was proposed
to me by K. Hale (personal communication); see also Fass! Fehri (1980),
where such a proposal is pursued. Although we lean towards the latter
hypothesis, we will not argue for this analysis in this study. Note
that assuming that Case is, in fact, assigned to the NP dominating the
free relative (or, in the case of the S proposal, to the S marked (+N]),
both proposals can capture the generalization expressed by (100). The
first proposal would claim that the Case f~atures percolate to the first
phonologically realized element, whereas the latter proposal would claim
that they are manifested on the head, that head being the WH-wnrd in
COMP.
The proposed analysis of free relatives sketched in these para-
graphs has some interesting consequences for the requirement that variables
have case, suggested in Chomsky (Piea lectures). These consequences
will be discussed in detail in the appendix to chapter 2.
21. Grimshaw (1977) shows that the WH element in free relatives has
to satisfy both the categor1al requirements of the gap and the categorial
requirements of the matrix. This requjrement 1s not true, for instance,
of embedded questions. Thus we f1td the following contrasts:
(1) I asked how tall Bill is [eJ
(i1) I asked where you put your coat [a]
(iii) I asked what you ate for lunch [e]
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(iv) *1 will hit however tall Bill is [e]
(v) *1 will hit wherever you leave your coat [e]
(vi) I will hit whatever you throw me [e]
(vii) I will ~ecome however wealthy you become [e]
(viii) *1 will become wherever you put your coat [e]
(ix) I will become whatever you want me to become [e]
The ungrammatical cases (iv) , (v) and (viii) are free relati'ves in which
the matching requirement is not met; the matrix verb does not sub-
categorize for an AP (iv) or a locative phrase (v, vi-ii) , while the
fronted WH leaves a gap of this type.
22. Extraction of PP's from nominal structures is rather restrlcted
-------- ----, , _..
in Modern Hebrew by conditions that are poorly understood. Note, howeveL,
that there are no structural considerations that would render the ex-
traction in (102)a better than the extraction in (102)b. In both cases,
the extraction is clearly from the nominal phrase (as oFPosed to the VP),
and thus the contrast between them is telling. The same holds for the
contrast between (103)a and (103)b. For uome discussion of extraction
vfrom NP in Hebrew, as well as for the observation that sel phrases can
never be extracted see Reinhart (1979).
23. Note that if it could be shown directly that the c11tic in (106),
and not some other element, properly governs the empty category under
Nt' it would shed interesting light on the dist~ibution of clit1cs in
Modern Hebrew" It 'would sugg·:'c-t that clitics were preserved in all and
only the environments, in which the lexical category does not function
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as a proper governor. Thus, clitics on verbs disappeared while clitics
were retained on nouns and prepositions. Further note that the clitics
in post-nominal and post-prepositional positions enable extraction to
take place from a position that otherwise would not allow extraction.
If we assume that languages strive to avoid redundancy, we may
get some insight into the nature of this distribution. Note that, fol-
lowing verbs, clitics are redundant as proper governors. Furthermore,
the language has developed a parallel way to express direct object
pronouns. For this reason, clitics on verbs began to disappear. On
the other hand, clitics on nouns and prepositions are essential as
proper governors. Thus, they have not disappeared and the language
has not devel~peci a parallel way of expressing pronominal objects of
prepositions and pronominal objects of nouns.
24. The marginality or (111)c is due to the preference for having the
v
subject as the sel object in these configurations. See footnote 7
above for some discussion.
2'-:>. Note that the diagram in (112) gives only one possible derivation
of (lll)a. Another possibility is to generate the ~t phrase under N1,
lhe same holds for the diagram in (115), which gives only one structural
representation of (114).
26. Clearly' et phrases do not leIld themselves to doubJ.ing in the
v
way that sel phrases do. In fact, doubling with 'et is impossible.
Thus, in (US), NZ cannot meet the Complement Matching Requirement, and
;:;
if N3 is not generated the sentence is ruled out. It will be argued
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vbelow that let, unlike sel, is available lu the base. It is quite
plausible to assume that since let is an accusative marker, its object
cannot meet the Complement Matching Requirement of a genitive assigning
head (for example, the head noun of the construct state).
27. Adjunction of dummy Case markers was proposed by Vergnaud (1974),
Jaeggli (1980), Manzini (1981), Stowell (1981) and others.
28. One could argue that the structure in (120) should enter into the
binding conditions since, although N does not c-command herself in (118),
N' does. In chapte~ 3, section 3.3, some evidence will be presented
that the latter hypothesis should be rejected. For discussion of some
problematic cases, see Chapter 3, footnote 10.
29. One could argue that, in fact, (125)b is ungrammatical because it
contains two instances of [e], only one of which can be properly governed:
one instance of [e] is coindexed with the clitic (N 3 in (115», while
the other is [e]1. Note, however, that if the head, rather than the clitic,
is the governor in (125)b, there is no ~ priori reason why it should not
properly govern two empty categories. Furthermore, since under any
plausible account the clitic will properly govern the empty position co-
indexed with it (although it might do so redundantly), why can't the
head properly govern [eli in (125)b? Thus, the presence of two empty
categories in (125)b is, in fact, irrelevant for proper government by
the cl.itic.
30. The contrast between (126)a and (126)b extends to the contrast
between (i) and (ii) as well:
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(i) 10 barur la-nu mi biker 'et ktivat ha-rna'amarim
not clear to-us who criticized writing the articles
~el 'eize safer
of which writer
lit is unclear to us who criticized the article-writing of which
writer'
(ii) *10 barur la-nu mi biker 'et ktivat Dan 'et 'eize ma'amarim
'it is unclear to us who criticized Dan's writing of which articles'
Note, however, that, following the requirement of proper government of
the extraction site, (i) should be ungrammatical as well, if only the
WH in situ is fronted. However, we believe that another derivation is
possible, in which the entire phrase 'writing the-articles of which
writer' is pied-piped in logical form. In (ii), however, this derivation
is blocked.
The availability of pied piping in (i), but not (ii), is confirmed
by the grammat1cality of syntactic pied piping in the former but not in
the latter:
(iii) 'et kt iva t ha-ma'amarim v mi Dan biker?sel
ace writing the-articles of who Dan criticized?
(iv) *'et ktivat Ran 'et rna Dan biker?
ace writing Ran ace what Dan criticized?
It has been pointed out to me by N. Chomsky (personal communication)
that the availability of pied piping in (1) and (iii) and the ungram-
maticality of (ii) and (iv) might follow from the clausal nature of (i1)
and (tv) and the phra~al nature of (i) and (iii).
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FOOTNOTES: APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 2
31. vRecall that, in fact, sel can be inserted preceding the empty
category. In this case, however, its Case features will be spelled-
out as a clitic, resulting in the construction in (1):
(i)
v vIn (i) the c1itic on sel absorbs the Case features of sel, and tl\us
they cannot be assigned to Ni anyway. See chapter 3, section 3.3 and
footnote 6 for some discussion.
32. Note that the analysis of existential sentences as proposed in
Stowell (1978) is entirely compatible with the 8-criterion. Assuming
that the subject position of the verb be is not a a-position, (as is
evidenced, for instance, by the rule of passiv~, in which case an NP
is fronted to this position), the movement advocated by Stowell is
indeed from a a-position to a non-a-position, as follows from the
a-criterion (see chpater 1, section 1 for discussion). A rightward move-
m~nt analyis, as argued for by ~lilsark(1974) and others, either violates
the 9-criterion or would have to claim that there are (at least) two
distinct be's: the one that does not have a a-subject (passive) and
the one that does have a 9-subject (existentials). For some more dis-
cussion of this point see Borer (1980a).
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33. For a discussion of the lowering analysis with respeLt to Case
assignment to variables, see Chomsky (1981). Chomsky notes that the
analysis proposed by May supplies yet another distinction between PRO
and trace. Only the latter (but not the former) can serve as a
variable. Thus "quantifier lowering" interpretations are possible only
in raising structures, where such a trace is available, but not in control
structures, where the subject position of the infintivals is occupied
by PRO. Insofar as May's analysis verifies this aspect of the model
it seems desirable to retain it.
34. For some discussion of exceptional Case assignment with respect
to so-called "raising-to-object" verbs and other constructions see
chapter 1, footnote 13 and references cited there.
35. By having ~ features, empty elements such as PRO, NP-trace
and variable differ from a null category. The latter is simply a
non-expanded node which has no features at all. In chapter 4 below
we return briefly to this distin~tion. The null category is marked
in this work as [X ] where X is the non-expanded category_
36. A problem for the lowering analysis which we will not discuss
here 18 the status of the empty category in the subject position of the
matrix following the lowering. Note that this [e] will be governed,
hence not a PRO, but it will not be pl'operly governed, since AGR is
not a proper governor (and see chapter 4 for some additional discussion).
Hence, this [e] will violate the ECP. For a suggestion that thi.s position
is an expletive [e] and that expl~tive [e]'s are not subject to ECP, see
Safir (1981).
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CHAPTER 3: PARfu~ETRIC VARIATIONS IN CLITIC CONFIGURATIONS
1. Introduction
In chapter 2 we argued for a particul~r analysis of clitic
configurations. That analysis was motivated by data from clitic-
doubling configurations in Modern Hebrew. In this chapter I will
try to extend the analysis presented above to various other clitic
configurations •. While some of these configurations will fit into
the analysis proposed above without any additional machiner'" 0 theLa
will show certain variations. It will be shown that by utilizing
the restricted class of parameters outlined in chapter 1, these
variations can be explained in a f,atural way.
Recall th~t in essence, we argued that in clitic-doubl~ng config-
urations the clitic is best characterized as a spell-out of certain
features on the head. It was further argued that rather than perceiving
of the clitic as an independent nominal element, it should be viewed
as a feature on the head. It follows that rather than representing
the complex head+clitic as a branching complex (as suggested, for
instance, by Rivas,· 1977 and Jaeggli, 1980), it is best represented
as a non-branching complex (more or less along the structural lines
suggested by Kclyne, 1975) · From this representation it follows that
if the head takes a nominal complement, the clitic cannot be viewed as
satisfying this complementation requirement. Rather, an independent
nominal node has to be generated in its regular position and this node
satisfies the complementation requirements. Thus the structure of
clitic doubling is as in (1):
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(1)
A large part of the previous chapter was dedicated to determining the
relationship which holds between various elements in the structure
illustrated by (1). We concluded that a relationship of coindexing
holds obligatorily between the clitic and the Ncomplement. This
obligatoriness stems precisely from the fact that the clitic does not
satisfy thematic and syntactic requirements of the head: rather, the
~
N does. Under such an analysis, the obligatory coindexing between
=the clitic and the complement N is reduced to the natural requirement
that a thematic matrix cannot contain conflicting referential
indices. This generalization was formulated as the Complement Matching
Requirement. It was shown that the coindexing can hold only when the
clitic (and the head on which it is a feature) governs the~. Again,
this state of affairs follows naturally from the assumption that
government is the domain of complementation, or, in other words, that
complementation entails government. Since the clitic is a feature on
the head X and since N in (1) is a complement of the head X, it follows
that it has to be governed by the coindexed clitic. If N is not
governed by the clitic, Ncannot be perceived as satisfying the cornple-
mentation requirements of X and hence the obligatory coindexing with
the clitic does not hold.
A nature' extension of the coindexing and the government relations
=between the ( itic and N is the relationship of p~oper government which
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holds between the clitic and N when N dominates an empty category [e].
We argued that this relationship indeed holds, supporting our conclusion
by demonstrating that extraction of N is possible.
In this chapter, we will discuss variations in clitic configurations.
The organization of this chapter will be as follows: in section 2 we
will briefly discuss some general aspects of clitic constructions in
some Romance languages where cliticization and clitic doubling is attested
only in,VP's. :n particular, it will be shown that Rumanian and River
Plate Spanish (RP Spanish), where clitic doubling is attested, obey
Kayne's generalization in the sense discussed in chapter 1 above. In
section 3 I will turn to clitic-doubling configurations in Rumanian. It
will be shown that although Rumanian, like Hebrew, shows extraction
from clitic-doubling configurations, a crucial difference in the dis-
tribution of such extraction follows from the different properties of the
vCase marker ~ in Rumanian VB. the Case marker sel in Modern Hebrew. It
will be shown that by restricting the level of the 3pplication of the
~el insertion rule we can account for the differences between extraction
in Rumanian and extraction in Modern Hebrew. Furthermore, some
peculiar binding facts of Hebrew and Rumanian will be given a natural
explanation assuming that parameters may restrict the level of the
application of local rules, as we suggested in ch£pter 1 above. In
section 4 we will discuss clitic configurations in RP Spanish. It will
be shown that some aspects of cliticization in causative construct1.ons
can be explained if we assume that clitics have to govern the position
which is co1ndexed with them. By explaining the distribution of
clitics in these constructions, we will be supporting a particular
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analysis of causative constructions. In that section it will be
further indicated that there are some differences in extraction from
clitic-doubling constructions between Rumanian and some dialects of
RP Spanish. These differences, it will be argued, depend on the
difference in Case-assignment properties between the marker ~ in RP
Spanish and the marker ~ in Rumanian. The discussion in this chapter
will motivate a slight change in the definition of proper government.
In adrlition, it will further clarify the nature of parametric variations
as well as the nature of cliticization and clitic spell-out proposed
above.
2. Clitic Doubling in Romance
We will discuss clitic configurations and clitic doubling as
attested in two Romance languages: Rumanian (as described by Steriade,
1980) and RP Spanish (as described by Rivas, 1977 and Jaeggli, 1980). The
basic paradigm of clitic and clitic-doubling cases in these languages
is given in (2)-(3):
(2)a. 101 vimos a Juan i
him saw-we to Juan
'we saw Juan'
b. 10 vimos
him saw-we
'we saw him'
(RP Spanish, Jaeggli, 1980)
(3)a. 1 -am vazut pe Popescu!i
him-have---r seen OM Popescu (OM = Object Marker)
'I have seen Popescu'
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b. I-am vazut
him-have-I seen
'I have seen him'
(Rumanian, Steriade, 1980)
(We return below in sections 3.2 and 3.3 to the nature of ~
in (3».
Both in Rumanian and in RP Spanish, c1itic doubling is attested
in certain environments which are semantically specified (and see sections
3 and 4 below for some discussion of these semantic conditions). Jaeggll
observes that these environments in RP Spanish are a subset of the en-
vironments in which the preposition a is available (note, however, that
this entailment works only in one direction: it is not the case that
c11tic doubling is possible whenever ~ is present, as 1s exemplified
by (7) ) :
(4)a. vimos a Juan
saw-we to Juan
'we saw Juan'
b. *vimos Juan
c. 101 vimos a Juan
him saw-we to Juan
'we saw Juan'
d. *101 v1mos Juan i
(S)a. vimos una carniea
saw·"we a shirt
'"e saw a shirt'
b. *vimos a una cam1sa
to
c. *la vimos una camisa
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d. *1a vimos a una camisa
(6) a. vimos a 1a carniss
to the
b. vimos 1a camisa
c. *la vimos a la camisaii
d. *1a vimos la camisa ii
(7) a. yo vi a algtlien
I saw to someone
b. -kyo vi alguien
c. *yo 10 i vi a alguien i
d. *yo 10 i vi alguien i
The same is true for Rumanian, where the environments for clitic
doubling constitute a subclass of the environments for the object
marker~. (However, in Rumanian c1itic doubling is obligatory, while
in RP Spanish it is optional but highly preferred):
(8)a. 1 -am v~zut pe Popescu ii
him-have-I seen ~ Popescu
b. tJ*li-am vazut Popescu!
*am
v Popescuc. vazut pe
(9)a. \J buc~taram vazut un
have-I seen a cook
'I have seen a cook'
b. *am t,J bucatarvazut pe un
have-I seen
.E.!:. a cook
c. *li -am v~zut pe
it-have-I seen ~
'I have seen a cook'
\I 1
un bucatari
a cook
d. *1 -am1
it-have-I
\I
vazut
seen
v
un bucatart
a cook
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(lO)a. am v~zut pe altcineva
somebody else
b. *am vazut altcineva
c. *li-am v~zut pe altcineva i
In view of Kayne's generalization (see chapter 2, (2) above)
both the Rumanian and the RP Spanish data seem to lend themselves to
an analysis in terms of clitic spell-out of Case features and the
availability ()f an independent Case assigner: for both languages it
would be plausible to argue that the clitic in sentences such as (4)c
and (8)a absorbs Case. Consequently, the NP position, wh~ch the verb
'to see' in these two languages subcategorizes for, remains caseluss.
The availability in both these languages of an independent Case-
marking de'/ice -- the preposition.! 111 RP Spanish and the marker pe in
Rumanian -- renders clitic doubling in these l~nguages possible. Note,
incidentally, that with resp~ct to (4)c and (B)a the question of
government by the coindexed clitic is rather trivial, since the V node
in (11), the structure corresponding to (4)c and (8), govern~ the NP
complement -- as does the clitic when it is attached to the verb:
(11)
In spite of the obvious similarities between clitic-doubling
construction& in Spanish and in Rumanian, there are some rather 8ur-
prising differences between these configurations in the two languages:
whereas in Rumanian, extraction from clitic-doubling configurations
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is grammatical, in some dialects of RP Spanish it is not. On the
other hand, there are some differences in extraction configurations
between Modern Hebrew and Rumanian, although both languages allow for
such extraction. In the following two sections I will address myself
to these differences. It will be shown that the differences between
extraction facts in Rumanian, }Iodern Hebrew and RP Spanish can be
explained by clarifying the respective properties of the Case assigning
vformatives sel (Modern Hebrew), a (RP Spanish) and ~ (Rumanian) and
the way in which they are inserted.
3. Extraction from Clitic-Doubling Configurations in Rumanian und
the Insertion of Case Markers
3.1. Extraction
As pointed out by Steriade (1980), clitic doubling in Rumanian
is subject to some semantic constraints. In particular, it can only
occur when the NP which is doubled is specific or definite and human
or pronominal ([+specific/definite], [+human/pronominal]). In these
environments it is obligatory. This is demonstrated by (12)-(13):
(12)a.
b.
[
+speCifiC ]
+pronominal
r+specific ]
+humanL~pronominal
v
am vazut-o i pe eat
I-have seen-her her
1 -am VAzut pe Popescu ii
him-have-I seen Popescu
c.
[
+SP8CifiC
-definite
+human ] caut pe 0 fata deI-am-looking-for a girl from
la n01 din sat i
our village
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(13)a. [-speCifiC ] caut pe altcineva
-definite r-am-looking-for somebody else
+pronominal
b. -specific caut un bucatar
-definite I-am-looking-for a cook
+human
-pronominal
[+speCifiC ] vazut
~
c. am ciinele lui Popescu
-human I-have seen the-dog of Popescu
-pronominal
As can be seen from (12), clitic doubling occurs only in the cases in
which the NP direct object satisfies both requirements, namely, when
it is [+human/pronominal] and [+specific/definite]. This is the case
in (12) but not in (13). (Clit1c doublj,ng in Rumanian happens in
indirect objects as well under certain conditions. These constructions,
however, will not be discussed in detail here. For some discussion
of dative clitics, see section 4.3.)
Clitic-doubling phenomena seem to occur in post-extraction
configurations in Rumanian as well. As a generalization, it can be
demonstrated that these clitics appear when the extracted object NP
satisfies the [+specific/definitc] requirements. This is shown in
(14)-(16) :
(14)a. credeai '" vazut-ocasa pe care ca am ...
the-house which thought-you that have-I seen-her
b~ pe care credeai c~ am vazut-o?
which-one thought-you that I-have seen-her
(lS)a. cine credeai "" v~zut?pe ca anl
who thought-you that I-have seen
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b. *pe cine credeai c~ am vazut-o?
,..1ho thought-you that I-have seell-her
(16)a. credeai '"' vazut?ce ca am
what tllought-you that I-have seen
b. *ce t:l-edeai '" vazut-o?ca am
wllat thought-you that I-have seen-it
With respect to the differences between (14) on the one hand and (15)
and (16) on the other hanu t Steriade states the following:
The difference between (6b) (=14) arid (6c) (=15 and 16) is that
in [(14)] the question word quantifies over a set of known
membership ... it is appropriate only in a context where the
common background of the convarsation includes the information
that the referent of 'you' has seen at least one of a previously
mentioned set of objects. Que overt indication of this is that
the •.• clitic of a definite question like [(14)] agrees in gender
with the NP that constitutes the previous mentioned set in
question: thus from [(14)] we can gather that the set has been
referred to by a noun whose grammatical gender is feminine.
This is obviously not the case for (15) and (16), where the set to
which the questioned element belongs is not known and thus cannot be
conceived as specific. It follows that only in (14) does clitic doubling
take place, but not in (15) and (16).
Let us assume for a moment that the requirement for [tf-human/
pronominal] i~ these configurations is met by the WH word itself
which is fronted to COMP and which is considered a pronominal element
(but see discussion in section 3.4 below). Now let us turn to the
analysis of the post-extraction configurations. Sentences (14)a-b seem
at first glance to utilize a resumptive pronoun strategy. However,
if one wished to advocate such an approach to these configurations
in Rumanian, two serious problems would immediately present
themselves: first, why 1a the resumptive pronoun strategy
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available in precisely the same environment 1n which clitic doubli.ng
is allowed? The second question concerns the unavailability of
subjacency violations in sentences such as (17):
(17) *omul j pe care j °i-cunosc pe femeia i carei t i 1.-aJ
the-man OM whom her-know-I OM the-woman who him-has
~ ~
venitintilnit t j a
met has come
'the man that I know the woman who met him came'
Ross (1967) observes that constructions which utilize the resumptive
pronoun strategy can violate constraints on movement such as the
Complex NP Constraint and the Island Constraint (subsumed by the
subjacency principle of Chomsky, 1973). If the clitics in (14) above
were a real manifestation of resumptive pronoun strategy in questions
in Rumanian, we would expect (17) to be grammatical although it is a
violation of the CNPC. Nevertheless, (17) is ungrammatical, as are,
syBtematically, all other sentences which contain nn antecedent and
a clitic inside a Complex NP or an island. This seems to indicate
that (14)a is generated by movement and not by a resumptive pronoun
strategy.
On the other hand, the analysis proposed above for clitic doubling
accounts in a straightforward way for the grammaticality of (14) on
the one hand and the ungrammaticality of (15)b and (16)b and (17) on
the other.
Recall that we proposed that the structure of clitic-rloubling
constructions is as follows:
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(18)
Further recall the,t: w,~ have been assuming that the clitic in (18) is
a spell-out of the Case features of X, and that, as such, it "deprives"
the complement. NP of its Case. An independent device is needed in
order to assign Case to that NP if it actually contains lexical material.
Now let us assume that for Rumanian X is a verb and that ~, the
direct object marker, is precisely the independent Case-assigning
device we are looking for: it assigns Case to the complement NP if
the Case features were spelled out as a clitic. Recall that we argued
above that the Ni position in (18) is a position from which extraction
is possible and that indeed such extraction occurs in Modern Hebrew
free relatives.
Now consider again the sentences in (14), (15) and (16). The
fact that cl1tics can appear in post-movement configurations only when
the extracted elements satisfy the semantic requirements of direct
objects in clitic-doubling configurations is now explained entirely
naturally: it follows from the fact that structures such as (18) are
available only in clitic-doubling configurations: in these structures
the clitic already exists alongside the extracted NP, thus permitting
.doubling. in pre-extraction or post-extraction sentel" .~dS.
Recall that we further argued above that the empty category
which is left after the extraction of Ni in configurations such as
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(18) is properly governed by the coindexed, governing clitic. This
analysis can be carried over to the Rumanian case since here as well
we have a governing, coindexed element, the empty category is thus
properly governed in a similar fashion. This situation is illustrated
in (19):
(19)
To summarize, the analysis of the Rumanian facts supports the analysis
of clitic doubling that has been presented above: it was observed
again that extraction from clitic-doubling constructions is possible,
thus supporting an analysis of clitic doubling which advocates proper
government of this position. Note that extraction in Rumanian is
possible in non-clitic-doubling configurations, as is demonstrated
by (15)a and (16)a. Thus we assume that in Rumanian as well verbs are
proper governors. Given this, Rumanian cannot supply direct evidence
for proper government by clitics. However, since the clitic clearly
governs the coindexed NP position and is coindexed with it, it is
unclear how such proper government could be blocked. We conclude
that in the post-extraction configurations in Rumanian, the [e] is
properly governed twice, i.e. redundantly.
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3.2. On Differences in Extraction b~tween Hebrew and Rumanian:
v
sel vs ~
In section 3.1 above it was shown that extraction from clitic-
doubling constructionn in Rumanian is possible. In chapter 2 section 3,
it was shown that in Modern Hebr~w such extraction is possible as well.
Recall, however, that we argued that in ~todern Hebrew such extraction
is only possible in free relatives. Thus in Modern Hebrew we have
the following contrast:
(20) a. kaniti v v 'al-av i [e] irna! se-..casavt
bought-I what that-thought-you about-it
'I bought whatever you thought about'
v v
'al-av i re]b. *sa'alti mai xasavt , i
asked-I what thought-you about-it
'I asked what you thought about'
The contrast between (20) ~ and (20)b was explained by utilizing the
Case filter: note that nince the clitic in both (20)a-b is a spell-
out of the Case features of the preposition 'al 'about', the fronted
WH element cannot receive Case from 'a1. Assutning that the Case
filter holds for WH elements (see chapter 1 and chpater 2, appendix)
every fronting of WH elements from a non-Case position should result
inungrammaticality, unless an independent device is available to
assign Case to the WH element. We argued that such a device is Case
assignment into COMP of the ty~e argued for by Groos and van Riernsdijk
(1979), and it is available (in Modern Hebrew) for free relatives but
not for questions. Consequently we expect the extraction from non-Case
positions to be grammatical in free relatives but not in questions,
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which is precisely the situation in (20). In questions, we argued~
this state of affairs results in an obligatory pied-piping, since
this is the only way in which the WH element can be Case marked and
the [el left behind does not violate ECP:
(21) ¥a'alti tal rna xa¥avt [pp e]
asked-I about what thought-you
vI asked about what you thought'
Recall, however, that there was an important difference in Modern
Hebrew between the examples in (20), in which the doubling construction
is in a PP and cases in which doubling takes place in NP'sj for the
latter but not for the former, there is a rescuing device: ¥el insertion.
vThe availability of the Case marker sel and the fact that it can be
inserted preceding the NP complement in eli tic-doubling configurations
inside NP's enables actual doubling to surface in NP's but not in PP's:
(22)a.
b.
beit ha-more
house the-teacher\~m)
'the teacher's house'
vbeit-o sel ha-more
'the teacher's house'
c. *beit-o ha-more
(23) a. 'a1
about
ha-more
the-teacher
b. *'al-av
ab0ut-him
ha-more
the-teacher
(23)b cannot be rescued, since Modern Hebrew does not have an independ-
ent device that could be inserted to assign Case to ha-more 'the-
teacher'. Since the Case assignmeIlt properties of 'al are abqorbed
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by the clitic, (23)b violates the Case filter.
One could raise the question of whether, due to the availability
of a Case assigner to the doubled NP 1n the cons tr 1Jct state, we would
~xpect the difference between questions and free relatives to disappear
when extraction takes place from these constructions. However, the
extraction from construct state NP's shows exactly the same distribution
as extraction from PP's: questions are ungrammatical and free relatives
are grammatical. In fact Xel cannot be extracted with the fronted WH,
nor can it be left behind:
(24)a. ' anaxnu 'ozrim le-kol mii
v
se-beit-o i
we help to-every who that-hause-his
'we help everyone whose house burned'
b. v beit-o i [e] i nisraf*sa'alnu mii
asked-we who house-his burned
'we asked whose house burned'
*sa' aInu v mii beit-oi [e] i nisrafc. sel
of
[e] i nisraf
burned
vd. *sa'alnu mii beit-o! Xel
of
nisraf
vWe explained the facts of (24) by arguing that the ~ule which inserts sel
Operates in the phonological component and that the environment for its in-
sertion is dependent upon string adjacency. The rule of ~el Insertion is
repeated here as (25):
(25) Xel Insertion (~I)
~ I ~el I [NP ••. NPj ]i
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Since in (24)a-b the environment for Xel Insertion is not met, ~el is
never inserted and the status of extraction from NP's is rendered
equivalent to the status of extraction from PP's.
In Rumanian, however, there is no such difference between free
relatives and questions. When the fronted lVH element satisfies the
semantic requirem~nts for doubled objects, both are possible. Thus
alongside (14)a-b we have (26) as a specific free relative in which
doubling is possible, and alongside (lS)a-b we have (27)a-b, demonstra-
ting that when the free relative is non-specific doubling is blocked:
\.I \of V [ ](26) am vazut-o i pe carei credeai ca am vazut-o e i
have-I seen-her ~ which-one thought-! that have-I seen-her
'I have seen whichever person you thought I have seen
(27) a. ~ v ~am vazut pe cine! credeal ca am vazut [eli
have-I seen ~ who thought-you that have-I seen
'I have seen whoever you thought that I have seen'
vb. *am vazut-o i
have-I seen-her
pe cine i credea1
~ who thought-you
v v
ca am vazut-o i
that have-I seen-her
v v v(28)a. am vazut ee i credeai ca am vazut [eli
have-I seen what thought-you thac have-I seen
'I have seen ~.Thatever you thought that I have seen'
v v v 2b. *am vazut-o i ce t credeai ca am vazut-o i [eli
have-I seen-{it } what thought-you that have-I seen-{it }
her her
Note that the ungrammaticality of (28)b cannot be related to the
unavailability of the marker ~ in these configurations; in (27)b, ~
is available, and nevertheless the sentence is ungrammatical. Again,
this situation is completely parallel to that of (15)b above: there
as well doubling was impossible, regardless of the existence of the
marker ~.
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The contrast between (15) and (27), in which ~ appears, on
the one 11and, and (16) and (28), in which ~ is absent, on the other
hand, illustrates the environments in which ~ is present but clitic
doubling is impossible: ~ is present preceding direct objects
which satisfy all the requirements in (12) above. In addition to these
environments, it appears preceding a dir,~ct object which is [+prono-
minal,. -specific] and which is morphologically marked as [+humaIl] ..
This latter requirement is demonstrated by the contrast between (29)a
and (29)b:
(29) a. caut pe altcineva
I-am-looking-for ~ somebody-else
b. caut (*pe) altceva
something-else
Let us assume that this environment is a homogeneous semantic class,
characterized as [+P], and that ~ contains the semantic featutes
I+P]. We will further assume that as part of the interpretive
component, the [+P] features of the marker ~ are checked against
the availability of these features in the NP object of~. A [+P]
marker adjoined to a [-P] object results in ungrammaticality. On
the other hand, a [+P] direct object which is not marked by a [+P]
3
marker is ruled out as well.
The grammaticality of (15)a, (27)a and (29)a indicates that
~ 1s available in environments which do not allow fJr clitic
doubling and in which there is no need for an independent Case
mar:ter. Thus clearly the occurences of ~ in the grammar of Rumanian
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cannot be accounted for solely by assuming a rule of ~ insertion
which operates in the phonological component and which assigns
accusative Case to Caseless direct objects. Rather, it seems that
clitic doubling in Rumanian direct object configura,tions is a "by-
product" of the availability of an independently existing object
marker. Recalling further that ~ has [+P] semantic features and
thus it must feed the interpretive component, it seems plausible
to assume that ~ is available at D-structure in the [+P] environ-
menta illustrated above, and that it has -- as one of its lexical
specifications the property of assigning accusative Case to
it complement. (For more detailed discussion, see section 3.3
below.) Let us further assume that accusative Case assignment
4
by ~ is obligatory.
In essence, the obligatoriness of Case marking in the case
of ~ would entail that whenever an element X has Case features
a, a must be realized phonologically, eithe~ as a clitic or on
a phonetically realized NP. Further assuming that Case conflict
leads to ungrammaticali:ty, the accusative Case assignment features
of ~ will predict the ungrammaticality of ~ occurences in all
environments in which an NP is otherwise marked for non-accusative
Case:
(30) *am dat cartea lui pe Popescu
have-I given book to ~ Popescu
'I gave a book to Popescu'
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In (30), Popescu is marked as dative by the preposition lui 'to', and
an additional accusative marking by ~ rules the sentence out. (Note
that we are tacitly assuming that double assignment of the same Case
does not lead to ungrammaticality. Thus, in (29)b, altcineva 'some-
body else' is marked accusative twice: once by the verb and once by
~. There, 1s however, no reason to assume that such redundant marking
is ungrammatical.)
The availability of ~ in the base makes a clear prediction:
we expect ~ to be fronted alongside the NP which it precedes, and
this prediction is confirmed. As we saw in (14)-(15) above, ~ is
indeed fronted with WH elements. Since ~ is available when WH
fronting occurs from cl1tic-dvubling configurations such as (14)a-b,
we expect such extraction to be entirely grammatical. Although the
clitic absorbs the Case features of the verb, the WH element is never-
theless marked for Case by~; hence, there is no need for an inde-
pendent device marking Case into COMP. In this fashion we can account
for the difference between Modern Hebrew and Rumanian: whereas in the for-
mer, Kel is not available in the base, and hence cannot be fronted
with WH elements, in the latter, ~ is available, and hence we expect
both questions and free relatives to be grammatical.
3.3. On the Insertion of Case Markers
vIn the previous section, we argued that sel differs fLom ££ in
that it is not available in the base and hence cannot function as a
Case marker for fronted WH elements. We further argued that ~ in
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Rumanian is available in environments in which it clearly does not
function as a "rescuing device" for the purposes of the Case filter.
In Hebrew, on the other hand, there are no such cases: all occurrenc~s
v
of sel, whether in clitic-doubling configurations or in other possessive
constructions, fall under ~he generalization expressed by the environ-
S
ment in rule (25). All these factors favured the hypothesis that,
v
whereas sel is not available prior to the application of "Move aU, ~
is available at that stage.
vIn chapter 2, section 2.3 above, we argued that sel phrases act
as :iP's with respect to the binding conditions (see (31)a). It was
shown that they behave differently from objects of prepositions (as
in (31)b) or from objects of an adjoined specificity marker (as in
(31)c). (See section 4.2 for discussion.) It was argued that since,
in Xel configurations, ~el insertion takes place in the phonological
component, only in these cases (but not in the preposition cases or
1n the adjoined specificity marker cases) is the structure not branching,
and it followed that the NP object of ~el can c-comrnand a reflexive
anaphor. A crucial assul',lption in our analysis \\:oa5 the claim that,
in structures such as (32)c, N2 (and not N2) is an A-posltion which
enters into the binding conditions. The structure in (32)c. then,
counts as a branching structure, and N2 cannot c-command elements out-
side its projection:
(31)a. re'iyat 'acmai Xel ha-morai
view herself of the-teacher
'the teacher's view of heruelf'
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b. *xa~ivat 'acma i tal ha-mora i
thinking herself about the-teacher
'the teacher's thinking about herself'
c. *re'iyat 'acma i 'et ha-mora i
view herself OM the-teacher OM - Object Marker
'the teacher's view of herself'
(32)a.
b.
c.
(=(31)a) N
_/ l~=
N1 ~
/' '-= ~N1 N3 the-teacher i~
herself i
v(se1 is inserted in the phonology)
(=(3.L)b)
We argued for a theory of parameters in which language-specific
variations were determined by the nature of local rules and by th~ir
mode of application. TIle definition of local rules is given in (33):
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(33) An operation that affects only a sequence of a single nonphrase
node C and one adjacent constituent C' that is specified without
a variable, such that the rule is not subject to any condition
exterior to C- C' (or C' - C) is called a local rule.
We assumed that C in (33) stands either for a grammatical forma-
tive or for a morphologically specified grammatical feature. With re-
spect to (33), the following principle holds:
(34) A local rule R may apply at any level.
We further assumed that principle (34) is subject to parameterization
in a particular way: the application of R in a given grammar could be
restricted from applying at certain levels. The pattern of such a para-
meter would be as in (35):
(35) R may not apply at level L.
(For detailed discussion of this proposal see chapter 1.)
An example of such a parameter is the pro-drop parameter discussed
in Chomsky (1981) (and see chapter 4 for detailed discussion). We
would like to argue that the insertion of dummy Case markers as well
as the insertion of specificity markers is yet another instance of (34)
and (35).
vGiven our analysis of sel and ~ so far, then. it would seem that
v
eel is restricted to apply only in the phonology, and that ~ can apply
only in the base. There is, however, some evidence that indicates that
the correct formulation of the insertion of these two markers is less
restricted. In the following two sections we will argue that the cor-
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v
rect formulation of the restriction on sel Insertion is as in (36),
whereas the correct formulation of ~ Insertion is entirely unrestricted;
~ Insertion can indeed apply at any level, as formulated in (37):
(36) ~el Insertion (~I)
~ Xel / [NP
i
• •• NP.]
- J
Restriction: ~I may not apply in the base.
(37) pe Insertion (PI)
(PI is free to apply at any level at which insertion of grammatical
formatives can apply: the base, S-structure or phonology.)
3.3.1. vsel Insertion at S-structure
Note that the evidence presented so far to the effect that ~I
applies in the phonology «31) and (32) above) is entirely compatible
with the assumption that it may apply optionally either at S-structure
or in the phonology. Note that only in the latter case would we have
the structure in (32)a at S-structure J and thus only if -- in the Lase
of (31)a and (32)a -- gI applied in the phonology is the sentence gram-
matical. We could, however, assume that there is an alternative deri-
vation which would yield a structure similar to that in (32)c, and
that in this derivation (31)a is, in fact, ungrammatical, since ~2
cannot be an antecedent of N3,
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There is, however, some direct evidence that, in some cases, ~I
must take place at S-structure. These are cases in which application
of ~I in the phonological component would lead to ungrammaticality,
due to independent factors, but where insertion at S-structure would
result in grammaticality.
vIn chapter 2, footnote 5, we briefly mentioned that sel can it-
self take a clitic. This is illuotrated in (38):
(38) ha-xataltul ¥el-o / ¥el-a ! ~el-i etc.
the kitten of-him / of-her / of-me
'his / her / my kitten'
In chapter 2 and in the previous sections of chapter 3 we have edvocated
a certain view of clitics. According to thi~ view, clitics should be
regarded as a spell-out of Case features, which do not satisfy the
requirement for an NP complement, if such a requirement exists. In
v
view of this, a natural proposal for the structure of sel+clitic
combinations should be identical to the structure proposed for com-
binations such as preposition+clitic. This structure is given in (39):
(39)a.
(Recall that we are assuming that ~el is adjoined to N, as are specificity
markers.)
For (39)a, we argued that the clitic is available at the LF com-
ponent. since it can function as a proper governor for Nt if the latter
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dominates an empty category. This analysis was used to account for
the grammaticality of (40)a, as opposed to the ungrammaticality of (40)b.
(See chapter 2, section 3 for detailed discussion.)
(40)a. mii v v 'al-av i [elise-xasavti
who that-thought-! about-him
'whoever I thought about'
b. *mi i
v v
'a1 [elise-xasavti
WO that-thought-I about
'whoever I thought about'
Since in Hebrew prepositions are not proper governors, only the availa-
bility of the clitic in (40)a makes extraction from PP's possible.
Otherwise, the output structure, as in (40)b, is ruled out by the ~CP.
vIf, indeed, (39)b is the right structure for sel+clitic combina-
tiona, then we would expect the Ni node in (39)b to be expanded as an
empty category in cases such as (38) above, and in this case we would
expect the coindexed clitic to properly govern this empty category.
vIf it could be shown that the clitic adjoined to sel does in fact
properly govern an empty category, it will indicate that the clitic
has to be present at LF, and hence, that it is also present at S-structure.
Otherwise, it could not properly govern an empty category. Given that
vthe clitic is a spell-out of the Case features of sel, its existence
v
at S-str'Jcture would indicate that sel itself is present at S-structure.
vTesting whether (39)b is the right structure for sel+clitic con-
figurations can be achieved by extraction from Ni when the clitic is
present. If such extraction is possible, it would indicate that the
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v v
sel in sel+clitic configurations is present at S-structure. And, as
= vindicated by (41)a, extraction from the N position in the sel+clitic
configuration is indeed possible. (That proper government in this case
vis not by sel itself or by the head N is demonstrated by the ungram-
maticalityof (41)b-c.)
(4i)a. 'anaxnu 'ozrim ie-koi mii Xe-ha-bayit ¥ei-o i
. we help to-all who that-the-house of-his
'we help everybody whose house was burned'
v vb. *'anaxnu 'ozrim le-kol mit se-ha-bayit sel
that-the-house of
v
c. *'anaxnu 'ozrim le-kol mi i se-ha-bayit [eli
that-the-house
[e] i nisraf
burned
[eli nisraf
burned
nisraf
burned
Thus, we conclude that when a ~el+clitic configuration appears, ~I
has applied at S-structure. Note that if we were to assume in this
case that ~I applied in the phonology, we would have the following
structure at S-structure:
(42) (= (41) c ) N'=/~=2! jz
the-house [e]
In (42), 9r could still apply in the phonology, and since the Case features
v
of sel have to be phonologically realized, we would still derive at
PF the combination Xel+clitic. However, in this case, the empty cat-
egory in (42) will not ue properly governed, since the spelling out
of the clitic at PF would not affect the application of the ECP, and
= =N1 cannot properly govern N2 , as is demonstrated by (41)c. (This
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situation contrasts sharply with the situation in which N1 itself
takes a cl1tic. In this situation, resulting in the grammatical
'house-his! [eli' combination described in chapter 2 above, the
clitic itself properly governs [e]i.)
Given the optional application of ~I at S-structure or in the
vphonological component, we expect the combination sel + NP to be ei-ther
branching (in the sense of (32)c), or non-branching (in the sense of
(32' a ) • vOnly in the latter cases, however, can the object of sel
(N2) serve as antecedent for a reflexive anaphor (N3) outside its otm
v
maximal projection. On the other hand, the combination sel+clitic
can only be a branching one: a non-branching combination would yield
a structure such as (42), in which an empty category is not properly
governed.
vSince sel + eli tic combinations are always branching, we do not
expect the empty category in structures such as (39)b to serve as an
antecedent for a reflexive anaphor: vwe expect that the sel + clitic
counterpart of (31)a would be ungrammatical, and, indeed, it is:
(43) v*re'iyat 'acmai sel-a!
view herself of-her
'her view of herself'
Note that the rather puzzling contrast between (43) and (31)a
is explained in a straightforward way if we assume that only in (43),
vbut not in (31)a, the sel phrase is branching. This branching struc·-
ture, which is independently needed to supply a proper governor for
an empty category, has the effect of blocking the [eli node in (43)
fro~ serving as an antecedent for a reflexive anaphor. The grammatical
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way to express the phrase 'her view of herself' is as in (44), in which
6there is no anaphoric expression requiring an antecedent:
(44) ha-re'iya ha-'acmit
the-'view the-self
'her self view'
v
sel-ai
of-her
Let us conclude: we have argued that ~I can apply either at S-
structure or in the phonological component. In the former case, the
v~el object cannot serve as an antecedent for a reflexive anaphor outside
its own maximal projection, but in the latter case the object of ~el
behaves as a regular ~p and can serve as an antecedent for a reflexive
anaphor. This difference stemmed from the fact that when ~I applies in
the phonology the structure is considered non-branching, whereas when
~I applies at S-structure it creates a branching structure, thus pre-
venting its object from c-commanding elements outside its maximal pro-
jection. When a clitic is adjoined to the ~el, ~I has to apply at
S-structure. Its failure to apply at S-structure would result in the
structure in (42), in whict an empty category is not properly governed.
It follows that when a clitic is adjoined to Xel the structure is always
branching, and the empty category can never serve fiB an antecedent for
a reflexive anaphor. We thus conclude that the correct formulation
of ~I j.s as 1n (36) above: rather than restrict gr to apply only
in the phonological component, we took ~I to be a local rule whose ap-
plication is blocked at the base.
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3.3.2. Free Application of ~ Insertion
In this section, we will show that the best characterization of
the insertion of .~ is as a rule free to apply at any level where the
insertion of grammatical formatives is possible: in the base, at
S-structure, and in the phonological component.
Recall that in section 3.2 above we showed that the fronting of
~ along with fronted WH elements indicates that it has to appear in
the base. Note, however, that our treatment of the fronting of ~ in
Rumanian is entirely compatible with the assumption that ~ is inserted
in the base optionally, rather than obligatorily. Consider again the
cases of fronting of ~ alpng with a WH element, as in (14)b above,
repeated here as (45):
(45) pe carei credeai c~ am
~ which-one believe-you that have-I
'who do you believe I saw?'
vazut-o i ?
seen-her!
Now let us assume that, in (45), ~ insertion in the base is optional.
It is clear, however, that if "Move WH" applied before ~ insertiorl,
the fronted WH element would no longer be able to receive Case, since
it would no longer be in the environment of [vp __ NPl, in whlch ~
is inserted. Thus, PI is effectively forced to apply in the base for
(45) to be grammatical, but we do not have to assume that it obligatorily
applies in the base. The derivation in which it does not apply in the
base is independently ruled out by the Case filter. Note that after the
extraction ~ can still be inserted preceding the empty category. How-
v
ever, since the Case features of ~, like the Case features of sel,
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have to be phonologically realized, and since ~ does not take a clitic
(and, in fact, no non-verbal elements in Romance ever do), it can be
inserted only in front of phonologically realized NP's, since only in
this case will its Case features be realized .
.
Now let us consider the situation in free relatives in RUDtanian.
The relevant sentence, (26), is reproduced here as (46):
(46) ~ vam vazut-o i pe carei credeai ca
have-I seen-him ~ which-one thought-you that
'I have seen whoever you thought I have seen'
v
am vazut-o i [e]
have-I seen-her
Note that if we argued that ~ is consistently inserted in the base, we
would expect two ~'s to appear in (46): the first ~ resulting from
the specificity and [+human] value of the free relative itself and the
second one resulting from the fronting of a [+specific, +human] direct
object.
Rather than stipulating that a sequence pe pe is reduced to~one
~, we would like to argue that one of these ~'s isSimply not inserted.
Since the matching effect requires that the free relative, as an NP,
will satisfy the same categorial requirements and the same semantic
requirements as the gap, it follows immediately that one~, inserted
preceding the WH element in (46), suffices. This ~ can be inserted
in the base in the matrix only, inserted in the base preceding th~
WH element (prior to fronting of ~+WH)only,or, alternatively,
inserted before the free relative constituent at a later point of
the derivation. Since the post-extraction configuration in free rela-
tives (but not in questions) satisfies the environment for PI, we
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can assume that, indeed, in this case PI is free to apply at the base,
at S-structure or in the phonological component.
Recall now that ~ has certain semantic features, previously
marked as [+P]. We clearly have to represent these semantic features
in the interpretive component. Given that these features have to be
represented, we would expect ~ to be always present at S-structure.
In other words, we would expect ~ to be inserted in the base or at
S-structure, but never in the phonological component, unless [+P] is
represented in LF in some other way.
Recall that we argued that insertion prior to the phonological
component would yield a branching structure, thus blocking the object
of the inserted formative from serving as the antecedent to lexical
anaphors outside its max~mal projection. This claim makes it possible
for us to test whether ~ is inserted at S-structure or in the
phonological component: if it is inserted at S-structure, we would
expect its object to be restricted and not to be able to serve as
an antecedent for a reflexive anaphor outside its maximal projection.
If, on the other hand, ~ insertion can take place in the phonological
component, we expect the object of ~ to be able to function as
an antecedent for a lexical anaphor.
Now recall that we have in Rumanian three kinds of direct objects
with respect to~: the kind which is not marked at all by ~
(exemplified 1n (47)a), the kind which was marked by ~ but in which
there is no doubling (exemplified by (47)b), and the kind in which
there is ~ and there is doubling, (exemplified by (47)c):
(47) a. Ion a
John has
aratat
shown
feti~a
the-girl
publicului
to-the-public
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b. am vazut pe altcineva
have-I seen ~ somebody else
'I have seen somebody else'
v ~ 7
c. Ion a aratat-o i pe feti~ai publicului
John has shown-her ~ the-girl to-the-public
'John showed the girl to the public'
Recall that doubling is a subclass of the cases in which ~ occurs.
This subclass satisfies [+P] and is further [+specific/definite] ,
[+human/pronominal]. Assuming that PI can freely apply either at
the base, at S-structure or in the phonological component, and
assuming further that if it applies prior to the phonological component,
its structure interacts with the binding conditions as a branching
structure, our proposal makes a clear prediction: we predict that
in cases such as (47)a the direct object can serve as an antecedent
for a reflexive anaphor. Since there is no ~ insertion, the struc-
ture never branches. In (47)b, however, the application of PI in
the phonology will result in not representing [+P] in LF. We assume
that this situation will result in ungrammaticality due to independent
interpretative considerations, thus effectively forcing PI in these
cases to apply either in the base or at S-structure. We thus expect
the object of E.! in (47)b never to ft:~::t:uu 8S an antecedent for a
reflexive anaphor, since it will ·Always be part of a branching
structure at S-structure.
The situation in (47)c, however, is somewhat different. Here
[+P] is represented both by ~ and by the doubled clitic, since all
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cases of clitic doubling are a subset of [+P] cases. Thus, in these
cases, if PI applies in the phonology, the required [+P] information
is still represented in LF by the doubled clitic. In these cases,
we expect the application of PI in the phonology to be grammatical as
well and we expect the object of ~ in (47)c to function as an ante-
cedent of a lexical anaphor. This situation will occur \/henever PI
applies 1n PF and thus there 1s no branching structure at S-structure.
These predictions are, indeed, verified: the object in (47)a
can serve as an antecedent, the object in (47)b cannou and the object
in (47)c can. These respective configurations are represented in
(48)a-c: 8
(48)a. arXtat ~ /\ oglindaIon a feti~ai eii insisi! in) ,.
John has shown the-girl her/dat her/emphatic in mirror
dat
'John showed the girl to herself in the mirror'
b. *lon aratat pe altcineva i lui! 1nsusi
h v
a in oglinda
~
John has shown ~ somebody else him/dat him/emphatic in tnirror
dat
'J\lhn showed somebody else to himself in the mirror'
c. t,J rJ 1\ /':"oin vIon a aratat-o i pe feti~ai ei i in~i~1i oglinda
John has shown-her ~ the-girl her her/emphatic in mirror
'John has shown the girl to herself in the mirror'
One could argue that perhaps the ungrammaticality of (48)b is due to
the fact that altc1neva 'somebody else' cannot serve as an antecedent
for a reflexive anaphor. Presumably, its lack of specificity would
contrast with the specification of gender on the reflexive pronoun.
However, when altcineva controls a PRO (whic~ is in a non-branching
~l
configuration), this PRO, although it is equally non-specific, can serve
as an antecedent for a reflexive anaphor. This situati~n is demon-
variable which is coindexed with it and which 1s not branching. And,
occurrence of a lexical anaphor which is understood to core fer with
tnsusi
>
to him him/emphatic
cu.elIon a v~zut pe altcineva i PRO! vorbind
John has seen ~ somebody else talking
'John saw somebody else talking to himself'
(49)
(50) pe cine1 credeai c~ Ion a ar~tat [eli luii 1nsu~ii
£! who thought-you that John has shown [eli him i him/emphatic
in og11nda?
in the-mirror
'who did you think that John showed to himself in the mirror?'
Interestingly, when a ~ phrase is fronted from a non-doubling
the object of~. Although ~ is inserted in the base, the antecedent
position, it leaves behind an empty category which no longer contains a
We conclude that £!, in fact, can be inserted at any level: at
9the base, at S-structure, and in the phonological component. The
strated in (49):
branching structure. Thus, in these cases as well, we expect the
indeed, in these situations, coreference between [eli and the reflexive
pronoun in (50) is grammatical:
for the reflexive an~phor is not the object of ~ itself, but the
~
~.'~
failure of PI to apply at any of these given levels will bring about
the exclusion of certain configurations for which the application of PI
at a given level is crucial. Thus, 1f PI failed to apply in the base,
a fronted WH element in questions could not receive Case, resulting
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in ungrammaticality. Effectively, then, PI has to apply in the base
for structures in which 'Move 'VH' applies. On the other hand, it has
to apply at S-structure in configurations which do not contain any
ocher way to render in LF the [+P] features associated with the
direct object. These are precisely the cases in which there is no
doubling, but ~ precedes the direct object nevertheless: only in
these cases does ~ contain crucial semantic information, which
cannot be deduced otherwise. However, when ~ co-occurs with doubling
configurations, the [+P] information is obtained by the doubled
clitic, since clitic-doubling cases are a proper subset of ~-insertion
cases. In doubling constructions, then,~ insertion is free to
apply in the phonological component. Since only in cases which contain
~ but no doubling has PI to apply at S-structure, we expect that,
in these cases only, the object of ~ could not servp as an antecedent
for a reflexive anaphor: PI at S-structure results in a branching
structure. And, in fact, this is indeed correct: in these cases only,
10
altcineva 'somebody else' in (48)b cannot serve as an antecedent.
3.4. Nominal Pied-Piping in Rumanian
In section 3.1 above, it was argued that in extraction from
clitic-doubling configurations in Rumanian, the WH element itself,
the fronted element, served as an environment for clitic doubling.
Note that this analysis supports a mechanism that will check the
appropriateness of clitic doubling in the base: under such an analy-
sis, the environment for clitic doubling is only met in the base and
not, say, in LF.
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Recall that we assumed that the rule which spells out various
features as clitics (clitic spell-out of chapter 1) is a local rule
and as such, we would like to argue that it can apply freely at any
level. Since it is a local rule, we do not expect it to be sensitive
to factors such as semantic environment.
vFurther recall that while discussing cliticization to sel W~t
v
assumed that, for sel, clitic spell-out applies at S-structure.
the base, ~el is never present, since gr cannot apply at the base
(see (36) above).
Thus it would be desirable to argue that clitic spell-out can
occur at any stage, freely and optionally, regardless of its sem-
antic environment. Mechanisms which are independently motivated in
the grammar would then check the spelling-out of the clitic for
appropriateness. Such mechanisms are semantic requirements checked
in LF (as we assume to be the case in Rumanian), proper government
and violations of ECP (as in the case of eli tic spell-out in Hebrew)
or the Complement Matching Requirement discussed in chapter 1.
In this section, we will present some evidence that will indicate
that this characterization of clitic spell-out is the right one: it
will be shown that the semantic requirements for clitic doubling are
checked at a late stage of the derivation, such as LF, and that these
semantic requirements should not be viewed as a triggering environment
at any particular stage: rather, they should be viewed as well-for-
medness conditions on interpretation.
Steriade (1980) argues very convincingly that although at first
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glance it seems that the WH element satisfies the semantic requirements
for doubling prior to its extraction, this is in fact not correct.
The cases which she cites as counterexamples to this statement are
cases of nominal pied-piping. In these cases, the constituent as a
whole does not satisfy the semantic requirements for doubling, and
hence, if it is not extracted, it does not trigger doubling. However,
the WH element inside the nominal expression satisfies these semantic
requirements. The relevant case is given in (51):
(51)a. Popescu mi- a comunicat rezultatele studiului
Popescu to-me has communicated the-results of-study
'Popescu communicated to me the results of his study'
v
sau
his
b. un studiuj [ale C~ruij r~zultate]i mi lei-a comunicat [e]iPopescu
a study whose results to-me them-has communicated P
'a study whose results Popescu has communicated to me'
Note that in (51)a we do not have clitic doubling. The reason is that
the NP rezultatele studiului sau 'the result of his study' does not
satisfy the semantic requirements for clitic doubling: although it
is definite, it is neither human nor pronominal, and hence doubling
is blocked. However, in the extraction construction corresponding to
(51)a, (Sl)b, such doubling is attested and is in fact obligatory. A
failure to have a clitic in these cases would result in ungrammaticality.
Steriade suggests that the requirement for eli tic doubling in
these post-extraction cases can be expressed if we assume that, rather
than the fronted WH element, it is the trace left behind which has to
satisfy the semantic requirements for doubling. In order to enable
the trace left behind to satisfy these requirements, she proposes a
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rule of shadow pronoun copying, essentially following proposals of
Perlmutter (1972). Note that if, indeed, the trace can be perceived
as pronominal, and if we assume that this trace retains the specifi-
city feature of its antecedent, ale ca~ui rezultate 'whose results',
then it will satisfy the semantic requirements for clitic doubling.
In essence, we will adopt this analysis here: with Steriade,
we will assume that, indeed, semantic requirements on clitic doubling
are checked on S-structure configurations. We will assume that there
is a mechanism at LF which fails to assign interpretation to clitic-
doubling configurations, unless the semantic requirements are met.
We will deviate from Steriade's analysis only in one point: rather
than assuming that there 1s a rule of shadow pronoun copying which
assigns pronominal features to the trace of WH movement, we will
assume that the relevant semantic features for clitic-doubling are
inherently present: we assume with Chomsky (1981) that traces are
marked for features such as person, gender and number. It is t'his
specification which enables them to be perceived as satisfying the
requirements for clitic doubling rather than the pronominal feature.
In fact, let us assume that for pronominal elements as well the
relevant semantic requirement is the presence of all and only the
features number, gender and person, and that the disjunction [+human/
+pronominal] should be replaced by the disjunction [+human/a number,
11a gender,y person].
Let us sum up at this point our discussion of clitic doubling
in Rumanian. It has been shown that the Rumanian phenomena fit
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naturally into the analysis proposed for clitic doubling in chapter 2
above. Furthermore, it has been shown that, insofar as our analysis
can explain extraction from clitic-doubling constructions in Rumanian,
Rumanian supplies evidence for this analysis.
While discussing the differences in extraction configurati,ons
between Rumanian and Modern Hebrew, we pointed out that these differ-
ences can be explained by utilizing the properties of the grammatical
vformatives sel and~. It was suggested that the insertion of these
formatives is the output of a local rule (in the sense of Emonds, 1976)
and that this local rule can be parametrized by being restricted to
apply at certain levels but not at others. Thus ~I was restricted to
apply either at S-structure or 1n PF but not in the base, whereas PI
was not restricted and could apply either at the base, at S-structure
or in PF. Independent components of the grammar, however, forced PI
and ~I to apply in certain levels rather than in others in order to
yield a well-formed derivation. In these cases, we expected different
structural properties resulting from the different levels of the
application of PI and ~I and, indeed, these structural properties
were confirmed.
Our last section dealt with the status of the semantic requirements
on clitic doubling: it was shown that these requirements are best
characterized as a mechanism that applies after the application of
movement rules and thus we assume that it is located in the interpretive
component: LF. In effect, locating this mechanism in LF allows us
a free spell-out of Case features (where such exist): other mechanisms
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will rule out ill-formed outputs in a later stage of the derivation.
Such mechanisms are ECP (as in the cases of [e] which are not properly
governed) or semantic constraints. We will return to other mechanisms
12
ruling out ill-formed outputs later.
4. Clitics in River Plate Spanish
Clitic doubling in RP Spanish shows a great deal of similarity
to clitic doubling in Rumanian. As in Rumanian, it has to obey certain
semantic restrictions. Those semantic restrictions are, however,
somewhat different. Moreover, although clitic doubling is preferred
in environments which satisfy the semantic requirements, it is not
obligatory. The following is a description of the semantic environment
of clitic doubling in direct and indirect objects follcwing Jaeggli
(1980):13
(52) Indirect Objects
Non-Pronominal
a. Goal i.o. preferred
b. Poss. i.o. obligatory
c. Pronominal obligatory
Direct Objects
Non-Pronominal
d. Inanimate impossible
e. Animate, preferred
specific
f. Pronominal obligatory
(53)a.(=52a) Migue11to lei rega16 un caramelo a Mafalda i
Miguelito her-dat gave a candy to Mafalda
'MiJuelito gave a piece of candy to Mafalda'
b.(~52b) lei duele la cabeza a Mafalda i
her-dat hurts the head to Mafalda
'Mafalda has a headache'
c. (=52c) lei entregu~ la carta
him-dat delivered-I the letter
'I delivered the letter to him'
~
a eli
to him
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d. (=52d) i. vimos 1a casa de Mafalda
we saw the house of Mafalda
ii. *1a vimos la casa de l-tafaldai
e. (=52e) 10 i vimos a Juan i
him-acc saw-we to Juan
f.(=52) 10 i vi a e'li
him-ace I saw to him
In this section we will discuss two phenomena related to clitlcs
in RP Spanish. In subsection 4.1 below we will briefly outline an
analysis of clitics in "two-storey" constructions 1n RP Spanish:
causative constructions and 'permit' type verbs (indirect object
control verbs). It will be shown that the distribution of clitics
in these constructions can be explained quite naturally if we assume,
as we argued for Modern Hebrew, that the clitic has to govern the NP
position with which it is coindexed, in order for this coindexing
to be grammatical. By explaining the distribution of clitics using
a mechanism that is otherwise motivated, we will also support a par-
ticular analysis of causative constructions and 'permit' constructions.
In subsection 4.2 we will discuss extraction facts in RP Spanish. It
will be shown that, unlike Rumanian, from which RP Spanish minimally
differs, some dialects of the latter do not allow for extraction from
direct object position in clitic-doubling constructions. It will be
shown that the difference in extraction between the two languages
follows from the fact that in RP Spanish ~ can be a dative marker whereas
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~ in Rumanian is always an accusative marker. In section 4.3 we will
discuss dative clitics. It will be suggested that a rule of dative mark-
fng accounts for the availability of clitic-doubling in indirect object
configurations in RP Spanish, but not in French. We will further show
that the properties of the inalienable possessive constructions can be
captured naturally, assuming the Complement Matching Requirement.
4.1 Clitic Government and 'Two-Storey' Constructi.ons
In this section we will consider the nature of the government re··
lationship between the clitic and the coindexed NP position. It will be
shown that this relationship plays a crucial role in determining the clitic
distribution in "two-storey" constructions. in RP Spanish. ·
Recall that the structures that serve as a crucial test for the
government requirement in the construct state in Modern Hebrew had the
structure in (54):
(54)
We argued that, in (54), N2 and the clitic attached to it cannot govern
N4- This was based on the definition of government and c-command suggesteJ
in chapter 2, (42) and (53) above. In essence, those definitions entailed
that government from the head position is only possible 1n the domain of
:::a
the head, i.e., inside a maximal projection. Since in (54) N4 is not
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in the domain of the head NZ' it cannot be governed by it.
Can it be argued that when clitics are attached to verbs rather
than nouns they exhibit the same government properties? The structure
equivalent to (54) in the Romance languages would be as in (55):
(55)
The structure in (55) is not attested in Romance languages.
It could be argued, however, that the derived structure of causative
constructions and other "two-storey" constructions in RomaIlce languages
exhibits government properties which are relevant to our claim about
government by clitics. The sentences we have in mind in RP Spanish
are as in (56) (the data from RP Spanish in this section is from Rivas,
1977):
(56)a. Maria (let) hizo tocar 1a flauta a JOS~i
Maria him-dat made play the flute to Jose
'Maria made Jose play the flute'
b. Maria (loi) hizo venir a JOS~i
Maria him-acc made come to Jose
'Maria made Jose come'
Let us first clarify some of the properties of (56)s-b. Note
that in (56)a the clitic which corresponds to the subject of tocar
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'play' is dative, whereas in (56)b the clitic which corresponds to the
suhject of venir 'come' is accusative. Since both clitics appear in
an environment in which clitic doubljng is not obligatory, they are
optional. INote that, although both in (56)a md (56)b Jose 1s preceded
by~, these ~'s are quite different. Whereas in (56~a the a is the
regular dative ~ (and hence the corresponding clitic is dative), in
(56)b the ~ is the object marker ~ discussed briefly in section 2 above.
We will r~turn to the distinction between these two a's in section
4.2 below.
It has been suggested by many scholars that the derivation of
causative constructions 1n Romance involves the fronting of elements
from a subordinate clause (to name only a few: Kayne) 1969, 1975;
Aissen, 1974; Quicoli, 1976; Rivas, 1977; Rouveret and Vergnaud, 1980;
Zubizarreta,1979a,b;Burzio, 1981). Following these proposals, we will
take the underlying structure of sentences such as (56)a-b to be
roughly as in (56)c:
(56)c s
/~=~ VI
-/ ~
/V1 ~ S 14
VI / ~
I N V
hizo L. / 2~
made Jose V2 "" ~ (PP)
/ =V N
1
2 t:::=::--..
ftocarJ la flauta
venir the flute
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These scholars vary, however, with respect to the nature of the fronting
which takes place in causatives.
Rivas (1977) shows that in RP Spanish, whenever fronti,ng takes
place, the verb must be fronted along with the complements which it
strictly subcategorizes for. This situation is illustrated by the
following paradigm:
Marfa lei hizo tocar la flauta
'Maria made Jose play the flute'
Mar{a
~
a Jose!
(accusative complement)
15lei hizo escribirles j (una carta) a los chiCOS j ~ Jose i
'Maria made Jose write a letter to the children'
(dative complement and optional accusative complement)
Marfa lei hizo arrojar eaeeles en el cesto a Josii
'Maria made Jose throw papers into the basket'
(accusative and dative complements)
b.
c.
(57)a.
(58)a. Marfa (loi) hizo salir a JOS~i de la habitaci6n
'Maria made Jose leave the room'
(non-strictly subcategorized complement)
b. Marfa (lei) hizo tocar la flauta a Jose! en la cocina
'Maria made Jose play the flute in the kitchen'
(strictly subcategorized complement VB. non-strictly
subcategorized complement)
Recall that we argued that the domain of complementation is the domain
of government by the head. It follows that whenever the verb strictly
subcategorizes for a complement, whether accusative or dative, it has
to govern it. Thus it is clear that whenever a verb strictly subcat-
egorizes for a complement, any movement operation which results in the
destruction of the government relationship between the verb and its
complement will yield an ungrammatical sentence. Given our assump-
tion that government relationships as well as the Complement Matching
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Requirement are checked at S-structure, it follows that if the verb in
causative constructions is fronted without any of its strictly subcat-
16
egorized complements, the sentence will result in ungrarnmaticality.
In this fashion, we would like to capture the obligatoriness of
the fronting of all subcategorized complements attested in (57)a-c.
(Note that this account will not explain the unavailability of fronting
for non-strictly subcategorized complements. We will return to this
matter below).
Let us then assume with Rouveret and Vergnaud (1980) that any
projection of V2 in (56)c can be fronted. Following Rivas (1977) we
will suppose that ~ is adjoined to Vl -- i.e. to the Vprojection of
the matrix verb. We will further assume that subcategorized PP's can
be generated under Vor under V, since in both cas~s they will be
17governed by the head. Given the requirement that 1n any configura-
tion the verb will govern the complements which it strictly subcat-
egorizes for, it follows that although the fronting of any projection
of V2 is possible, only those fronting operations which will not split
the verb and its complement will result in grammaticality. Thus for
(57)b, which is base-generated as (59)a or as (59)b, the only gram-
matieal derivations are those in which both the direct object and the
indirect object are fronted. Since we assume that PP can be dominated
either by Vor by V, there are two possible derivations of (59): the
one in which Vis fronted and the one in which Vis fronted and it con-
taius the PP. These two derivations are given 1n (60)a-b. (60)c 1s
an example of an impossible derivation:
(59)a. Mar{a
[N una
b. Marfa
[N una
(60)a.
[V
1
(lei) hizo
carta] v-] [=
2 P
[= (lei) hizoV1
carta] [p a los
[5 JOS~i [V [V [vescribirlesj
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a los chicos j ] V ) ) )2
[S JoS4.\ [V [ij [V escribi r les j2 ? 2
chiCOS j ] V] V] ] ]2 2
s
234
b"
V2I
escriliirles j
b>.Uila carta
c. *
/VL,,,,-
Vl 'V2
(eli) IVl eS~j
, una carta
(lei) + hizo
NP
(~
s
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(60)c is ungrammatical because V2 no lon~er governs its dative comple-
ment. Similarly. if only V2 is fronted the derivation 1s ungrammatical,
since V2 no longer governs its accusative complement and its dative com-
plement. Thus, the only two possible derivations are those in which V2
still governs both its complements: the accusative complement and the
dative complement. It will be shown below that, in fact, (60)a is un-
grammatical as well. We will also return to the preposition ~ preceding
the subordinate subject in (60)a-b.
Let us now turn to the distribution of the clitics which correspond
to the subject of the subordinate clause. As can be seen from the ex-
amples in (56)-(58), the clitic is dative whenever V2 is immediately
followed by a complement. Thus we have dative clitics in (56)a, (57)a-c
and (58)b, but an accusative clitic 1n (56)b and (58)a, where V2 is
not immediately followed by any complement; rather, the NP which im-
mediately follows V2 in these cases is the subordinate subject itself.
Interestingly, a similar paradigm is attested with other verbs
in RP Spanish which take both an accusative and a dativ~ ~~mplement.
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18This is illustrated by (61)-(62):
(61)a. Pedro (Ie..!) sirvio la comida a Juan i.
'Pedro (dat) served the Food to Juan'
b. Pedro sei la j sirvio [e Jj a Juan i
dat ace
c. *Pedro 101 sirvio la comida a Juan i
ace
(62)a. Pedro (lo i ) sirvio a Juan i
'Pedro (ace) served Juan'
b. *Pedro lei sirvio a Juan i
19
dat
The generalization behind the data in (61)-(62) is quite clear:
we hav~ he~e a verb that subcategorizes obligatorily for a complement
that is assigned the 8-role of a goal. This complement appears both
in (61) and in (62). Further, this verb optionally subcategorizes
for an additional complement -- a theme -- which appears in (61), but
not in (62). When this additional complement appears) it is between
the verb itself and the goal complement, and is assigned accusative
Case by the rule suggested in chpater 1 section 2 above. The accusative
Case assignment rule is repeated here as (63):
(63) Accusative Case Assignment
[v V, accusative] ---...... V NP
[+accusative]
Rule (63), as formulated, is "blind" to the thematic role of the
adjacent NP5 thUD we expect (63) to apply to the theme complement
when it fa present and to the goal complement when the theme one is not
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present.
When both the goal complement and the theme complement are
present, the zoal complement is assigned dative. Intuitively speaking,
it is clear that in some sense, in these cases the verb acquires the
property of assigning dative to its complement. Let us call this
"ac.quisit1on" dative formation, and formulate it as in (64):
(64) Dative Formation
[v V, accudative]~ [+dative] /
wh~re X contains a complement of V
X NP Y
Note, however, that the actual assignment of Case to the NP in
question cannot te done directly by the verb, since the verb is not
adjacent to the goal complement in (61). Thus we will assume that
the actual dative marking is achieved by a local rule of dative marker
insertion, more or less along the lines suggested in Bordelois (1974):
(65) Dative Insertion 20
NP
[-Case]
.. [+dative] / [Vp •...__••.• ]
A checking mechanism will than ensure that a verb with a dative-assigning
feature, as 1n (64), will have a corresponding dative-marked complement.
(Note that the rule in (64) specifies that the right hand environment of
dative formation is X, where X is a complement of V. Note that in
(61), X is invariably an accusative NP. As we will see below, however,
there is reason to believe that the rule should be generalized as in
(6~), 1f we seek to capture both the dative constructions in (61)-(62)
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and causative constructions. In section 4.3 below we return to
the specific method of assigning dative Case in (65) as well as to
some other properties'of dative assignment and dative clitics. It
will be suggested that French and Spanish differ with respect to (65).
Thus in (61), the verb servir acquires the property of taking
a dative complement by rule (64). The! specified in rule (64) in
this case is the NP la comida 'the food'. This property of the verb
is attested by the availability of a dative clitic, as in (61)a,b.
On the other hand, the dative complement itself, Juan, is assigned
dative by the dative insertion rule in (65)~ This assignment is then
checked against the dative Case assignment features of the verb servir.
Returning now to causative constructions, let us assume that
causative interpretation is achieved by a rule of reanalysis which
applies to structures such as (60)a-b above. Following this re-
analysis, the subordinate verb becomes, in some sense, 'transparent'.
In particular, the verb hacer 'to cause' is perceived as taking as
its complements both the arguments which are it its government-domain
and the strictly su~categorized arguments which are in the domain of
government of the subordinate verb. (For other proposals regarding
reanalysis, similar 1n spirit to ours, see Rizzi, 1978; Rouveret and
Vergnaud, 1980; Zubizarreta, 1979a,b.)
Let us further assume that the reanalysis process can only
take place if the lower, subordinate verb is adjacent to hacer. It
follows that, assuming a process of reanalysis, some projection of V2
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~ be fronted, and that it must be fronted precisely to a position
in which it will be adjacent to hacer. Thus, it has to be adjoined
to Vl . We can easily show that this must be the case. An adjunction
to VI would not result in adjacency, since V~ would then follow the
subordinate clause. Adjunction to VI' on the other hand, would imply
that v~ (including the subcategorized complements) becomes part of
the matrix verb, since both VI and v~ would then be dominated by the
same terminal node. It follows that the only possibility is an adjunction
In effect, the process of reanalysis implies that, rather
than stipulating that fronting of some projection of V2 has to take
place, or stipulating that it has to be adjoined to VI' we can assume
that the fronting of some proj ection of V2 is subsumed under "Move Qi ..
and that the adjunction is optional at any level. Note, however,
that a failure to~ some projection of V2 will fail to create
adjacency and thus the causative interpretation will be blocked. On
the other hand, a failure to adjoin the moved projection to VI will
result in ungrammaticality as well, since only such adjunction will
create the desired adjacency. As we will see below, the reanalysis process
combined with the Case assignment properties of causative constructions
also predict that only V2 can be fronted in some cases, rather than
any other projection of V2 •
Let us now turn to (60)a and (60)b above. Recall that we required
that a complement be governed by the head which it is a complement of.
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In (60)b this requirement is met: the argument which is in the domain
of government of hacer is the subordinate subject Jose. The strictly
subcategorized complements which are in the domain of government of
the subordinate, fronted verb, are una carta 'letter' and a los chicos
'(to) the children'. Since hacer is now perceived as taking these
arguments as complements as well, it follows that it has to govern these
complements as indeed it does in (60)b. This is due to the fact that
in (60)b, V was fronted rather than V. Since V is not a maxi.mal
projection, hacer governs its complements (and see clause (ii) of
the definition of government in chapter 2, (53) above). Thus, given
the reanalysis process, the derivation given in (60)b above is well-
formed.
Now let us consider (60)a. Following the reanalysis, hacer
takes as complement the subordinate subject, Jose, which it governs.
However, it also takes as its complements the complements of the
=
subordinate, fronted verb. But in this case, since V, a maximal
projection, was fronted. hacer cannot govern una carta and a los chicos.
Since a head has to govern its complements, it follows that, after the
reanalysis, (60)a is ungrammatical, Thus the reanalysis effectively
forces fronting of V, rather than any other projection of V, in cau-
sative constructions in RP Spanish. The fronting of V leaving behind
its complements will result in ungran~aticality since neither hacer
nor V2 will govern the complements. On the other hand, the fronting
=
of V will block the government of the fronted complements by hacer,
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thu~ violating the requirement that heads govern their complements.
Note that we are now equipped with an explanation for the im-
possibility of fronting complements that are not strictly subcategorized.
Under the natural assumption that these complements are dominated by
V, fronting of them will result in the fronting of a maximal projection.
Such fronting would then be ruled out as a violation of the requirement
that hacer govern the complement of the subordinate verb. The
impossibility of fronting non-strictly subcategorized complements
has led many scholars to argue that the rule of verb fronting first
suggested in Kayne (1969), moves the V projection of the subordinate
clause (this was first suggested in Quicoli, 1976). In the system
which we are proposing, any projection of V can be fronted. However,
;:;
independent considerations will render all occurences of V and V
fronting ungrammatical, if the verb in question strictly subcategorizes
for any complements. Thus, in the system proposed here, there is no
need to stipulate that only Vis fronted. Note that if the subordi-
nate verb does not strictly subcategorize for any complements, we
- :::
would expect fronting of V, V or V to be possible. Since there are
no complements which have to be governed by hacer and by the subor-
dinate verb, the question of which projection is fronted should be
irrelevant. Thus (66)a-c should all be grammatical derivations of
(56)b:
(66) a.
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b.
c.
However, (66)a', in which a non-strictly subcategorized PP has been
fronted, has a "scrambling" reading, equivalent to cases in which a
direct object has been postposed:
(66)a'. Marfa 10i hizo sa1ir de 1a habitaci6n a Pedroi
(compare with (58)a above)
We would like to suggest that, although (66)a is a possible structure
for (56)b, the fronting of a non-subcategorized PP as in (66)a' is
in fact the result of a scrambling rule which either postposes Pedro!
or fronts the PP at a late stage of the derivation. We will return
to the explanation of this proposal below, when we discuss Case assign-
ment to the subordinate subjects.
Let us now consider the assignment of Case in causative con-
structions. Recall that when the subordinate verb is fronted along
with a strictly subcategorized complement the subordinate subject is
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assigned dative Case. However, when no complement is fronted (in other
words, when tile fronted verb does not take any stric.tly subcategorized
complements) the subordinate subj ect is assigIled accusativa Case.
Since we are assuming that both the subordinate subject and the com-
plements of the subordinate verb are reanalyzed as the complements of
hacer, we now have a situation similar to that of the verb servir 'to
serve' above. We are co~sidering a verb, hacer, which can take either
one complement or two complements. When the two are present, the second
one receives dative Case marking by rule (65). When only one is present,
rule (63) should be applicable.
The situation in causative constructions, howe'ver, is slightly
more complex. Unlike the servir cases, causative constructions con-
tain two Case assigners: hacer itself and the subordinate, fronted
verb. Let us then suppose that the Case on the subordinate arguments
is assigned by the subordinate verb. In (57)a above accusative Case
is thus assigned to la flauta by the verb tocar; in (57)b, accusative
is assigned to una carta and dative is assigned to a los chicos by
escribir, etc. Whatever Case is assigned to the subordinate comple-
ments, it is clear that 1f such subordinate complements exist, the
subordinate subject can no longer be assigned accusative by hacer fol-
lowing rule (63). Although hacer has accusative Case-assignment features,
the environment for accusative Case assignment as stated in (63) re-
quires adjacency. When the subordinate verb takes complements, this
adjacency condition is not met. (We will assume, however, that the
subordinate verb itself, being transparent, ~oes not count as an inter-
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vening element for the application of (63).)
The assignment of dative Case to the subordinate subject in (57)a-c
and (58)b will now follow directly from the formulation of the dative
rules in (64) and (65). Hacer is an accusative-assigning verb and the
complements of the subordinate verb are also complements of hacer, thus
satisfying X in (64). Thus (64) is applicable and dative Case is formed.
The application of (65) is free. However, the output is well-formed only
if the dative NP is checked against a verb which requires a dative
complement. In the case of (57)a-c and (58)b, the verb hacer, following
the application of (64) has a dative feature and hence the application
of (65) results in a well-formed derivation. Note that for the correct
application of (64) it is irrelevant whether the accusative Case features
of hacer are realized or not: it only matters that at the point at
which (64) applies, hacer has these features and that there 1s an X
such that X is a complement of hacer. As we saw above, in causative
constructions, the accusative Case features Df hacer will never be
realized on the complements of the subordinate verb. These complements
are still assigned Case by the subordinate verb itself. However, since
they are nevertheless complements of hacer as well, accusative Case
assignment to the subordinate subject is blocked.
If, on the other hand, the subordinate verb does not take any
complemellts, as in (56)b and (58)a (and see corresponding structures
in (66», the application of (63) is not blocked. Assuming that V2
1s transparent, hacer is adjacent to the subordinate subject, and hence
accusative Case assignment can apply. Consequently, we expect the
subordinate subject in these cases to be accusative -- and both in (56)b
and in (58)a it is indeed accusative.
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Returning now to (66)a', note that fedroi is accusative as is
attested by the corresponding accusative clitic. Rule (63), however, re-
quires adjacency for accusative Case assignment to apply. If in (66)a' V
is fronted along with the non-strictly subcategorized PP, this adjacency
condition is not met and accusative Case cannot be assigned. On the other
hand, since PP is not a complement of hacer (it is not strictly subcategorized
by the subordinate verb and it is not governed by hacer) it cannot be X in
rule (64). Thus dative Case is not formed and if (65) applies to the sub-
ordinate subject, it will result in ungrammaticality since the dative sub-
ject, which is reanalyzed as a complement of hacer will not correspond to
a dative Case assigning feature of hacer. Therefore, if the PP is fronted
along in V2 , the subordinate subject cannot receive Case and the derivation
=is ruled out. However, when V2 does not contain a non-strictly subcategor-
ized PP, its fronting will not lead to ungrammaticality, since hacer would
still be adjacent to the subordinate subject and thus could assign accusative
21Case to it.
Since in (66)a' accusative Case ~ assigned to the subordinate suject,
we conclude that at the point at which (63) applied the adjacency condition
was met and that the intervening PP appears following salir as a result of
a late scrambling rule.
Corresponding to dative or accusative subordinate subjects, we have
dative or accusative clitics attached to hacer. When the subordinate verb
takes complements, we expect a dative clitic, which is indeed the case in
(57)a-c and (58)b. When the subordinate verb does not subcategorize for any
complements, we expect an accusative clitic, which shows up in (56)b and (58)a.
Let us now turn to the location of the clitic8 with respect to hacer
and the subordinate verb 2). Rivas indicate that the following
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paradigm holds:
A. The clitic corresponding to the subordinate subj ect is al\oJays
attached to Vi (hacer):
"(67)a. *Maria hizo tocarle i la flauta
play-him (dat)
b. Maria lei hizo tocar la flauta (a JOSei )
(68)a. *Mar!a hi~o (a /venirlo i Jose i )
him (ace)
, /b. Maria 10 i hizo v:enir (a Jose i )
B II The clitic corresponding to the comp·lement of V2 can be attached
i h V V .22e t er to 2 or to l'
(69)a. ~Maria hizo escribir1a
'Maria made X wri.te it'
"b. Maria la hizo escribir
(70)a. Mar{a hizo escr1birle
'Maria made X write to him'
b. Maria Ie hizo esct·~.bir
'Maria made X write to him'
~(71)a. Maria hizo escribirsela
'Maria made X write it to him'
b. Marfa se la hizo escribir
Recall now that our analysis of clitics requires that the clitic govern
the NP position which is coindexed with it. In view of this require-
ment, and given the definitj~a uf government in (43) above, let us now
look at the structure of the sentences in (67)-(68) (lrrelevant details
omitted):
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(72) (= (67)a, (68)a )
VlI
hizo
V2 + eliI
tocar-le iI
venir-lo i
s
~
.... :::;
V
2
In (72), the clitic attached to V2 does not govern the NPi position,
since, according to the definition of c-command in chapter 2, (42)
above, the V2 position to which the clitic is attached does not c-~om­
mand NPi • This follows from the fact that the V2 projection does not
..
have the same head as the projection V1 which dominates NP i - Since
the clitic and the verb which it is attached to do not govern NP l ,
NPl cannot satisfy the subcategorization requirements of V2. In (68)a
the verb does not strictly subcategorize for a complement and it does
not have accusative Case assignment features; thus there is no possible
source for the clit1c and the sentence is ungranunatical. In (67)8,
on the other hand, the argument which does meet the government require-
ment, NPj , contains an index which is different from that of the clitic
attached to V2 ; thus the sentence is ruled out as a violation of the
Complement Matching Requirement. (See chapter 1, subsection 3.2
for discussion.) (Not~ that this apparatus does not rule out a situation
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in which both the subordinate subject in (72), Jos~, and the subor-
dinate object, la flauta t contain the index i. This situation, however,
will be ruled out by the binding conditions, since the NP l position
in (72) c-commands the NP j position; . the identity of indices in this
case will result in la flauta being bound in its minimal governing
category.)
Let us now look at the grammatical (67)b and (68)b. In these·
cases the subject clitic is attached to hacer. Civen the definition
of government assumed in chapter 2 (53) above, the clitic attached to
hacer, in fact, governs both NP i and NPj in a structure similar to
that of (72). However, in order to be understood as coreferential with
the subject, it has to be coindexed with it. The assignment of an
identical index to la flauta in this case will result 1n a violation
of the binding conditions, since NP i c-commands NPj . (And see above
for similar discussion with respect to (67)a. )
Now let us turn to sentences (69)-(71). In these cases, the
clitic which is coindexed with the complement of V2 can be attached
either to V2 or to VI- This is illustrated for direct objects :lo (73)
(irrelevant details omitted):
(73)
::;
V
l~
~s
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Since both VI and V2 govern the NP j position, it follows that the
Complement Matching Requirement can be met by both positi.ons, which
is indeed true: the clitic can adjoin to either verb, For indirect
objects, the same government relationship holds in a similar fashion.
The relevant diagram for (71), in which two clitics can be attached
to either verb, is (74):
(74)
{
se la. hiZO}
le hizo
hizo {
eSCribir
escribirla
escribirsela\
s
NP = NP accusative
a
NPd = NP dative
With respect to the cliticization of subordinate complements to
hacer, one could reasonably raise the following questions: since we
argued that the subordinate verb assigns Case to the subordinate argu-
menta, and since we assume that clitics are spell-outs of Case features
attached to that element which has these Case features, how can these
clitics ever be attached to hacer, since the relevant Case is assigned
by the subordinate verb? We will return to this question in section
4.1.1 below.
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Returning to our point of departure, it has been shown that some
interesting facts concerning the distribution of clitics can be ex--
plained if we assume the definition of government presented in chapter
2, (53) above, along with the Complement Matching Requirement and the
assumption that government characterizes the domain of complementation.
Insofar as our analysis accounts in a natural way for the distribution
of clitics, it supplies strong evidence for the analysis of causative
construction8 outlined above. In particular, it provides evidence for
the optional fronting of any projection of V and for the particular
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version of reanalysis which we have proposed.
4.1.1. A Note on Clitic Climbing
An interesting difference between the distribution of clitics
in RP Spanish and French is connected to the phenomenon known as c~itic
climbing. Whereas in RP Spanish the objects of the subordinate clause
can be cliticized to the subordinate verb, in French all clitics must
be attached to faire. The attachment to V2 of either the subordinate
subject clitic or of the object of V2 results in ungrammaticality:
(75)a. *Jean a fait lui manger les banan~s
'Jean made her eat the bananas'
b. *Jean a fait lea manger a Marie
'Jean made Marie eat them'
It is interesting to note, however, that (75)a is considerably worse
than (I I J. Note that only the latter, but not the fonner, is possible
in RP Spanish. We wish to argue that this follows from the fact that,
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wllereas (75)a is a violation of the re.quirement that a head governs
its complement -- which has a universal status (75)b is a violation
of the language-specific rule of reanalysis as it ap?lies in French.
Thus we expect (75)a to be worse~
The difference between cliticization in French and in RP Spanish
can be explained if we assume for French a slightly different rul~ of
reanalysis. Recall that we argued that, although in RP Spanish ~acer
"adopts" the sUbordinate arguments as its own arguments, Case is still
assigned by the suborGinate verb. Thus we expect cliticization to the
lower verb to be possible. Although the combination hacer + V2 functions
as one verbal unit in many respects, V2 still has Case features which
can be spelled out as a clitic. In French, however, we would like to
argue that faire in fact absorbs the Case features of the adjoined
infinitive. The rule of reanalysis in French would thus be as in (76):
(76) Faire Reanalysis (obligatory)
[V faire, accusative] [V V, [ a case] ] ---+ [V faiLe, [ a case] ] V
Since now all Case assignment features are part of faire, it follows
that only faire can take clitics: the spelling out of Case featu'res
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can no long~r apply to the lower verb.
A few questions may be raised with respect to the status of (76)
and in particular with respect to its relation to the rule of Clitic
Spell-Out suggested in chapter 1 (41) and the rule of Dative Formation
(see (64) and the related discussion.) Clearly, for the rule of Dative
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Formation in (64) to apply, iaire still has to have its accusative
Case features. However, it no longer has them followin~ the applica-
tion of (76), if [a Case] in (76) stands for dative Case. Furthermore,
recall that the rule of Clitic Spell-Out can apply at any level (see
above, section 3.4 for discussion). It seems, however, that the
application of Clitic Spell-Out blocks the application of (76).
Clearly (76) cannot apply in the base. (Recall that it is sensitive
to adjacency relations created by the application of "Move a tl .)
Thus, (76) can apply either in the syntax, at S-structure or in PF.
It appears, then, that when (76) is applicable, Clitic Spell-Out
cannot apply in the base.
Nevertheless, we would like to argue that none of the
rules we suggest are ordered with respect to one another. To the
extent that any ordering is imposed on the application of the rules,
it is imposed by constraints which exist independently in the grammar.
Thus, for instance, if Faire Reanalysis in (76) applies prior to
Dative Formation in (64), and if [a Case] in (76) is dative, Dative
Format;'lon can no longer apply. It follows that for the causative
constructions, the subordinate subject can no longer be assigned dative
Case by faire. Since there is no other way to assign Case to the
subordinate subject, it follows that if Faire R~analysis applies prior
to Dative Formation the derivation is ungrammatical. The subordinate
subject will not be assigned Case, and hence ~~ill violate the Case
filter. If, on the other hand, [a Case] in (76) is accusative, Dative
Formation can apply either before Faire Reanalysis or after it.
Let us now turn to the status of (76) with respect to the rule
of Clitic Spell-Out. We would like to suggest that the rule in (76)
is in fact a special instantiation of a more general rule which treats
the phenomenon known as "cli tic climbing", a;> it appears in cases of
restructuring, causatives and auxiliary verbs. The transference of
the Case features from a subordinate adjacent verb to a higher one
will result in a clitic attached to the higher verb rather than to the
lower verb. However, rather than assume that the rule of Clitic Spell-
Out must always apply after the application of (76), we would l1k~ to
argue that the specification [a Case] in (76) applies to spelled-out
clitics as well. Thus, (76) should be generalized to the rule in (77):
(77) Case Climbing
[v V, ( [ a Case]) ] [v V, [ ••• a Case • •• ] ]
[+F]
~ [V V , [ • • • a Case • •• ]] V
[+F]
The [+F] specifications on the higher verb will be lexical specifica-
tions, which will enumerate the class of verbs in which Case climbing
is possible. These will include the auxiliary verbs in the Romance
languages and perhaps the verbs which allow for restructuring in Spanish
and Italian. (For discussion of verbs which allow for restructuring see
Rizzi, 1978; Rivas, 1977; Burzio, 1981; and references cited therein.)
Furthermore, [+F] verbs will include the verbs faire and lalsser in
French, hacer and permitir in Spanish (for a discussion of permitir
verbs see section 4.1.2 below) and others.
We can now capture more precisely the nature of the variation
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between the causative constructions of RP Spanish and of French. tfhereas
in RP Spanish the application of (77) in causative constructions is
optional, in French it is obligatory. Thus, in French the subordinate
clitics will always be attached to faire. This is true regardless of
the stage at which Clitic Spell-Out has applied. Since the rule of
Case Climbing as formulated in (77) will pick any matrix of features
containing a Case specification, it will pick clitics as well, since
clitics are [a number, y gender, 0 person, a Case]. In RP Spanish,
on the other hand, (77) is optional in causative constructions; hence
the clitics can remain attached to the lower verb. In both cases,
the clitic will be in a position which governs the coindexed NP position.
This will follow from the fact that, regardless of the application of
(77), both faire and hac~ take as their complements, after reanalysis,
the arguments which are in the domain of the subordinate verb.
Our last point concerns (77) as it applies to auxiliary verbs.
Assuming that auxiliary verbs are generated uflder the INFL node, as
in (78), it follows that clitics which are attached to auxiliary verbs
=
no longer Rovern elements inside the V projection.
(78) INFL
/l~,=
NP INFL V
, 6
eli + aux
Since government is checked at S-structure, it is clear that at this
level the clitic cannot be attached to the auxiliary verb. Thus, for
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auxiliary verbs. (77) is effectively forced to apply in the phonological
component. rts application at an earlier stage will bring about the
impossibility of government between the clitic and the coindexed NP
position, which will then resuJ.t in ungrammaticality.
4.1.2_ permitir - Type Verbs in RP Span,ish
Another "two-storey" construction in RP Spanish shows a distribu-
tion of clitics that can be easily expl.ained under our assumptions.
lbis is the permitir-type construction -- a class of cases in which
VI takes a dative object which controls the subject position of V2 -
Consider the sentences in (79) (based on Rivas, 1977):
(79)a. 1 I JoseMaria Ie permitio tocar la flauta a
'Maria permitted Jose to play the flute'
b. . Marfa Ie permitib I la flauta (marked order)a Jose tocar
I permitid tocarle la flauta Josec. *Maria a
We would like to propose that the underlying representation of (79)
is as in (80):
(80)
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We will assume that permitir is a [+F] ve~h in the sense dis-
cussed above, and that following the fronting it takes as its comple-
menta the arguments of VZ. It follows that only V can be fronted,
=since otherwise government into V2 is not possible. The fronting of
Vwill result in the structure in (81) (note, however, that in this
case the fronting is altogether optional):
s
,/~
NP V2I 1
PRO V2I[e ]
v
I
The derived strtlcture in (81) already predicts the ungramntaticali ty
of (79)c because the clitic is adjoined to V2 , and thus fails to c-com-
mand elements outside V2 . Hence the clitic can neither govern nor be
coindexed with PPi , a Jos~. Our analysis makes some more predictions
with respect to the availability of clitics in the derived structure
and the underlying structure. First, it predicts that if the rule of
V preposing does not apply and the structure remains as in (80),
(corresponding to sentence (79)b), the object clitic cannot be attached
to VI: it can only be attached to v2 . This follows from the fact that
government into V2 would be impossible from a position attached to V1 ,26
However, if V2 has been fronted, we predict that the object cl1tic can
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be attachud both to V2 and to VI due to the optional application of
(77) and due to the government of object position by VI in the derived
structure. These predictions are in fact correct:
(82)a. set la permit! escribir a Juan i
'I permitted Juan to write it'
Ib. Ie permit! besarla a Juan
'I permitted Juan to kiss her'
(83)a.
b.
Ie
*se i
permit! a Juan
la permit{ a
escribirla
- 27
Juan escribir
Once again, these facts can be explained in a natural way,
assuming clitic government, the reanalysis process sketched above and
rule (77).
To conclude this section, it has Qeen shown that some interesting
facts concerning the distribution of clit1cs can be explained if we
assume the definition of government in chapter 2 (53) and the requirement
that clitics govern the element with which they are coindexed. l.Je have
also shown in this section that dative clitics are in exactly the same
relationship with respect to the PP or NP position with which they are
coindexed as are accusative clitics. These key points have been demon-
strated both by the analysis of permit-type verbs in RP Spanish and
by our analysis of causative constructions. In the latter case, the
dative clitic corresponding to the subordinate subject could only be
cliticized to a verb which governs the subordinate subject, thus again
indicating that dative clitics behave in a fashion similar to accusative
clitics. We return to these similarities in section 4.2,
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4.2. On Extraction from Clitic-Doubling Configurations in RP
Spanish: a Unified Account of a
Jaegg1i (1980) observes that extraction from eli tic-doubling
configurations in RP Spanish is restricted to doubling in dative con-
structions. Thus we have the following contrast:
(84)a. 10 vimo~ a Juan
Ib. *l a quien 10 vicos?
'who did we see?'
,
c. t a quien vimos?
'who did we see?'
(85)a. Ie han regalado ese libra a Juan
'they gave this book to Juan'
b. l a quien le han regalado ese libra?
'to whom did they send this book?'
Jaeglli ShOWd very convincingly that the contrast extends to all oceur-
renees of variables in the object position of doubled constructi0ns.
Thus we find the same contrast in relative clauses:
(86)a. *Marfa, a quien la he vista ayer, estaba muy preocupada
'Maria, who I saw yesterday, was very worried'
I
b. Maria, a quian he vista ayer, estaba muy preocupada
(87) IMaria, a quien Ie han regalado ese libra, estaba muy preocupada
'Maria, to whom they gave that book, was very worried'
In configurations which have WH elements in situ we find the same
situation:
(88)a. ric l 10 viste a qui~n?
Ib. Lviste a quien?
(89) Il le han regalado ese 1ibra a quien ?
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and the same holds for quantifiers (90)-(91) and focus (92)-(9J):
(90)a.
b.
(91)
(92)a.
b.
*las vi a todas las chieas
vi a todas las chieas
'I sawall the girls'
les regalaron libros a todos los chicos
'they gave books to all the boys'
*yo le vi a JUAN
yo vi a JUAN
'I saw JUAN' (focus reading)
(93) yo Ie regalare ese libra a JUAN
'they gave this book to Juan
Jaeggli accounts for the contrast by assuming that of the pair clitic /
doubled element, the latter is never governed. This holds both for
doubled direct objects and doubled indirect objects. It follows that
an empty category left in the doubled position, i.e. the variable left
aftar extraction, will never be governed. Since in Jaeggli's system
[ppe] are not subject to the Empty Category Principle, it follows that,
although extraction from doubled indirect object configurations will
leave an empty category, this will not suffice to rule out the output.
In the direct object position, however, the variable is of the type
[NPe ], and thus must be properly governed in accordance with the ECP.
Since this position is never governed (let alone properly governed),
all such occurrences are ruled out by the ECP.
(Parallel to the dialect of RP Spanish which does not allow for
extraction from direct object doubled constructions, there is another
dialect of RP Spallish which all.ows for such extraction (see Montalbet ti,
1981; Hurtado, 1980). We will refer to the dialect which allows
for extraction as RP Spanish B, and to the dialect which does not
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allow for such extraction as RP Spanish A.)
As is obvious from the analysis of clitic-doubling configurations
proposed in this study, we cannot adopt the solution proposed by Jaeggli.
We have shown that the doubled position is governed by the colndexed
eli tic. In fal:t, we have shown that both in Rumanian and in Modern
Hebrew the doubled position is properly governed as well, thus accounting
for the availability of extraction from this position in these languages.
Furthermore, in section 4.1 above we showed that in RP Spanish itself
the distribution of clitics in "two-storey" constructions can be ex-
plained if we assume that both the direct object position and the 1n-
direct object position are governed by the clitic. (Note that arguing
for clitic government results in arguing for clitic proper government
as well. Since the conditions for proper government are government
and coindexing, it follows that whenever a clitic governs a coindexed
position it automatically properly governs it as well.)
Still further evidence against Jaeggli's proposal to account
for the relevant distinctions in terms of a contrast between [ppe] and
[NPe] comes from a variation which is found in RP Spanish A., which
1s referred to as the leismo d1al~ct. In this dialect, it is possible
to substitute the accusative clitic in doubled constructions with a
dative clitic, although the doubled element is still the direct object.
28Such substitution is attested in (94):
(94) lei vimos a Juan i
him (dat)
'we saw Juan'
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If such substitution occurs, extraction is grammatical:
(95)a. ,quien i lei vimos? (compare (84)b)
I
b. Maria i , a quien1 lei re vista ayer. estaba muy preocupada(compare (86)a)
c. ~ lei viste a quiJn i ? (compare (88)a)
Note that any proposal that extraction from doubled constructions
depends crucially on the categorial nature of the extracted element
clearly cannot account for the grammaticality of (95). Rather. it
seems, we could more plausibly argue that a doubled element which has
a corresponding dative clitic can be extracted~ whereas a doubled
element with a corresponding accusative clitic cannot be extracted.
We would like to suggest that the parameter which distinguishes
Rumanian and RP Spanish B from RP Spanish A is closely related to this
fact. Recall that we have been assuming the definition of proper govern-
ment as in (96):
(96) a properly govern& a iff a governs a and:
i. a is [+V]; or
ii. a is coindexed with a
In our analysis of cl1tic doubling we have been mainly relying on
clause (i1) of this definition. Now let us assume that the coindexing
referred to in (ii) is well-formed only if a agrees in all its features
with a. Such agreement of features will include agreement in gender)
person and number (a fact that we have been tacitly assuming in our
discussion of Rumanian) and also Case.
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We will assume that the requirement of Case agreement is only
valid if a has Case. It is important to note here that the Case
agree~nt requirement is a condition on proper government and not on
coindexing. Th\lS we do not assume that co1ndexed elements have to
agree in Case. Rather, we assume that a coindexed governor has to
agree in Case with the coindexed element in order to properly govern
it.
29Let us now assume (contrary to Jaeggli, 1980) that in RP Span-
ish A the marker a has Case assignment properties identical to its
prepositional ~ounterpart: it assigns dative, not accusative Case.
Thus in (97) Juan is dative:
(97) 10 i vimos a Juan!
(dat)
Note that the coindexing between 10 and Juan is still well-formed,
although the clitic is accusative and Juan is dative. This 1s due to
the fact that Case agreement is not a condition on coindexing, as ex-
plained above. However, under extraction the situation is different.
In sentences such as (98), the empty category 1s marked as dative, as
is its antecedent, a quiin. The clitic, however, is a spell-out of
the Case features of the verb, and thus is accusative:
(98) 101 vimos
(ace)
[e] i ?
(dat)
Following the requirement that coindexed governors agree in Case with
empty elements which they properly govern, we expect the ungrammatical-
ityof (98). Thus it follows that precisely in those cases where the
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clitic is accusative and the douhled element is dative that extraction
is not possible.
A different situation holds in (99).
(99) 10 i vimos (eli
(ace)
In this case a was never inserted. Consequently, ther~ is no reason
to suppose that the empty category is dative. In fact, there is no
reason to assume that it is Case-marked at all. Thus it can be properly
governed by the coinJexed, governing clitic, and the ECP is not violated.
One could argue that verbs in RP Spanish, as in Rumanian, are
proper governors themselves. It then follows that (99) should be
granunatical, since t~le verb can govern the emp ty category. Recall,
however, that we are assuming that the complex clitlc + verb 1s one
lexical unit, and that the clitic is a spell-out of a feature of the
verb. We would like to argue that since this complex contains an 10-
dex which is identical to the index of the governed element, clause
(11) of the definition of proper government has to be met: this
coindexing has to create proper government. Since coindexing cannot
here create a situation of proper government due to the Case conflict,
the complex as a whole cannot serve as a proper governor. In effect,
this ~eans that although the verb is a proper governor, ~t cannot
properly govern an element which contains conflicting information.
Let us now turn to the gra~naticality of sentences such as (84)c
in RP Spanish A. In this case, extraction of an ~ phrase has occurred,
leaving, presumably, a dative empty categcry. In this case, however,
the sentence is grammatical. Still, there really is no reason why
(84)c shculd be ungrammatical: the empty category is governed by the
verb. Since the governing category does not contain an element which
is coindexed with the trace, the Case requirement is irrelevant and
the [+V] element can freely properly govern an empty category.
Again, we ~ave explained the difference in extraction facts
between Rumanian and RP Spanish A by utilIzing the properties of
grammatical formatives; the marker a in RP Spanish A and ~ in Runlanian.
Note that as in Rumanian (but not Hebrew) the formative a is available
in the base. This is clear front the fact that it interacts with
"Move a"; when a WH element is fronted, it is fronted with the marker
a. Unlike Rumanian ~, however, ~ assigns to its complement a Case
which is different from the Case features of the verb. In Rumanian t
~ assigns accusative, just like the verb preceding it. TIlis difference
accounts for the availability of extraction 1.n the latter and for its
ungrammaticality in the for@er.
Clearly it is strange, functionally speaking, Eor & marker which
is essentially a semantic marker (as ~ is in RP Spanish A) to assign
a Case differing from that assigned by the verb that actually subcat-
egorizes for the NP in question. However, when no clitic is attached
to the verb t as in (100), the situation is even stranger:
(100) vimos a Juan
~Ihe marker a assigns dative Case to Juan, and consequently the accusative
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Case features of the verb 'to see' are not realized at all: they are
never assigned to any complement, nor are they spelled out as a clitic.
This situation, we would like to argue, triggers the rule of Clitic
Spell-Out. The "idle" accusative features are spelled out as a clitic
on the verb, resulting in clitic doubling in direct object configurations.
There is, however, another way to resolve the situation: a can
be reanalyzed as an accusative marker. This, we b~lieve, is the
situation both in RP Spanish B, in which extraction from direct object
configurations is possible despite doubling, and in Standard Spani3h,
30in which doubling does not occur in direct object configurations.
4.3 A Note on Dative Clitics
Throughout tbe discussion in the previous sections, we have been
assuming that dative clitics are a spell-out of dative Case features
of the head verb. This assumption was made more explicit 1n section
4.1, when we discussed the rule of Dative Formation and the rule of
Dative Insertion (see (64) and (65) above and related discussion). In
that discussion, we claimed that verbs "acquire" dative Case features
(or, perhaps, their dative Case features are activated, see footnote
20) in a particular environment, namely when the verb takes two NP
objects. The second object is a dative object regardless of its 9-role.
The rule of Dative Formation is repeated here for convenience:
(64) Dative Formation
[v V , accusative] ---+ [+dative] /
where X contains a complement of V
X NP Y
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(Recall that by comklement we mean a strictly subcategorized complement.
See chapter 1 section 3.2 for discussion.)
In chapter 1 we argued that Case assignment rules are local rules
and that, as such, they require adjacency, In (64), however, the verb is
not adjacent to the complement NP which is assigned dative Case (although
in some other cases discussed below the verb is adjacent to its dative
complement). Thus, we argued, an independent local rule will mark the
non-adjacent complement as dative. The assignment of dative Case to the
non-adjacent complement is then checked against the Case assignment features
of the subcategorizing verb, Thus, in a sense, a verb with dative assign-
ment features can be said to trigger the rule of Dative Insertion, repeated
here:
(65) NP
[-Case]
» [+dative] / [vp •••_' • · ]
Note, however, that there is another logical possibility. One might
suggest that the verb subcategorizes for a PP rather than for an NP. The
preposition would then assign dative Case to the NP in question. According
to this last hypothesis, the verb would not have dative Case features;
hence the dative clitic could not be regarded as a spell-out of dative
Case features.
Interestingly, both in RP Spanish and in French there is some evidence
that indicates that indirect objects are NP's rather than PP's, thus pro-
viding support ~or our analysis.
Vergnaud (1974) provides two tests which indicate that some indirect
objects in French are NP's rather than PP's. Kayne (1975) observes that
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some indirect objects fail some of these tests in a systematic fashion.
Thus it is plausible to assume that, whereas the former are in fact NP's
which are marked as dative, the latter are genuine PP's. ibis contrast is
exemplified in (101)-(103):
(101) conjunction of objects of prepositions:
a. *118 ont par1~ ~ Marie et Ie directeur
'they talked to Mary and the director'
b. 11s se sont aaais sur la table et les chaises
'they sat on the table and the chairs'
c.f 118 ont pense ~ Marie et Ie djrecteur
'they thought about Marie and the director'
(102) PP's vs. NP's as heads of relative clause:
a. 11 a parle a l'homme et ~ la femme qui se sont rencontres hier
'he talked to the man and to the woman who met yesterday'
\..1 . ~,-, b. *11 a compte sur l' honnne et sur 1a femme qui se sont rencontres hier
'he counted on the man and on the woman who met yesterday'
(103) PP c1itics vs. NP clitics
a. je parle ~ Jean
b. je lui parle
c. je vais a Paris
d. j'y vais
e. je pense " Jeana
f. j'y pense
g. *je lui pense
In (101) we see that, unlike the. "real preposition~ in (101) b, the
marker ~ cannot take a conjoined object. However, when it appears following
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the verb penser, it can take a conjoined object. In (102) we see that,
whereas indirect objects can serve as heads of relative clauses, real PP's
cannot. In (103), we observe that, while the indirect object corresponding
to the verb parler can be a dative clitic, the indirect object corresponding
to the verb penser cannot be a dative clitic (cf. (103)g). Rather, if
cliticized, it has to be aPP clitic (cf. (103)f). (For a more detailed
review of various distinctions among indirect o'bjects which are real PP's,
indirect objects which are NP's, and PP's, see Jaeggli, 1980.)
The object of ~ both in the penser cases and in the parler cases
can be plausibly assumed to be marked as dative. Nevertheless, there are
two differences between these two configurations: first, parle~ subcate-
gorizes for an NP while penser subcategorizes for a PP. Second, while
parler takes a dative clitic, penser takes a PP clitic. Ii we wish to
reduce these two distinctions to one, it seems plausible to argue that)
whereas with penser, dative is assigned by the preposition itself, with
parler, the verb has dative Case features, which in turn triggers the
application of (65) above. This account will reduce the contrast between
the availability of dative clitics for £arler and their unavailability
for pens~ to the fact that, whereas parler requires a dative complement,
panser subcategorizes for a PP.
A similar situation holds in RP Spanish. In RP Spantsh there are
no PP clitics, However, indirect objects b~have differently from real
PP's in two respects. First, the former have corresponding dative clitics
whereas the latter do not:31
(104)a. les i mandaron cartas a los padres!
'they send letters to the parents'
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b. Juan fu€ a Paris
'Juan went to Paris'
c. *Juan Ie fue
Second, there is, as we discussed, a stylistic constraint in RP Spanish
.
against the occurrence of two a phrases (see footnote 15 for discussion).
This constraint holds for a sequence of two ~ phrases when they are both
indirect objects or when they consist of a direct object preceded by ~
and followed by an indirect object. However, the constraint doe~ not
hold for two ~ phrases when they are both directional PP's, nor does it
hold when the first a phrase is an indirect object and the second is a
directional PP:
(105)a.
b.
c.
d.
? / /Juan predento a Pedro a Jose
'Juan introduced Pedro-to Juan'
?Juan lei hizo escribirlesj ~ los chicosj ~ Josei
'Juan made Jose write to the children'
/ ~Juan llevo a maria al cine a las cinco
'Juan took Maria to~he movie at 5 o'clock'
~Juan 10 presento a Pedro a las cinco
'Juan introduced him to Pedro at 5 o'clock'
The distinction between the grammaticalitt of (lOS)c-d and the marginality
of (lOS)a-b indicates that the restriction against two adjacent ~ phrases
does not hold for genuine PP's. It only holds for inserted Case markers,
such as the direct object marker discussed in section 4.2 above and the
indirect object marker. Thus, for RP Spanish as well as for French, we
conclude that verbs which take indirect objects are verbs which have dative
Case assignment features and which subcategorize for an NP. This NP is
then assigned dative by (65), and this ass1gnm~nt 1s checked against the
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dative Case features of the selecting verb. This account, again, explains
both the availability of a dative clitic and the NP-like behaviour of in-
direct objects.
French and Spanish differ, however, as we shall see. Let us assume
that (65) above has two variants, and that its application differs in RP
Spanish from its application in French. Let us assume that, while in RP
Spanish a genuine preposition j.B inserted by (65), the rule in French simply
marks the NP in question as dati'/e. These different variants of the rule
are given in (106):
(106)a. 0-+-~ / [vp ••• _NP ..• ]
[-Case]
(RP Spanish)
b. NP ---+[+dative] / [Vp ••. _ •.• ] (French)
[-Case]
The variant in (106)a is presumably the same rule that would insert the
preposition to in dative constructions in English (see Emonds, 1980 and
Stowell, 1981 for discussion). On the other hand, the variant in (106)b
is reminiscent of Case~rk1ng rules in languages in which no prepositions
are utilized to this end. Thus, whereas in RP Spanish a i.s a real prepo-
sition adjoined to the NP in question, in French ~ is simply a manifestation
of Case-marking. This distinction between the marking of dative in RP
Spanish and French is supported by the fact that in the former (but not
in the latter) a in indirect objects behaves like a real preposition in
one respect: it can take a conjoined object, as is observed by Jaeggli
(1980):
(107)
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/
les compraron una casa a r.taria y el direc tor
'they bought a house for Maria and the director'
(and cf. the ungrammaticality of (101)a)
The assumption that dative insertion is as in (106)a in RP Spanish
but as in (106)b in French can account for the grammaticality of (107)
vs. the ungrammaticality of (101)a. Let us consider the nature of the
rule in (106)a. In this case, the preposition ~ is inserted and Chomsky-
adjoined to the NP. We argued above that this preposition has dative
Case-assignment features. These Case-assignment features are then assigned
to each of the conjoined NP's in a fashion similar to the assiBnment of
Case to conjoined NP' s by a goverIling preposition in a genuille PP. Thus
we expect the grammaticality of (107).
On the other hand, in French, following (106)b, ~ is ~imply a mor-
phological manifestation of the Case marking of a parti.cular NP. Since
every NP has to be Case-marked, and since in (101)a there are two NP's
with only one morphological manifestation of Case assignment, the sentence
is ruled out. Of course, if a is attached to both parts of the conjunction,
the sentence is grammatical. In this way, the different properties of
(106)a and (106)b predict the difference between (107) and (101)a.
We would like to claim that the difference between (106)a and
(106)b can also account for the contrast between the availability of
clitic doubling of indirect objects in RP Spanish and its impossibili.ty
in French. Let us assume as a rather natural principle a one-to-one
correspondence between Case assignment and CaRe-assignment properties.
Now recall that the output of (106) (= (65» is checked against the
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availability of dative Case features in the head verb. Interestingly,
due to the prepositional nature of ~ in RP Spanish (a constant property,
even though, when adjoined to NP following the application of (106)a, it
does not change its categorial .~atus), for every indirect object construc-
tion in RP S~~nish there are two sets of dative-assigning features. Al-
though the output of (106)a still must be checked against the dative
features of the selecting verb, these two sets of dative-assigning features
render grammatical a situation in which a dative clitic appears, absorbing
the dative Case features of the verb, alongside a dative complement,
assigned Case by the inserted preposition ~.
Now consider the situation in French. In French, again) the output
of rule (106)b is checked against the Case features of the selecting
verb. However, note that in (106)b the dativ~ Case features are intro··
duced without the presence of Case-assignment features. Thus, only the
existence of such Case-assignment features can render the assignment of
dative Case by (106)b grammatical. These Case-assignment features are
the features on the head verb. If, however, these features have been
absorbed by a clitic, the one-to-one relationship between features of Case
assignment and Case-marked elements no longer holds and the derivation
must be ruled out as ungrammatical. Thus, doubling in indirect objects
in French is ungrammatical.
Note that reducing the contrast between the availability of clitic-
doubling in RP Spanish and its unavailability in French to the properties
of Dative Insertion is entirely compatible with our assumptions about the
nature of parametric variation. We have found a local rule which applies
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differently 1n two different lagnagues, and this results in substantial
variation in clitic configurations between these two languages.
4.3.1 Inalienable Possession Constructions
Cases of inalienable possession have several properties. First,
doubling 1n these cases is obligatory. Second, in these cases, the
direct object is perceived as being ~rt of the indirect object. This
situation is examplified in (108):
(108)a. lei duele 1a cabeza
him hurts the head
'Juan has a headache'
a Juan!
to Juan
b. lei rompieron la pataj a la mesai
'they broke the leg to the table'
In (108)a 18 cabeza 'the head' can only be interpreted as Juan's
head. In (108)b, 12 pata 'the leg' can only be interpreted as the
leg of the table. In both cases, the absence of the clitic will lead
to ungrammaticality.
As observed by Jaeggli (1980), the ungrammaticality of inalienable
constructions without a clitic derives from the fact that when the
clitic is absent, the indirect object is interpreted as a goal. Since
the goal interpretation is nonsensical in (lOB)a-b, the sentences are
rendered ungrammatical.
Jaeggli further argues, that the ungrammaticality of the non-clitic
variants of (lOB)a-b should be derived from the a-criterion. "The presence
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of the clit1c", Jaeggli reasons, "is required to construct the adequate
meaning of these sentences. Without the clitic, the ~ NP complement is
interpreted as a goal. The verbs which allow this construction do not
select a goal object. Therefore, if those NP's are assigned that thematic
role, W~ can assume that the sentence is ruled deviant." In this section,
we will adopt the essentials of Jaegg1i's proposal, assuming that the
obligatcriness of clitic~ in (108)a-b indeed derives from the a-criterion.
I"
However, we will derive this result in a different way.
Jaeggli argues that in Itinalienable constructions", the clitic can
be said to bear a special a-role, e. This a-role is then transmittedp
to the NP object by a special rule which is sensitive to coindexing (but
not to government or c-connnand. Recall that in Jaeggli's system the clitic
crucially does not govern or c-command the doubled element). We would
like to argue, on the other hand, that no transmission rule is necessary.
The assignment of the a-role .E. (="ina1ienable possessor") to the doubled
NP in (108)a-b is similar in nature to the assignment of 8-rc... le to other
arguments argued for in detail in chapter 1, section 3.2. Recall that
we argued that the process of a-role t~ansmission involves the trans-
ference of a referential index from an argument to an empty slot in the
thematic matrix of the head which selects this argument. Further recall
that we argued that when a cl1.tic is present it is linked to one of the
thematic matrices of the head. Let us now assume that the 8-role R
can only be assigned to an argument if the thematic grid to which it
transfers its referential index already contains a clitic.
In essence, this proposai means that once the clitic is present
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in the thematic matrix of a verb, it transforms the a-role assigned by
this matrix into a £ role. Thus, the thematic matrix of £-role assign-
ment for a verb such as rompir in (108)b is as in (109):
(109)
The empty slots in (109) are in turn replaced by the referential indices
of the subcategorized complements. Given the process of 8-role assignment
which we propose, then, the relationship between ,the clltic and the assign-
ment of the E role can be stated as a condition on a-matrices. Although
we still argue that the presence of a clitic is essential for the assign-
ment of a E role, we no longer have to assume a separate assignment of
a-role to the clitic and a rule which transmits the a-role to the doubled
NP. Rather, it follows from independent considerations that the c11tic
has to be associated with thematic matriceA. Since it is associated with
them, the connection between the assi~lment of the £ role and the avail-
ability of a clitic is quite natural.
(For some more di~cussion of inalienable possession constructions
as well as some discussion of the phenom~non as it appears in French, see
Jaeggli, 1980.)
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Let us now summarize our discussion of RP Spanish. In section 4.1
we argued that the requirement that clitics govern th~ir doubled elements
(whether fully realized or [e]) can account in an interesting way for the
distribution of clitics in "two-storey" constructions in RP Spanish. In
particular, we proposed an analysis of causative constructions that involved
a rule of Vj fronting. We showed that the limitation of fronting to V
in most cases follows from both the requirement that a head must govern
its complements and from the process of reanalysis in causative constructions,
which causes the causative verb hacer (or faire in French) to take all sub-
ordinate complements as its own. We further showed that adjunction of the
fronted category is itself free, but is only well-formed at the V level of
the matrix verb. This fact as well follows from the government requirement
and from the formulation of the reanalysis process. Once the right confi-
guration has been established, it was shown that the distribution of clitics
in causative constructions follows directly from the government properties
of the structural configuration. Clitics consistently appear precisely In
those positions which allow them to govern the doubled elements.
In section 4.1 we further showed that there are some distinctions
between the process of reanalysis in French anci the process of reanalysis
in RP Spanish, these differences were reduced to the optional VB. the
obligatory application of a rule of "Case climbing": while the rule is
obligatory in French causat1ves, in RP Spanish it is optional. The rule
of "Case climbing" was shown to be the same rule which accounts for the
phenomenon known as clitic climbing, and in particular, for the fact that
clitics in Romance are attached to the auxiliary node, and not to the verb,
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although they spell out the Case features of the verb, aLd not of the
auxiliary.
In section 4.2, we argued that some differences between extraction
facts in RP Spanish and Rumanian can be explained if we bear in mind the
fact that a in RP Spanish is a dative marker, whereas ~ in Rumanian
is an accusative marker. Given this distinction and a slight change in
the formulation of proper government, requiring that a coindexed proper
governor agree 1n Case with the element which it governe, we reduced
tiie differences between Rumanian and RP Spanish to the idiosyncratic prop-
erties of dummy Case markers.
In section 4.3 we elaborated on the nature of dative clitics. We
produced some evidence for the existence of dative Case assign~ent features
in particular verbs, which can 1n turn be spelled out as a clitic. In
so doing, we e~.plained the nature of dative Case assi~nment and argued
that the local rule which assigns dative Case 1n RP Spanish differs from
the rule which assigns dative Case in French. While the former involved
the insertion of a preposi.tion, the latter was simply a morphological
marking of the dative NP. This difference was then shown to account
for the ava11abjlity of clitic doubling in indirect IJbjects in RP Spanish
VB. its absence in French. In the last paragraphs of sec tion 4.3 I we
showed that Jaeggl1's conclusions 'lith respect to the interpretation of in-
alienable possessive constructions and the obligate,riness of clitica in
these constructions can be incorporated very natur,ally ,to a system ~hich
assumes the mechanism of a-role assignment sketche:d in chapter 1. Within
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such a system, the obligatoriness of the clitic is captured as an easily
statable condition on the well-formedness of thematic matrices which assign
the a-role of an inalienable possessor.
In chapter 3, several local rules, in the sense defined in chapter 1,
were introduced: rules governing the insertion of a Case marker (such as
v
sel insertion and ~ insertion), rules of Case marking (e.g~ Accusative Case
Assignment and Dative Insertion) and a rule of Case Climbing. It was shown
that many of these rules are subject to parametric variation, either
in the way in which they apply (Dative Insertion), the Case which they
v
assign (a vs. ~) or the level at which they apply (8el insertion VS. ~
insertion). The range of grammatical phenomena and of parametric varia-
tion that was explained by these rules was quite eytensive= we accounted
for differences in extraction between Rumanian and ~bdern Hebrew; for
facts of anaphoric einding in Rumanian and Hebrew; for properties of
"two-storey" constructions 1n RP Spanish and their differences from French;
the differences between extraction in Rumanian and RP "Spanish and differences
in the availability of indirect-object doubling in RP Spanish and French.
Insofar as these local rules and the parametric variation proposed
with respect to them account for these phenomena, the constructions explained
in this chapter supply strong evidence for the analysis proposed in this
chapter and in the previous chapters. They further supply evidence for
the f~amework assumed and for the theoretical assumptions behind this
framework.
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APPENDIX: A Note on French Causatives
It is worthwhile to note at this point how our analysis of causative
constructions in RP Spanish fares with respect to certain differences
between the causative constructions in French and RP Spanish. Kayne
(1969,1975) notes that in FretlCh direct objects are fronted with the
verb in causative constructions, but indirect objects are not. Thus,
compare the grammaticalityof (110) with the ungranunaticality of (111):
(110) Marie a fait t~lephoner Jean a ses parents
'Marie made Jean telephone his parents'
( f ". "." ""111) *Marie a ait telephoner a ses parents 9. Jean
It is likely, however, that the ungrammaticality of (111) derives from
a constraint against the occurrence nf two adjacent! phrases, which is
independently argued for by Kayne. Thus, in cases in which the indirect
object is not an a phrase, the fronting of a strictly subcategorized
indirect object is granunatical, as is illustrated hy (1.12)a--c:
(112) a.
b.
c.
j 'ai fait rever de Marie a Jesil
'I made Jean dream of Marie'
j'ai fait mettre les bananes sur 1a table a Pierre
'I made Pierre put the bananas on the table'
j'ai fait parler de Marie a Jean
'I made Jean talk about Marie'
Furthermore, as noted by Ruwet (1972), when the constraint on two adjacent
"~ phrases is violated in cases such as (113), the preferred interpretation
is the one in which the last a phrase is the subordinate subject, thus
indicating that in these cases the indirect object is fronted along with
the subordinat~ verb:
(113) j'ai fait ecrire 1a lettre a Marie a Jean
'I made Jean write the letter to Marie'
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Further evidence for the availability of indirect object fronting 1n
French is the fact that a dative clitic can correspond to the subordinate
subject in sentences such as (114)a-b:
~)
(114)a. Marie/lui a fait t~l~pho~er a ses parents
'Marie made him telephone his parents'( ,
b. jel'.lui a1 fait r~ver de Marie
'1 made him dream of Marie'
Thus we conclude that the fronting of strictly subcategorized indirect
objects isin fact possible. On the other hand, the fronting of a PP
which is not strictly subcategorized ·will not result in dative assignment
to the subordinate subject. Rather, it will have a "postposed object"
reading:
( 115) Jean a fait venir de Paris Marie
'Jean made Marie return from Paris'
Note, however, that in French, crucially, the fronting of an indirect
object is often optioual, even when it is strictly subcategorized. Thus
(llO)above is grammatical, and (116), corresponding to (l12)c, is granuna-
tical as well:
(116 ) j'ai fait parler Jean de Marie
The granunat1ca11ty of (llO)and (116) would seem to present a problem for
our analysis: note that in(llO)and in (11~, if the indirect object is
not fronted, it is no longer governed by the subordinate verb or by
faire. Clearly reanalysis cannot apply in these cases, since faire does
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not govern the non-fronted indirect object at any stage. However, it
is plausible to argue that in these cases the trace of the subordinate
verb can satisfy the government requirement of the subordinate verb.
Thus, although reanalysis fails to apply in that faire does not take
the subordinate arguments as its arguments, the subordinate arguments
are still govern~d by the verb which selects them; thus the sentence
does not violate the government requirement.
Interestingly, it seems that the reanalysis process as described
in the text can be divided into two parts: (1) the "merging" of faire
and the subordinate verb, and (2) the "adoption" of the subordinate
arguments as the arguments of faire. Let us assume that in sentences
such as (110) and (116) the first part has applied but the second one has
not. Now note that 014ce any argument of the subordinate verb is fronted,
the "adoption" part part (2) -- of reanalysis has to apply. It
follows that we do not expect to find a situation in which the direct
object is fronted but the indirect object is left behind. In these
cases, the "adoption" part of the reanalysis process has been invoked,
thus the failure of all strictly subcategorized arguments to front re-
sults in ungrammaticality, Sitlce faire cannot govern the "adopted"
argument. This is indeed the case. Once the direct object has been
fronted, the indirect obj ect has to be fronted as well. E"vidence for
this io the preferred reading of (l13h as well as the ungrammaticality
of (11~) (and compare with (112)c above):
(117) *Jean a fait mettre les bananes a Marie sur 1a table
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Yet another problem with respect to French causatives relates to
the fact that in sentences such as (114~above, the clitic lui cannot be
construed as the indirect object. It has to be construed as the subor-
dinate subject. Kayne (1975) argues that this 1s due to the specified
subject condition. Note, however, that the specified subject condition
is only relevant if the indirect object is not fronted. If it ~ fronted,
the specified subject condition can no longer be invoked. Note also
that this restriction in French is similar in nature to the restriction
in RP Spanish discussed in footnote 22 above.
Further evidence against the specified subject condition as an
explanation for the unavailability of an indirect object reading for
the clitic in (114)a1s given in Wehrli (forthcoming). Wehrli notes that
the phenomenon attested in(ll"4)aextends to the paradigm in el18} in which
the cliticization of a direct object is blocked when certain clitic forms
are used. In this case, the specifiea subject condition cannot be
invoked:
(118~. Jean a fait embrasser Marie a Pierre
'Jean made Pierre kiss Marie'
b. Jean l'a fait embrasser [e] a Pierre
c. *Jean m'a fait embrasser (e] a Pierre
'Jean made Pierre kiss me'
d. *Jean vous a fait embrasser a Pierre
'Jean made Pierre kiss you'
e. Jean lui a fait embrasser Marie [e]
'Jean made him kiss Marie'
f. Jean mta fait embrasser Marie [e]
'Jean made me kiss Marie'
g. Jean vallS a fait embrasser Marie [el
'Jean made you kiss Marie'
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The contrast between the ungrammaticality of (l.l8)c-d :'nd the grammatica-
lity of (11ffif-g is similar in nature to the contrast beteween the ungramma-
ticality ofU14)awith the clitic interpreted as the indirect object
and the grammaticality of the reading in which it is the subordinate
subject. However, the specified subject condition clearly cannot be
invoked to explain the ungrammaticality of (118) c-d •
We thus conclude that the unavailability of an indirect object
interpretation for the clitic in 014~is not related to the specified
subject condition. Rather, it is semantic in nature and is similar
to the same (semantic) restriction in RP Spanish.
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FOOTNOTES: CHAPTER 3
1. (9)c is grammatical if un buc~tar 'a cook' is specific.
2. The sentences in (26)-(28) also demonstrate that the 'matching
effect' (in the sense of Grimshaw (1977), see chapter 2 footnote 21
for discussion) holds in kumanian free relatives with respect to the
~ marker. Thus only when the matrix takes a ~-type object can
there be a free relative where extraction is from a ~-type object.
It follows that in free relatives doubling 1s attested both in the
matrix and in the subordinate clause.
Note that if we assume that in (26) fronting has taken place
and if we assume that ~ is fronted along \'1ith the WH element, we
should end up with a sequence of two ~'s: one resulting from fronting
and one base-generated in the matrix. We will argue below that, in fact,
since ~ insertion is free to apply at any level (base, S-structure or
PF), although the derivation which contains ~ ~ sequences may be ruled
out, tb.ere. is an alternative derivation, in which only one ~ has
been inserted -- Wllich is grammatical.
3. The question of how to characterize the semantic environment which
we have labelled [+P] is not a trivial one. A functional explanation
of p'!:'0ccurrences n18Y shed some light on this matter: it seems that
object markers are usually available in relatively free word-order
languages, as a device to disambiguate sentences in which the direct
object could plausibly be misinterpreted as the subject. Thus in (i)
there is no ambiguity, even if the word order is free, since only
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John can catisfy the agentive reading which eat requires. On the
other hand, in (ii), the marking of Bill as the direct object disambigu-
ates the sentence. In a language in which the position of NP's 1n a
string is irrelevant to their grammatical role, the pres'ence of an
object marker preceding Bill is thus desirable:
(i) John ate the apple
(ii) John killed Bill
This issue will not be pursued further in this study.
4. vRecall that the same holds for sel (see chapter 2, section 2.3
for discussion). This, in fact, seems to be a general property of
dummy Case assigners which may follow from their classification as
grammatical formatives (and see chapter 1 for some discussion of
grammatical formatives).
5. vThere are, in fact, some cases in whi.ch sel appears and which
do not seem to be covered by the environment for ~I in (25). However,
upon closer inspection, all these cases are of an equative nature, as
is demonstrated by (i)a-b:
(l)a. ha-bayit haya vsel Xana
the-house was of Xana
'the hO\lSe was of Xana's'
b. ha-bayit nir'a ¥el Kana
the-house seemed of Xana
'the house looked like it was Xana's'
(i)a-b are exactly synonymous to (11)a-b:
(ii)a. ha-bayit haya ha-bayit ¥el Xana 286
the-house was the-house ot Xana
b. ha-bayit nirla v Xanaha-bayit sel
the-house seemed the-house of Xana
vThe oilly occurrences of sel in an env ironment that does not appear
to fall within the environment specified in (25) are in thIs class:
''0
they all have an exac~ly syn~nymous corresponding sentence, in which
..,...,.,
vthe occurrence of Bel does satisfy the environment in (25).
We would like to argue that, in fact, (i)a-b are cases of elkpsis,
and that (i)a-b actually have the structure in (25), but the head bayit
'house'was deleted under identity with the subject. Thus the structure
of (1)a is as in (iii):
th~-house was
(iii) ha-bayit haya
of Jolln
vIn (iii) the environment for sel insertion is met in the usual way,
independently from ~he deletion of the head.
6. vOne could plausibly argue that when the sel phrase is branching,
=the clitic attached to N1 in (1) below cannot govern the coindexed NZ
position. This is due to the fact that only the N2 position can be
governed since government cannot "enter" maximal projections:
(i)
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Note that if the clitic attached to Nl does not govern N2 , than NZ
cannot be perceived as satisfying the complementation requirements of
N1 and we do not expect the Complement Matching Requirement to be
relevant. Since it is not relevant, cue could enquire why the co-
=indexing in (1) between the clitic attached to N1 and N? is still
-1
obligatory.
We would like to claime that in (1) the clitic on N1 , in fact,
governs Ni and that Ni is percieved as satisfying the complementation
requirements. Thus N' has to be coindexed with the clitic.2 The fact
that Ni and N2 share the same index will then follow from the percolation
of indices from the maximal projection to the head through all the inter-
vening nodes. As for proper government, note that if the clitic on
Nl does not govern N2 , it cannot properly govern it either. Never-
vtheless, the position is properly governed by the clitic on sel. It
follows that the clitic on ~el has to have tIle same index a8 the clitic on
Nl , as N2 and as Ni.
Note that in this case the obligatory presence of a clitic attached
to ~el follows from the ECP, rather than from the assumption that Case
features of grammatical formatives have to be realized (see fn. 4 above).
The assumption that Case features have to be realized, however, cannot be
dispensed with, since it holds for grammatical formatives which are in-
serted in the phonological component as well. In this case, the oblig-
tariness of Case realization cannot be derived from ECP.
7. The difference between (47)a (in which ~ and doubling do not
occur) and (47)b (where both ~ and doubling occur) is that in (47)a
the girl is perceived as being objectified in some sense. This
variation is possible with few Rumanian verbs, notably the verbs
'to show' a arata and 'to see' a vedea.
8. A genuine independent reflexive form (as opposed to a reflexive
clitic) is not used in Rumanian. Rather, the antecedent-reflexive
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relationship is tested here with an emphatic pronominal form, which is
sensitive to c-command and to the binding conditions in the usual
way. Thus (i), in which no ~-command holds between the antecedent
'Mary' and the emphatic pronoun. is ungrammatical:
( i) *casa Mariei! a ara din cauza ei i
house-the Mary's has burned from cause her' 8
'Mary's house burned because of her/*herself'
~insisl i~ )
her/emphatic
9. Note that so far we have not ruled out the insertion of ~,
a [+P] marker, preceding a [-P] element, if such insertion takes
place in PF: in this case, the impossibility of interpretation is
irrelevant, since ~ insertion in PF does not feed in~o LF. (I am
indebted to Donca Steriade for pointing this out.)
Let us, however, assume that when Case markers are inserted in
the phonology, they are truly "rescuing devices". As such, they are
inserted only preceding [-Case] elements. Thus they will be inserted
in doubling configurations, but not in any other configurations.
(Recall that occurences of Ee without doubling have to be instances
or PI at S-structure.)
10. Clearly, our account for the insertion of Case markers is not
complete. A notable problem is presented by the definite object
marker 'et in Modern Hebrew. Since it supplies crucial semantic
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information, call it [+E], and since it does not "trigger" doubling)
we expect t et·+ NP configurations always to branch; thus we do not
expect the NP complement ~f ~et ever to serve as an antecedant for a
lexical anaphor. Although this is true in cases such as (1), it
does not hold for (ii):
(1) *re'iyat 'aerna! 'et ha-mora i
view herself OM the-teacher
'the-tgacher's view of hersel'
(li) dan her's 'et ha-tinoket i
Dan showed OM the-baby
le-'acrna i
to-herself
.'1
Note, however, that the reverse situation, in which the ~~ phrase
contains the anaphor and the PP contains the antecedent, 1.s granunatical
as well:
(iii) dan
Dan
her'a
showed
la-tinoket
:.L
to-the-baby
'et
OM
'aerna i
herself
For (i1) and (iii) a strong precede condition holds. Thus compare (i1)
and (iii) with the ungrammatical (iv) and the very marginal (v):
(iv) *dan her'a le-'acma 'et ha-tinoket ii
Dan showed to-herself OM the-baby
(v) 1?dan her'a 'et 'aerna la-tinoket ii
Dan showed OM herself to-the-baby
It seems that in cases in whicll no clear c-command relationship can
be established, a certain precede principle combined with a thematic
hierarchy may still render anaphoric coindexing grammatical (see
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Jackendoff (1972) for some discussion of the thematic hierarchy).
There are, in fact, some cases in which the combination
v
sel + eli [eli' as in (39)b, can serve as an antecedent for a lexical
anaphor. These are cases of precede and of thematic superiority of
vthe object of sel. Thus compare the sentences in (vi)a-b, (vii)a-b:
(vi)a. ha-xa~iva ~el rinai 'al
the-thinking of Rina about
'Rina's thinking about herself'
b. ha-xa~iva Xel-i i 'al 'acmi
the-thinking of-me about myself
'my thinking about myself'
'acma i
herself
(vii)a. ha-xa~iva 'a1
the-thinking about
meaning as in (vi)a
'acma i
herself
~el
of
t"ina i
Rina
b. *ha-xaXiva 'a1
the-thinking about
meaning as in (vi)b
'scmi i
myself
V 1 ise ..,- i
of-me
In cases (vi) a and (vii) a rina c-commands 'aema 'herself'. Thus 'He
expect considerations of precede to be irrelevant and, indeed, changing
the order of the constituents, as in (vii)a, is irrelevant to the
grammaticality of the sentence.
In (vi)b, on the other hand, the empty category corresponding
::;
to Ni in (39)b does ~ c-command the reflexive anaphor since it is
part of a branching structure. Nevertheless, an anaphortc relationship
1s possible due to precede and due to the themati~ superiority of the
v
object of sel: it is perceived as the agent, whereas the anaphoric
expression is perceived as the patient. However, in (vii) b, wllere
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the EEecede relationship is destroyed, anaphoric relationships are no
longer possible, since the empty category under N1 does not c-command
the anaphoric expression on the one hand, and it does not precede it
on the other. Hence (vii)b is ungrammatical.
11. Interestingly, cases of nominal pied-piping in Rumanian seeL.
to violate Kayne's generalization. Note that in (51)b, ~ does not
appear preceding the fronted element, although this NP is doubled.
The insertion of ~ preceding ale caru! rezultate 'whose results'
would lead to ungrammaticality, since 'whose results' is not [+P]
in the sense discussed in section 3.2 above. I would like to sugg~~t
that the only grammatical derivation of (Sl)b thus involves Case
assignment to ale caru! rezultate in the base prior to the extraction
and a defective application of clitic spell-out in the following way:
(1) [v V,O- Case]
The application of (1) is defective since the clitic form which is
inserted in (1) does not contain Case features. These are assigned
to 'whose results' in the usual way. A full, non-defective application
of (i) would result in absorption of the Case features of V and thus
in the absence of Case marking for 'whose results' and thus in a
violation of the Case filter. On the other hand, ·3 complete failure
of (i) to apply, even in its defective form, would result in a
violation of the semantic l.-~quirement on doubling: we will have a
non-doubled NP which is [+specific/+a gender, y number,a person].
Given this situation, we expect (51)b to be a marked configuration
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and indeed, it is somewhat marginal for most speakers and impossible
for the others.
12. It may be interesting to return briefly at this point to the
question of redundant proper government. In chapter 2 t footnote 23,
we speculated that the reason that clitics on verbs disappeared in
Modern Hebrew is that verbs are proper governors. We noted that when
a clitic is attached to a verb the empty category following it is
properly governed twice, and thus redundantly so. Note that if we
assume that the spell-out of Case features in the base is entirely
free, and that other mechanisms, applying at a l£~er stage, rule out
ill-formed outputs, then in contexts where proper goveJ'nment is needed
following a verb, it will never be the case that a failure to generate
a clitic will be ruled out due to lack of proper government: the
output would always be grammatical due to proper government by the
verb. Given this situation, 1t seems that .n Modern Hebrew this
redundancy strongly encouraged the disappearanc~ of clitics on verbs.
In Rumanian, the same situation holds with respect to proper government:
an empty categol)7 in post-extraction cases is always properly governed
twice. This redundancy is irrelevant in Rumanian, however, since
doubling encodes non-redundant information as ~Jel1. As was shown
earlier, doubling provides crucial information for semantic mechanisms
related to [+P] contexts.
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13. Throughout the following sections we will be tacitly assuming
that verbs have dative assignment features (rather than assuming, for
instance, that verbs subcategorize for a PP, regardless of the Case
which the preposition assigns). This assumption will be discussed in
greater detail in section 4.3 below.
14. Note that we assume that in causative constructions the
subordinate clause is S rather than S. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no direct evidence against this assumption. In fact, in many
investigations of causative constructions, it is suggested that following
the preposing rule, the lower clause is completely destroyed (Aissen
(1974), Rivas (1977)). For our purposes, the assumption that it is S
rather than S is crucial, since a maximal projection (we take S to stand
for INFL and S to stand for INFL; see chapter 1 for discussion) would
block government of the subject position Jose by the matrix verb. Insofar
as our analysis accounts for causative constructions in a natura.l way,
it supplies evidence for S VB. S in this position.
15. Rivas (J.977) observes that a sequence of two ~ phrases, as in
(57)b, is not felicitous. Following Rivas t we take this constraint to
be stylistic in nature. Thus if one of the ~ phrases is fronted, the
sentence loses its akwardness:
(i) a JOS~i' Marfa lei hizQ escribirles j a los chicOdj
(See appendix to chapter 3 for.some discussion of a similar constraint
in French.)
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16. It is possible that the requirement that a verb should govern its
complement at S-structure should be relaxed to allow the trace of a
fronted verb to satisfy this requirement. Although for RP Spanish such
modification is not necessary, it may be necessary for French (see
appendix to ch.3 for discussion). As will become apparent from the
text, the obligatoriness of the fronting of all strictly subcategorized
complements 1n RP Spanish will follow even if the trace, rather than
the antecedent verb, can satisfy the requirement that a head should
govern its complements. As will be shown below, following reanalysis,
the verb hacer has to govern the subcategorized complements of V2 ,
thus rendering the fronting of the subcategorized complements obligatory.
17. Jaeggli (1980) argues that, in Spanish, PP's are indeed generated
~nder Vrather than under V. In this way, the fact that they front
along with a direct object is accounted for, assuming that the fronting
rule applies only to V. Although we accept this as a possible structure,
we would like to claim that PP's can in fact be generated under V as well.
Their fronting in causative constructions in this case will be blocked
by independent factors (and see text for discussion).
lB. The proposal to account for the Case assignment properties of
causative constructions by equating them with the Case assignment pro-
perties of certain verbal paradigms is due to Wehrli (forthcoming).
Wehrli notices that the same situatjon holds in French. Thus we have
the sentences in (i) and (i1) below contrasting with those in (iii) and
(iv):
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(i) '"a. Marie a servi la soupe a Pierre
'Marie served the soup to Pierre'
b. Marie lui a servi 1a soupe
c. Marie l'a servie ~ Pierre
(ii) a. Jean a vole Ie livre a Pierre
'Jean stole the book from Pierre'
b. Jean lui a vole le livre
c. Jean 1'a vole a Pierre
(ii1)a. Jean a servi Pierre
b. *Jean a servi' a Pierre
c. Jean l'a servi
d. *Jean lui a servi
(iv) a. Jean a vole Pierre
b. *Jean a vole " Pierrea
c. Jean l'a vole
d. *Jean lui a vole
19. (62)b is in fact grammatical for speakers of the leismo dialect,
briefly mentioned in section 4.2 below. For these speakers, accusative
clitics can be replaced freely with the~dative clitic 1e.
leismo speakers, however, (62)b is ungrammatical
For non-
20. Several issues should be clarified with respect to the rules (64)
and (65). First, note that (64) is not a local rule, according to our
definition of local rules suggested in chapter 1, section 2. The rule
specifies an environment which is not affected by it: X which contains
a complement of the verb. It is precisely this non-local relationship
which holds between the verb which has a dative Case assignment feature,
and the complement which is assigned dative, that necessitates the intro-
duetion of a rule such as (65), which assigns dative locally.
While (65) is formulated quite freely, its application is subject
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to a chek1ng mechanism that would rule out the output unless it m~tches
a dative Case feature of the head verb. Lrl this sense, the dative assign-
ing verb can be said to trigger the application of dative insertion
in (65). The nature of the checking mechanism that ensures a dative
complement for every dative assigning verb and vise-versa is not explored
in this study. Similarly, we will not elaborate on the nature of rule
(64). Note, however, that in a sense, the environment specified in (64)
could be regarded as an environment which "activates" the potential
dative features of the verb, rather than forms them. Perceived in this
fashion, rule (64) bears strong similarities to the process which
activates genitive Case and which was described in chapter 1, section
2.1.
One could argue that the postulation of two rules (64) and (65)
rather than one dative assigning rule is unnecessary. Note, howevec,
that one rule seeking to capture the relationship between th~ rule and
the dative complement will not be strictly local in the senS0 described
in chapter 1.
Rule (65) which equates dative Case assignment in causative
constructions with dative Case assignment in simplex sentences is
reminiscent of suggestions in Bordelois (1974). Note, however, that we
differ from Bordelois in assuming that the assignment of dative is
first and foremost ~ property of the ver~ which is checked against the
application of a local rule, rather than a structural rule assigning
dative to an NP in a particular string. Assuming that the assignment
of dative is a property of the verb then enables us to greatly simplify
the statement of th rule in (65).
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21. As we will see in section 4.2 below, in the dialect which we
call RP Spanish A, the subordinate subject marked by ~ will always be
dative, since in this dialect a always assigns dative Case. This,
however, is not relevant to our point _ It ',Jill be argued below tha t,
regardless of the Case-assignment properties of ~, the verb in direct
object configurations has accusative Case assignment features. The
dative marking of direct objects is a side effect of the use of the
preposition ~ as an object marker and of the fact that a has dative
Case assignment properties even when it appears in an accusative envi-
ronment. With respect-to the causative constructions, that would imply
that, although hacer has accusative Case features and satisfies the
environment for (63) and for (64).when X is pras~nt, the accusative
Case will still never be realized, due to the in~ervening effect of
dative a.
22. Rivas (1977) observes that the attachment of clitics to V2 and
VI is partially detarmined by semantic considerations. Thus if the
clitic is inanimate, it is preferable to attach it to VI- On the other
hand, if the subject is present andche object clitic is animate, it has
to be attached to V2 . This is exemplified by the following sentences:
( i) Marfa Ie hizo escribirle
'Maria made him write to him'
(ii) *Mar{a {Ie} Ie hizo escribir
se
(iii) ?Mar{a le hizo tocarla
'Maria made him play it'
(iv) Marfa se la hizo tocar
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In (i)~(1i) the complement of V2 is animate (him) and thus it has to
be attached to V2 , In (iii)-(iv) it is inanimat~ (~) and thus it is
preferably attached to VI. I believe that this state of affairs can be
explained if we bear in mind that RP Spanish is a clitic-doubling language
and that in (i)-(iv) the subordinate subject has a corresponding clitic
which is attached to VI- The availability of two animate clitics attached
to VI would result in an ambiguity, but not the situation in which one
of the clitics is inanimate: pragmatically speaking, the causee will
usually be animate. Rivas further observes that certain clitic combina-
tiona are blocked. In particular, if a dative subject clitic is attached
to V1t then, of the following possible combinations, only (a)-(d) are
grammatical:
(v) a. ~- b. ~-
dat +VI V2 dat + VI V2/ /
V2 + acc V2 +dat,acc
c. /",,,- d. /"'--
dat + VI V2 dat,acc + Vi V2
./ /
V2 + dat V2
e.
* A-
f.
* A_
da t , r\a t + V1 /V2 dat ,acc + VI V2/
V2 + (ace) t (dat) V2 + dat
Combination (e) is grammatical only if the clitic which corresponds to
the complement of V2 is inanimate. TIle explanation of this fact was
discussed above. As for the ungrammaticality of (f), it seems to derive
from a constraint that blocks crossing lines between clitics and the
gaps which correspond to them, as is demonstrated in (vi):
(vi) a. *acc dat V [e] [e]
I
I ace datI f
b. dat ace V [~] [el
I I
ace dat
I
I
In (r) the situation is as in (vii):
(vii) *dat ace VI V2 dat [c] [e]
I I
ace dnt
I I
Since the fronting of the accusative clitic alone will create crossing
lines, the sentence is ungrammatical.
23. The other logically possible combinations are blocked by the
constraints discussed in footnote 22 above. The marginality of
cld + VI V2 + cIa combination is explained by the preference for at-
taching inanimate clitics to the higher verb discusse~ in footnote 22.
24. For the extension of this analysis to French causatives, see
appendix to chapter 3.
25. For another proposal for reanalysis in terms of Case assignment
features, see Zubizarreta (1979b).
Note that our analysis crucially applies only to accusative and
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dative clitics in French. Thus, although we predict that these clitics
will never be attached to the lower verb, our analysis makes no claim
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with respect to the clitics ~ and Z or the reflexive~. Some comments
on the nature of 5e were included in:the appendix, chpater 2. However, we say
nothing in this study about the PP clitics en and z. Note that in ma~v
respects they differ from accusative and dative clitics: first, they
cannot be described as spell-out of Case features or as an insertion
of gender, number and person features. Second, even in those dialects
of French and Italian which allow for doubling, doubling is never attested
with PP clitics. Further, it cannot be said that these clitics are sub-
categorized by the verb, hence we do not expect the Complement Matching
Requirement or government to be relevant for these clitics.
it seems that the best characterization of these clitics is indeed as
pronominal elements moved and adjoined to the verbal element.
An exception to these statements are cases when, for example, the
clitic Z actually corresponds to subcategorized elements, as in (i1):
(1)
(ii)
(iii)
,
" "-j a1 pense a Pierre
j'y a1 pense
*je lui ai pense
We shall return briefly to these constructions in section 3.4 below.
26. Note that in (81) we assume that the subordinate clause is domi-
nated by S. Recall that for causative constructions we assumed that the
subordinate clause is dominated by 5, thus enabling government of the
subordinate subject. This situation should be blocked in (81), since
the subject position is occupied by PRO.
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27. Rivas observes that the same restrictions on clitic distribution
which hold in causative constructions hold in 'permit' type verbs. For
an explanation of these restrictions) see footnote 22 above.
28. I am indebted to M-L Zubizarreta and Y. Aoun for pointing these
sentences out ~o me. C. Otero has pointed out to me that there is yet
another leismo dialect) in which the substitution of accusative clitics
by dative ones is obligatory and in which extraction is nevertheless
blocked. This dialect) call it RP Spanish C, is not accounted for in
this study.
29. That a is an accusative Casd assigner is assumed, in fact, by
most of the references cited above on KP Spanish. However, only Jaeggl!
assumes this for RP Spanish A; thus only with respect to his study is
this assumption relevant to our discussion. As will be shuwn below, we
will adopt the assumption that ~ is an accusative marker for all dialects
of Spanish except for RP Spanish A.
30. Lebanese Arabic seems to be a counterexample to our analysis.
In this language, clitic doubling in verbs is attested with the insertion
of the preposition la 'to' which seems to be a dative marker. Nervertheless,
extraction is possible. This is illustrated by (1) and (i1):
(i) vsift-oi la-Karimi
saw-you-h1mi to-~arimi
'you saw Karim'
(11) (1a)
(to)
v
'ayya walad i sift-a!?
which boy saw-you-him
'which boy did you see?'
(iii) vsift-oi la-kill walad i
~aw-you-him to every boy
'you saw every boy'
(Aoun, forthcoming)
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We would like to suggest that in Lebanese Arabic the distinction botween
accusative Case and dative Case is eliminated. Rather, we have a dis-
tinction between nominative Case on the one hand and objective Case on the
other hand. The trace left by WH movement in (ij.) and by QR 1n (iii)
is thus objective rather than dative; therefore it can be properly .
governed by an objective clitic attached to the verb.
31. Jaeggli (1980) argues that indirect objects in RP Spanish are in
fact PP's, and that, as such, they differ from indirect objects in French.
Jaeggli supports his claim with two sorts of evidence. First, he indi-
cates that conjoined NP's can serve as an object of ~ in RP Spanish but
not as objects of! in French (cf. (101)a above). As will become clear
below, we offer another explanation for this fact. The second piece
of evidence is the fact that in causative constructions, subcategorized
PP's are fronted with the fronted V constituent in RP Spanish, but not
in French. Assuming that PP complements are generated under V, but that
::I
indirect NP complements are generated under V, and further assuming that
V-fronting in causatives always moves V, the fact that indirect objects
are fronted in Spanish but not in French follows. The sentences which
illustrate this contrast are given in (1)-(11):
(i) *je faisais telephoner ~ sea parents (a) Jean
'I made Jean call his parents'
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(ii) Ie hicimos llamar a sus padres a Pedro
'we made Pedro call his parents'
(Sentence (ii) is, in fact, marginal, due to the restriction against
two adjacent ~ phrases in RP Spanish; see footnote ~ and discussion
in the text below.)
Note, however, that in French, indirect objects which arc clearly
PP's can be left behind:
(iii) je faisais parler Jean d~ Marie
'1 made Jean talk about Marie'
In the appendix to chapter 3, we return briefly to the ungrammaticality
of (i) and to French causatives in general. \ve show there that the dif-
ferences between causative constructions in French and in RP Spanish do
not depend on the categorial status of the indirect object.
Jaeggli argues that the availability of doubling in indirect cb-
jects i.n RP Spanish but not in French follows from the different categ-
arial nature of the indirect object in these two languages. Although
our attempt to account for the same phenomenon is inspired by this idea,
we reject the conclusion that the categorial status of the indirect ob-
jects differ. Rather, as we will argue below, the nature of the dative
Case assignment is different. In RP Spanish it is assigned by a real
P, whereas in French it is not. Rather than assume, then, that indirect
objects are PP's in RP Spanish, we assume that they are marked as dative
by an adjoined preposition.
CHAPTER 4: ON THE INTERACTION OF CLITICS AND PRO-DROP
)ULt
In the previous chapters we argued for a particular analysis of
clitics. It was shown that clitics are best characterized as spell-outs
of Case, gender, number and person features which are attached to the head
of a phrase and are syntactically part of that head. It was further
argued that such clitics cannot be reagrded as satisfying subcategorization
or complementation requirements; rather, the complement node is independent-
ly generated. Given such an analysis) the requirement that coindexing
hold between the clitic and the doubled element (if such an element
appear&), and the requirement that the clitic govern the doubled element,
follow from general properties of complementation which have been for-
mulated as the Complement Matching R~quirement.
In this chapter, I will extend the analysis proposed above to
existential sentences in Modern Hebrew. It will be shown that in this
configuration, clitics show an interesting interaction with the pro···
drop phenomenon. Section 1 on this chapter contains a presentation
of existential sentences in Hebrew, indicating that clitics in these ccn-
tructions behave both as agreement markers and as object clitics. Section
2 contains an analysis of the pro-drop phenomenon in Hebr AW , motivating
a change in the analysis of pro-drop discussed in Chomsky (1981), Sections
3 and 4 include the nominative and the accusative derivations of existential
sentences in Hebrew, while elaborating on the consequences that these
constructions have for the theory of grawmar.
1. Presentation of the Problem
Existential sentences in Modern Hebrew are formed by using the particle
vl!! 'exist' to assert existence and the particle~ 'exist not' to negate
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existence:
(1)
(2)
v v vyes slosa xatulim ba-gan
exist three cats in-the-garden
'there are three cats in the garden'
v v
'eyn slosa xatulim ba-gan
exist-not three cats in-the-garden
'there aren't three cats in the garden'
Sentences (1)-(2) exhibit a typical behaviour for existential sentences in
that the NP whose existence is being asserted, the understood subject, cannot
be definite and appears in the predicate, and not in the subject position.
The definiteness restriction is demonstrated in (3)-(4) (and see ~!j,lsark,
1974 for some di~cussion of the definiteness restriction in existentials):
(3) v v v ha-xatulim ba-gan*yes sloset
'there are the three cat~ in the garden'
(4) v v ba-gan*'eyn sloset ha-xatulim
there aren't the three cats in the garden'
The sentences (1)-(4) have counterparts in which the subject appears in
the regular subject position. In these cases, the subject can be definite or
non-definite (and again, CO~lpare with the English counterpart). Interestin51y,
in these cases a clitic is obligatory attached to the particle. This clitic
1
agrees in gender, number and person with the subject:
(5)a.
b.
n
.....
d.
Vslovsa Ii v bxatu m yes-~ a-gan
three cats exist-they in-the-garden
'three cats are in the garden'
v v
slosa xatulim 'eyn-am ba-gan
'three cats are not in~he garden'
v v v
sloset ha-xatulim yes-nam ba-gan
'the three cats are in the garden t
v v
sloset ha-xatulim 'eyn-am ba-gan
'the three cats are not-rn the gard~n'
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The requirement that the clitic agrees with the subject in number, gender
and person is demonstrated in (6):
ba-gan'ani.
1.
'eyn-enii/*no/*nxa
I exist-not-I/*he/*you in-the-garden
'I am not in the garden'
v .
ha-yalda i yes-nai/*no ba-gan
the-girl exist-she/*he in-the-garden
'the girl is in the garden'
b.
(6)a.
vA failure to attach a clitic to the particles ~ and~ when they appear
following the subject results in ungrammaticality:
(7)a.
b.
ha-xatulim
'eyn ba-gan
vyes ba-gan
?(Compare with (5)c)-
(Compare with (6)a)
Similarly, the attachment of a clitic when the subject is not fronted 1s
ungratnmatical:
(Compare with (1»v vslosa xatulim1 ba-gan
yalda i ba-gan
girl in-the-garden
girl in the garden'
~:,
'~e¥-nam
i
*'eyn-a i
exist-nat-her
'there is not a
b.
(8)a.
At first glance, it seems that the constrast between the grarnmaticality
of (1), (2) and (5) on the one hand, and the ungrammaticality of (7) and (8)
on the other hand can be explained by assuming the analysis of clitics
illustrated previously. According to this analysis) the clitic would be a
spell-out of t11e Case features of the particle. The particle itself would
not be a proper governor. Hence, only when the clitic is present can extrac-
tion occur, allowing the coindexed clitic to properly govern the empty position.
Thus (7) would be ungrammatical because the extraction site following the
particle is not properly governed. (8) ,~ould be ungrammatical
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because the clitic absorbs the Case features of the particle, hence the NP
Xlo~a xatulim 'three cats' would not be assigned Case and would violate' the
Case filter.
Some independent evidence that particles are not proper governors
comes from cases on quantifier raising. Thus wide-scope interpretation of
many is impossible in (9)a but possible in (9)b:
(9)a. 'eyn har~eladim ba-gan
'there aren't many children in the garden'
b. harbe yeladim 'eyn-am ba-gan
'Many children are not in the garden'
A wide scope interpretation for many in (9)a would result in an empty cate-
gory following ~, as in (10)a. Since~ is not a proper governor, this
reading is ruled out and the only possible reading of (9)a is the one in
which the negation marker~ has scope over many. (9)b, on the other hand,
1s given the representation in (lO)b:
(IO)a. there is x such that x is many children,~ x in the garden
b. there is x such that x is many children, x 'eyn+cl i [eli in the garden
If we extend the analysis proposed in the previous chapters to the eli tics
on the existential particles discussed above, then a few related q" .~cions
arise. What is the status of the subject position in sentences such as
(1)-(2)1 How does the fronted element in (5)a-b receive Case? what Case
is assigned to the post-particle subject?
Clearly, the Case which is assigned to the fronted subject in sentences
such as (5)a-b is nominative. This is shown by the appearance of nominative
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pronominal forms in that position, as in (6)a above. Assuming the rule of
nominative Case assignment to be roughly as in (11) (but see below for a
more precise formulation), we thus conclude that the value of AGR in (5)a-b
is [+]:
(11) Assign nominative to NP if it governed by +AGR
On the other hand, it is also clear that the Case which is assigned to
the post~par.~_~~.!~__position is, again, nominative. This is evidenced by the
appearance of nominative pronominal forms in that position as well (note
that in regular existential sentences this is impossible, due to the defini-
teness requirement. However, the particle~ functions in Modern Hebrew
as a marker of negation in present tense and nominal sentences, and in these
3
cases, a post-verbal subject is not constrained by the definiteness requirement):
(12)a. 'eyn ~ani yoda'at 'et
neg I know ace
'I dOtl' t know the answer'
b. 'eyn hi ha-rof'a
neg she the-doctor
'she is not the doctor'
vha-tsuva
the-answer
If we wished to maintain the assumption that the clitic in (5) is a spell-out
of the Case features of the particle, we would have to conclude that exist-
ent:Lal sentences contain two nominative markers: the AGR node and the par-
ticle itself. But note that if this is the case, we no longer have an
explanation for the ungrammaticality of \~): although the Case features of
the particle itself were absorbed by the clitic, we would still expect it
to be possible for AGR to mark the subject as nominative in the post-verbal
position, since nominative assignment by AGR in post-verbal positions is
otherwise possible in Modern Hebrew, as is demonstrated by (13)a-b:
(13)a.
b.
v vhuku slasa yeladim ba-gan
were-beaten three children in-the-garden
'three children were beaten in the garden'
v
nismea yilelat xatul
was-heard wailing cat
'the wailing of a cat was heard'
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Clearly in (13)a-b the post-verbal subject is assigned nominative, since it
agrees with the verb in number, gender and person, a characteristic property
of nominative Case assignment (for detailed discussion see Borer, 19808,
where it is argued that the verbs in (13)a-b are "ergative" verbs in the
sense of Burzio, 1981 ~- see also discussion below).
In order to answer the questions posed above and clarify che status of
the subject in sentences (1)-(2), it is useful to briefly review pro-drop
phenomena in Modern Hebrew.
2. Pro-Drop in Modern Hebrew
Yet another curious property of the particle + eli tic complex in sen-
tences which are equivalent to (5) and (6) above is that it behaves exactly
like a fully inflected verb with respect to pro-drop.
Pro-drop is the name given to a phenomenon attested in languages such
as Italian, Spanish, Rumanian, Arabic, Hebrew and others. In these languages,
a pronominal subject is optional. In Hebrew, this phenomenon has an unusual
distribution: it seems to be attested only in the past and future tenses
and t in thoEle cases, only in the first and second person (but see below for
other cases). This situation is exemplified by the following paradigm:
(14)a. ('ani) 'axalti 'et ha-banana
(I) ate ace the-banana
b. 'ani 'oxelet 'et ha-banana
I eat ace the-banana
c. *'oxelet 'et ha-banana
eat ace the-banana
d. (' ani) 'axal fet ha-banana
will-eat
(15)a. ('atem)
(you-pI)
'axaltem
ate
'et
acc
ha-banana
the-banana
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b. 'atem 'oxlim
eat
'et ha-banana
c. *'ox1im 'et ha-banana
d. (' atem) toxlu
will-eat
let ha-banana
(16)a. hu 'axal 'et ha-banana
he ate ace the-banana
b. *'axa1 'et ha-banana
c. hu 'axel 'et ha-banana
eats
d. *'oxel 'et ha-banana
e. hu yoxal 'et ha-banana
will-eat
f. *yoxal 'et ha-banana
As has been noted before (see Bor~r, 1980a) ,the availability of pro-drop in
Hebrew seems to be related to the availability of person markers in the AGR
node. In the present tense, AGR in Hebrew is defective: it contains markers
only for gender and number but not for person. The third person in the
other tenses is the unmarked person of AGR in Hebrew. It would thus be
plausible to assume that the person marker in these forms is not sufficiently
specific and thus cannot "trigger" pro-drop (we return to the formulation of
this generalization below).
Returning now to the particle + clitic complex as illustrated in (5)-(6)
above, it is interesting to note that it behaves as a fully inflected verb
(namely, a non-present tense verb containing a person marker) with respect to
pro-drop. Thus (17)a-e are grammatical but (18)a-b are not:
(17)a. ('ani) 'eyn-eni ba-gan
'I aID no t in the garden'
b. ('ata) 'eyn-xa ba-gan
'you are not in the garden'
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c. ('atem) 'eyn-xem ba-gan
'you(pl) are not in the garden'
d. hu 'eyn-enu ba-gan
'he is not in the garden'
e. hem 'eyn-am ba-gan
'they are not in the garden'
(18)a. *'eyn-enu ba-gan (Compare with (17)d)
b. *'eyn-am ba-gan (Compare with (17)e)
Clearly, the grammaticality of the pro-drop versions of (17)a-c vs. the
ungrammaticality of (18) is related to the clitic on the particle: when
this c~itic is specified for first and second person, pro-drop applies in
a similar way to its application in (14)a,d and (lS)a,d. In (18), where
the person marker is that of third person, its application is blocked as
it is blocked in (16)b,f. However, we concluded earlier that the crucial
trigger for pro-drop in Hebrew is related to the person marker in the AGR
node. In (17)-(18), on the other hand, the relevant person marker is a
clitic on the particle.
These facts would seem to suggest that the clitics on the particles
should be viewed as AGR markers rather than as a spell-out of the Case
features of the particles themselves. AGR, however, is not a proper go-
vernor (see Rizzi, 1980 for discuSSion)( Thus if the c~-;~c is an AGR
marker and if the particles themselves are not proper governors (as we
concluded on the basis of (9) above), then every extraction from the post-
particle position should result in a violation of ECP. The eli tic cannot
properly govern the empty position, since it is an AGR marke~ and the particle
itself is not a proper governor. Since extraction is neverthel€.ss pos-
sible, and only when the clitic is present, we arrive at the rather contra-
dietory conclusion that the clitics on the particles f lction as AGR markers
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with respect to the pro-drop phenomenon, but as clitics on the particle
itself for the purposes of proper government of the post-particle position,
when extraction from the latter position takes place.
Chomsky (1981) suggests that the availability of pro-drop in some
languages VB. its absence in others (such as English and French) can be
~xplained if we assume that the rule which attaches the AGR markers to the
verb (essentially the rule of Affix Hopping of Chomsky, 1957) 1s a local
. .-.---~
rule (in the sense of Emonds, 1976, and see chapters 1 and 3 for discussion).
This rule can apply either in the syntactic component of the grammar or in
-
the p~()n.Q.:19g~.~.~1 £.Q!!!ponent. D~fferent gramma~s Ill~Y ~ele~~ to J:e6triG~
~' ~
this option. t<? ~h~ plJBnQl~~:.c;~1._E.9!11l?Qnent. The rule of Affix Hopping is .
given in (19) and is restricted for English and French as stated in (20):
(19) Affix Hopping (AH)
AGR v ~ [V V, AGR]
(20) 4AH may not apply in the syntax
(Recall that we are assuming, following Chomsky, 1981, that local rules do
not leave a trace.)
Let us now see how this rule accounts for the distribution of pro-drop.
Consider the following S-structure representations of sentence (14)a above:
(21)a. I +AGR [Vp ate the banana] AH has not applied in the syntax
b. I [Vp ate + AGR the banana] AH has applied in the syntax
c. PRO +AGR [vp ate the banana] AH has not applied in the syntax
d. PRO [vp ate + AGR the banana] AH has applied in the syntax
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Representation (2l)a is well-formed: the AGR node governs the subject
position at S-structure, and thus it can assign nominative Case. This
derivation gives rise to' the grammatical non-pro-drop version of (14)a.
Representation (21)b is ungrammatical: the subject position is not
governed by AGR; hence, the lexical NP I cannot receive Case. S Thus
this derivation violates the Case filter. Representation (21)c is ungram-
matical as well: at S-structure the AGR node governs the subject position,
thus yielding a governed PRO and resulting in ungrammaticality. Repre-
sentation (21)d, on the other hand, is well-formed: since AGR'no longer
governs the subject position, PRO is free to appear there. In Fr~nch or
English, since AH can only apply in the phonological component, (21)d
is never possible; consequently, all representations which include PRO
in subject position are ungrammatical.
Chomsky further extends this analysis to account for other phenomena
typical to pro-drop languages: empty pleonastic subjects and free inversion
of the subject. These constructions in Hebrew and their counterparts
in non-pro-drop languages are given in (22)-(24):
(22)
(23)
a.
b.
c.
d.
a.
Pleonastic elements in "raising" and extraposi tion configurations:
it seems that John is late again
nir'e ~e-Itamar Xuv me'axer
seems that-I tamar again late
it annoys me that John is always late
v
margiz 'oti se-Itamar tamid me'axer
annoys me that-Itamar always late
Pleonastic elements in "ergative" configuratiolls (in the sense
of Burzio, 1981):
il est arriv~ un gar~on6
'there arrived a boy'
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b. ni~ma cilcul pa'amon
was-heard ring bell
'bell-ringing was heard' or 'bell-ringing is heard'
(24) Subject inversion:
a. *ate the apples three men/John and Mary
b. ??there ate the apples three men/*John and Mary
'axlu 'et ha-tapuxim v v v 7c. slosa 'anasi.m/Raxel ve-Dan
ate ace the-apples three men Racbel and Dan
(Note that in (23)b and (24)c the subject position in Hebrew is empty
although the AGR node does not contain the person marker which can trigger
pro-drop in the sense discussed above. We will return to this point below
when we formulate more precisely the functioning of the person marker.)
Two questions can be raised with respect to the pro-drop variants
of (22)-(24): first, why are pleonastic elements attested only in non-pro-
drop languages? Second, in (23)b and (24)c, how is nominative Case assigned
to the post-verbal subject?
Note that the availability of pleonastic elements in non-pre-drop
languages follows directly from the existence of restriction (20) in these
languages: since the subject position is always governed, it follows that
PRO cannot appear there. Since AGR 1s not a proper governor, it also follows
that [e] cannot appear to the subject position. Thus a lexical NP has to
appear in this position. Since the position is a non-thematic position,
a lexical NP appearing in it has to be non-re~erential, i.e., pleonastic
(and see chapter 1 and the appendix to chapter 2 for some discussion).
However, one would expect that, in pro-drop languages, and precisely in
those derivations in which AH has not applied in the syntax, suell pleonastic
elements would show up. In order to explain the absence of such elements,
we could invoke the principle Avoid Pronoun of Chomsky (1981). This
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principle will effectively force AH to apply in the syntax, allowing for
PRO to appear in,the subject position.
The Avoid Pronoun principle, however, is not a very strong one. Both
expansions of (14)a above, for example, are fully gramlnatical, although the
one in which the full pronominal form ~ni 'I' 1s omitted, is slightly pre-
ferred. Consequently, we would not expect the exclusion of a pleonastic
element to be very strong either. Interestingly, there are sentences corres-
ponding to (22)b-d in substandard Hebrew which utilize a pleonastic element:
(25)a.
b.
v v?ze nir'e se-Itamar suv rne'axer
'it seems that Itamar is late again'
ze margiz 'oti Xe-Itamar tamid me'axer
'it annoys me that Itamar is always late'
However, the counterparts of (23)b and (24)c with the pleonastic element ze
are completely ungrammatical:
(26)a.
b.
v
**ze nisma cilcul pa'amon
v v v
**ze 'axlu 'et ha-tapuxim slosa 'anasim
As we will see below, there are independent reasons to believe that precisely
in these cases AH is forced to apply in the syntax in order to form a gramma-
tical derivation. Thus, assuming that (20) is indeed tile parameter distin-
guishing pro-drop languages from non-pro-drop languages, it will correctly
predict the distribution of pleonastic elements in substandard Hebrew.
Let us now turn to the assignment of nominative Case in (23)b and (24)c.
We know that nominative rather than any other Case is assigned to~e post-
verbal subject since the verb has to agree wit.h the subject, whether preposed
or postposed. Thus (27)a-b are ungrammatical:
(27) a. v*nisma cilculey pa'amon
was/is-heard ringings bell
'ringings of a bell are/were heard'
b. *'axal 'et
ate(sg) acc
ha-tapuxim
the-apples
v v v
slosa 'anasim
three men
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In order to capture the assignment of nominative Case to post-verbal subje~ts,
Chomsky suggests that at D-structure a rule of superscript1ng co-superscI'ipts
the subject position and AGR. He further sugg2StS that the rule for nomi-
native Case assignment applies at S~~tructure and is as in (28):
(28) Assign nominative Case to an NP which is both governed by AGR and
co-superscripted with it.
Nominative Case is now assigned to (24)c in the following way: at D-structure,
following the co-superscripting, the representation of (24)c is as in (29):
(29)
Following the postposing of the subject, the possible configurations at
",-----_._.~ """- ~ _ ~_ ....-- '.- '-~~" ...
S-structure are as in (30)a-b:
(30)a. i[VP .•••• ] NP] AH did not apply 1n the syntax
b. i . i[vp [vp V+AGR ... J NP J AH applied 1n the syntax
(30)a is ungrammatical since nominative Case cannot be assigne~ to the post-
verbal NP: although it is co-superscripted with AGR, it is not governed by
it and hence (28) cannot apply. (30)b, on the other hand, is grammatical. AGR
is attached to the venb and now it governs the C'': 3~perscripted NP in the
post-verbal position (recall that we !lre assuming that a head can govern into
adjoined structures. See the definition of c-command and government in
8
chaptet 2, (42) and (53) above). From the application of AH in the syntax,
it follows that no lexical NP, and thus no lexical pleonastic element, can
appear in the subject position, quite independent from the Avoid Pronoun
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principle. The appearance of a lexical NP in subject position would be ruled
out, since that NP cannot receive Case; hence it would violate the Case
filter. Thus (26)b above is ungrammatical.
In order to account fot'the assignment of nominative Case in "ergative
constructions", ~~ome·mor~ machinery is necessary. Assuming, following Burzio
(1981) and Borer(1980a), that in sentences such as (23)b the post-verbal subj~ct
J/A_.,-, ........- ••. -._
is base generated in the vp,9 we cannot appeal to superscripting at D-structure
.~"'::;:;';;_:;,c.,;......__."._ .. _" •.•~,,_
as a way to co-superscript AGR and the post-verbal NP.
In order to account for the nominative Case assignment in these cases,
Chomsky argues that an exp~~~ive ~,~g w~!~~ is co-superscripted wl~h the p~~~-
verbal subject is inse~ted in the subject position. Since this PRO is inserted
""._--------........_., __ ..,.,.. c-.~ ,---~~· ,-··'c > •• ,.- ;--~;;;:;::::=--=-._-- --""":-."_.0_ _..__ , _ ,......... ...-- .._ __ .~ _ H
into a position which is co-superscrj.pted with AGR at:B::£tructure by the pro-
cess described above, it follows, by transitivity of coindexing) that the
post-verbal subject is co-superscripted with AGR. ThuB the post-verbal subject
can be assigned nominative Case once Ah has appli,ed in the syntax. Again note
that the only derivation which 1s well formed is the one in which AH applies
in the syntax, hence rendering (26)a ungrammatical.
We will assume the analysis of pro-drop sketched above with a slight
change: we will assume with Chomsky that there is a rule applying at D-
structure which co-superscripts AGR and the subject position. However, we
will not assume that the inserted PRO in ergative constructions is co-super-
scripted with the post-v.arbal position. Rather, we will aSSUIne that every NP
can be freely assigned a superscript. However, only if the superscript which
is assigned to the post-verbal NP matches that of AGR will the post-verbal NP
be able to receive nominative Case.
It seems, however, that the system we propose would not block nomina-
tive Case assignment to objects of transitive verbs. Since Buperscripting is
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free and since AGR in pro-drop languages can move into the VP in the syn-
tactic componenet, it should be possible to have the situatio~ in (31)a, in
which AGR i~ co-superscripted with the direct object:
(31)a. PRO! i NP i ][Vp V + AGR
nom
*PRO 'axal-ti ha-tapuax
ate-I the-apple
'I ate the apple'
b. PRO! i NPj ][Vp V + AGR
PRO 'axal-ti 'et ha-tapuax
ace
In (31)a the direct object was assigned the same superscript as that of AGR
and consequently it was assigned nominative Case. However, the sentence 1A
ungrammatical. The grammatical sentence is as in (31)b, in which accusative
Case is assigned to the direct object.
I believe, however, that the ungrammaticality of (31)a 1s due to other
factors. It is observed in Burzio (1981) and Chomsky (1981) ttat verbs which
assign accusative Case also assign a a-role to their subjects. Note further
..-- - ""',_.__"_._. I."'" , 0 -. . ~--''''. _.' •
that verbs which assign accusative Case also assign a a-role to their object.
~~,... ...•-...._-----------_.~~-_ ..•._._..."---"... ,, .. - .. -
It follows that for every transitive y-erb 1.~h~re are t~~_!"_§!_~_~!'~!!~!~!..~~prg§eions"..--- ------_._..-•..-._-- ._- -- .
10
which occupy~_.~.~~..-E_~le-!~~.~._.. ~-:~,~-~! ..tionf? Given these generalizations, the
--'-'---
ungrammaticality of (31)a follows immediately. Recall that a 9-ro1e is assigned
to an A-cha1n and that A-chains are defined on superscripting as well as on co-
tindexing (see appendix to chapter 2 for discussion). Since the sequence PRO --
ithe apple in (31)a has the same superscript assigned to eacil of its members,
it constitutes an A-chain and only one 9-role can be assigned to it. It
follows that one of the 9-roles which corresponds to the verb eat in (31)a
is not assigned. There is only one A-chain, but two a-positions and two a-roles.
Hence (31)a is ruled out as a violation of the e-crit~rion.
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Our account makes a rather clear prediction: if one could find verbs
which violate the generalization above, namely, verbs which assign accusative
Case but which do not assign a a-role to their subject, we would expect sonle
freedom with respect to the assignment of Case to the complements of these
verbs. We expect them to be either accusative or nominative, depending on
the superscript picked by the post-verbal NP. If that superscript matches
that of AGR, we expect nominative Case, otherwise, we expect accusative Case.
As we will see in section 4 below, this prediction is verified, thus
supplying strong evidence for the free superscripting of post-verbal NP's.
Let us now turn to the function of the person marker in delimiting the
pro-drop phenomenon. Let us assume that the, person feature of AGR contains
a referential index. Naturally, this referential index is present only when
the person feature is present. Thus in present tense in Hebrew there is no
such index. The 3rd person marker, we assume, is defective in that it does
not contain such a referential index. Thus the only person markers which
contain referential indices are 1st and 2nd person markers. Now let us as-
surne that, in configurations such as (32), the referential index is obligato-
rily transmitted to a lexical NP in the subject position as ~art of the
superscripting process (outlined above) between AGR and the subject position
(we will take PRO's Wllich are present at D-struc ture, to be lexical):
(32) AGRi
gender
number
personJ
Note that in the cases in which the subject position is null at D~-structure
(such as the ergative cases and the pleonastic cases in (22) and (23)above)
this transmission of a referential index will not take place. However, it
will apply in the standard cases of pro-drop, such as the ones in (14)a-b,d
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and (15) a-b, d above, since in those the PRO is a p,E0nominal element... 1nJ:r..o= .
...---.__ .
We can now account for the facts of pro-drop in Hebrew, as illustrated
by (14)-(16) above. Assuming that whenever the subject is not realized
phonologically it is ~ccupied by PRO, and that whenever such a PRO appears
the only well-formed derivation is one in which AH has applied in the syntax,
the following paradig'm results:
(33)a. 'axal-ti i[vp ate +AGR
[1st person] j
'I ate the banana'
ret ha-banana
ace the-banana
b. PRO~ toxl-u 1 'et ha-banana[vp will-eat + AGR acc the-banana
J (2nd person]j
pl.
'you (pI) will eat the banana
c. * i 'axel i
PRO. [vp eat +AGR
J I [-person]
'I/you/he eats the banana'
d. * 1 'axal i
PRO [vp ate t·AGR
j , [-person]
'he ate the banana
ret ha-banana
ace the-banana
'et ha-banana
ace the-banana
Note that the PRO receives a referential index from AGR only in (33)a-b.
Since the subject position of 'eat' is a a-position, it follows that a
referential expression has to appear in this position. Since in (33)c-d
the PRO does not receive a referential index from AGR, the sentences are
ungranunatical.
This account for the ungrammaticality of (33)c-d makes a clear
prediction: if there is another way to assign a referential index to the
PRO in (33)c-d, then we would expect these constructicns to be grammatical.
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There are, in fact, two other ways to assign a referential index to a PRO.
First, it can be assigned a referential index by a controller and second, it
can have arbitrary reference. And indeed, (33)c-d can be "salvaged" in
these situations. In (34)a-b a control situation is illustrated. In (35)a-b
the PRO has arbitrary reference:
(34)a.
b.
(35)a.
b.
vTalilai ma'amina se-PROi hiclixa ba-bxina
Talila i believes that PROi pucceeded in-the-test
'Talila believes that she passed the test'
v v 12Dan! bikes me-Talila i se PRO! tavo
Dan! asked from-Talila i ~oat PROi will-come
'Dani asked Talila to come'
'amru 'et ze ba-radio 'etmol
said(pl) it in-the-radio yesterday
'it was said on the radio yesterday'
'omrim Xe-Rina 10 hiclixa ba-bxina
say (pI) that-Rina not succeeded in-the-test 13
'it is said that Rina did not pass the test'
When no referential index is assigned to PRO, it is a non-referential PRO,
a p~eonQstic one. Since it is not a referential expression, its distribution
is restricted by the a-criterion. Thus we find this PRO in "raising"-type
constructions, in "extraposition"-like constructions and 1.n the subject position
of ergative verbs. This situation was illustrated by (22)-(23) above. Note
that, typically, the verbs in these constructions appear in the present tense
and in the third person, failing to transmit a referential index (and see
footnote 11 above for some comments on index transmission in these cases).
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3. Existential Sentences: Analysis
Let us~ to our discussion of existential sentences in Hebre\v.
Recall that we are seeking to explain the contrast between the grammatical
(36)a-b and the ungrammatical (37)a-b:
(36)a.
b.
(37) a.
b.
v v
'eyn slosa xatulim ba-gan
'there aren't three cats in the garden'
¥lsZsa xatu1imi 'eyn-ami ba-gan
'three cats are not in the garden'
v v
*'eyn-ami slosa xatulim i ba-gan
*Klo~a xatulim 'eyn ba-gan
Earlier, we concluded that the clitic attached to~ in (36)b functions
both as a proper governor for the extraction site: when fronting of the subject
takes place, and as a "trigger rr for pro-drop (see (17) and (18) above). Given
,.....--
our account of the restrictions on pro-drop in Hebrew, we would like to argue
that, when the clitic is present, both a superscript and a referential index
can be transmitted to the PRO in the subject position of sentences such as
(38). In this way we can account for the grammaticality of (38)a VB. the
ungrammaticality of (38)b:
(38)a. 'eyn-eni
Pt+ cl
[1st person] j
'I am not in the garden'
ba-gan
in-the-garden
b. *
PRO
'eyn-enu
Pt+ cl
ba-gan
in-the-garden
[3rd person]
'he is not in the garden'
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Following our analysis of pro-drop in Hebrew, only in (38)a is the PRO
assigned a referential index by the 1st person marker in the clitic. On
the other hand, in (38)b the person marker is 3rd person, and hence does
not transmit a referential index to PRO. PRO, on the other hand, cannot be
arbitrary, because the clitic is not 3rd person, masculine plural,14 and
it is not controlled. It follows that PRO cannot receive a referential
index. (38)b is therefore ungrammatical.
Given this account, it is desirable to argue that the clitic attached
to the particle is, in so~e sense, an agreement marker. On the other hand,
recall that it functions as a proper governor for a position inside the
Particle Phrase (PtP). From this point of view, it is desirable to claim
that it is a clitic rather than an AGR marker. Only clitics are proper gov-
ernors; AGR markers are not.
In order to settle this apparent contradiction, let us assume the
following:
1. Particles are "ergative" verbal elements in that their subject follows
..
them in the PtP. Like other "ergative" verbs, they do not assign Case to
their subject. Rather, the subject is assigned Case by AGR once AGR moves
into the PtP and adjoins to the Particle (Pt). However, unlike genuine
"ergative" verbs, particles are not proper governors. Thus, an empty category
following the particle is not properly governed unless a coindexed clitic 1s
present.
2. In spite of the fact that particles do not have Case features, the rule
of Clitic Spell-Out may optionally apply in particle constructions, although
in a defective way. Its application will be as in (39):
(39) ) [PtPt,[a. gender, B number, y person] ]
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The clitic formed by (39) is defective in that it does not contain the
feature [0 Case]. Let us assume that the output of (39) is ruled out by
a phonological filter, unless the feature [0 Case] is added to the matrix
of features of the clitic at some point of the derivation to yield the gram-
matiea! clitic representation in (41):
(40) [a gender,S number,Y person,O Case]
Intuitively speaking, our proposal implies that although the representation
in (39) counts as a clit1c for the purposes of proper government and the
interpretative component, it cannot be regarded as a well-formed clitic in
15PF unless it contains the feature [0 Case]. Thus once (39) has applied,
the derivation is ruled out unless there is a way to add the missing Case
feature to the clitic derived by (39).
vAnother assumption needed with respect to the particles ~ and~
in general is that they can never vary, regardless of the nature of AGR
in these cases. In this way, they differ from regular verbs. The latter
may vary morphologically, depending on the value of AGR when it is attached,
and incorporate gender, number and person information, On the other hand,
we will assume that even when AGR is specified for particular gender, number
and person information, this information will never be realized phonologi-
cally when it is attached to the particle, since the morphological pattern
associated with particles is defective.
Now let us consider the derivation of (36)-(38) above. The derivation
of (36)a is quite straightforward. III this case, AH applies in the syntactic
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component and (39) above fails to apply. At S-structure, the result is
the configuration in (41):
(41) NPj ]
[nominative]
In (41) AGR and the subject position are co-superscripted by the superscrip-
ting rule applying at the base. However, the subject position at D-structure
is null, since it is not a a-position. At S-structure, an expletive PRO
.'-'__"'_"' "_'. _..--..._......-_t<II
... ,....... - ....._-......_--_..._..-..---_.. - _..__.....--_.
is inserted i!!"...this-.posi,tion,•... __ . The post-verbal NP 1s assigned a superscript
~-----_.,.
freely. But only if it is assigned the superscript i can it be assigned
nominative Case, since only then will it be co-superscripted with AGR. Since
.
Ehe particle does not assign Case, any other superscript will result in a
violation of the Case filter, since the post-verbal NP could not be assigned
Case (but see below, section 1.4 for an accusative derivation of (41». If,
-·however, the post-verbal subj ect is assigned the superscript i and AH applies
in the syntax, (41) is grammatical.
Let us now turn to the counterpart of (41) in which AH does not apply
in the syntactic component. In this case, the derivation is as in (42):
(42) * PROj [PtP Pt NPj ]
Note that even if the post-verbal ~ubject is assigned the same superscript
as AGR, as in the derivation in (42), it cannot be assigned nominative Case.
In (42) AGRj does not govern NPj, since government ~_maximal projections
is blocked. (See the definition of government in chapter 2, (53) and related
discussion.) It follows that NP j cannot be assigned Case and the derivation
is ungrammatical. Note further that PROj in (42) is governed. Thus the
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sentence is ruled out twice.
Now let us consider the de~'ivation in which the post-verbal subject
has been fronted to the subject position, but (39) above has not applied.
The output is as in (43):
(43) (=37)b * NP j1 [e] i ]
In (43) NP{ was moved to the subject position, leaving behind a coindexed
trace. Although NP{ can be assigned nominative Case by the governing, co-
superscripted AGR, the derivation is nevertheless ungrammatical, since the
empty category left following the fronting of the post-verbal NP is not pro-
perly governed (recall that the particle itself (Pt) is not a proper gover-
nor).
Now consider a derivation in which (39) has applied, AH has applied
in the syntax and the post-verbal subject has not been fronted. This deri-
vation is given in (44):
(44) (=37a) [ Pt +eli + AGRjPtP
In (44) (39) has applied, resulting in a c11tic attached to the particle,
j
which is coindexed with the complement NP t . We further assume ~ derivation
in which AH has applied in the syntax and in which the post-verbal NP is
assigned the same superscript as AGR. (note that if in (44) AH does not
apply in the syntax, the sentence will be ruled out for the same reason
that (42) above is ruled out. Furthermore, if the post-verbal NP 1s not
assigned the same superscript as AGR, it cannot receive Case; see discussion
above.) (44) is nevertheless ungrammatical. Recall that after the application
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of (39) above, the clitic is defective; unless a Case feature is added to
it, it will be ruled out. In (44), the addition of the missing Case feature
is possible: the clitic can absorb the nominative Case feature of AGR
which is now attached to the particle. However, after the absorption of
this feature, the assignment of nominative Case to the post-verbal NPj is
no longer possible. Since NPj cannot receive Case in any other way, the
derivation is ungrammatical.
If, on the other hand, there is no post-verbal NP which has to be
assigned nominative Case in cases such as (44), we expect the derivation
to be grammatical. Thus, corresponding to (44) and (37)a we have the
grammatical sentence in (38)a -- the case of pro-drop:
(45) (=38a) [e] i]
Let us consider in detail the derivat:on of (45). At D-structure, the
structure of (45) is assumed to be as in (46)a:
(46)a. [NP ]j AGRj
[1st person]i
PRO~
(Note that we are assuming that the value of the person marker of AGR 1n
(45) is [1st person]. We will return below to the motivation of this
assumption.)
Two operations apply to (46)a: first, the post-verbal PRO is assigned
a superscript at random. At this stage, however, there is no reason to
assume that the superscript 1 which is assigned to PRO is identical to 1,
the superscript of AGR and of the null category in the subject position.
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Second, (39) above applies, resulting in a clitic which is coindexed with
the complement PRO. These two operations result in the structure in (46)b:
(46)b. [ ] jNP AGR
j
[1st person]i
PRO~]
Again, a few processes apply to (46)b. First, by the application of
"Move 0.", the post-verbal PRO is moved to the subject position, leaving
behind a co1Il.dexed empty category. (Note that the failure of "Move Ct." to
apply in this case would result in a governed PRO at S-structure, and hence
in ungrammatieality.) If PRO~ is moved to [NP ]j and I1j, the derivation
is ruled out. Hence the only grammatical derivation in this respect is the
one in which l=j. Note that PRO now carries the same superscript as AGR.
Let us assume that, as such, it also has to have the same subscript as
AGR, if AGR contains a subscript. Since in (46) it does, we conclude
i
that k=1 and that the correct representation of PRO in (46) is as PROi.
Second, in (46)b AH applies in the syntactic component. Again, the
failure of AH to apply in the syntactic component will result in a governed
PRO in subject position, thus placing the sentence in violation of the
binding conditions. The application of "Move a" and AH in the syntax results
in the representation in (46)c:
(46) c. [Pt + eli + AGR{ ]
Following the attachment of AGR to the particle, nominative Case is absorbed
by the c11t1c, thus rendering the clitic well-formed, as required by (40)
above.
Let us try to be more specific at ut the nature of the absorption of
the nominative Case. Let us assume th ,in fact, the full AGR node is
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absorbed by the clitic, including the (separate) set of gender, number and
person features which the AGR node contains. A natural assumption would be
that such an absorption is only possible if the set of features generated
by the rule (39) above is identical to the set of features which the AGR
node contains. Otherwise, the absorption would result in a conflict and
hence in ungrammaticality. Thus, the fact that in (38)a above the clitic
is [1st person 8g] clearly indicates that AGR in (38)a 1s [1st person sg]
as well. Any other combination would result in ungrammaticality: the
absorption of a conflicting set of features would be ill-formed. On the
other hand, the failure of absorption to apply would result in an ill-formed
clitic, violating (40) above, and leading to ungrammatical1ty.
(46)c above contains an empty category, which is properly governed
by the coindexed cl1tic. The clitic, an output of rule (39), is well-formed,
since nominative Case has been absorbed, hence it is a well-formed represen-
tation, in accordance with (40). AGR has moved into the PtP in the syntactic
component, resulting in an ungoverned PRO in subject position. There thus
remains no reason to rule the sentence in (38)a out -- and, indeed, it is
granunatical.
Let us now turn to the last case, the one illustrated by (36)b above.
In this case, AH applies in the phonology; thus, nominative Case can be
...........~~,....~"_ ...........
assigned to the fronted NP in the subject position. On the other hand, (39)
L -----
applies as well, resulting in a clitic which governs the empty category left
by the preposed subject and is coindexed with it. Thus at S-structure the
structure of (36)b is as in (47):
(47) (=-36b) NPji
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The clitic in (47) is defective, in that it does not contain a Case feature.
Recall, however, that we assume that the well-formedness condition for cli-
tics applies in the phonological component. Thus, for t~e~~f component,
(47) is well-formed: NP{ is assigned nominative by AGR and the empty cate-
gory is properly governed by a coindexed, governing clitic.
In the phonological component AH applies, attaching AGR to the particle.
As such, it supplies the missing feature for the clitic: nominative Case.
Hence in the phonology, once the feature Case has been added, the derivation
is well-formed, and the clitic adheres to the description in (40) above.
Note that we are crucially assuming that in the phonological component,
once AGR is moved to the PtP and 1s attached to the particle, it still con-
tains the nominative Case features. It can thus still supply the missing
Case feature to the defective clitic in (47), rendering the ell tic well-formed.
This nominative Case feature is still part of AGR, although nominative Case
has been assigned at S-structure to NP{ in (47). The fact that AGR still
contains nominative Case features after nominative Case has been assigned
supplies further evidence for the difference between the assignment of no-
minative Case and the assignment of other Cases. Recall that the local
rules of Case assignment as discussed in chapter 1 section 2 required adja-
cency. Nominative Case does not require adjacency, as is attested by the
assignment of nominative Case to postposed subjects (and ~ee (24)c above).
The local rules of Case assignment do not require superscripting, whereas
nominative Case assignment does. We thus conclude that the assignment of
nominative Case is not a local rule, and that unlike local rules of Case
assignment it does not involve the transference of a feature. Instead, we
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will assume that nominative Case is copied onto the co-superscripted,
governed element. Thus nominative Case 1s still present in the phonological
component as part of AGR and it can supply the missing feature for the
clitic in (47).
~::.----
4. Existential Sentences -- The Accusative Derivation
Interestingly, some occurrences of the existential particles in Modern
Hebrew are currently undergoing a process of reanalysis. This is particu-
larly true of all the uses of particles 1n which no true existential meaning
is expressed. Thus alongside the sentences it. (36) and (37) above we have
the following: 17
(48) 'eyn 'et ha-sefer ha-ze ba-sifriya
exist-not ace the-book the-this in-the-library
'this book is not in the library'
Clearly (48) indicates that the particle~ in cases such as (48) functions
as an accusative-assigning particle. Furthermore, when the particles func-
tion as accusative assigners, they allow for extraction from the post-particle
position without the presence of a coindexed clitic. Thus (49) and (50)
are possible~
(49) 'et mai ye~ [eli ba-sifriya?
ace what exists in-the-libra~y
'what is there in the library?'
(50) ye~ 'et XloXet ha-sfarim ~e-xipasta ba-s1friya
exist ace three the-books that-searched-you in-the-library
'the three books that you were looking for are in the library'
In (49), extraction took place with the accusative marker 'et, leaving an
empty category in the position following the particle. In (50), 'three
books' receives wide scope interpretation.
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Interestingly, fronting of the object of the particle into the
subject position once accusative Case Is assigned is impossible. Thud
(51)a has only a topicalized reading, and (Sl)b is ungrammatical:
(51) a.
b.
v
sifrei yeladim yes ba-sifriya. sifrey mevugarim, 10
books children exist in-the-library books adults no
'there are children's books in the library, but not adults' books'
v
*s1frey ha-yelad1m yes ba-sifriya etc.
books the-children
'the children's books are in the library etc.
We believe that the sentences 1n (48)-(51) can be explained if we assume
that particles in Modern Hebrew are being reanalyzed as accusative Case
assigners. The assignment of accusative Case is optional. However, when
the particle does assign accusative, it completely assimilates to the
verbal class. In particular, it can function as a proper governor without
the presence of an attached clit1c colndexed with the empty category. Thus
the representation given in (52) is gramnJa ticcil i.11 the accusat ive derivat lon:
(52) [ PtPtP [+acc]
[e]
The configuration in (52) is in fact the representation of both (49) and
(50) at the stage at which ECP is relevant. The avai.lability of proper
18government in (52) thus renders (49) and (50) grau~atical.
Recall now that we argued that the superscripting of the NP in the
VP in "ergative" constructions 1s random. Only if the superscript assigned
to the NP in the VP (or in our case, in the PtP) agrees with the super-
scripting of AGR can the post-verbal NP receive nomin~tive Case. This
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occurs \-lhen AH applies in the syntax and AGR both governs the pJst-v~rbal
NP and is co-superscripted wi th it; Recall that such a sys ten. would
predict nominative Ca~e assignment to direct objects, under the random
assignment of superscripting. However, such assignment was blocked by
exploiting the generalization that all verbs which assign accusative Case
also have a a-position as their subject (see section 2 above for dis-
cussion). However, the reanalyzed particles in Hebrew seem to violate
this generalization. Although they have accusative Case assignment
features, they do not have a a-position as their subject. Consequently,
precisely in the case of these Hebrew particles, we expect two possible
derivations, depending on the superscript assigned to the post-particle
NP. If the post-particle NP is assjgned the same superscript as the AGR
element, we expect nominative Case in the PtP, and we do nut expect the
particle to function as a proper governor. This derivation is the
nominative derivation outlined in detail in section 3 above. If, an
the other hand, the superscript assigned to the post-particle NP does
not agree with that of AGR, nominative Case cannot be assigned. Conse-
quently, the derivation can only be salvaged if accusative Case is assigned
by the particle. If accusative Case is assigned, however, the particle
becomes a proper governor and we predict the grammaticality of (49) and
(50) above.
In the accusative derivation, the clitic on the particle is reana-
lyzed as well: it is no longer a composition of the AGR node attached
to the particle with gender, number and person features inserted by the
rule (39) above. Rather, it is the regular clitic, incorporating the
accusative Case featvres of the particle itself, having the structure in
(53) :
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(53) [Pt Pt,[et gender,S number,o person, + accusative ]
Consequently, we do not expect the sentence in (54) to be grammatical
in the accusative derivation (recall that it was ungrammatical in the
nominative derivation as well, but due to different reasons. See (44)
above and related discussion):
(54) *'eyn-enu i 'et ha-xatul i ba-gan
exist-not acc the-cat in-the-garden
'the cat is not in the garden'
In (54) the clitic absorbs the accusative Case and hence 'the cat' cannot
19be assigned Case.
Note now that, given these two possible derivations, the non-topi-
calized reading of (51)a and the sentence in (51)b are still ruled out.
Consider first (51)b. The accusative Case marker 'et is not present,
hence we know that the definite direct object sifrey ha-yeladim 'the
children's books' is not marked as accusative. However, if the particle
does not assign accusative, it cannot function as a proper governor. It
follows that the sentence (51)b contains an empty category which is not
properly governed 1n the post-particle position. Of course, that empty
category could be properly governed if (39) above applied, resulting in
a clitic spell-out. This situation would yield the grammatical (55)
corresponding to (36)b above (and see also derivation (47) above):
(55) vsifrey ha-yeladim yes-nam i [eli ba-sifriya
'the children's books are in the library'
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Now consider (51)a. There is no overt accusative Case marker on indefi.-
nite direct objects (see chapter 2 section 4.2 for discussion of 'et),
hence we do not know whether 'children's books' was assigned accusative
or not. If no accusative Case was assigned, the non-topicalized reading
of (51)a is ruled out in the same way that (Sl)b is ruled out. Now let
us consider the possibility that accusative Case was assigned. In this
case, when the NP is moved to the subject position, it moves into a null
category that was co-superscripted with AGR in the base (see above for
discussion). If the superscript of the moved element conflicts with that
of the null category, the conflict will lead to ungrammaticality. If it
agrees with that of the null category, the moved NP carries the same
superscript as AGR and thus it will be assigned nominative Case. If
we assume that accusative Case was assigned to the moved NP prior to its
preposing t such assignment will result in a Case conflict and hence in
ungrammaticality. If accusative Case was not assigned prior to movement,
it will be assigned to the coindexed trace. However, since the antecedent
of that trace carries the same superscript as AGR, so does the trace.
Thus this assignment will result in the situation in (56):
(56) NP j AGRj
[nominative]
[e] j ]
[accusative)
In (56), NPj forms an A-chain with its co-superscripted trace. This chain
1s thus assigned two distinct Cases; hence this situation results in Case
conflict and 1n ungrammaticality. Now consider the topicalization reading.
In this derivation, the NP is moved to a non-Case position and hence the
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trace left behind can be accusative. This fact does not cause any conflict
in Case assignment to chains. In fact, as required by the visibility
hypothesis (see chapter 2, appendix, for discussion) the trace has to be
marked as accusative, since it is a variable., Thus, the topicalized
reading is the only possible reading of (51)a.
It has been observed by Shoshan! (1980) that the process of reana-
lyzing post-verbal subjects as direct objects is more general, and applies
to other verbal configurations as well. Thus, in substandard Hebrew,
(57)c, (58)c and (59)c are grammatical:
(57)a. vharts ktuva yedi'a xasuva ba-'iton
was-f written-f ~ new(s)-f important in-the-paper
'an important piece of news was writterl in the paper'
b. ha-yedi'a
the-new(s)-f
ha-zot
the-this-f
hayta
was-f
ktuva
written-f
ba-'iton
in-the--paper
c. haya
was-m
katuv
written-m
'et
ace
ha-yedi'a
the-new(s)-f
ha-zot
the-this-f
ba-'iton
in-the-paper
(58)a. meforatim harbe dvarim ba-karoz
specified-m-pl many things-m-pl in-the-leaflet
'many things are specified in this leaflet'
ha-ze
the-this
b. harbe
many
devarim
things-m-pl
meforatim
specified-m-pl
ba-karoz ha-ze
in this leaflet
c. meforat
specified-m-sg
'et
ace
ha-dvarim ba-karoz ha-ze
the-things-m-pl in this leaflet
(59)a. karta 1-1 te'una xamura
happened-f to-me accident-f serious-f
'I had a serious accident on the road'
ba-derex
in-the-road
b. te'una xamura
accident-f serious-f
karta
happened-f
1-1
to-me
ba-derex
in the road
c. kara
happened-m
1-1
to-me
kvar
already
'et
ace
ha-te'una
the-accident-f
ha-zot kodem
the-this-f before
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The verbs in (57)-(59) are ergative verbs which were reanalyzed to have
accusative Case assigning features, in a similar way to the reanalysis
v 20
which applied to yed and~. If the post-verbal NP in these cases
is assigned the same superscript as AGR, once AH applies in the syntactic
component, the pORt-verbal NP is assigned nominative. Alternatively, the
post-verbal NP can move to the subject postion, in which case AH does
not apply in the syntax and nominative Case is assigned in the usual way_
These cases are demonstrated by sentences (a) and (b) of (57)-(59). Wl1en
the post-verbal NP is assigned nominative, we exp~ct full agreement be-
tween the verbal inflection and the SUbjf~ct, and indeed, we find such
full agreement in the (a) and (b) cases. In the (c) cases, on the other
hand, the post-verbal NP 1s assigned a superscript which differs from that
of AGR. Hence it is assigned accusative by the verb itself. In these
case~ we do not expect agreement between tne verbal inflection and the
accusative NP. Indeed, as shown by the (c) cases above, we find in these
cases that the verb is inflected in the 3rd person mase. sing., the un-
marked form, regardless of the gender and number of the post-verbal NP.
Note that in (57)c. (58)c and (59)c as well as in (48)-(50) above,
we nevertheless have to assume that AH applied in the syntax, so as to
permit a (pleonastic) PRO to appear in subject position. If AGR does
not move into the VP in the syntactic component, the subject position
is governed but not properly governed, thus blocking the occurrence of
any empty element, PRO or [e).
Thus the accusative derivation of existential sentences as well as
the accusative derivation of some ergative verbs in Modern Hebrew supply
interesting evidence for our claim that there is no rule which co-super-
scripts the inserted PRO in ergative configurations and the p~st-verbal
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subject. Rather, NP's are superscripted at random. If they agree in
superscripting with AGR they are assigned nominative. But if they don't,
and if there is no other way to assign Case to them (in the case of re-
analyzed existentials and ergatives, where accusative Case is assigned),
the configuration is ruled out. On the othei hand, if the post-verbal NP's
(or post-particle NP's) can be assigned accusative by the verb or by the
particle, we expect both derivations to be grammatical, and indeed they
are.
An interesting confirmation of the assumption that supersc~ipts
are assigned at random to post-verbal NP's is found in English. Thus
both (60)a and (60)b are grammatical, although the latter is considered
substandard English:
(60)a.
b.
there are at least seven people in the garden
there is at least seven people in the garden
The rule suggested in Chomsky (1981) which co-superscripts expletive
inserted PRO's with post-verbal subjects in ergative constructions is
also utilized to co-superscript the pleonastic element th~. in (60) with
the post-verbal subject. In this case, the co-superscripting is utilized
to form an A-chain which consists of the pleonastic element inserted at
S-structure and the post-verbal NP. This A-chain is then assigned Case
by AGR. Note that since in English AH cannot apply in the syntax, the
formation of an A-chain linking the pleonastic element to the post-verbal
NP is crucial. In this way, the assignment of nominative Case to the
pleonastic element enables the post-be NP to be part of an A-chain with
Case. If no A-chain is formed, the post-verbal NP cannot be assigned
Case and the derivation would thus be ungrammatical (and see chapter 2
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appendix, for some discussion).
Let us assume, however, that be in English is reanalyzed much as
the particles in Hebrew are: it can assign accusative Case. (Note,
however, that the question of proper government which accompanied the
assignment of accusative Case in Hebrew 1s irrelevant here. Be, being
a verbal element, is always a proper governor.) Nu~ let us assume that
tIle superscripting of the post-be NP is random. If the superscript on
the post-be NP is identical to that of AGR (and of the pleonastic element
there) an A-chain is formed which is assigned nominative Case. In this
case, we expect agreeement between the post-verbal NP and the inflection
on the verb be. This is the sentence given in (60)a, in which such
agreement is attested. Now let us suppose that the post-be NP is assigned
a superscript different from that of AGR and the pleonastic element there.
In this case an A-chain is not formed and the post-be NP cannot be assigned
nominative Case. However, it can be assigned accusative Case by be.
In this case, we do not expect agreement between the verbal inflection
and the post-be NP. (60)b is an example of this derivation. In (60)b,
the post-be NP does not agree with the verbal inflection and thus we
21
can assume that the NP is assigned accusative Case.
Let us now conclude our discussion of existential sentences 1n
Modern Hebrew. It has been suggested that rather complicated facts which
bring together pro-drop phenomena and proper ~overl1ment by eli tics can
be accounted for if we assume the essentials of the pro-drop analysis
suggested in Chomsky (1981), and the analysis of c11ticsproposed in this
study. We have shown that, in existential sentences in Hebrew, the clitic
which serves as a proper governor of an empty category is composed of
gender, number and person features attached to the existential particle
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along with the AGR node attached to the particle following the application
of the rule of Affix Hopping. It was further shown that, by allowing
for random superscripting of Np·s, we can eliminate a special rule of
co-superscripting pleonastic elements and post-verbal NP's, while increa-
sing the explanatory power of the grammar. The random superscripting
accounted for the availability of both nominative and accusative deriva-
tions in a particular class of cases, namely the class of cases in which
a verbal element has accu~ative Case assignment features, but does not
take a a-position as its subject.
We have further clarified in this chapter the nature of the pro-
drop phenomenon as it appears in Modern Hebrew. It was shown that, given
a rule which transfers a referential index from the person marker in AGR
to the subject position, the distribution of arbitrary and controlled
PRO's in Modern Hebrew vs. the distribution of PRO's which have definite
reference can be accounted for. Insofar as the phenomena described in
~his section can be accounted for by using the analysis of pro-drop
sketched above and the analysis of clitics promoted in this study, the
data provide strong evidence for the validity of these analyses.
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FOOTNOTES: CHAPTER 4
1. vInterestingly, the cl1tica attached to~ and to yes (as well as
to two other particles which exhibit similar behavior, but which are
very archaic: hine -- roughly, 'here', and 'od -- roughly, 'still') are
morphologically distinct both from object clitics (which are attached to
prepositions and nouns and, in earlier stages of Hebrew, to verbs as well)
and from inflectional agreement markers. Thus, the following paradigm holds:
particle clitic object clitic !&reement marker (past tense)
1 sg -eni -i, -ni -ti
2 m sg -nxa -xa -ta
2 f sg -nex -ex, -ax -t
3 m sg -no, -nu -0 0
3 f sg -na -a -a
1 pl -nenu -enu, -anu -nu
2 m pI -nexem -xem -tern
2 f pl -nexen -xen -ten
3 m pl -nam -am -u
3 f pI -nan -an -u
The object clitics are sometimes used instead of the particle clitics.
This seems to be rather idiosyncratic. Thus, for the particles~
~ Wt L" V O/~}~f, t" I)
or 'od the o~~ clitics can be used ~t for ~ only the ,~~rt~gl~~y
clitics can be used. See Gesenius (1910) for some discussion of the his-
torieal source of the £ in the particle clitics.
2. (7)a is possible when the fronted NP is indefinite and when the
sentence receives a topicalized reading:
(i) v v vslosa xatulim yes ba-gan
'three cats, there are in the garden'
The topicalization of a definite NP would require an accusative object
marker preceding the topicalized element:
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v v v(ii)a. ~ 'et sloset ha-xatulim, yes ba-gan
acc three the-cats exist in-the-garden
'the three cats, they are in the garden'
v v vb. *sloset ha-xatulim, yes ba-gan
three the-cats
As will be shown below, existential sentences have an accusative deriva-
tion which has somewhat different properties. (i) and (ii) are part
of this derivation, as 1s clear from the availability of an accusative
object marker preceding a definite fronted NP. The accusative deriva-
tion is irrelevant to the discussion in this section.
3. The use of~ as a negation marker in the present tenae origin-
,ates in earlier stages of Hebrew, in which all present te~se sentences
were in fact nominal sentences with no tense value. In that earlier
system the verbal inflection indicated aspect rather than tense, which
was expressed by various affixes and particles. In Modern Hebrew the
aspect distinction has been reanalyzed as a tense system, and the
active participial form -- as a present tense inflection. Thus, in
fact,~ is quite inappropriate as a negation marker of present tense
sentences in Modern Hebrew, since they are no longer nominal. Interest-
ingly, native speakers of Modern Hebrew will find negation with~
rather stilted, and will avoid using it as much as possible (in spite
of the desperate attempts of the Hebrew Academy of Language to restore
this usage). Rather, they will use 10, the negation marker for tensed
verbs. Nevertheless, intuitions about the grarnmaticality of (12)a-h,
compared, say, with (i), are very sharp:
(i) *'eyn-ena hi yoda'at 'et ha-tXuva
neg-her she knows ace the-answer
'she doesn't know the answer'
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4. In Chomsky (1981), the pro-drop parameter is in fact stated as
in (1):
(1) R ( ;:; AH) may apply in the syntax.
(i) is part of the grammar of pro-drop languages, but not ~art of thr:
grammar of non-pro-drop languages. However, following our a~~umptiom
that local rules are free to apply in any component of the grammar un-
less specifically restricted from so applying, we find the statement in
(20) more adequate. Note that (1) and (20) differ with respect to the
tacit assumptions which they incorporate with respect to markedr,ess.
Thus, (1) implies that the grammar of pro-drop languages is more marked)
since in these languages the application of AH has to be relaxed in
order to incorporate (i). On the other hand, (20) implies that noo-
pro-drop languages are more marked, since in these languages the ap-
plication of AH has to be restricted by (20).
It is not easy to choose between (20) and (i) on the basis of the
evidence available to the language learner with respect to fixing the
parameter. The advocates of (1) would argue that the learner of a pro-
drop grammar is immediately exposed to subject-less sentences, thus
enabling him to determine that (1) is true, whereas the learner of a
non-pro-drop language would need negative evidence to determine that
his grammar does not contain (i). On the other hand, advocates of (20)
may argue that the language learner realizes that (20) is part of his
grammar when he first hears a pleonastic 1!, as in, for instance, it's
cold. Furthermore, he may deduce the presence of (20) in his language
from the availability of indirect negative ~vidence: the absence of
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pro-drop in extremely simple and immediately accessible sentences. We
thus conclude that learnability factors cannot determine the choi.ce be-
tween (20) and (1). However, given the restricted class of parameters
argued for in this study, we prefer (20) to (i) on theoretical grounds.
5. One could argue that since Case assignment rules can apply at any
level, the movement of AGR to the VP in the syntactic component in (21)b
should not be relevant: the subject I could be marked nominative in
the base. There is, however, an important reason to assume that nom-
inative Case assignment cannot apply in the base. As will be shown below,
nominative Case assignment is not dependent only on government by AGR.
It is crucially dependent on co-superscripting between AGR and the sub-
ject position. The mechanism which checks the appropriateness of co-
superscript~ng is located at S-structure and only at S-structure (as
are the binding conditions, which are similar in nature; see chapter
2, appendix, for discussion). It follows that nominative Case assign-
ment cannot apply before or after S-structure. It will be noted in sec-
tion 3 below that nominative Case assignment cannot be seen as a trans-
ference of a feature from the AGR node to the subject4 In this sense,
it does not fall within our description of Case assignment rules in
chapter 1, section 2 above.
6. Ergative sentences are, in essence, configurations 1n which the
subject is base-generated post-verbally and may either be fronted into
the regular subject position or stay in its post-verbal position. Such
an analysis for the choice of auxiliaries in Italian was argued for by
Perlmutter (1978) (the "unaccusative hypothesis") and consequently by Napoli
(1973) and others See Borer {1980a)for an argument that such construc-
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tiona exist in Modern Hebrew, and that, in fact, all the morphologically
passive verbs are of this sort.
Note that we are assuming that (23)a is ergative. There have,
however, been other analyses proposed for the 11 construction in French.
For discussion, see Kayne (1975), Pollock (1979) and references therein.
7. (24)c is, in fact, somewhat marginal. I believe, however, that
it is not mere scrambling. Rather, it is an adjunction to VP. This
assumption is verified by the fact that the insertion of a s~ntence
adverb between 'the apples' and 'three men' will result in an even
greater marginality:
(i) ??'axlu 'et ha-tapuxim 'etmol ba-cohorayim Rachel ve-Dan
ate ace the-apples yesternay in-noon Rachel and-Dan
'Rachel and Dan ate the apples yesterday at noon.'
8. Interestingly, (30)a is redundantly ungrammatical, since the [e]
in subject position is governed (hence it is not PRO), but not properly
governed (hence it violates the ECP). Given the contextual definition
of empty elements (Chomsky, 1981; see chapter 2, appendix) for discus-
sian), only PRO can appear in the subject position of (30), because the
empty element in the Rubject position does not have an antecedent with
the same a-role, and hence cannot be anaphoric [e] _ It follows irnmedi-
ately that this p0sition cannot be governed at S-structure, since a gov M •
erned PRO is excluded by the binding conditions.
9. And see also references in footnote 6 above.
10. An obvious exception to this generali.zation is t'he case 0 f excep-
tional Casa assignment. In this case, the verb assigns accusative Case,
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but it does not assign a a-role. This situation is illustrated in (1):
(i) John believes Bill to have won the race.
In (1), believe assigns accusative Case to Bill, but it does not assign
a 8-role to it. However, in this case Bill is crucially assigned a 8-
role by the VP of the subordinate clause: it is assigned a a-role as
the subject of w1,n. Thus in this case as well, there are two referential
expressions for every occurrence of believe, when believe assigns accusa-
tive Case.
11. Following the a-criterion as i.nterpreted by the projection prin-
ciple (see chapter 1 for discussion) PRO in _~~~~~bject post tion 0 f
.---.. "', _ -. __ - .
"regular" pro-drop configurations has to be base-generated, since it
~~~upies a a-position. However, in the ergative cases or in the pleo-
nastic cases, such a PRO is inserted later into a base-generated null
.. ._. ,..~
catego~YJ ~nd thus it cannot receive a referential index from AGR. 'r
....T'_....... ·· ,...........'..,..
am indebted to N. Chomsky for pointing out to me the relevance of this
distinction for the transmission of referential indices. For a similar
p~oposal for capturing the availability of referential pro-drop in some
cases VB. its absence in others, see Rizzi (1980). Rizzi, however,
argues that the empty element in subject position is [eJ rather than
PRO.
12. The grammaticality of (34)a-b cannot be derived from some relaxa-
tion of the restriction on pro-drop in embedded clauses. Without a con-
troller, pro-drop in embedded clauses is ungrammatical:
(i) v*Rina1 biksa
'Rina (fern) asked
v
se PROi
that he
yavo
will come'
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Interestjngly, however, the controller in tensed clauses can be deter-
mined by the discourse, and is not restricted to the sentence (unlike
control in infinitivals, which is strictly limited to the sentence).
l~us, the sentence in (1) is grammatical if a possible controller was
mentioned earlier in the discourse.
Pro-drop in the 3rd person (although never in the prasent tense)
is also used as a ~~,._dev,iGe, in particular with the literary style
known as ",~.l-ndir~.t,...~~y!e". In these cases, hO~vever, there is no
distinction between embedded or non-embedded contexts: pro-drop can
apply in matrix sentences as well. For some discussion of pro-drop in
free indirect style see Borer (in press).
13. Clearly there are additional conditions which determine the dis-
tribution of PRO's when no referential index is assigned by AGR. Thus,
in the controlled cases, present tense nevertheless cannot appear.
Compare (i) with (34)b:
(i; v*Dan 'amar le-Talila i se PRO! tamid me'axeretDan said to-Tal11a that always late
'Dan said to Talila that she is always late'
On the other hand, in the arbitrary control cases only the masculine
plural form of the 3rd person verb can appear. Compare (ii) to (35)a:
(i1) *'amar 'et ze
said (8g) ace this
ba-radio
in-the-radio
'etmol
yesterday
We thus conclude that arbitrary PRO in Hebrew is plural masculine, as it
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is in Italian. Interestingly, in Russian, arbitrary PRO shows plural
number when animate, but sing\llar number when it is inanimate. (I
am indebted to M. Halle for pointing this out to me.)
Note that the existence of additional conditions on the appearance
of PRO, whose nature is as yet unclear, does not invalidate our proposal.
For our purposes, it is crucial to show that PRO ~an appear in environments
where it is assigned a referential index, not by AGR, but by a control-
ler, or arbitrarily, without being coindexed with the person marker of
AGR. This fact has been established regardless of the existence of fur-
ther restrictions.
14. Our analysis predicts that, corresponding to tIle ung'rammatical
(38)b, we should have grammatical sentences in which PRO in subject
position is either controlled or in which the clitic is 3rd person plural
masculine and can receive arbitrary interpretation. The first prediction
is borne out, as is illustrated by the grammaticality of (i):
(1) v vAsaf ma'amin se-'eyn-enu i muxsar
Asaf believes that-neg-hirn talented
'Asaf believes that he is not talented'
With respect to the second prediction,note that it is bizarre, in semantic
terms, to assert or negate the existence of an arbitrarily chosen referent
in existential sentences. Thus (i1) is very strange under an arbitrary
reference reading:
(i1) vyes-nam
exist-they
ba-gan
in-the-garden
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Thus, I believe that, although arbitrary reference is impossible 1n
cases such as (38)b, it 1s due to independent factors.
15. Note that we are assuming that the clitic in (39) is visible in
LF, although it does not have a Case feature. Although we accept the
visibility hypothesis, requiring that NP's have Case if they are to
be visible for a-role assignment in LF (but see appendix to chapter 2)
this is irrelevant for (39), since we assume that clitics are not in argu-
ment positions. Hence they do not participate in the binding conditions
and cannot be contained in an A-chain. Instead, they are features on the
head of their phrase. As such, they are visible in LF because the head
of which they are part is visible.
16. The ~~p~1=bracket n9 t ation -- [NP ] -- indicates a n~~~_~~t:~~_?ry
•• -0. ._---.-_•. ~_ .. _
which is g~nerated in ~_base-and is filled in the course of th~q§kiva-
-_ _-.- ----..,-..__.- ..•_-, , . .' , -
tion either by a moved element or by a pl~QQastic element or e~pl:~ive
This null category differs from [Npe] in
that it does not contain $-features. In drawing this distinction we
~
follow Chom6ky (1981).
17. vReanalysis in non-existential usages of the particles ~ and~
is triggered, I believe, by the incompatibility of existential meaning
and definite post-verbal subjects. Once the post-particle NP has been
reanalyzed as a direct object rather than a subject, none of toe semantic
restrictions on existential sentences hold, and post-particle NP's can
be definite. Due to this fact, existential sentences are still derived
using the nominative derivation outlined above. On the other hand, when
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the existential particles are used to express possession or location,
the accusative derivation is preferred. (48)-(50) in the text have
locative readings. (i) below has a possessive reading:
(i) vyes 1-1 'et ha-sefer
exist to-me ace the-book
'I have this book'
ha-ze
the-this
It will be shown below that when certain ergative verbs are reanalyzed
as accusative assigners, the definiteness restriction which usually holds
for subjects of ergatives in Hebrew is lifted and the reanalyzed direct
object is free to be definite. (For some discussion of tlte definiteness
restriction with respect to ergative verbs, see Borer, 1980a.)
18. vThe fact that the particles ~ and~ acquire verbal nature
with respect to proper government once they assign accusative Case
surely provides some interesting insight into the nature of proper
governmen~. The implications of this correlation, however, will not be
explored in this study.
19. Recall that 'et, although it can function as a "rescuing device"
for Case-assignment purposes, does not allow for doubling. See chapter
2, section 4.2 and footnote 26 for some discussion.
20. The constructions in (57)-(58) are, in fact, passive constructions.
(57) is an adjectival passive construction using the verb haya 'to be',
whereas (58) shows the morphological passive form pu'al. Both these
constructions have active counterparts, as demonstrated by (i)-(11):
(i) Dan katav 'et ha-yedi'a ha-zot ba-'iton
Dan wrote ace the-new the-this in-the-paper
'Dan wrote this piece of news in the paper'
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(i1) Dan peret 'et ha-dvarim ba-karoz
Dan specified ace the-things in-the-leaflet
'Dan specified the things in the leaflet'
We believe, however, that all passive constructions in Hebrew belong to
the class of ergative verbs, in that, like other ergative verbs, their
subject originates in the VP, where it can be assigned nominative if AH
applies in the syntax. If not, it has to move to the regular subject
position, where Case assignment 1s possible. In fact, following our
assumptions, the only difference between passive constructions in Hebrew
and those in a language like English is that in English AH cannot apply
in the syntax. It follows that in English passive constructions the
post-verbal subject cannot receive Case. Consequently, the post-
verbal subject has to be fronted to the subject position to receive
Case. In Hebrew, on the other hand, AH can apply in the syntax, and
consequently the fronting of the post-verbal subject is optional. For
some more discussion of this point see Borer (1980a).
21. The French impersonal construction, with expletiv~ 11, shows a
phenomenon similar to the Hebrew (c) examples in (57)-(59) and to
English sentences like (60)b. French impersonal sentences uniformly
show a lack of overt agreement:
(i)a. 11
expl.
est arrive
is arrived
(sing)
sept
seven
hommes
men
b. *11 sont arrive(s) sept
(plur)
hommes
Modern French has preserved surface Case marking only in definite clitics.
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The definiteness restriction thus prevents us from ch~cking the Case
marking on the post-verbal NP. HaYk (1981) has argued that Case here
is assigned by the verb, and not by agreement, suggesting that the Case-
marking is accusative. Wehrli (personal communication) has noted that
in earlier stages of French, before the loss of most surface Case dis-
tinctions, such post-verbal NP'g are, in fact, often marked accusative,
thus confirming our hypothesis of random superscripting.
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CONCLUSION
The research whose output is presented in the previous chapters
revolves around two major axes. First, we presented a restricted class
-of parameters. Second, we proposed a particular theory of clitic con-
figurations, within which a substantj.al amount of parametric variation
can be accounted for by assuming the restricted class of parameters
proposed above.
We have suggested in this study that parametric variation in
clitic constructions can be explained if W~ assume that all these vari-
ations are dependent on morphological properties of local rules -- on
properties of their application and on properties of the local rules
themselves. The algebra of local rules we have taken to be determined
by UG as well as by the particular ways in which the application of
local rules can be parametrized. Thus, local rules can apply at any
level at which the environment for their application is met. However,
their application can be restricted as a language-particular option.
Thus, whereas both principles (1) and (2) are part of the universal
properties of local rules, the decision to restrict the application of
a particular local rule R in a particular grammar G to a particular
level L is part of the core grammar of an individual language. Such
a restriction is universally formulated as (3):
(1) Given a local rule R, R may apply at any level.
(2) The application of R may be restricted to particular levels.
(3) R in G may not apply at 1-
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Many local rules were directly argued for in this study: local
rules of Case assignment, local rules of Case spell-out, local rules
of dummy Case-marker insertion and local rules of Case climbing. For
each of these rules it was shown how the environment of the rule may
be created at different levels, how the application of the rule determines
the variation between languages, and how, in some cases, restrictions
on the level at which a local rule applies result in substantial inter-
language variation. Insofar as the phenomena discussed in this study
can be accounted for by employing the local rules postulated above,
and insofar as the particular properties which we assumed local rules
to have can account for parametric variation, the phenomena discussed
in this study supply strong evidence for the system we have proposed .•
The theory of clitics which we offered in this study crucially
involves notions such as government and Case. As such, our theory is
firmly embedded in the Government-Binding fram~work and supplies addi-
tional evidence for its leading ideas. We argued in this study that
clitics are best characterized as the insertion of gender, number and
person features into the matrix of a Case-assigning element. These
features, when combined with the Case feature, are given an independent
phonological representation which, in turn, "absorbs" the Case feature.
Consequently, this Case feature can no longer be assigned to a complement.
Rather, an independent Case assigner is required to render a phonolo-
gically realized complement grammatical. We differed from earlier base-
generation accounts of clitic configurations in several respects: first
we showed that the clitic is a genuine feature on the head of its phrase.
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Second, we showed that when no complement appears apart from the clitic
itself, the complement node is nevertheless base-generated by the regu-
lar base rules and dominates an empty element which is not PRO. \~e
demonstrated that our analysis is, in fact, correct by exploring the
government properties of eli tics and the conditions under which coin-
dexing between clitics and governed complements is possible. The theory
of clit1cs which w~ proposed was shown to account for facts in a wide
range of languages: Hebrew, Rumanian, Spanish and French. (For an ac-
count of clitics in Yoruba which is compatible with our analysis, see
Pul1eyblank, 1980. For an account of clitics in Standard Arabic along
the lines suggested in this study, see Borer, 1980b. For an account
of clitics in Lebanese Arabic, see Aoun, forthcoming.)
In these last remarks, we would like to offer some speculations
on the class of possible parameters.
As we noted in the introduction
4
to this work, there is no a priori
reason for excluding parametrization over every aspect of UG. The ques-
tion of which aspects of UG are subject to parametrization and which
are not is entirely an empirical issue. Furthermore, one could argue
for a system in which every aspect of UG can be parametrized over and,
consequently, for a system that would allow for the existence of two
grammars which have absolutely nothing in common. One could imagine,
within such a system, a grauunar that will have no major categories and
which will not utilize distinctive features. If such a grammar can be
found, then clearly it will supply evidence for the possibility of
parametrization over every aspect of UG. It is our opinion, however,
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that advocating a system which allows for such variation greatly weakens
the claim for language universals. Rather, it is desirable, in our
opinion, to try to restrict the class of possible parameters.
A plausible theory of pararnet~r5 will, most likely, associate
particular parameters with every component of the grammar. These para-
meters will be directly linked to the properties of the component in
question. Thus, the X-system will have parameters which are connected
to the ordering of elements and, perhaps, to the number of bars. The
transforlnstional component will have parameters that will specify the
value of a, and, perhaps, some param~ters that will relate to conditions
on the application of "Move a", such as subjacency. The phonological
component will include parameters which will select various systems of
distinctive features, etc. W~thin such a model, we take the class of
parameters defined in this study to be that class of parameters associ-
ated with inflectional morphology.
Little work has been done on defining the class of possible
parameters linked with other components of the grammar. The study of
parameters is still in its beginning. Some interesting contributions,
however, have been made by Kean (1975), who studied the structure of
possible phonological systems, and by Rizzi (1979), who studied the
effects of parametric variation in the choice of bounding nodes for
subjacency (see in this respect also Sportiche, 1979, and Jaeggli, 1980,
who apply Rizzi's proposal to French and Spanish, respectively), We
hope that our research constitutes yet another step on the road towards
a restrictive theory of parameters.
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